
20 HEADPHONES UNDER REVIEW

20 TUNERS REVIEWED

YOUR LAST CHANCE TO WIN 
A£10,000SYSTEM!
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THE WORLD'S No. 1 GUIDE 
TO BUYING HI-FI

OVER 35 TURNTABLES & TONEARMS REVIEWED
TEST RESULTS ON OVER 500 HI-FI PRODUCTS - FROM OUR OWN INDEPENDENT LABS

92 LOUDSPEAKERS TESTED

61 CD PLAYERS TESTED

109 CARTRIDGES TESTED

4b CASSETTE DECKS TESTED

7 CD MIDI SYSTEMS TESTED

49 TURNTABLES AND 
25 TONEARMS TESTED

90 AMPLIFIERS AND 
32 TUNERS TESTED



To hear audio systems that will 
make your ears sit up and beg 
for more, make sure you listen 
to Musical Fidelity. Lead the 
way to your hifi dealer and ask 
for a demonstration. For a free 
colour brochure ring 01-900 2866, 
9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday.

MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED, 15/16 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY HA9 OTF.
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Choose your turntable carefully, there are 
alternatives below £150 and we don’t advise anyone 

who's bought another to listen to the Q DECK
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Ariston Acoustics Ltd., Freeport Scodand, Prestwick Airport, Prestwick, Ayrshire KA9 2TA. 
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Wia this limited editioa Source Odyssey ia 
our March issue compelitioa. See page 78for 

ourfull review.

—7 -
UPDATE
Keeping you up to date on the latest 
products, business and technical 
developments in the industry.

—15—
READERS' WRITES/CHOICE
ANSWERS
Your chance to air your views on all 
matters audio, and to sort out niggling 
technical queries.

ASPIRATIO S: THE ART OF 
CONCEALMENT
Our roving editor settles himself in front 
of another super-sound system while 
noting the surrounding iwmiks (like 
ocean-size Chinese carpets).

—26—
STATE OF THE ART 
COMPETITION
The last part in our chance of a lifetime 
competition to WIN £10,000 of 
dreamland audio equipment. Make sure 
you enter.

PERSPECTIVES
Around and Around. Ten years ago the 
turntable was the most boring part of 
the hi-fi system. Now it's thought of as 
the heart - Paul Messenger explains 
why.

TURNTABLES & TONEARMS

MARKET RESPONSE
Hi-Fi dealers up and down the country 
tell Dan Houston about sales of 
turntables and give their opinions on 
matters such as reliability.

CHOOSING AND USING
A practical guide to turntable and 
tonearm selection; written non- 
technically as if by a kind uncle.

TURNTABLE AND TONEARM
REVIEWS
AJvin Gold tests 20 turntables and 
tonearms. And we include 17 previously 
reviewed by Martin Colloms.
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BACK ISSUES
We cannot guarantee old birthday 
issues- but Choice's chronicling of the 
hey-days of hi-fi makes interesting 
reading.

BEST BUYS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The leaders in the headphone field are 
spotlighted.

MENU

CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The outcome of our latest turntable/arm 
tests plus some favourites from earlier 
projects.

SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY 
Where to go for the best hi-fi and service 
in your area.

TUNERS SYSTEM BUILDING
What to look for and how to allocate 
your budget when putting together a 
system.

CHOOSING AND USING
TUNERS
The easy way.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Put your feet up and let the postman 
bring your Choice.

TUNER REVIEWS
Martin Colloms assisted by Chris Bryant 

puts 20 tuners through their paces.

THE CHOICE DIRECTORY

CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

CHOOSING AND USING
HEADPHONES
If you were in a shop it would be difficult 
not to look silly while doing all this.

So who is making the best tuners? Our 
roundup puts the reviews in perspective.

Our unique information-packed buyers' 
guide to all the hi-fi products we have 
reviewed which are currently available.

HEADPHONE REVIEWS
Jason Kennedy tried on 20 pairs of 
headphones and gives his views on 
sound and comfort quality.

GLOSSARY
You don't have to be an idiot to need this 
guide.

T ... ....he maio '"iew theme of this issue is 
turntables and tonearms, and for the first 
time in several years a new reviewer is hand
ling this topic-Alvin Gold stepping into Mar
tin Colloms' shoes. TQ maintain a degree of 
continuity, the lab test framework has been 
kept as close as possible to earlier reviews: 
the tonearm measurements were carried out 
in MC's laboratory, though inevitably the 
turntable tests are not directly comparable, 
and subjective value judgements will >h<>w 
some differences in taste.

Manufacturers were given the opportu
nity to re-submit product if they wished, but 
many chose not to, so we have reprinted a 
number of MC's reviews from earlier editions 
alongside the new material, retaining recom- 
mriidaihms where appropriate. In this 
respect Alvin's only real reservation was to 
query the current o inipin ii i\of the 
two Thorens TD316 and TD320 players.

As usual we did our best to pull in as wide 
a range as possible. But even more than 
usual the politics of products and per
sonalities seemed to provide impediment.

Our apologies therefore to Automation 
Sciences for blowing up the Pierre Lurne 
(our fault, though arguably excusable), but 
our irritation at those who promised to sup
ply and failed to deliver. It is particularly 
exasperating to be unable to endorse the 
performance of the Oracle DPlph i /If, having 
contracted to give it aw ay in our State Of The 
Art Competition. And we expected no less 
than three Helius tonearms.

I have rather more sympathy for the smal
ler manufacturers like Voyd who worry that 
a favourable review could create embarras
sing demand. But feel obliged to point out 
the poor track record of turntable manufac
turers in achieving good overall balance in 
designs that may excell in one particular 
area - even the expensive and pretentious 
frequently reveals an Achilles heel under 
full, comparative lab and in Tinin ¡in ■ scrutiny.

Happily, much less controversy surrounds 
the headphones and tuners which are also 
Ct 2red in this issue. To be able to nininw 
headphones again after a gap of several 
years is one of the major benefits of our new 
format, while tuners always seem a particu
lar bargain, given the high standard of radio 
broadca8ting in the UK

Pout MPs.'WIIQPr
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with a laser beam

Guaranteed to blow
your mind

SL-PIOOO model shown features full remote control 
with digital volume control, 20 selection random access 

memory, music scan, 2 speed search dial cuing, auto 
pause, auto space, vibration-isolated optical deck, Class AA 

output stages, twin D/A converters, gold plated output 
terminals and multi-function fluorescent display.

TECHNICS, 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH. BERKS. SU &JB. TEL: SLOUGH 34522

Gunpowder gelatine 
dynamite

Thchnics 
Compact Disc Players 

For Music Lovers.
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High Srreer, Houghron Regis, Dunsrable, 
Bedfordshire LUS SQJ, England
330 Turnpike Srreer, Canton, 
Massachusetts 02021, USA

/R
ACOUSTIC

RESEARCH

There s nothing like experiencing good, live music.

Its complex tapestry if sound, Hight, movement and colour 
weaves magic on the soul. A never-to-beforgotten indulgence if 
the senses which is rarefy matched — except by AR hifi systems.

That s because AR equipment gives reproduced music all the 
vibrant rhythm, virtuosity and colour if the orignal, Imaging it 
•riridly to life at home.

With a range if superbly styled sources, amplifiers and loud
speakers, AR cffers the total solution, with matched music systems 
at all price levels

In short, AR brings you music, pure and clear — just like it 
would be live.



UPDATE

THE DESIGNER 
FACTORY
Linn Products, once the rebellious 
child of the hi-fi family who did 
much to turn the business on its 
head, have come of age. Despite 
retaining much of their craftsman 
image, they now have one of the 
most advanced factories in 
Europe when it comes to stock 
control.

Nobody stops for tea break in 
the warehouse at Linn's flash new 
factory outside Glasgow, because 
nobody works there1 The whole 
operation is handled by a team of 
German robots which find the 
necessary components and load 
them onto small, bleeping 'droids' 
which glide around the factory 
delivering to the production line. 
Perhaps production line isn't the 
right term as, despite all the 
hi-tech, Linn operate more on the 
Aston Martin rather than the Ford 
principle of(llanufacture.

Product assembly and testing is 
handled from start to finish by 
small groups, for the sake of both 
quality and efficiency. Linn boss 
Ivor Tiefenbrun claims that 
allowing staff to build products 
right the way through actually 
allows them to make their own 
compensations for their weaker 
points. And although Linn operate 
a quota system, this is tied to a 
worker's own ability rather than 
run like a sweat shop.

Linn were forced to move out of 
their old Castlemilk plant as the 
product range expanded and 
turnover increased- despite the 
empty warehouse, staff levels are 
now higher than ever.

The new factory was designed 
by the outrageous and 
unconventional but award
winning architect Richard Rogers, 
and features some neat ideas. 
Tiefenbrun wanted space to 
expand if necessary, so the frame 
of the factory can support a 
hanging mezzanine floor, if 
needed. There is also plenty of 
room to expand the site itself, as 
the factory is isolated in the 
middle of farmland on the edge of 
a wood. Despite being bright blue, 
the Linn factory is pretty well 
hidden in the trees.

The robotic warehouse system 
was custom designed for Linn in

Rogers .flair 011 Scottish greenfield site.

West Germany and is the first of 
its kind in Europe. Even the 
smallest electronic components 
are handled by the same large 
robots.

As yet the shop floor is still not 
properly organised, and Linn are 
experimenting with different 
layouts- they have only been in 
for a few months. But rapid 
expansion is clearly on the cards 
as they bring out new products, 
such as the tuner and integrated 
amplifier currently on the design 
computer.

Tiefenbrun is very confident 
about the future of Linn. Sales 
have increased steadily- owing, 
he admits, to the new interest in 
hi-fi brought about by Compact 
Disc (which some said would kill 
Linn off). After years of 
experimenting with CD, he still 
doesn't feel positive enough about 
the software to want to make a 
player. But he is interested in 
digital formats nonetheless, and is 
keen on the OAT concept.

It may well be that the 
mezzanine floor will be needed 
sooner rather than later.

JVC UK CO
JVC are setting up a £27m factory 
in East Kilbride, near Glasgow, 
Scotland which will eventually be 
used to manufacture CD players. 
The factory takes on 200 people 
this month and will initially be 
used for colour television 
manufacture, with 20,000 units a 
month capacity by April.

JVC expect to be producing CD 
players there by 1990- increasing 
overall production at the factory 
and creating 650 jobs by 1993. All 
JVC hi-fi is imported from Japan at 
present.

The company's present CTV 
production has been carried out 
under licence by Ferguson (now 
under French ownership) in 
Gosport, Hants and Enfield, 
Middx. This contract has now 
ended prompting the move into 
self production. The plant will be 
launched by Japanese staff but the 
firm say they hope to employ local 
people in top management 
positions as soon as possible. East 
Kilbride was chosen for its light 
engineering tradition and skilled 
workforce, and the company will 
move into existing buildings.

JVC will be importing units from 
Japan while the plant builds up 
capacity, but hope it will 
eventually be big enough to 
service markets in Europe, Africa 
and some Pacific countries.

SPRINGSTEEN SINGS 
FOR SONY
The Sony Corporation, based in 
Tokyo, has bought CBS Records 
for $2 billion, an offer that became 
irresistible following the 
worldwide slide in share values. 
The final deal is expected to be 
signed in January although 
agreement was reached between 
Sony and CBS boards several 
weeks ago.

Sony's involvement with CBS 
dates back to 1968 when 
CBS/Sony Records !ne was formed 
as a 50/50 venture in Japan. That 
has now become Japan's premier 
record company with sales of 
around £600 million.

CBS is a record giant with 
outlets in over 50 countries and 
sales of $1.5 billion in 1986. Sony 
hopes to improve even on this.

hich does not necessarily mean 
more Japanese tours for the likes 
of Springsteen, Cyndi Lauper, 
Michael Jackson, Barbara 
Streisand or Placido Domingo who 
are some of the famous CBS 
names now working for the 
Nipponese Yen rather than the 
Yankee dollar.

NOVEMBER HICCUP 
«■ ii on target to record its best 
ever year in 1987, the UK 
consumer electronics market 
seems to have been knocked 
somewhat off course. The 
late October simultaneous arrival 
of Hurricane Ethelred and the 
stockmarket slide could not have 
been better timed had there been 
deliberate intention to disrupt the 
main buying season.

On the broad front reports have 
appeared that the Dixons chain 
has 'misjudged' Christmas this 
year, and the share price of this 
market giant has taken something 
of a knock over and above the 
events of Black Monday. Profit 
forecasts made earlier this year 
have been revised downwards by 
10 per cent by City analysts. 
Consumers looking for bargains 
(outside the hi-fi field of course) 
should pay close attention to 
post-Xmas stock shifting 
measures.

Despite DTI statistics showing 
record November retail sales 
major specialist hi-fi dealers 
throughout the south of England 
have had a disappointing month, 
with sales in some cases more 
than 20 per cent below the same 
month last year, putting a 
significant dent in 15 plus per cent 
overall annual growth 
expectations. Likely reasons are 
that many potential customers 
have spent both time and ready 
cash in repairing roofs, fences, TV 
aerials and the like and are waiting 
for money to come back from 
insurance companies, while the 
lack of stability in financial 
markets has increased caution
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over any expenditure, as the healthy building society receipts show.Happily December appears to havestarted a little better, and the north of England seems to have been insulated from the shocks thathave affected the south. One prominent Yorkshire retailer reported that their November figures showed a 12 per cent increase- 4 per cent short of 
budget, but healthy nonetheless. 
And the recent drop in interest 
rates with consequent lower 
mortgage payments seems to be a 
ray of sunshine penetrating the 
general financial gloom and 
miasma.

Not unexpectedly, the 'high 
end' of imported exotica has been 
affected worse than most. 
Distributor Automation SciencPs 
are rPportedly now trading as 
normal after restructuring. having 
had a particularly difficult cash 
flow period as a culmina! ion of 
slow paying dealers. expensive 
hi-f'i shows, slow sales and the 
stockmarket slump- the 
relationship with tlw Dutch \'an 
den Hul company having come 
under particular strain.

TIMES-A-CHANGING 
The fortune's or Wharfedale1 
loudspeakers look set for a change 
following a management buyout 
hpfore' ChristllL<lS.

The company. \rhicli has been 
the subje<'l of !ll Lil'h mumbling 
over Se'\'t'r<Limonths. was sold for 
an undisclosed stun. Fift pen 
lllt'!llbl'rs of I ht> board and 
managenwnt tl'<tlll at \\'harft>da iP 
ha\'l' bought into thw firm and till' 
Independent Investment 
Company and Lloyds Hank have 
found the rest. Two new board 
members hare been appointed: 
Hill Thwwlis is the lll'\V Chairman 
appointed by ITC. and Ashley 
Ward is the new Vin’ Chairman. Mr. Ward approached theITC 
through Bill Thewlis with the 
buyout scheme from Wharfedale's 
management. Neither man has 
experience ofthe audio industry.Mr. Thewlis said his first task at 
Wharfedale would be to 
consolidate and improve relations with dealers. "!think the company rushed things too much," he said, "there were too many new products brought out; it upsets the trade to move too quickly. We now need a period of stability but there are a number of new things in the pipeline which may be shown at the Penta Show. "In becoming more market orientated, Wharfedale intend to strengthen support to retailers (encouraging reciprocal confidence) and listen to the needs of the mass market as well as developing products for the discerning end user.

Wharfedale will maintain existing distribution channels and Mr. Thewlis said the new plans, such as developing any new 
products, will take up to twelve 
months to implement.

"There is an affection in the 
industry, from the people I have 
talked to, for the Wharfedale 
name," he said. "we're going to 
build on that and you can see from 
the commitment - we're 
determined to succeed."

BOWERS BOWS OUT
. John Bowers. the founder and 
guiding force beliind B&W 
Loudspeakers. based in Worthing. 
Sussex. has handed over the 
running of the company to Robert 
Tninz. the new chairman.

Mr. Bowers has suffered recent 
ill-health but will remain on the 
B&W board in a consult alive 
capacity.

He set up the company 2I rears 
ago. introducing thi‘ successful 
line of loudspeakers which were 
original!y made for limitpd sale 
from t hi‘ Bowers ami Wilkins shop. 
which is still going strong as 
Worthing's specialist hi-fi dealer.

SPEAKER MAKERS IN 
STOCK EXCHANGE
TGI plc. the holding company 
fornwd by t he Tannoy. Goodmans. 
and Mordaunt-Short merger last 
year. will be seeking a stock 
market quotation in the next few 
days.

The group. which has an 
estimated f'lin turnover is 
hoping for a .SI Im-plus listing on 
the’ stock exchange’. No final date 
for the quotation had been si'f in 
the days before Christmas. and a 
spokesman for t he companies said 
this would depend on the market 
situation at 1 he 1 inw. All three 
manufacturers are principal!y 
involved and known for 1 heir 
loudspeakers. though Goodmans 
imports and markets products 
from personal stereos to 

Wharfedale buyout; left to right: chairman Bill Thewlis, MD Dennis 
Holden, trice-chairman Ashley Ward.

microwave ovens under its own brand name.
BRISTOl FASHION
The Holiday Inn in Bristol city
centre is the venue for Hi-Fi '88, 
the first show of the new year. 
Featuring too many brands to 
count. it will take place over 
February 12. 1:3 and 14. and the 
usual show discounts and special 
offers will make the .S 1.50 entjy 
fee a bargain for the buyer. It 
starts at 2.00 p.m. on Friday and 
10.00 a.m. on Saturday and 
Sunday - children under 14 get in 
for free.

BUilDING ON 
SUCCESS:
Beard Audio. manufacturers of 
exotic valve amplifiers, have been 
bought by Generation Securities, a 
firm owned by members of the 
McAlpine Construction company.

The unlikely marriage took 
place after Hamish McAlpine tried 
to buy Beard equipment in 
Tottenham Court Road last 
February. Dismayed at finding 
there’ was a four-month waiting 
list. he decided to go one better 
and buy the company as well.

Beard will now expand. 
increasing production fourfold by 
the spring. and promise no waiting 
lists by then. A delighted Bill 
Beard said he would coni inue at 
till' company's helm with 
particular responsibility for 
product developniwnt. and a new 
sales team has been recruited to 
set ofT on Boxing Day for a world 
tour "to take advantage of market 
opportunities both at honw and 
abroad".

SOFTWARE TRENDS 
The BPI's quarterly survey of 
recorded music sales showed that 
the market is still healthy. with an 
annualised growth of 14 per cent 
by volume and 25 per cent by 
value in the year to September 
1987- the surplus increase in 

value reflecting the increasing contribution of compact discs to the market as a whole.Vinyl as a whole remains the biggest sector. CD 
notwithstanding, 12" LP sales remain steady, though I" singles 
are steadily declining. Pre
recorded cassettes grew rapidly 
until the end of the first quarter of 
1987, but now appear to have 
stabilised at aroundi:Jm units 
/annum- roughly the same as the 
total for 12" vinyl (LP plus singles).

Compact discs continue to 
show spectacular growl h rates, 
currently around 170 per cent 
year on, and declining slightly as 
their overall share ofthe market 
increases. CD still represents only 
10 per cent ofthe album market by 
volume, but over 20 per cent by 
value (and more than 25 per cent 
over the last quarter).

ONE FOR YOUR 
FllOFAX
Hi-Fi C!tuice has joined forces 
withTillleOutMuyu:::illeto 
organise the audio section of the 
Tine Out •Live' exhibition in May 
IH88. Till' exhibition concentrates 
on lifestyles and will cover just 
about ewry aspect of concern to 
people in the 18-:35 age group.

Scheduled to take place from21 
to :30 May (over the Spring hank 
holiday) at Olympia 2 London. 
Time Out are concentrating on 
making ’live' 'different from any 
other'. "It's the first of its kind. and 
rather than people just gawping at 
stands we're trying for a hands-on 
approach", said organiser Jane 
Staley.

For our own part We are going to 
let you get your hands (or at any 
rate ears) on some juicy high-end 
equipment, as well as the latest in 
home entertainment, CD Video. 
And (rumour has it) we'11 be giving 
away hi-fi in easy-to-enter 
compel itions.

As well as hi-fi, Time Out 'Live' 
will offer continuous 
entertainment (in a specially 
constructed two-stage theatre). 
art and craft shows, aspirational 
sports like microlighting, fashion 
clothes for casual and sporting 
wear, satellite TV, holidays with a difference, cars, furniture, jewellery, previews of films (four months early), new books (with their authors to sign them) and the list goes on ...And it looks good, especially if you're able to keep within your budget in the heady free-spending atmosphere the show promises. The price for getting into this Mecca to mammon? Time Out say 'under a fiver', which seems fair considering that a lot of freebies are going to be flying about. And of course, you don't have to be a 
Time Out reader to get in.
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PRODUCTS
NOT ANOTHER ONE!
Yet another feature-laden Denon 
cassette deck has arrived with the 
promise of "many new features". 
The £290 three-head DRM .24 HX 
comes with Dolbv HX-Pru, Dolbv . 
adjust and bias level setting and 
constant current drive circuit 
recording amps (try saying that 
after finishing the port'). The 
latter is a new record amplifier 
that can drive the heads at the 
same leviJ at all frequencies. 
avoiding the frequency dependency 
of many conventional models.

These complement (or 
supplement) the usual Denon 
features ri:: three laser-cut 
Dm. three-motor twin-capstan 
transport, controlled tape head 
positioning. split power supplies. 
auto tape select and switchable 
Mi’\ filter.

GHETTO APPEAL
Young people (and those who 
remember a more psychedelic 
era) may approve of the new 
Memorex i!!3S-1 tape. Available in 
C90 and CGO lengths, the normal

bias type has been developed in 
America. Its main selling point 
though is the packaging. if irw\ 
claim to have created '•obvious 
teen appeal" with "hot graphics'' 
which will catch the un-glazed eye 
of Britain's youth.

LEAD ACID LFD
A unique new preamplifier with 
some innovative design features is 
introduced by LFD Audio, of 
Clacton-On-Sea, Essex, and is 
being marketed by ex-Essex 
University research student 
Richard Bews who was also 
involved in the later design stages. 
it is principally the brainchild of 
Dr Malcolm of Essex
University's Audio Research 
Department, who acted as

Aiiuliierjeuliire ¡«irked J)ei/iiii casselle deck - l/w s dèe '24HX.

consultant to LFD.
The most unusual feature is the 

pre-amps power supply that uses 
lead acid batteries throughout to 
ensure isolation between stages. 
The advantage of this non
interactive power supply is a 
reduction in circuit performance 
changes - effectively cutting out 
imperfections in electricity 
supplies - and an elimination of 
support circuitry, such as current 
sources.

The batteries are regularlv 
recharged by the supplied 
automatic batterv management 
system (housed in a separate 
box), but LFD say up to two days 
continuous play is possible 
between charging'

The preamplifier is of dual 
mono construction (three boxes 
in all), and the highest quality 
components and materials are 
used. These include single strand 
LC and PTFE insulated wiring. 
non-magnetic film resistors. high 
precision capacitor modules. 
hard-wired switched attenuators 
and full 'STAR' configuration 
grounding.

The switched attenuators used 
in the preamplifier are also 
available in another box for use as 
a passive control unit for 
connecting .my low impedance 
line source to the power amplifier. 
Two versions, a one input and a 
three-input, are available. Again 
LFD point out reduced numbers 
of components, solder joints and 
metal to metal contacts, and say 
this promotes immieo w \ of 
sound.

The price? The preamp costs 
£3,500, which may seem steep hut 
LFD argue that the time and 
quality spent in its construction 
(parts alone cost some £700) are 
justification. LFD Audio, 110 
Oxford Crescent, Clacton-On-Sea, 
Essex. Tel (0255) 220140.

THE PROTON 
PORTFOLIO 
rfter many months of discussion 
Portfolio Marketing have taken 
their first consignment of stock as 
new distributors of Proton 
equipment. which had yowmim 
been handled by Hi-Fi nil

At a recent press conference. 
Portfolio's Bob Cox and Dennis 
Casev unveiled the new Proton 
range from Taiwan. which 
includes amplifiers, tuners and 
pre/power combinations. And 
after parlier criticism about 
Protons similarità to NAD. it was 
clear that much had been clone to 
change the Proton image.

Proton is owned and 
manufactured by Taiwanese 
electronics firm. Fulet. 
Manufacturing. Most of their time 
used to be spent manufacturing 
OEM electronics for companies 
like NAD and Acoustic Research, 
but this work is being entirely 
replaced by 1 heir own Proton 
brand, with design work u 
handled by outside consultants.

The new products which 
Portfolio showed to the press can 
he split into three different groups 
of domestic hi-fi, and one of 
in-car audio. At the budget end of 
the market, the £ I5() AMlOO 
integrateel amp features a 
switchable capacitance moving 
magnet phono input, tone 
controls, loudness and bass EQ-a 
list that seems much more ainwd 
at US than UK tastes. The design is 
aimed at eliminating crosstalk and 
is almost two mono amps in one. 
This is a characteristic of all 
Proton's amplifiers. and is 
particularly evident on the £660

One.for Sharon, two for Dave-Jamo CD Power range.

PJJ00ID1200 1OOW pre/power 
combination.

Proton tuners all feature the 
Schotz phase-locked-loop variable 
bandwidth detector which helps 
cut down multipath interference 
from weak stations, improve 
sensitivity and reduce distortion.

U ; presented was the 300 
series of fully remote controlled 
products, including amplifier, 
tuner and cassette deck - CD 
players are also on the way. 
Port folio eventually aim to create 
complete home entertainment 
systems including video and TV 
products. Proton's range of in-car 
products include cassette radio 
units and power amplifiers.

GOODMANS GOODIES 
Goodmans launched a new range 
of Jamo loudspeakers just before 
Christmas with the promise of 
"real wizardry" from tlw Danish 
manufact urers. They consist of 
three models in the Miuyic Line. 
three models in the CJ)Puller line 
and /L and lit,' <idclil ions to the 
existing IJijiiuiii ic range.

Muyir 8 retails at £1:39. Mitqic 
10 at £ 139 and \loyir 14 at £ 169. 
Tlw CLJ Poner/5 is £ 199, CD 
P<m Ao is £249 and CD Power 
,]) is £:J49. The J)ijiiuiiiir 1P and 
IJijiiuiiiir lift are £89 and £369 
respectively.

The new arriyals will please the 
• enthusiastic cult follow ing' ( often 
called Sharon or Dave-L'rl) that 
Jamo have est abiisheel for 
1 hemselves in this country.

AFFORDABLE 
CHAMELEON
Helius Designs have launched 
I heir Chameleon HC 500 
loudspeaker: retailing at 5349 it is 
the cheapest speaker they make. 
A fairly deep, mid-sized infinite 
baffle cabinet encloses two 
purpose built units designed by 
Helius themselves. The tweeter is 
a I" polyamide dome. and 
bass/mid frequencies are covered 
by’ an 8" eloped paper cone. The

Radical lead acid pre-amp.from LFD.
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"Amongst thefinest in its area of
the market- and an easy matchfor
some much 
more costly
players. '' DCD 1700 -£649.
[Aivin Gold - CD Review] " ...Both in terms of construction and sound quality, the DCD-1 700 represents excellent value for money ...Definitely recommended." [Pout Miller. Which Compact Disc Sept 87)" ...the DCD-1 700 possessed a marvellous sense of openness and immediacy that revealed the innermost subtleties without stripping the music of its essential warmth and delicate timbres." (Paul Miller. Which Compact Disc Sept87)

• Denon's 16 Bit 4 x oversampling • 2 x DA Converters
• Hi-speed linear transport • Digital output
• Absolute phase filtering • Hi-Mass construction

Denon's new generation at an
affordable

•pnce.
DCD 1500 MKII -£499.

The DCD 1 500 MKII is a new highly refined version of the DCD 1 500 and clearly improves upon the critically acclaimed sound of its predecessor. Much of the advanced technology developed for the DCD 3300/1 700 has been incorporated and the result is an outstanding CD player for the price.
• Double super linear converter • Denon's 16 Bit 4 x
oversampling • LC-OFC analog filter • Optical 

Isolator • 4 Independent power supplies • BMC
plckup chassis • Optical digital output terminal

For further information and your FREE Denon colour 
catalogue write to: Hoyden Laboratories Ltd, 

FREEPOST, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks 
SL9 9BS. Tel: (0753) 888447

DENON



crossover is second order for I he 
t reblr an cl t hird order for’ t Iw
bass/mid. using air otoI 

inductors. Helius claim that t he
specifically tailored units doil‘t
require eqwtlisation in the 
crossover. .n -rh ¡s maintain (or 
at least get rinset n) linear phase.

Ail hough designed to be frt:>e 
standing the Otamr/eu/is art:> also 

supposed to work wt:>ll close tothe 
wall and on bookshelves without 
severe sound quality degradation. 
Available in both black ash and 
walnut real wood veneers. they 
are compatible with amplifiers 
ranging from 15-75 watts. Helius 
Designs, The We;* House, 
Aldington, Evesham, Worcs. Tel: 
(0386) 830083.

ADAPTING STYLE
A possible solution to bulky 
multi plug units for the hi-fi is the 
Multi Adaptor which will take four 
cables and actually make them 
look neat For those of us without

X aim systems under thr stairs 
Cambrian Distributors have come 
up with the Adaptor which plugs 
into a no rma l 13 amp socket and 
has four mini three-pin plugs 
undrrneath. The slerk unit costs 
SI0. 99 and is available from CD 
Newton. Powys, Wales SY 16 4LF. 
Tel: (0686) 24508.

Sharps f)fY Albert Hull kit.

ULC VCH trill! ntt-/}()cml NICAM 728 decoding.

MORE METAL 
MONITORS FOR MO

Monitor Audio bring their latest 
metal dome tweeter speakers onto 
ihe market this month. The 
£346.60 R452 MD joins its 
brothers and sisters in MA's range 
of metal dome speakers.

Mo Iqbal, MA's bejrwelled MD, 
says his latest offering is "efficient, 
dynamic and fast."

Monitor Audio have also 
introduced the £599 R952MD, 
lichi er in weight than the R452MD.

The R952MD features two 
doped-cone mid/low frequency

drivers either side of the high 
frequency metal dome tweeter. 
This tweeter uses a large magnet 
assembly, vented with a clamped 

cavity, with a claimed linear 
response through to 21kHz. 
Monitor Audio also point to 
precise amounts of ferrofluid in 
the gap for maximum power levels 
without distortion, well arranged 
voice coil leadouts and eight-hole 
vented voice coil formers 
claiming the sweetest sound yet.

Further details from Monitor 
Audio. Unit 34, Clifton Road, 
Cambridge. Tel: (0223) 242898.

TARDIS QUALITIES
"Tum your living-room into the 
Albert Hall or Wembley Stadium 
with Sharp’s new surround 
sound systernfor£879." That is 
the manufacturers' caption to the 
pictured system which should get 
all would-be Time Lords reaching 
for their cheque books. The 
Optonica SM-A75 system can be 
plugged into telly, CD player, 
cassette deck or record deck and 
is then promised to deliver the 
sound as if in a stadium or 
cathedral - up to 11 pre
programmed environments can be 
recreated.

Five speakers put you in the 
middle of whatever mode appeals 
and the whole experience is 
remote controlled. Of course if 
you are going to turn your 
living-room into the Albert Hall 
you will also need a fertile 
imagination, knowledge of the 
exiting decor, consummate DIY 
skills, a damn good recording and 
someone coughing or eating
sweets nearby .

TECHNOLOGY
INDEPENDENT 
STEREO TV?
A major independent television 
company has been speaking out 
about the BBC's recent decision to 
postpone stereo television until 
1991. During a recent press 
conference at their Maidstone 
studios, TVS sound engineers 
expressed great disappointment 
over the BBC's announcement 
and suggested that the onus may 
now be on ITV to take the lead and 
start broadcasting later this year.

Robert Edwards, the deputy 
head of sound at TVS, stated that 
pressure from advor-ibor^ would 
probably force ITV to start 
broadcasting blocks of stereo TV 
as soon as possible. He also 
pointed out that, despin- ihorr 
statements, the BBC were still 
running undisclosed tests of 
NICAM 728 stereo broadcasts 
from Crystal Palace, including a 
recent Top Q[ The Pops.

TVS have also been quietly 
recording some of their 
programmes in stereo, and are in 
any case having to make 
dual-standard soundtracks to sell 
in other countries already 
equipped with stereo. But they 
officially deny having tried 
broadcasting in stereo.

One of the problems faced by 
the independent stations is that 
they use British Telecom 
landlines, and booking two for 
stereo may result in one channel 
being routed a different way to the 
other and end up out of sync.

The NICAM system will cure all 
this by offering sound in sync with 
the pictures (I can hardly wait 
Ed). But this will' require a total 
< orivorsn i! of the transmitters 
around the country. Despite the 
work and expense involved, TS 
are confident that the 
independent network can take the 
initiative and possibly force the 
BBC's hand.

But before you think that the 
'stereo' CTVs currently available 
will work straight away with the 
new system, let us put you right. 
The only major manufacturer 
currently offering a suitable 
NICAM decoder as part of their 
flagship VCR is JVC. However, the 
stereo CTVs that do exist may still 
be worth considering for those 
contemplating buying a new set. 
Many are designed to retrofit the 
NICAM circuitry in the future, and 
all should be compatible with a 
NICAM VCR

Edwards reckons that once 
stereo TV does come in it's 
unlikely to be pure stereo but 
more probably the type used by 
film makers, where the majority of 
the sound is in mono with only 
special effects, atmospheric 
sounds and rn<ec music in 
stereo. he also feels that the best 
stereo for TV is likely to use a 
narrowed image.

His own experience with stereo 
and pictures, using simple boom 
mike techniques, have shown that 
full width stereo and a swinging 
boom results in viewers getting 
'seasick''. Experiments have also 
shown that the digital NICAM 728 
signal suffers from very little 
deterioration even under poorish 
reception conditions.
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When you have more than £150 to spend on a cartridge, you are into a new realm. The realm of the moving coil. 

Unlike the moving magnet cartridge you are probably used to, in which magnets are attached to the cantilever, the 

cantilever of a moving coil has very fine metal coils wound round it. Which makes it much lighter and far more responsive 

to the transients cut into the grooves of a record.

As a result, a moving coil cartridge gives a much sharper, more clearly defined sound, with appreciably greater 

depth and spaciousness. lt will also pick up the leading edges of the transients; the more detailed elements of the music 

that moving magnets can miss.

A moving coil is more expensive, because it demands more costly components and highly exacting engineering.

But it will not only make your records sound much better. lt will actually reveal subtleties in the original recording, 

which you never knew existed. To say buying a moving coil cartridge is like getting a new record collection is no idle boast. 

FIRST THEN. FIRST NOW. Back in 1948, Ortofon were the first people to produce moving coil cartridges. Prior to that, the 

company had spent many years using the same principle in the construction of state-of-the-art cutting heads.

This parallel between the manufacturing of records and their reproduction explains, in part, the superior accuracy 

of moving coil cartridges.

Since then, Ortofon have been consistently developing and refining them. The MC30 Super exemplifies how much 

progress has been made.

The stylus is the new FG Type 1, named after Fritz Gyger, the Swiss diamond manufacturers who are the only 

company in the world capable of cutting such a minute diamond with the necessary precision.

need a new record collection. 
ridge and you'll have one.

Its shape has been designed to make contact with the walls of the groove, where musical information is embedded, 

without touching the bottom and picking up surface noise.

The aluminium cantilever is tapered, to eliminate standing vibrations which can start distorting sound at source. And 

the coils surrounding the cantilever are made from pure silver, one of the finest conductors known to science.

To get the best from such sensitive components, the cartridge body must combine minimum mass with maximum 

rigidity, to prevent resonance. To achieve this, the MC30 uses two aluminium extrusions, bolted together for extra rigidity,

and a carbon fibre base-plate, to repel static.

HEARING IS BELIEVING. While delivering superb sound reproduction, the MC30 Super also avoids a drawback traditionally

associated with moving coil cartridges. Namely, the need for a step-up device to compensate for low output voltage.

A tiny, cross-shaped armature (originally developed for Ortofon's legendary MC2000 model)

allows extra coil windings, without an increase in mass or any reduction in performance .

And a more than adequate voltage output of>0.2mVat 1kHz.

You can get full information on the MC30 Super and other models in Ortofon's

moving coil range, by writing to: Ortofon (UK) Limited, Denmark House, Tavistock

Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ.

But an even better idea might be to take your favourite album along to your

nearest Ortofon dealer, and ask to hear it through an Ortofon moving coil cartridge.

The few minutes you spend doing so could make you think twice about spending

years building up a new collection. accuracy in sound



FOR YOU TO PLAY, NOT OTHERS TO PLAY WITH.
Anyone who fails to appreciate 

quality hi-fi should be kept well away 
from a Marantz Concert System.

The powerful PM45 Amplifier, 
with its effortless drive capability 
would be wasted on them.

They'd be deaf to the dynamic 
power and stereo imaging of the LD50 
DMS speakers.

And as for the digital filtering and

16 bit 4 times oversampling of the 
CD 75. well they wouldn't know 
where to start.

Whether played as a system, or as 
'separates! it's only a person who takes 
his music seriously who'll reap the 
full benefit from these components.

But then at a total cost of £649. 
anyone who isn’t serious won't be 
snapping it up anyway

111 <1 «■ ■■ ■ M
7*7^77^2^^

Marantz Audio UK Limited. 15 16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate. Moor Lane. Harmondsworth. Middlesex UB7 OLW. Telephone: 01 897 6633.



READERS' WRITES 
CHOICE ANSWERS

SPEAKER CHOICEI am about t o purchase a pair of loudspeakers and would like some advice before doing so. The loudspeakers I will be buying will be either the Wharfedale Delta 7 or the Tannoy Mercury. They will be driven by a Pioneer SA-970 amplifier ( 87 W per channel, impedance 6-16ohms). Could you please advise me on which of the two choices to buy?MR D CHOW, TYNE AND WEAR With regard to selecting 
loudspeakers, the most logical 
approach is to audition in the 
context of your system and 
room Ofthe two models you 
have selected we would 
recommend the Tannoy Mercury, but eventual selection 
should be based entirely on 
getting the best out of your 
system

RECORDING LIVEI have bought a Sony Walkman Professional WM-D6C which I use for recording live concerts. I want to buy a quality microphone for it. Can you recommend one? ROBERT S KITTERINGHAM, MANCHESTER
When the WM-D6C was rel'iewed 
by Choice last summer Srmy's 
£30 ECM 101 e/ectret 
microphone was men firmed as 
being 'suitable'. This is a 
T-shaped condensed 
microplwne that 'plugs in' aud 
becomes part qft.he Walkman 
itself Sony themselt>es 
recommend their £59 ECM 909 
electre/ which is a more 
cmmentional wire type, 
allowing you to lem>e the deck in 
a pocket (probably an important 
factor if you're upfront trying 
not to pogo). The ECM 909 
measures 115 x 24mm. Failing 
this Beyer, AKG and others also 
make small microphones which 
would be suitable. To explore 
this.farther, your best move 
would be to visit a shop which 
specialises in prqfessional and 
serni-prqfessional recording 
equipment and try out the 
optionsfor yourself

EQUALITY vs DISTORTION Please could you help me regarding graphic equalisers. I see

from an Onkyo catalogue that they have tape deck input and output terminals. Does this mean your first tape deck could go into the equalizer then presumably uia other terminals into an amplifier's auxiliary terminals and then through a second tape deck from the tape record terminals on the amplifier?Would this make (after playing about with independent frequency bands) a difference to the recorded sound? I'm sorry if these questions seem confused but I'm not sure what these graphic equalisers are capable of doing, perhaps they are for playback purposes only. I have just bought an Onkyo TA-2130 cassette tape deck as a result of reading your book. In fact I have acquired all my hi-fi by purchasing the appropriate 
Choice books. However, in your 
Best Buy Guide you haven't bothered reviewing graphic equalisers; perhaps the systems are pure enough already.Are Onkyo, Yamaha or other equalisers in the £100 to £160 price bracket the same as far as performance goes? I am seriously thinking of getting one of these components.DERWENT QUINN, SCARBOROUGH, N. YORKS
The Americans seem to have 
bought the graphic equaliser 
phenomenon.far more than the 
British. But then perhaps it 
appeals in the same vein as the 
.flashing lights on their audio 
equipment, the relish on their 
beef and theflamboyance qf 
their.fuot-and-baseball games.

The opinion qfthis (and 
other) hi:[i magazines in 
Britain seems to be that the less 
circuitry you put in the way qf 
your source signal, the better 
your resulting sound will be. 
This is why certain 'state of the 
art' amplifiers dun 't have tune 
controls which are more or less 
the same as a graphic equaliser 
in that they alter thefrequency 
response. Ofcourse it all 
depends on your ears and 
whether you want to recreate the 
original sound or not.

The equaliser is really just an 
elaborateform of tone control, 
offering greaterflexibility in

adjustment but probably 
greater signal degradation too. It may be built into the amplifier 
(as is common with midi 
systems) or purchased as an 
additional box as you are 
suggesting. In the latter case it is 
then connected either as a tape 
recorder (assuming the 
amplifier offers tape 
monitoring) or between pre- 
and power stages (sometimes 
pre-out and power-in sockets 
are 0.11ailable on the rear of 
integrated amplifiers). Though 
nut usual practice it could also 
be used to pre-EQ a. programme 
for recording but would need to 
be connected difef rently (eg in 
series with tape recorder in the 
same tape monitor loop).

We cannot recommend a 
brand qf GE because we have not 
tested any (for reasons given). ff 
you m:ust hm>e one,[air enough, 
but in our view modern quality 
hi:fi systems sound better 
without, so think less qfgetting 
une qfthese components and 
spend the money on some more 
records instead.

DUBWORTHYI have found your Cassette Decks and Tapes issue most helpful in choosing a broadcast quality portable cassette deck. Clearly the Sony Pro Walkman WM-D6C came out top.However I also need to make tape to tape dubs and require another machine to provide the necessary playback. This does not need to be portable since all recording can be done on the Walkman. Have you any suggestions?DR CHRIS SINCLAIR, PETERSFIELD, HANTS
Ifyou want to make good quality 
copies of tapes it is important 
that the alignment of both 
machines is exactly the same, 
especially if you intend to play 
back the recording on a different 
deck to that on which it was 
made. As there are (to my 
knowledge) nu high quality 
cassettedecks that don't have the 
facility to rr>rut'd, I WC"t!d advise 
you to "'lay back the recording 
on th. V'lalkman and make the

copy on another machine. It is 
logical to use the betterplayer as 
the source, and it will also be 
a.ble tu extract maximum 
informationfrom its own 
recordings.

Though it's not ajob.for the 
untrained, a competent 
engineer could make sure the 
two decks have mutually 
similar azimuth alignments, 
which would be most helpful. If 
you have already made 
important recordings on your 
Pro Wa.lkman, you should leave 
this well alone, and align the 
dubbing deck azimuth to give 
maximum treble output with 
yourPro Walkman tape.

As we have not tested any 
other cassette decks since those 
in the issue you mention, I can 
only refer you back tu that 
issue's (No 52) Best Buys or 
Recommendations. You don't 
mention budget but at a guess I 
assume you are lookingfor 
something cheaper than the 
Walkman This is an area where 
decks such as Denon's DR-M07 
and Yamaha's KX-200 are very 
competitive, retailingfor 
arou:nd £140.

A QUESTION OF BASSCongratulations on the December edition of Hi-Fi Choice. I like the new A4 format and the inclusion of extra reviews and information. I wonder if you could settle a point of some controversy for me and several of my friends. We fail to agree on which of these three loudspeakers offers the best bass extension: Linn Isobarik DMS, Kef RI 07 and the TDL Reference standard transmission line speakers.I intend to purchase a pair of loudspeakers to interface with LP and CD sources in a large room and my musical preferences are mainly for cathedral organ music. S J BRIGGS,LOWESTOFT, SUFFOLK
It is probably true that the active 
EQ KefR 107 and the 
transmission line TDL Reference offer greater bass 
extension than the Linn Isobat::< 
-we reckon 18Hz rolloffs.for the 
former two against 25Hz for the 'Barik under anechoic
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conditions (if the re were a. 
cltamber large enough to check 
this accurately!). However, iu 
practice each will interact 
differently with the pa rticular 
listening room, and, its site 
therein. Frankly the relative 
level of the bass is subjectively 

■much more important than the 
ultimate extension, and. there is 
no easy way to predict the 
interactions without trying 
them out on site (if you canfind 
a. dealer who will cooperate!).

INTERFERING WITH 
MUSICI have a Marantz PA4 amplifier and a pair of Roksan Darius speakers. I am using my preferred cable which is DNM, but I am prone to picking up RF breakthrough. I have approximately four lengths of 5m cable to the speakers and 2

lengths of 2m to the crossover, and have been told that wrapping the cable in foil will help. But seeing that the cable supposedly works best because of the spacing, wouldn't foil cause more inductance and therefore spoil the sound heard?R HAVAM, BRIGHTON
There seems to !Je no easy 
a nswer to the problems ofRF 
interference in modern high 
quality systems. Pa.rt qfllze 
trouble is that /he radio 
spec/mm is bring used more 
and more inteusiuely, so a 
situation that was acceptable a 
decade ago is often now 
pmblematic. More to the point, 
the techniques which can be 
used to screen the systemfrom. 
RF inteiference can, as you 
point out, also compromise the

sou nd and m usical qualities.
For example Nairn designer 

Julian Vereker offered to reduce 
the susceptibility qf my tri-amp 
,system, which sufferedfrom 
taxis an dfi re engines plus I he 
occasional overseas radio 
station at its busy A23 Brighton 
site. But he ca utioned it would 
not sownd as good as a. result, so 
in the end I put up with the odd 
interference and continued to 
enjoy the music. Ultimately it 
comes down to the lesser oft he 
two evils.

LFD AMPAs a leading European Audio Publisher I hope you can supply me with the information that I desire. I am told that there is a new very expensive English preamplifier designed by a professor which uses large batteries instead of a power supply. Would you give me the

name and address of the company marketing this product') MR M LEVY, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
The pre-amplifier to which you 
refer is the LFD Audio, which 
has just come onto the market in 
Britain, ft is being made and 
marketed by LFD Audio at 110 
O.^rd Crescent, Clacton-On- 

Sea, Esse.r C0153PZ. Tel: (0255) 
220140

The company ha,, been sel up 
by Richard Beus, an e.r resea reii 
st udentfrom the audio research 
,group at the University ofEssex. 
Richard has been involved in 
much of the later design stages, 
although the pre-amplifier is the 
brainchild of Dr Malcol m 
Hawksford, who acted, as 
consulta nt on the project.

For more information watch 
omr news pages.

Source-Odyssey Limited • 157 Curie Street, Glasgow G14OTS-Telephone 041-954 5585

Going for GoldSource-Odyssey
Products of Distinction:
The Source Turntable in black, mahogany or oak. £849.00
The Source E.L. Starter System in black complete with fitted
Audio-Technica AT-1120 arm and AT-115E cartridge. £990.00
The Odyssey RP1-xg arm in silver & gold or black & gold finish. £699.00
The Third Dimension high current Power Supply. £350.00
The rangeof Daniel Lamb Equipment Furniture in black, gold & marble. Various

The Odyssey RP1-xq Signature arm in brass alloy plated in 24 carat gold 
with custom specified wiring and fittings. Hand madetoorder. P.O.A.

The Source Signature 100 Limited Edition in black lacquer and gold plate 
complete with the Odyssey RP1-xg Signature arm and the Third Dimension 
power supply. Lovingly made to order in a numbered and signed edition of 100. £2,990.00

Dealers of Distinction:
Acoustic Arts, Watford 0923 33011 * Alternative Audio, Solihull 021 742 0254
Audio Craft, Uxbridge 0895 833752 * Derbyshire Hi-Fi, Derby 0332 44638
Hi-Fi Corner, Edinburgh 031 220 1535 * James Kerr, Glasgow 041 332 0988
Norman Audio, Preston 0772 53057 * Unilet Ltd., New Malden 01 942 9567
See Hear, Aberdeen 0224 574674 * Sounds Exclusive, Cranleigh 0483 26439
Sounds Expensive, Rugby 0788 79736 * Steve Boxshall Audio, Cambridge 0223 68305
The Music Room, Manchester 061 835 1366 & Glasgow 041 248 7221
Wilmslow Audio, Wilmslow 0625 529599 * Zeus Audio, Dungannon 08687 67985 
Zeus Audio, Belfast 0232 332522.

More information on Source-Odyssey products can be obtained from the authorised dealers above or, 
in case of difficulty, from Walker-Nicholson Consultants on (0449) 721701
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Tune in to a 
new horizon

CAS 3140 FMTUNER

Creek Audio Systems 2 Bellevue Road Friern Barnet London N11 3ES Eng Tel: 01-3684425 Tlx 261507



THE ART OF

Concealment

T. . . . . . . . . .he" can be few bettec known sys- terns in hi-fi than that of SME founder and Managing Director Alastair Robertson-Aikman - affectionately and universally known as ARA (to the eternal gratitude of typesetters and proof-readers). Laying fair claim to being the least compromised domestic hi-fi system in the world, the Music Room has been described many times since its inauguration in 1976, but the constituents and components are always changing, in a perennially fascinating search for the ultimate. Indeed, the success and international reputation of SME is due in no small measure to the perpetual and infectious hi-fi enthusiasm of ARA himself.The initials SME originally stood for Scale Model Equipment, the company starting in 1946 working to specific miniature precision engineering commissions, around the time that hi-fi itself was still in its cradle. Bitten by the hi-fi bug himself, but generally dissatisfied with both the design and engineering quality of the alternatives available at the time, led ARA and his associates to create the legendary Series I in 1959. Today the model is still in demand by collectors worldwide, for its sound quality and engineering excellence (not to mention a touch of nostalgia).ARA, his family and company reside in the beautiful village of Steyning, nestling in the Adur valley beneath the Sussex Downs in the Brighton/Worthing hinterland. He commutes rapidly up and down the hills in his turbocharged Metro, from the factory to his south scarp home which overlooks rolling meadows and a lake.The house was built in the 1950s, but for
HI-Fl CHOICE m FEBRUARY 1988

ASPIRATIONS
Owned by SME's managing 
director The Music Room is 
one of the legends of hi-ji - 
and the latest changes have 
made it more interesting still.

the first 20 years a modest enough lounge was home to stacked pairs of Quad Electrostatic loudspeakers. The Music Room was then built as an extension to the main building with the simple purpose of maximising the enjoyment of the hi-fi system, specifically when playing opera recordings. Whether the room or the system is the most important element in the total experience must be a moot point, but the fact that both are working together to the same end is undoubtedly fundamental.Built on the grand scale and lavishly furnished in a decidedly rococo style complete with electric flickering crystal chandeliers, the twin curved staircases define an imposing entrance into what is, for all intents and purposes, a small theatre. The only obvious sign of hi-fi is a rather incongruously black Goldmund Reference turntable, whose great bulk has so far defied efforts to conceal it like the rest of the equipment.At the south end of the room listeners are esconced in luxurious light tan leather upholstery and surrounded by heavily draped full height windows and doors. The curtaining may be adjusted as desired, either to modify the acoustics or to distract listeners with the lovely Sussex panorama. The north end consists of a full width proscenium with acoustically transparent but visually (nearly) opaque 'stage' curtaining that conceals the loudspeakers and power amplifiers.The sheer size of the room is itself imp res-
ARA standing beside operating 

console. Percy oilpaintings break 
up continuity qf wall behind.





Naim is a specialised, perfectionist company making electronics for the very best hi-fi systems all over the world, 
winners of the Queens Award for Export in 1985, and identified with quality and performance in the homes of 
thousands of music-lovers. Naim brings a long and dedicated experience of putting mucic first to an increasingly 
wide product range, at different price levels, including amplifiers, tuners and a top-ranking loudspeaker.

M naim audio SOUTHAMPTON ROAD, SALISBURY, SP1 2LN. ENGLAND. TEL (0722) 332266



Nakamichi Dragon, Souy PCM-Fl 
and ST-7 tuners are housed with 
records and. lopes in carved light 

oak cabinet.

sive - eleven metres long, three metres high 
and approximately seven metres wide, mak
ing a total volume of approximately 240 
cubic metres - but some of the other statis
tics that can be quoted are even more out
rageous. The construction throughout is as 
rigid and heavy as possible, to prevent any 
sympathetic structural vibrations, and then 
the furnishings have been chosen to provide 
copious damping to limit unwanted reflec
tions and control standing waves. The roof is 
a single span concrete casting weighing 30 
tons, while it is estimated that the wool con
tent in the carpeting and south curtaining 
amounts to nearly two tonnes.

The enormous Chinese carpet is a notable 
decorative feature that sorts out any floor- 
to-ceiling modes. It can in fact be rolled up to 
reveal a maple dance floor - but one man 
alone wouldn't get very far with this task 
because of the sheer weight and pile thick
ness. The exquisitely restored Victorian 
landscapes by Sidney Percy not only glow 
with a vigour unmatched in most public gal
leries, but serve a dual role in reducing 
reflections from the continuous side wall.

Most of the equipment is concealed in 
large, ornately carved, bleached oak cabinets 
whose internals are changed according to 
the currently required configuration. The 
smaller of these at the stereo seat in front of 
the sofa, alongside the Goldmund, contains 
all the main operational controls for the 
Audio Research SPJJ pre-amp and a Sony 
PCM Betama.x recorder (SLF-1/PCM-Fl), 
and is powered at low voltages for added 
safety.

The lid in fact conceals a pair of 'spare' 
Oracles, which preceded the current turn
table incumbent as platform for the Series V 
tonearm. The cartridge currently in use (and 
likely to remain so for some considerable 
time in view of its outstanding performance) 
is one of very An of the brand new Ortofon 
MC3000s to have yet reached captivity. 
Acknowledging the dilemma of inevitable
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(mild) < . the '3000 is used wjth
its matching transformer for the superior 
dynamic range this affords.

Though CD is notable only by its absence, 
the side cabinet contains a Nakamichi Dra
gon cassette deck and a Sony ST-7 tuner, 
along with records, cassettes and Betamax 
tapes. The tuner provides a broadcast source 
for both the recording media, but the F1 
PCM system has the notable operatic advan
tage of continuous record/playback in 
excess of three hours.

Down behind the proscenium and curtain 
is perhaps the most interesting part of all. 
Though previous incarnations have used lit
erally dozens of Quad Electrostatics, with 
and without subwoofer systems, the current 
line-up is simply two pairs of (heavily mod
ified) ESL63s, each channel driven by a mas
sive Krell Reference monobloc power 
amplifier. There is no need for perfect pre
sentation behind the curtain, so the Quads 
are stripped bare of stockings, dust covers 
and suchlike inessential (if for mere mortals 
very practical and visual) impedimenta (this 
is a 'no smoking' environment).

The '63s in each pair are placed at right 
angles to each other, the one facing forward 
to the listener, the other 'edge on'. Compari
son between a single pair and this unusual 
double arrangement suggested that the lat
ter offered a significant improvement in

A pair ofheavily modified 
mutually perpendicular Quad 

ESL63s bracket a Krell Reference 
power amplifier.
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VISA

We stock selected items for: 
Aloi, Audiolab, A&R, 
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers, 
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek, 
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz, 
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook, 
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn 
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Marantz, 
Mark Levinson, Maxell, Meri
dian, Michell, Mission, Monitor 
Audio, Musical Fidelity, 
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, 
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA, 
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel, 
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Sys- 
temdek, Supex, Wharfedale, 
and others. Active systems on . 
demonstration.

FOUNDER MEMBER

good dealer 
good equipment 

the foundation of a good music 
system 
from

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House 

2-12 Hursley Road 
Chandlers Ford, Hants SOS 2FU 

Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232

with

The new Cyrus amps-

OPENING HOURS 
TUES-SAT 10-6 THURS 10-8 

CLOSED MONDAYS 
(EXCEPT IN DECEMBER)

THE ULTIMATE IN 
SOUND ADVICE
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sense of scale without any apparent loss of 
precision, plus a rather more convincing 
total room drive. Several sound absorbing/ 
reflecting panels are used against the rear 
wall a couple of metres I - - I the Quads,
allowing significant Tiin' tmnm of balance 
to taste.

Like myself, ARA has great respect for 
both the unique stereo imaging and full 
range integration of Quad's ESL63, laced 
with significant misgiving regarding the low 
bass performance. Unlike myself, he has cho
sen to do something about it, using SME's 
impressive engineering capabilities to go far 
beyond the scope of the normal DIY 
enthusiast. Deciding that the problem lay in 
the structural integrity of the 'stationary' 
part of the speaker, he added substantial stif
fening and 75lbs of distributed mass by 
means of six solid brass crossmembers 
which clamp the whole stator assembly 
within its frame. (Specially machined, heav
ily insulated cap head screws were needed to 
hold the arrangement together without 
causing HT leakage.) And as a final touch, 
1OO!bs billets of steel are placed on top of 
each to further increase the overall mass 
loading.

Electrostatic diaphragms themselves are 
featherlight (literally), and it is often 
wrongly assumed that they therefore cause 
no mass reactance worth worrying about in 
the stator (frame or whatever), particularly 
as they operate in ।«mi ।1.1 This <« ■mii'-U 
the fact that their very lightness provides 
comparatively good mechanical impedance 
matching to the air itself, so in fact the effec
tive diaphragm plus air-loading mass of the 
Quads is more like 5lbs - more than suffi
cient to bring Newton's law of equal and 
opposite reaction firmly into the picture. The 
proof of the pudding naturally comes in the 
auditioning, and these Quads were an abso
lute revelation at low frequencies, even using 
some pretty unlikely rock music, whilst com
fortably preserving their acknowledged 
strengths elsewhere.

Goldmund Refereuce/SME

Series V!Ortq(o11 MC3000-stemly 
black a midst rococo decor.

The system as a whole gave a quite 
remarkable degree of realism, particularly on 
the operatic material - Jose Carreras' power 
and beauty sending shivers up and down the 
spine. Stereo was solid and precise, and the 
iLlusion that one was experiencing an event 
on stage and merely waiting for the curtain 
to be drawn back to reveal the performers 
was frequently persuasive.

To some extent the excellence of the sys
tem itself is responsible, as are the carefully 
planned acoustics of a superb and gener
ously dimensioned room. But the 'invisible' 
curtained loudspeakers themselves play a 
vital psychoacoustic role too -one that is dif- 
m mr to appreciate until it is experienced. As 
soon as the eye no longer sees the twin 
sources, the mind is far more prepared to 
accept the illusion that is stereo as a disem
bodied entity occupying the space between. 
But if you haven't heard it for yourself you 
won't believe me.
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Save Money

Read this advertisement
Reading any hi-fi magazine is a bad way to buy hi-fi. This advertisement 
begins by telling you why, discusses the alternatives, talks about 
dealers, explains the Absolute advantage, and ends by enabling you to 
improve your wealth. Start reading the advertisement. And finish up by 
making money.
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Don't miss the chance ofa lifetime competition. 
Ten thousand pounds worth ofAbsolute Sound 
exotica, the short cut to audio nirvana, must be 
won!

ow long have you dreamed or owning 
the ultimate state-of-the-art hi-fi svs 
tem? One that costs even more than 

,your cari
l i your chance to win such a prize in 

this Hi-Pi Choice competition With the re
launch of the publication we are giving away 
the totally awesome system pictured oppo
site. Put together by high-end audio guru 
Ricardo Franassovici of Absolute Sounds. 
you know this one's going to be sensational'

The system comprises the following: 
Oracle Delph i /If turntable
SME V tonearm
Koetsu Black K moving-coil cartridge

Audio Research SP-9 valve/FET pre-amp. 
Audio Research D-115 valve power amplifier 
Magneplanar MG2.5 planar loudspeakers

Altpmcatit'Ply, fans of parallel tracking 
arms and cone speakers can choose the Air
tangent tonearm and Sonus PabPr ElPcla 
loudspeakers in place of the SME and Mag- 
neplanars. To be in the running to win this 
£I0,000+ system, all you have to do is 
answer the final five competition questions 
printed below and send them to us along 
with your completed forms from Part One 
(December) and Part Two (January). The 
first correct set of answers pulled out of the 
bag will win.

WIN 
A 
£10,000 
-PLUS 
STATE 
OF 
THE 
ART 
SYSTEM!

r
PART THREE

The final month's questions are:
I) What makes Beethoven's ninth symphony unique;)

2) Which was the first British loudspeaker to use Kevlar in cone construction?

■3) What connection does Japanese pipe carver Yoshiko Sugano have with the hi-fi in du stry?

4) Where would you find Gypsum from the banks of the river Thames in Surrey?

55) What is the connection between Joseph Conrad's 'Heart of Darkness' and Wagner's 
Ride of the Valkyries?

COMPETITION RULES
I) All entries must be on the entry Forms provided. 
Photocopies will not be accepted and only one entry per 
reader will be considered. Entrants must submit com 
pleted entry Forms For all three parts, in a single 
envelope. Incomplete entries will not be considered.
2) There is no cash or other alternative to the prize.
•3) Employees or Dennis Publishing Ltd and associated 
companies, or their agents, or or the manufacturers and

I ' or the prize system noor-m o' dcir o in 

tives are not eligible 10 enter the competition.
4) The competition is not open to readers living outside 
the United Kingdom.
5) The main prize will be awarded For the First set of 
correct answers opened. The Editor's decision shall be 
Final and binding. No correspondence whatsoever will 
be entered into regarding the competition.
6) All entries must be received by Friday, January 29, 
1988. The winner will be notified by post and the results 
will be announced in me April 1988 _ J

Please se11cl this completed e11tryjrmn, along 
with Por One (Dpcembpi) (iii(/ Por Two 
(Jcm uory) to.
HI-FI CHOICE COMPETITION,
39 GOODGE STREET, 
LONDON WlP IFD
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■
 PERSPECTIVES
Paul Messenger takes an overview of turntable 
and tonearm design and technology.

Around
AND

Around

Liiiii Sondek is the C/1 fTi'ilt 
‘.uh, h-w;/-:siereolype.

SME V fjrwides nnw-,, •" rigidity 
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T E I I bl .b

en yeacs 'SO Mntables we<e the 
most boring part of the hi-fi system. They 
measured a little differently from one 
another on basic parameters like wow and 
tlutter and rumble, but everyone assumed 
that was the end of the story. Scots heretics 
challenged the status quo, persuaded people 
to actually listen to them, and found disci
ples and acolytes in abundance. Con
sequently the turntable has now come to be 
regarded as the heart of a genuine hi-fi sys
tem.

If Linn's LP12 was responsible for starting 
the ball rolling, others have been happy to 
join in, providing a variety of alternatives 
which would have seemed inconceivable to 
those who were dreaming up the recipe for 
compact disc a decade ago. Largely as a 
result of increased 'turntable consciousness' 
amongst enthusiasts and dealers, tonearms 
too have taken on a new importance in the 
scheme of things, and exotic moving-coil 
cartridges that had all but disappeared by 
the early 'seventies have become compara
tively commonplace in the 'eighties.

Turntable sceptics point to the similarities 
between a Linn and the earlier AR and Tho
rens belt drive designs as evidence of hype 
and lack of progress, citing little apparent 
change in basic measured parameters as 
further negative evidence. But the mar
ketplace has already voted with its ears and 
chequebooks, and as the rest of this article 
shows, there is much more to a turntable sys
tem than the : imryi- subchassis/solid con
figuration alternatives. Indeed, the more 
creative technical reviewers have worked 
hard to develop new meaningful tests to dis
tinguish between the good, the bad and the 
merely indifferent.

LAB AND LISTENING
But the technical tests are still only part of 
the story, and we are still learning many of 
the ins and outs of the interactions of the 
various turntable components. Listening 
observation remains the prime mover, 
though with hindsight it is often possible to 
postulate that a particular subjective effect

Ill IFl CHOICE m 1’EHHIARY 1!JHH



may be the result of a specific engineering 
technique or use of materials, or be reflected 
in a particular measurement capability.

The ready availability of spectrum analysis 
is one reason why measurement has become 
more useful, though it still rniiaim- a two- 
edged sword. As ever, the trap lies in assum
ing that good measured performance neces
sarily translates into good perfor
mance. This is a philosophical no no, because 
it implies that the measurements we (or any
one else for that matter) main define the 
total performance of the system. Whereas in 
fact they define certain aspects of perfor
mance, but are limited both by our imagina
tion and by the capabilities of our instrumen
tation.

Certain measurements provide respecta
ble cause and effect correlations with sub
jective observations. A deck
will sound coloured, for example, while one 
with poor environmental isolation will give 
unpredictable results depending upon its sit
ing. But for every parameter we can identify 
and isolate, there are probably several that 
remain obscure, or at any rate partly hidden.

Furthermore, if the UK hi-fi industry 
started to get switched on to the importance 
of turntable sound a decade or so ago, it is 
only in the last five years that the importance 
of special turntable tables started to become 
appreciated, and experimentation with dif
ferent platforms began in earnest. A Ana 
variety of these have since become available, 
and some even claim that the platform is 
even more important than the turntable 
itself. I for one am not about to brand such

Elite Rock ull
the mles^oi/1 mounting trough 

providing heavy anii damping at 
thr headshr/1.

people as heretics, even though I feel this 
does overstate the case a little.

Rumours regarding the death of the vinyl 
LP have clearly been greatly exaggerated. 
Every year brings one or more new conten
ders for the title 'the last great analogue 
turntable', and as often as not these make a 
worthwhile further contribution to both our 
understanding and enjoyment.

DRIVE SYSTEMS
There are numerous ways of subdividing 
turntable technologies in order to deal aiHi 

the different approaches. Perhaps the best 
starting point is the distinction between belt 
and direct drive. A comparatively recent 
phenomenon in its current incarnation, 
direct drive was pioneered by Matsushita's 
Technics brand and adopted by most other 
Japanese majors for their upmarket models. 
It looked all set to take over ten years ago, 
but the trend proved short-lived.
Planar represent opposite stereotypes in 
the international separates mass market, 
direct drive is now a rarity amongst serious 
enthusiasts. Technics' 'instant start' models 
remain the choice of many professional 
users (broadcasters, DJs), and the lesser of 
the two extravagant Goldmunds, the £7,000 
Studio, also uses direct drive, but that's 
about the end of it.

The big advantage of direct drive is that it

:>trmliJ SI.IJied Ruksu 11 Xeues
(IiIJ!) iiiCOipoHt /f'S !'.((jll isi/e/ij 

Jiuisfwii iiiiilpi'skiii euqiiieeiiiiffi 
outer : Vo ih i cutu im/r platter u 111/ 

hub: iiiuiii Iwuriuu sj!i/i(1/e.

avoids the set-up vicissitudes and long term 
consistency problems of belts, and so pro
vides a 'zero maintenance' option for appli
cations where this is important But experi
ence has shown that belts are preferred 
when the prime criterion 1 sound quality, 
whether one is dealing with humble players 
like Regas and Duals, or the exotic ultra mas
sive silk-thread and separate motor uoits 
beloved of Japanese audimmii-- Why this 
should necessarily be the case is harder to 
•mmlm, but Linn's undeniably biased 
raison d'etre of a decade ago still rings true: 
it is difficult enough to make a good main 
bearing in the first place, without suffering 
the additional complexities and constraints 
imposed by combining it with the motor as 
well.
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For the serious enthusiast, belt drive con
tinues to rule therefore. And in many 
respects the Linn Sondek and the Rega 
Pia na r represents opposite stereotypes in 
their design approaches. The fact that both 
have been so successful indicates just how 
wide the scope for variation is.

SUSPENSION FOIBLES
The Sondek is the + । |h suspended 
subchassis design. Itselfbased heavily on the 
original AR and Thorens TDJ50 turntables, 
it has in turn spawned a host of in' u r- 
amongst which one could include the cur
rent AR EBJOJ and Thorens TDI60S !V 
( neither of which would surely currently 
exist had Linn not re-blazed the trail).

The subchassis approach offers a number 
of worthwhile benefits, plus several compen
sating disadvantages. Perhaps the main 
advantage is that it alb".x> the platter/arm 
subassembly to be isolated quite effectively 
from the environment -and up to a point at 
a frequency below the arm/cartridge funda
mental resonance. This helps protect said 
resonance from being excited by the big bad 
world outside.

At least that is the theory. In the real world 
the situation is less straightforward, because 

.no practical turntable suspension system 
decouples completely in all planes at a 
single, discrete frequency. A well designed 
subchassis system can place the main verti
cal suspension mode (between support or 
suspension springs and the suspended total 
mass) at 5Hz or below, no problem. But the 
lateral and torsional modes are frequently 
higher, complicated by the necessarily stiffer 
compliance of the drive belt, and often by the 
unpredictability of arm lead-out wires.

Another potential benefit of the belt driven 
suspended subchassis is that it allows the 
platter/arm to be mechanically decoupled 
via the belt from the main source of vibra
tion in the system, the motor itself, which in 
almost all cases is plinth-mounted. But get
ting the right belt compliance in relation to 
the platter's rotational inertia to give wow- 
free drive is difficult. (Note the problems 
with the Ariston RD90 Superior tested in 
this edition, and this is but one of a whole 
string of models which have failed to get this 
factor right at least first time around.)

But coping with the sideways, asymmetric 
pull of a belt against what is fundamentally a 
vertically oriented spring suspension system 
is arguably even trickier to handle. Some 
recent designs like the Alphason, both the 
Voyds and the Logic Gemini have gone to 
the extreme lengths of using two or even 
three motors partly in order to balance out 
this particular effect. Others add an extra 
horizontal suspension spring or two, ending 
up with even more complex subchassis 
modes.

SOLID ALTERNATIVES
An interesting argument against the sub
chassis technique has its roots in a far from 
disinterested Roksan, who point out that the 
constantly varying drag between stylus and

Classic s-slwped eleqaiice 
d i.iiugiiislws Alplwso i/s I ita 11 ium 
tube headshell HRS-1005 foiieann.

stantial termination provided by the 'solid' 
turntable seems better equipped to handle 
this. Moreover, the parallel trackers by

groove (itself a function of the actual type of 
modulation in the groove at any particular 
instant) applies a variable torsional force to 
the whole subchassis system. This interferes 
with the motor/subchassis relationship and 
affects speed stability in an unpredictable 
way. Which is certainly one argument in 
favour of the Xer..ces (plus Rega, Rock, Linn 
Axis, Logic Tempo etc.) solid plinth 
approach.

Add together the combined sales of the 
above list, and it is clear that the solid turnt
able is at least as popular as the suspended 
subchassis (though it is probably helped by 
having a lower average price). Being funda
mentally simpler is always an advantage in 
hi-fi, and this is particularly true when it 
comes to the tricky task of setting up turn
tables. The solid model is more likely to be 
dealer- or consumer-proofthan the carefully 
tuned sprung subchassis - and most impor
tantly may well prove more stable over a long 
period of use.

However, there's no such thing as a free 
lunch. When it comes to matching subchas
sis models for performance - as Roksan's 
Xerxes certainly does - the set-up procedure 
invariably turns out to be just as tricky and 
subtle. Ultimately, and accepting the heavily 
damped Rock as an exception (which it is in 
so many respects), in the author's experi
ence solid models are more inclined to suffer 
feedback problems when used in systems 
will, powerful and extended bass, so proper 
support becomes even more important.

Yet there is one aspect where empirical 
experience suggests that solid designs do 
have a distinct edge, and that is in coping 
\ ¡di the latest generation of solid 'one piece' 
tonearm designs. Rega and SME !V and V 
tonearms, plus some of the exotic air-bear
ing parallel trackers couple considerable vib
rational energy from the cartridge into the 
turntable structure itself, and the more sub-
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their very nature have a centre of mass that 
varies during the course of playing a disc, 
which can upset the poise of more light
weight suspended subchassis models.

MASS
The relative masses of the various elements 
of a turntable play a crucial, if controversial 
and poorly understood role. A heavy platter 
with high rotational moment of inertia is one 
widely favoured technique for smoothing 
out higher frequency speed variations (flut
ter), and helping to overcome the sudden 
changes in groove drag caused by music 
transients, whose accurate reproduction is 
perhaps the most vital part ofthe whole vinyl 
replay process.

But high inertia alone is not enough (un
less perhaps when taken to ludicrous 
extremes). Only the motor can put energy 
back into the system that the stylus is taking 
out, so this needs to have reasonable power 
and good mechanical coupling to the platter 
via a reasonably stiff belt. Indeed, both the 
Pink Triangle and Voyd designs work very 
effectively u-uig low inertia platters and 
tightly coupled motors.

Though there is a good case for adding 
mass to the platter, applying the same 
technique to the subchassis and armboard is 
less cut and dried. These elements certainly 
need a degree of rigidity (as does the 
tonearm ), in order to cope with the vibra
tional energy fed in from the cartridge as 
well as the turntable itself. But simply adding 
mass in order to provide stiffness can have 
the disadvantage of keeping the energy 
stored in the system for a longer period, 
which is not desirable. Stiff, light subchassis' 
like the aerolam honeycomb used by Pink 
Triangle, the still quite light and more lossy 
pressed steel plus medite sandwich of the 
Sondek, or the shaped wooden top plate of 
the Roksan, represent a rather more subtle 
approach to the engineering than the 'brute 
force' approach adopted by manufacturers 
like Goldmund or SOTA.
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PlATTERS AND MATS
lt goes without saying that the platter needs 
to support the disc across its whole, surface, 
but -it is also important that it can cope with 
the wideband vibrational excitation caused 
by playing the disc. Several techniques are 
used to prevent metal platters from ringing 
like the primitive bells they basically are. and 
it is probably true to say that few current 
designs suffer serious problems in this area. 
Two-piece platters like the Sondek and 
Xer.res are one approach, others like the 
Oracle Delphi and Omega Point use 
peripheral rubber belts. Ariston's Superior 
artfully combines two metals, while the Rock 
fills up with ceramic material. Glass is 
another popular alternative, in the Rega and 
Michell designs, and acrylic in Voyds and 
Pink Triangles.

Various contradictory theories compete in 
coupling the disc to the platter. Some clamp 
the disc in place (somewhat inconveniently, 
but ensuring good contact), while others feel 
it should rest unstressed on the top. Some 
place the disc in direct contact with the plat
ter, others prefer some form of intervening 
mat. Each solution seems to have its 
strengths and weaknesses, but the most con
vincing direct contact surfaces would appear 
to be the plastics that match the disc charac
teristics most closley (Pink, Voyd, Rock, 
Goldmund etc.), while the best mat material 
seems to be the resistive ( ie non-reactive) 
felts favoured by Linn, Rega, Roksan and 
others.

TON EARMS
Like the turntable, the tonearm used to be 
considered a largely passive device that was 
the mechanical slave of the cartridge, as 
implied by the alternative term 'pickup arm' 
that was widely used ten years ago. Basic 
criteria such as low bearing friction and lead 
torque plus a low and appropriate moment of 
intertia ( ie effective mass) at the headshell 
were considered almost the end of the story 
until enthusiasts started claiming substan
tial sound quality differences that could not 
easily be explained within such a simplistic 
view of things.

However, the evolution of the tonearm has 
gone chicken'n'egg in hand with changes in 
cartridges. The moving magnet cartridges 
that were popular in the early 'seventies had 
high compliances and inherently lossy 
mechanical construction. They would track 
anything the groove could throw at them, but 
mechanical integrity was widely ignored. 
Detachable, user-replaceable stylus 
assemblies were de rige u r and considered 
an important consumer feature, despite the 
substantial mechanical compromise inevita
bly involved. Plastic fixing screws and 
decouplingimaterials all served to isolate the 
cartridge fi.om the outside world and reduce 
the relevance of high quality arms and turnt
ables.

Revived interest in moving-coil cartridges 
changed the rules dramatically. The design 
of m-c cartridges themselves is beyond the 
scope of this article, but as a breed they.have
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both much greater mechanical integrity and 
much stiffer mechanical compliances than 
the typical moving magnet design. As a 
result, they feed much more energy into the 
tonearm than more compliant types, and so 
need firm mechanical coupling to a rigid 
tonearm in order to get results which justify 
their high prices.

Indeed, the moving-coil revival was held 
back for years by the inadequate structural 
integrity of the tonearms available. Low com
pliance moving-coils often used to be criti
cised for poor tracking abilities, but I once 
conducted listening tests on a range of such 
cartridges using a tonearm of inherently 
superb quality but with a single deliberately 
slackened bearing. Under these cir
cumstances mistracking was rife, and cor
responded closely with the measured com
pliances of the cartridges involved - almost 
inaudible with the high compliance types, it 
became totally unacceptable with stiffer 
moving-coil models.

(Moreover, one could construct a similar 
argument that the superior dynamic range 
and subjective bandwidth resolution of top 
moving-coil cartridges was not readily 
appreciable until the turntable itself was of 
sufficiently good quality. This interdepen
dance of the different components of the 
record player is a key reason for the keen 
controversy that invariably accompanies any 

- discussion, and helps explain why progress 

has often been haltingly slow.)
The tonearm that is necessary to accom

pany a top quality cartridge should therefore 
be infinitely rigid and stiff, with zero-play 
bearings that allow the main beam or tube 
frictionless movement in lateral and vertical 
planes, but no movement whatever in the 
other four degrees of freedom. The mechan
ical integrity of the tonearm must be main
tained from the headshell through the vari
ous interfaces including the bearings until 
the cartridge body works against the com
bined stiffness/mass of both tonearm and 
turntable. The tonearm beam/headshell/ 
counterweight should also have low enough 
effective (moving) mass to match the mass 
and compliance of the cartridge to be used.

Well those are idealised objectives, though 
of course there are numerous practical dif
ficulties in the real world. Even the very best 
tonearm has losses and creates reflections at 
the various mechanical interfaces that are 
unavoidable in its construction, and there is 
no such thing as a beam which is totally rigid 
across the entire audio spectrum. And rigid
ity per se can even prove an embarrassment 
to the turntable itself, so that the best results 
are often obtained by a crafty compromise 
involving carefully controlled losses in arm 
and turntable - Linn's Sondek/Ittuk combi
nation is a notable example. Ultimately we're 
dealing with tonearms, not just pickup arms, 
and it looks like staying that way for the 
foreseeable future.

CONCLUSIONS
This survey set out to explore some of the ins 
and out.s of turntables and tonearms. it 
seems to have covered a considerable 
amount of ground, yet ends up posing far 
more questions than it attempts to answer. 
Indeed, I have barely scratched the surface 
of even the mainstream course of develop
ment, and have left many interesting byways 
unexplored - the heavy arm damping used in 
the Rock and the Well Tempered Arm; the 
air-bearing parallel trackers with their 
fishtank motors and stunning stereo imaging 
(to note a few examples, and threaten a pos
sible sequel).

I well recall a conversation between the 
late Spencer Hughes (of Spendor) and 
Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun. Each complimented 
the other on his particular expertise in 
loudspeakers and turntables respectively, 
and each in turn commented that the more 
they learnt, the less they knew. Hopefully 
readers who have struggled to the end of this 
article will appreciate the significance of 
those comments, and will have learnt, like 
me, that they actually know less than they 
thought.

If there is a single conclusion to be drawn, 
it is that turntable technology is like the 
layers of an onion: the more you peel away, 
the more you find underneath. No wonder 
vinyl reproduction still has a great future. 
And no wonder actually listening to turn
tables is still the most important arbiter 
when it comes to choosing equipment for 
enjoying to music.
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MARKET RESPONSE
In our dealer survey this month Dan 
Houston covers the analoguefront end and 
brings you the lowdown on the sort of 
turntable and arm combinations picked by 
dealers nationwide.

Look at some of the predictions for turntables and you'd think it was time to organise a vinyl wake. One Japanese brand, currently seeking to move upmarket, seriously contemplated developing a turntable but almost as quickly gave up the idea when they did their market projections.But this can also give a warped impression, and in fact another Japanese major, traditionally healthy in turntables, has found itself emarrassingly oversold this Autumn, with no means of satisfying immediate demand. And certainly the specialist hi-fi dealers interviewed below are very happy with the current level of turntable sales.What in fact appears to be happening is that the market for separate turntables as a whole is relatively static in volume terms, at a little above I 00,000 units per annum (compared to nearly 400,000 for CD players), but the total value would appear to be steadily increasing, probably because CD has raised customer expectations on both performance and price points.Market statisticians GFK report that the volume share of low cost (under £90) turntables is declining quite noticeably, from 31 per cent down to 20 per cent, while the volume share at higher prices is actually increasing - a 

phenomenon that must be almost unique in the history of consumer electronics. The 17 per cent share held by turntables costing over £150 has actually increased to 20 per cent, leaving the middle market expanding from 48 per cent to 60 per cent.To some extent this may reflect changes in price points and the introduction of new models of course, but it is a remarkable trend nonetheless. Indeed, one is tempted to speculate that the GBP is finally waking up to the fact that cheap tributes to the art of moulding plastics aren't worth playing records on anyway - or alternatively are deciding that their 'last' turntable purchase is going to be a good one.For this month's market survey we asked dealers to tell us about their sales of turntables and tonearms. To get our best sellers list we scattered about 150 questionnaires around the country's hi-fi retailers, aiming to get as broad and random result as possible in order to be representative. We also telephoned dealers in the same random way for advice and comment on matters such as cartridge replacement, general upkeep of your system's front end and to see how that son-of-science CD was affecting its (shorter- playing) ancestor.

Our reviewing methods take a given piece of equipment and subject. it to intensive examination, but they cannot take account, of the performance of products once they pass into and through a dealer's hands - their reliability and consistency in terms of sound quality for instance. These are important factors to buyers, and some manufacturers satisfy more than others in these departments. So our survey complements the review topic, but is based on mostly different criteria so should not be seen to be in conflict with any review. Rather it should be seen as the accumulated experience and advice of the participating dealers - who are, after all, the only people who see (and hear) a wide range of products day in and day out.Things have come a long way since the little dog tried to work out where his master's crackly voice was coming from. But basically the front end of the sound system that conveyed Lilly 
Marlene to soldiers in the first war is remarkably similar given the intervening 60 years of scientific onslaught. Of course electric recording has replaced acoustic, diamonds have replaced thorns and steel in the groove, and we have isolated motor units, minimal tracking weights and multifarious developments like linear tracking arms. But these are all tweaks on the original concept - a concept which is thriving still despite its main rival's arrival.In fact, where equipment is concerned, the CD phenomenon has boosted the turntable trade according to many of 'our' dealers. Some did claim that mid-price turntable sales have suffered as a direct result of CD player 
competition, but twice as many said the whole market had been given a boost. So how can CD improve turntable sales? One reason, according to dealers, is that the clarity of CD has lifted consumers' expectations. This has led to increased sales of better turntables because people often have extensive record collections which they cannot afford either the time or money to replace with CD (if available). The option, it seems, especially to people over the age of 20-something, is not to have either CD or vinyl but to have both (or just a better turntable).One dealer mentioned that 

some customers were buying CD players and then coming back to trade them in for quality turntables. Asked why, he said: "analogue's fighting back; people say they don't like the sound of CD”. If this is true (and we must admit only one dealer pointed it out) then the effect of CD has been to lever up the price people are now willing to pay for that 'better sound'.
RELIABILITYWhere turntables win hands down over CD players is in reliability. In spite of being relatively fragile (you certainly wouldn't want a brewer's drayman to deliver them), we found only 2.16 per cent arrive from the manufacturer as faulty - and this figure was greatly boosted by the results from our Irish correspondents who said that their/our longshoremen and the sea managed to shake up much of the stock en route. In fact factory quality control was greatly praised, and most faulty decks are damaged in transit.Dealers were very reluctant to mention faults that regularly occurred with turntables, and it certainly seems that this machinery is about as reliable as the electricity that runs it. Handled well, the modern turntable will give years of lasting pleasure - which is not something you hear about some other pieces of the hi-fi system.The only instance of regular failure in a brand that we could elicit was Rega's drive pulley, which has been known to come unstuck from the motor spindle (very rarely, and usually only under conditions ofhigh humidity, according to Rega). This was easily remedied by the dealers in 

question, who re-stuck it with 
Superglue'. And one of our replies states: “If there is a problem it can be a real b .... r to, a) find the fault and b) fix it forever, ie certain turntable/arm combinations produce static through the speakers for no apparent reason”.Dealers generally expressed confidence about carrying out servicing and repairs themselves (although one mentioned that as turntables were so reliable, it was sometimes difficult to get spares for them when they did go wrong). The average time taken for repairing a turntable was just under five days, but several dealers said they could carry out
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same-day repairs if they had the parts.Getting parts is often easier from one manufacturer than another, and here Linn's legendary back-up service came out top, being able to get parts to dealers by the next morning (in spite of Her Majesty's Royal Mail). Other luminaries in the quickservice field include Rega, Roksan, Revolver, Michell and Mission.If the product has to be returned to the factory for repair, manufacturers take on average, two-and-a-half weeks to get it back. Here again, the British are on the ball, with Rega taking an average three days, Linn an average four, Roksan "less than a week” and Revolver, Mission and Michell "a week”. Hats off to them' The slower companies were mentioned as Aiwa, Harman Kardon and JVC. Of course, if you live in the Orkneys and it's mid-winter things may take a little longer; we don't suggest these are hard and fast timings. We have also left out the odd horror story where a customer ends up without music for twelve months! Although enough to bring on a cold sweat, these are as rare and appalling as blowflies in a fridge.
SERVICINGServicing your turntable is important if you want to get the best and most out of it. Regular replacement of the cartridge/tip, cleaning the diamond, replacing the rubber drive belt, putting it on a decent table or shelf - all these will make music more pleasurable.It's also a good idea to take turntables into a hi-fi dealer every 18 months or so to get them looked over. Some, like the Linn 
LP12, need servicing every 12 months according to several dealers. One dealer recommended a drop of light (sewing machine) oil on some turntable bearings to keep them running smoothly, but another warned never to touch the bearings, or add a lubricant which might be lighter than that used by the manufacturer. Gearbox oil (used by some manufacturers) might be thinned down by addition of another oil. In the light of these contradictions we'd advise you to read the manual or consult the manufacturer, but it is obvious that badly lubricated parts are going to have a detrimental effect.
ARE DIAMONDS FOREVER?There's quite a lot of hysteria around about cartridge 

replacement. Advertisements warn about lathing away that precious vinyl with a worn or badly tracking stylus and it sometimes seems as if you should replace this piece of equipment more often than paying the rates. Using an old stylus is like "cutting a piece of bread with a blunt knife -you're just chewing away at it,” says one dealer.However there are widely differing opinions about how quickly styli wear out, as it's difficult to tell just how much anyone listens to music. We are looking for an average time, and from dealers' comments have calculated an average life expectancy of 15 months for moving magnet cartridges and 20 months for moving coils, assuming you listen from between one and two hours a day. The least amount of time someone advised us was six months or 500 hours, whereas the most was around 4,000 hours for a moving coil cartridge (which could be four or five years'). Some dealers recommend regular inspection of styli by microscope, but although 10 per cent wear on the diamond profiles can significantly alter the sound, it is also very difficult to see with normal microscopes.Of course, where cartridges are concerned it's not a black and white situation - as one dealer said, and optimum replacement time is difficult to assess (as is seen from our maximum and minimum times above). What is important is not to use cartridges indefinitely - many dealers reported: "people coming in have had a cartridge for years and years”.
CLEANING UPWe also asked several dealers what they recommended as a stylus cleaner. Of those who favoured the pneumatic drill approach, Audio Technica's 
AT637 Electron stylus -cleaner (£16.95) was the most popular. This literally shakes the dirt off the diamond with a pad that vibrates against the tip. The only criticism was that it loosens the cantilever but dealers felt this did not cause any significant damage(’?). Other recommended methods were a brush (soaked in alcohol), and strips of green plastic-backed abrasive sheet made by the 3M company and marketed in this country by Linn Products. This is highly popular for day-to-day use and considered much more efficient than using a 

finger or the unused strike strip from a matchbox or book.Incidentally, Grahams Hi-Fi told us they planned to stock a finer 'blue' version of the green paper (also a 3M product), which is recommended by Roksan as being slightly better than the green.
BELTING UPThe black sheep in the turntablemaintenance world is undoubtedly the drive belt - a black rubber band that can and should be replaced periodically to keep everything sounding sweet. The belt takes the strain of the motor when you switch on without bothering to give the platter a spin first. In time the belt becomes slack or greasy and you get a loss in turntable speed - often inaudible to those without perfect pitch but detrimental to the musical experience nonetheless. So replacement of the belt is important, but how often? Dealers again, are divided on this subject as it depends on those little things like giving the platter its pre-emptory spin, leaving the motor running for the whole of the playing session, and probably the kind of rubber used. The range in this case was between five years and 18 months, with a mean average of two years and nine months.If you're reading this on Sunday morning and realise you have had your belt since a Labour government ran this country, then one dealer gave some useful stop-gap advice. "Just dip it in hot soapy water for a minute or so,” says Pat of Billy Vee Sound Systems, "that'll make it tacky again and will do until you can get a replacement.”

AND STANDING UPMost important for the turntable and its performance is stability. Many dealers mentioned this, and Karen of the Clapham Clinic (otherwise known as RPM) told us: "relative movement is the worst enemy”. Good tables with spikes can isolate your deck from the effects of that passing lorry, but you don'tjust need them ifyou live on a main road. One dealer said he could always make a cheap deck sound better than a high end turntable just by putting it on a decent table. (Of course the high end turntable would sound that much better again if that was put on a table, but it emphasises the point.) Good tables, wall brackets or a sturdy shelf in the alcove are • all easy but vital tweaks that give a 

turntable the chance to do its best.
THE RESULTSThese are compiled from dealers' top three selling turntables in three price ranges provided. The results are in points; three for the top seller, two for the second and one for the third and added up.In the budget sector up to £150 the best selling turntables (most of which come with arms) were: Model Points.1) Dual 503-1 682) Rega Planar 2 243) Ariston Q Deck 174) NAD 5120 155) Rote! RP 830 126) Revolver /Zeta Junior 12It should be pointed out that Revolver and Rega were always top sellers ( ie consistently scoring three) with the dealers that stocked them. What this means, as far as our survey is concerned, is that if you go into a shop stocking either of these makes you are more likely to buy them than another turntable.In the mid-price sector, from £151-£450 our top turntable/arm combinations are:Model Points1) Linn Axis 332) Revolver 253) Rega Planar 3 244) AR EE 101 235) Dual CS 505-3 19Itwas interesting to note here that all these top sellers were sold with their own makes of arm. Some of the arms however, such as the Linn Easik Plus and the Rega RE 

300 are often sold with other decks in best selling combinations. (Rega again were consistently top with all their dealers.)In the £450 plus price range things become much more subjective and there is a great deal more in the way of combinations to choose from. However, the Linn 
LP12/lttok LVJJ arm combination swept the board as favourite, scoring a massive 37 points. Its only near follower was the 
LP12/Basik Plus combination which scored a further 22 points for Linn. The next most popular combinations in order are: Roksan 
Xerxes!Rega RB 300 arm, Xerxes/SME V arm, Alphason Sonata!HR 1OOS arm and the Pink Triangle PT TOO deck with Helius Scorpio arm.The best selling motor units on their own in this price bracket are: Model Points1) LinnLP12 502) Michell Gyrodec 18
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3) RoksanXer.ces 15
4) Pink Triangle PTTOO 12
5) Elite Rock 10We also asked dealers for their best selling compatible cartridges in three price brackets. For the budget sector we allowed up to 
£25; the results in order are: Duai 503: Nagaoka MPII, Ortofon OM10 and Audio Technica 
ATllOERega Planar2: AT95E, Linn 
Basik and the A&R Cambridge 
C77.Ariston Q-Deck: The C77 was by far most popular.NAD 5120: Audio Technica AT.95E.Rote! RP830: Audio Technica 
ATIJOE.In the mid-price bracket we asked for cartridges costing between 
£26 and £100.LinnA.cis: Linn's K9 cartridge was almost universally recommended for this deck and arm.Revolver: Audio TechnicaATF3 was favourite, with A&R P77 following.Rega Planar 3: Audio Technica ATF5 followed by Nagaoka MP!! 
Boron.AREBJOJ: Again the ATF5 with

Nagaoka MP!! Gold..Duai 505-3: Nagaoka MPJI Boron scored highest, followed by the Audio TechnicaATF3.For the top of the range we asked for compatible cartridges costing 
£100 plus:Linn LP12/Ittok: Linn Troika, followed by Asaka.
LP12/Basik Plus: Again the 
Troika closely followed by Koetsu 
Black.Roksan Xerxes!RB300: Koetsu 
Black, then Audio Technica's 
AT-OC7 and van den Hul MC One. 
Xe1:r;es/SME V: Koetsu Red with the Black second favourite.Alphason Sonata!HRJ OOS: Audio Technica OC7 and a mention for theATF5.Pink Triangle PT-TOO/Helius 
Scorpio: Ortofon MC20 Super scored most.The results of this survey are only as representative as the comments from 44 dealers around the country can be. We don't pretend that this is the complete situation, or that our top sellers list is a necessarily true representation. The survey is a poll, and only as accurate as the people who contributed.

PARTICIPATING DEALERSOur thanks to the follov.ring dealers for helping to compile this survey:
Abbott. Audio, Kneesall, Notts.
Active Audio, Derby, Derbyshire.
Aerco, Waking, Surrey.
A. Fanthorpe Ltd, Hull, Humberside. 
Analog Audio, North Finchley, London. 
Asht.ons, Dunstable.
Aston Audio Ltd, Alderley Edge, 
Cheshire.
AT Labs, Enfield, Middx.
Audio Insight, Milton Keynes, Bucks. 
Basically Sound, Norwich, Norfolk.
Billy Vee Sound Systems, Lewisham, 
London.
Bowers-Wilkins Ltd, Worthing, W.
Sussex.
Bridge Hi-Fi, Wa!sall, W. Midlands.
Chichester HhFi, W. Sussex.
Cleartone, King St, Manchester.
Elite Hi-Fi, Harrogate, N. Yorks.
Eric Wiley, Castleford, W. Yorks.
Fraser Hi-Fi, Windsor, Berks.
Gilson Audio, Middlesbrough, Cleveland. 
Grahams Hi-Fi Ltd, Pentonville Road, 
London NI.
Hampshire Audio, Chandlers Ford.
Hi-Fi Corner, Edinburgh/Glasgow.
Hi-Fi Experience, Tottenham Court. 
Road, London.
John Marley Hi-Fi, Canterbury, Kent. 
Laskys, UK Ltd.
Le Set, Brompt.on Cross, London.

Merrow Sound and Vision, Guildford, 
Surrey.
M. O'Brien Hi-Fi, Wimbledon, London. 
Nick Dakin Hi-Fi Specialists, Nottingham. 
Norman Audio, Preston, Lancs.
Nottingham Hi-Fi Centre, Notts. 
Practical Hi-Fi, Lancaster, Lancs. 
Rogers Hi-Fi, Guildford, Surrey.
RPM (The Clapham Clinic), London 
SW!!.
Standens (Tonbridge) Ltd, Kent. 
Swift of Wilmslow, Cheshire.
The Audio File, Bishops Stortford, Herts. 
The Cornflake Shop, Windmill St., 
London \VI.
The Sound Organisation, Cathedral St., 
London SE!.
Tru-Fi, Aldershot, Hants.
University Audio, Cambridge. 
Watts Radio, Somerton, Somerset..
Westwood and Mason, Oxford. 
Zeus Audio, Belfast, N. Ireland.

NB Any hi-fi dealer who feels 
aggrieved he is not on this list, 
and who would like to be 
consulted in the future, either 
regularly or intermittently, 
please write to us at 39 Goodge 
Street, London W1P 1FD, or 
telephone 01-631 1433. We 
didn't leave you out 
deliberately, and would 
welcome your future 
participation.
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THE BEST OF THE BEST IN EAST ANGLIA

LEVELTHREE
AUDIO RESEARCH, COUNTERPOINT, 

KOETSU, KRELL, SME, APOGEE, MAGNEPLANAR, 
ORACLE, P.S., AUDIO, SICOMIN, SILTECH.

W

A MEMBER OF BADA

41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE : (0223) 68305
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ALPHASON, AUDIO TECHNICA, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, 

CANTON, COUNTERPOINT, D.N.M., EPOS, GOODMANS, 

HARMAN KARDON, HELIUS, KOETSU, MANTICORE,

MONITOR AUDIO, MYST, MORDAUNT-SHORT, NAGAOKA, 

NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ORANGE AUDIO, ORTOFON, P.S. AUDIO, 

REGA, ROKSAN, ROYD, S.M.E. NAIM, SUPEX, VAN DEN HUL, 

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA,

we can help

the cornflake shop
37 WINDMILL ST LONDON W1P.tHH 01.-631 0472



CHOOSING AND USING . .. 
TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS
Vinyl disc is still the prime sourcefor the hi-ji 
enthusiast, yet record players have to perform 
minor mechanical miracles, to do a properjob, 
as the following introduction explains.Despite the claims of more recent rivals, the LP disc has remained the prime source for music lovers for over 30 years, building a vast historical repertoire which will ensure it continues to have a future for present and future generations. The format has not been without its ups and downs (remember quadraphony), but the last ten years have seen continual and substantial improvements, not so much in the discs themselves, but in the quality obtainable on replay.The current situation is ideal. LP discs are comparatively cheap to manufacture and purchase, while the quality obtainable by the user depends largely on the amount of money invested in the replay equipment. As an added bonus, upgrading the equipment produces improved sound quality from all the discs in the collection, while the buoyant secondhand LP market shows that repertoire will continue to be available whatever the future development of alternative media.During the 'bad old days' of the 1970s, the LP came under strong attack as a result of indifferent manufacturing quality control. Lack of surface defects allowed the Musicassette to make a strong challenge, but with hindsight it may be seen that much of the problem with LPs came from poorly designed and matched replay equipment. This is not to say that a good quality record player can overcome all the inherent problems of the vinyl disc, or all the ravages of time and mistreatment. But it is true to say that a carefully chosen specialist player can emphasise the musical values and go some way towards avoiding the engineering limitations.Such a claim may sound a little far-fetched, particularly to those who suffered the worst excesses of the direct drive period of turntable design. But the marketplace itself provides the justification: ten years ago the specialist UK turntable barely existed; now a dozen or more manufacturers are competing fiercely to provide a sound quality alternative to the superficially flashy but sonically inadequate products which are typical of much of Far Eastern production.

THE VINYL PROBLEM One trouble with vinyl is that itis too effective a music storage system. The wide dynamic and frequency range of the signals which end up embedded in the plastic are a mechanical engineering nightmare to recover properly, because they are microscopically tiny - smaller, indeed, than the stylus which is trying to 'read' them. And to make matters worse, the turntable/disc is massively heavier than the stylus which is resting on it.The cheap record player merely recovers the top few layers of information, the loud bits and the bass bits in particular. It can handle the quiet and trebly bits too, but if a loud bit comes along it is apt to 'swamp' the mechanics of the system, creating unwanted vibrations within the arm, cartridge or turntable which are much larger than the delicate subtleties of the record groove that the cartridge is trying to read. It is therefore hardly surprising that all record players are inadequate. It's just that some are much less inadequate than others.
THE TURNTABLEWhile the rest ofthe world blithely assumed that if a turntable measured well on simple but artificial test, it must sound good on music too, it was left to a handful of bright Scotsmen to literally rediscover the wheel, and its importance in the hi-fi system. That is history, but the turntable is now taken very seriously.Some of the reasons behind this remain obscure, but any hi-fi dealer worth patronage should be able to demonstrate the substantial difference that the turntable alone can make. And a very good case can be made for devoting a substanti?l part of the total budget to this one fundamental component. Spending more money on a turntable may mean spending less on arm, cartridge, amplifier and loudspeakers. Each component has its own influence on the final sound, but such qualitative differences are hard to quantify, and to some degree come down to personal taste.As for the turntable itself, its basic function is to rotate at

precisely the right speed and provide appropriate support for the arm and cartridge. This sounds simple enough, but what is easily stated as an objective turns out to be devilishly difficult to achieve in practice, for all manner of reasons. A turntable is a most effective seismograph, capable of detecting any vibrations in the record surface besides the information actually in the groove. So some care needs to be taken to provide isolation, both from the vibrations in the turntable motor and from any external environmental influences, and the quality of main bearing is clearly vital.The drive function itself is far from simple, because the groove drag created between the disc and the stylus is variable, according to the loudness and frequencies of the actual music. A loud bit comes along and tries to slow the turntable down, but by the time it has had a chance to respond its speed has already fluctuated and the loud bit has finished -with a good chance of speed overshoot in the quiet bit that follows. And if more power is taken from the motor during the response, this will pump more and/or variable mechanical vibration into the system. The designer has to choose just the right combination of motor drive, pulley and belt construction, in conjunction with the flywheel inertia of the platter itself and appropriate isolation of the motor itself, all within the cost constraints of the marketplace.Equally tricky is the support for the arm, and its relationship to the platter itself and the plinth system employed. The arm gets a good shaking from the cartridge when playing a record, and most good arms transmit much of this vibration on into the turntable top plate or subchassis structure. To some extent the arm and turntable should be considered together, in order to allow the energy to be dissipated so that it does least harm, but there are various different possible solutions, some ofwhich may work better with one arm than another, or even with one cartridge rather than another.There is no single right approach to building a turntable, because the end result comes

from the skillful balancing of different compromises. Belt drive and suspended subchassis designs tend to sound good, Sometimes at the expense of ease of operation and the need for careful setting up. Yet some 'solid' designs have been appearing recently which can give them a run for their money, and only go to emphasise the fact that the rules, such as they are, are poorly understood and very easily broken.
THE TONEARMWhether you call it a pickup arm or a tonearm, there is absolutely no doubt that this item, whether part of an integrated player or as a separate item, plays a major part in determining the character of sound. The performance of the tonearms is also laid bare by the unique Choice accelerometer impulse test, though again listening tests provide the final arbiter, and turntable termination plays a crucial role.If it were possible to create an arm that provided a vibration-free, rigid support for the cartridge, while at the same time being light enough to allow the cartridge to follow the groove spiral, there would be no problem. Unhappily this is not possible: all lightweight pivoted beams, 7 or 9 inches long, show some vibrational modes across the exceptionaliy wide (three decade) span of the audio frequency range, and this is one of the factors responsible for differences in tonearm sound quality. The designer has various options in terms of bearings, tubes and termination construction, in damped or undamped operation, and in single pivot or parallel tracking. Add in the cost constraints and cook until fully baked.Each approach has its validation in some theory or another, and sometimes even produces a result which reflects the principles employed and choices made. For example, straight line arm tubes are usually shorter and therefore more rigid for the same effective mass; free from the uncertainties of offset bias and its compensation, they give exceptional stereo imagery. But against these advantages must be set the cost and complexity, not to mention the
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difficulty of ensuring rigidity in a sliding bearing, and the variations resulting from the changing bearing centre. And one can construct similar arguments for and against other tonearm modus operandi.More straightforward is the matching of arm and cartridge, based on a simple mathematical formula so that the combination has its main mechanical resonance in the range of frequencies where it will do least harm.This resonance is a major cause of record player ills, and cannot be avoided. Damping may be present in arm and/or cartridge, but this is no cure-all. More important is to place the resonance low enough to avoid upsetting the bass sound quality, but high enough to avoid excitation from disc warps. The generally accepted ideal range is 8-12Hz, but carefully chosen systems can operate satisfactorily a little beyond. Lowering the resonance can improve the bass reproduction, but usually at the expense of general stability at higher frequencies, and vice 
versa.

ENSEMBLEThe extensive measurements carried out in the Choice review programme help weed out the ' wallies', and suggest the combinations which are most likely to perform well together. Measurement also provides backup evidence for listening findings, but auditioning remains the final arbiter.However, individual tests cannot cover all the bases. They cannot cope with every combination, nor can they take account of the quality of the setting up. Finding a competent and conscientious dealer, committed enough to get a good sound yet sensitive to an individual's own preference, can be the most important task facing the prospective purchaser.
BEHIND THE TESTSThe change in authorship was not meant to involve any sharp change in review direction, so the general plan of campaign this time around was to perform a set of physical tests which are as far as possible

similar to those of previous years - but not, inevitably, the same. All the pen .charts were produced using a Fast Fourier analyser, the rumble analysis was done with a Thorens rumble coupler using the normal Din B weighting curve, and wow and flutter was measured in a similar way. However, a different W&F meter (from Kenwood) meant a different form of averaging was used, so new results here are not necessarily interchangeable with the old.The arm measurements were done by Martin Colloms, as in previous years and without modification, except that the author assessed arm geometry differently, by checking distortion due to tracking error across the playing surface using an Elite gauge. Elite also made an appearance with the loan of a specially modified high speed Revox G36 tape deck, a master tape and a record cut from the master at one of the best cutting facilities (Island Studios). A straight comparison was performed with most of the turntables - a useful addition to

the battery of listening tests involved.The monitoring system was a high resolution one, consisting of DNM and Musical Fidelity MVT preamplifiers, late sample Musical FidelityA370 power amplifier, and Apogee Caliper loudspeakers, all wired with solid core DNM cable (the loudspeakers bi-wired). For comparative purposes, several Audio TechnicaAT-F5s were used, allowances being made for its rather brash, shallow presentation (inevitable at the price - and it has other useful qualities). A Koetsu Rosewood 
Signature was also used for more critical listening with selected components. A wide range of records was employed, drawn from a substantial library of old and new material in various 
genres. Classical and rock were played in roughly 60:40 proportions in line with the requirements of the tests - and what I felt like listening to.Thanks to Robert King, who played FFTs and rumble couplers, to Thorens, Kenwood, Stan Curtis and Martin Colloms.

THE MIDLANDS

A I WK CASSETTE CENTRE

ADWX707Twin Tape, High Speed Dubbing, Dolby B &C.
ADF360Dolby B & C, Logic Control Cue and Review, Fine Bias.

ADWX909Twin Tape, 3 Head Dolby Hx Pro, B&C, ADMS.
ADF 260Soft Touch, Dolby B &C, Fine Bias. I«

Largest Range of Quality Cassette Decks 
in the Midlands:-
Aiwa, Denon, Yamaha, Pioneer, Onkyo, '

ADF 460Logic Control, Dolby B & C, Cue and Review, Fine Bias.
"Rotel, Marantz, Revox, Kenwood, Nad, Nakamichi, Proton, Sansui etc.

12 OSMASTON RD, THE SPOT, 
DERBY 380385

16 OSMASTON RD, THE SPOT, 
DERBY 385185



ACOUSTIC RESEARCH E81 01
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH LTD, HIGH STREET, HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDFORDSHIRE LU5 50J. TEL: (0582) 867777.

CONCLUSIONSThis belt-driven turntable offers a remarkable package. A genuine high fidelity product, it had no significant subjective or lab-tested weaknesses. Its rigid arm, good platter and drive, with a fine, effective subchassis, are complemented by a workable cartridge, which will happily benefit from upgrading at some future date if so desired. Pricing is also very competitive, and a Best Buy rating the logical outcome.
TEST RESULTS

Motor section

Following the successful relaunch of the classic AR deck (now the Legend), Acoustic Research UK developed this further EB-101 model, with vinyl 'black ash' finish and a steel girder subchassis substituting for the aluminium original. A new arm commissioned from Japan is factory fitted to provide a complete integrated player. For the review, a modest cartridge was also included, the whole selling for around £ 199, a considerable saving over the original model, equivalent to throwing in the arm and cartridge free.This deck has rather a dark appearance, and comes with a low resonance tinted PVC cover on sprung hinges. The two-piece alloy platter has been retained while tolerances have been improved on the bearing, as well as in other areas. The robust arm has a firmly clamped headshell using a locking sleeve; its bearings proved free from play, an important aspect. Fully suspended, the chassis movedveryfreely and promised good acoustic and vibration isolation.
LAB REPORTThe total platter mass was close to 2kg, healthy for the price category, with the two part construction offering good mutual damping. Tested for disc impulse, the initial transient was quick with a fast decay and no low frequency hangover.Speed change is manual, on lifting the outer platter. At 33lfl the deck ran nearly 0.5 per cent fast, which was satisfactory, while slowing under load was held to a fine 0.25 per cent. Long term drift was negligible with the synchronous motor employed. DIN peak weighted, the overall wow and flutter was a fine 0.09 per cent, with similarly low individual contributions from the wow and flutter components. Start up was a fairly rapid 3.5 seconds, and the

player clearly had healthy torque. DIN B rumble measured very well, at -77dB. Little breakthrough was evident since the electrical and mechanical spectra matched well; just a hint of motor vibration was evident at 200Hz. The high quality suspension was demonstrated by the excellent breakthrough responses for both acoustic and vibration excitation; here the unit was clearly up with the best modern examples.Turning to the arm, the robustheadshell was nominally detachable but did not come with a plug and socket. Rotational adjustment is allowed, as well as overhang and lateral tracking angle. Effective mass was in the medium to high range at 13.5g including hardware, and consequently suited to fairly low compliance cartridges.Charted for arm resonances with a Shure moving magnet cartridge, the first break appeared around 700Hz, with the overall behaviour looking quite tidy, particularly at higher frequencies. Bearing friction was quite low, 40mg lateral and 20mg vertical, while sensible bias levels were also established. Downforce calibration was accurate while the ann cue device operated well.
SOUND QUALITYThere was no doubt concerning the high subjective merit of this player. The sound was notably well-focused, with good stereo st.age width and depth. Transients were reproduced with good speed and attack, while the overall effect was lively, with well differentiated dynamics. The bass was quite good, articulate as well as extended, with considerable detail apparent. Overall the tonal balance seemed well proportioned while the supplied cartridge was quite tidy itself and did not let the deck down.

Type belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping 2.0kg/good
Finish and engineering very good, very good
Type of mains connecting leads 3 core/phonos plus earth 
Speed options manual change, 33/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.09%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6.300Hz) 0.1%/0.07% 
Absolute speed error +0.45%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation negligible/-0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 35 secs

DIN B wtd, l/R average (see spectrum) -77dB
Arm section

Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge ll5g
Type/mass of headshell special/9.8g
Geometric accuracy
Adjustments provided tilt/overhang/offset
Finish and engineering very good/very good
Ease ol assembly/set -up/use very good/very good/very good
Friction, typical lateral vertical <40mg/20mg
Bias compensation method internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 225mgl275mg 
Downlorce calibration error, 1g/2g -0.05g/-O. lg
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent negligible, LO secs/2.5 secs 
Arm resonances fairly good
Subjective sound quality see system result
Arm damping decoupled counterweight

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 44 x 38.5 x 16cmi7cm
Ease ol use good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback low/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance excellent/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price £199 inc. cartridge
Rev1ewed by Martin Co!loms.
Reprinted from issue 43.
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RC850 CO^ROL AMPLIFIER

ROT «̂ men o!Kl

850 50W STEREO
RB POWER AMPLIFIER

The connoisseur's choice. IncorporaHng much of the UK technology of the famous "BX" series 
amplifiers: Large well engineered power supplies I High current capability I Selected close 
tolerence high quality components I Low noise integrated circuits I Dual mono construction of the 
power amplifier I Direct speaker wiring I No degrading protecHon circuitry I High quality phone 
stages I Direct signal paths.
Technical features which combine to give music a sense of weight and effortlessness that smaller 
amplifiers can only aspire to. The twin box construcfton offers enormous flexibility in system building 
and the ability to run two power amplifiers either in bridged mode (150W per eh.) or to B l-amp 
loudspeakers. Higher power requirements can be achieved with Rotel's new RB870BX 1 OOW and 
RB890 160W power amplifiers which are also bridgeable to provide 300W or 480W per eh. 
respectively.

RT850AL S tuner

The definiHve tuner is its class. UK designed to provide very high standards of radio performance and 
music quality with the convenience of push button tuning and 16 preset stations. Winner of the "Best 
Buy" Award from HkFi Choice and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s presHgious Award for Best Tuner of 1988, 
the RT850L has now been restyled to match Rotel's new appearance design and also now features 
LED staHon indicators. Also available is the more affordable RT830AL Analogue Tuner, offering the 
same performance.

UK DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

nARQOADVO DIGITAL STEREO KCDO2OBX2 compact disc PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4 times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own 
UK product development expertise to provide a C.D. signal source of fine resolutions^ 
definition and musical performance. With lull numeric remote control, programming and lull feature 
display the RCD820BX2 offers fine value. This special "BX" version incorporates addiHonal UK designed 
circuitry and separate regulated power supplies effecHvely removing the digital hash from the audio 
circuits resuiHng in a cleaner audio signal with much improved dynamics and definition.

These fine components are but a small sel^ion from Rotel's award winning range of real HFFi 
products which offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. AH are 
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available, 
each as^at of the products design has ben optimised. To find out why Rotel has now ^ceivod 
^at HHi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker 
and Best HbFi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rofel for details of your 
nearest dealer.



ALPHASON OPAL
ALPHASON, 190-192 WIGAN ROAD, EUXTON, NR. CHORLEY, LANCS PR2 6JW. TEL: (02572) 76626.

TEST RESULTS

The Opal is Alphason's contribution to a restricted list of good budget tonearm designs. Beer budget armhunters will inevitably find the 
Opal less distinctive than more expensive Alphasons, but it is still a satisfying product.The Opal has a straight armtube and a permanently bolted on headshell with the necessary offset built in. The bearings are simple concentric gimbals, and the nylon lined counterweight bolts firmly to the arm tube extension. In common with other Alphason arms, the cueing and armrest assembly are flimsy and crudely designed, and again the armbase is Linn-compatible.
lAB REPORTEffective mass is quite low, and perfectly suitable for the majority of budget cartridges. The bearings have low friction and play, but are a little notchy. All other parameters are good, including handling.

Referring to the structural resonance plot, the first identifiable effect at around 700Hz may be due to the counterweight. There are some significant peaks above 1kHz, though the arm seems well damped above this area.
SOUND QUALITYPerformance is about average forthe class, but the stereo staging sounded somewhat diffuse, and transients tended to be softened and blurred. Bass quality is warm, deep and open, if not especially fast or powerful, whilst the mid and top sounded detailed, but a little coarse and coloured. Used on the Rock turntable for this test, both with and without the damping paddle, the Opal rarely sounded less than poised and in control.
CONClUSIONSThis is unquestionably a good low cost arm, but with recent price rises the Opal is a little less competitive than before.

Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge JOg 
Type/mass of headshell fixed, integral
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided overhang/lateral/height
Finish & engineering good/very good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical !Smg/< 15mg
Bias compensation method thread & weight
Bias force, rim/centre (set to l.Sgm elliptical) 290mg/290mg
Downforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm 0.85%/0.1%
Cue rate negligible
Cue drift ascent/descent instanVS secs
Arm resonances good
Arm damping method none
load capacitance 90pF
Estimated typical purchase price £110

ALPHASON XENON
ALPHASON, 190-192 WIGAN ROAD, EUXTON, NR. CHORLEY, LANCS PR2 6JW. TEL: (02572) 76626.

CONClUSIONSThis model may be warmly recommended as one of very few middle price arms of any real merit.
TEST RESULTS

"Âïm seet 1 mi"Mj|||Í|Íi|Apart from the black finish used on all parts aft of the armtube, it's hard at first to distinguish the Xenon from its more expensive HR-1 DOS stablemate. The Xenon armtube and headshell is the same one-piece fabricated titanium component, damped internally and without any structural break until quite close to the bearings.The bearings themselves, however, are of simpler design. They lack the hard ceramic surfaces of the HR-1 DOS, but the basic layout is similar, with concentric gimbals for the two planes, and a counterweight with nylon liner that clamps rigidly to the arm rear extension. There is no tracking force scale, and the arm cueing outrigger, combined with armrest, is poorly designed and weak. Bias compensation is a thread and weight job. The version tested was fitted with silver, linear crystal van den Hul cable, and the arm will fitany Linn type mount ing hole.

LAB REPORTDownforce setting is largely dependent on the skill of the user. Apart from the cue assembly, construction is good. The bearings have little play or friction, though some notchiness was noticed. Minor arm structural breakup modes extend upwards from 1kHz, but they are well , distributed and quite well controlled.
SOUND QUALITYThe Xenon has many of the hallmarks of its more expensive brother, including a quality of sonic presentation that verges on the brash (the aural signature of the titanium?), yet which is in fact extremely finely detailed and coherent. However, this one isn't as good as the more expensive HRS-JOOS: the bass is deep and true but not as substantial and full; image stability is slightly compromised; the resolution of detail is lower, though still good.

Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge 12.5gm 
Type/mass of headshell integral, fixed
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided overhang/lateral
Finish & engineering excellenVexcellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/good/good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical variable/15mg
Bias compensation method thread & weight
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 340mg/360mg
Oownforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm O. lg/0.2g
Cue rate instanV5 secs
Cue drift ascent/descent negligible
Arm resonances good
Arm damping method none
load capacitance 80pf
Estimated typical purchase price £262
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ALPHASON SONATA/HR-1 DOS-MCS
ALPHASON, 190-192 WIGAN ROAD, EUXTON, NR. CHORLEY, LANCS PR2 6JW. TEL: (02572) 76626.

Cleaned up for series production (it was originally a test bed for arm design purposes), the astonishingly heavy Sonata is civilised, even discreet. The wood line conceals the bulk, the top plate has a bronzed appearance, and the lid is of fine quality. The functional design is based on a massive one-piece subchassis, armbase and main bearing which is suspended from three very long springs inside the three black towers you see in the photo. The natural suspension frequency is low and scarcely damped.The platter is a one-piece proprietary synthetic material which is 'dead' when rapped. The record is placed straight on the hard platter surface, and heavy weight is lowered on top to act as a clamp. The drive system is based on two quartz-locked synchronous motors, which apply torque symmetrically to the opposite sides of the drive hub (machined at the base of the platter). In this way the springs (and gravity) are the sole determinant of suspension dynamics (leaving aside the arm cable).There are still a few rough edges to the product, however: the spindle seemed very slightly over-size: the cueing lever of the arm was very close to one of the suspension towers; and the base is boxed in by a resonant panel. Driving electronics are built inside, with on/off and speed change using two push buttons on the front.The HR-1OOS-MCS is the top of the line

Alphas on arm. The most important feature is a light and stiff S-shaped titanium arm tube headshell which is made in one piece up to a point just in front of the gimbal bearings. The bearings themselves are strong and rigid, using ceramic surfaces said to be ten times harder than conventional metals. The arm base is Linn compatible, and the arm cable on this MCS version is pure silver, linear-crystal, from van den Hul.Not all the answers are right. The vertical bearings are not in line with the record plane, so the orientation of the cartridge changes as it rides warps. But this is still amongst the most elegant arms around.
LAB REPORTThe disc edge shock plot shows what looks like a platter rocking mode, but in fact a lot of gain was needed before anything showed. Spectral analysis of the same event uncovered one resonant peak around 200Hz, but again at a very low level.The Alphason resists feedback well, especially at very low frequencies where other turntables are at their weakest, while shocks applied via the base are well suppressed. Rumble and electronic noise are fairly clean, though the rumble figure wasn't particularly low. Wow and flutter levels were excellent, but the deck ran about 0.5 per cent slow. Applying extra

loading to the motor, however, resulted in no further change, so dynamic wow should be negligible.Superb control over structural resonances is shown in the arm plot. Various modes can be seen, some attributable to the counterweight and all well damped. The arm has a low enough effective mass to match relatively compliant cartridges as long as they don't weigh too much. The bearings are free from slack, and have low friction.
SOUND QUALITYThis is without question a top quality combination. The system sounds characteristically open, dynamic yet relaxed. So much so that playing records at extremely high volumes is surprisingly unstressful, yet the inherent clarity and focus is such that music also sounds satisfying even when played very quietly.The arm does impose a slightly 'shrill' character on the sound, yet it doesn't obscure detail, and I was consistently able to hear further into records than with most others - the intelligibility of the whispered section near the start of Carmina Burana (EMI!Previn) was a useful test here. At the same time, the bass is big and forceful. As a whole, the Alphason combination has a lot of presence, whilst stereo imagery is well resolved in all planes and big in scale.The combination of high levels of perceived resolution, large effective dynamic range and a usefully wide frequency response makes this a very effective combination, and one of the few that can be regarded as eligible for the label 'state of the art'. Criticisms are few and mild; nevertheless the bass end could usefully drive rhythms a little more effectively - sometimes it seemed almost in danger of being swamped during busy passages - and the arm still sounds a little 'metallic' at times.
CONCLUSIONSThis is an impressive combination. Both turntable and arm are ambitious, capable products that in unison - and with sympathetic systems erected around them - offer all but unrivalled clarity, dynamics, weight and openness.

TEST RESULTS 
llotor section^^^^^l

Type manual motor plus arm
Platter mass/damping 4kg
Finish and engineering excellent
Type of mains connection leads 2 core + earth
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.06%/0.12% 
Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl 0.12%/0 .04% 
Absolute speed error -0.51%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation -0.25%/none
Start up time to audible stabilisation 7 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R -71/-7MB
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Arm section
Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge !Ogm 
Type/mass of headshell integral, fixed
Geometric accuracy excellent
Adjustments provided overhang/offset/height
Finish & engineering good/excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use good/good/good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical !Omg/20mg
Bias compensation method thread, pulley & weight
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 250mg/200mg 
Oownforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm uncalibrated
Cue drift negligible
Cue rate ascent/descent instant!! sec
Arm resonances good
Arm damping method none
Load capacitance 80pF
EnEEEHffil]Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 16 x 46 x 26/7cm

Ease of ^ ^
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system excellent
Hum level/acoustic feedback average/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very good/very good 
Estimated typical purchase price £695 +£359

MUHHMHi-2s|BIllB.4sIlIlIlIl.6sHIlBi.8s
Disc edge mechanical shock (to 0.8 secs)
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ARISTON 0-DECK
ARISTON ACOUSTICS LTD. FREEPORT SCOTLAND, PRESTWICK AIRPORT, PRESTWICK, SCOTLAND KA9 2TA. TEL: (0292) 76933.

Speed drift 1 hour/load variation 
Start up time to audible stabilisation 
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R

Arm section

none/-0.95"
2 secs

-65.51-71.5dB

Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge n/a
Type/mass of headshell fixed
Geometric accuracy average
Adjustments provided overhang
Finish & engineering good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use good/good/very good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 25mg/25mg
Bias compensation method spring & dial
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 140mg/170mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm no error/no error 
cue drift negligible
Cue rate ascenUdescent <0.5 sec/0.8 secs
Arm resonances
Arm damping method 
Load eapacitance

System as a whole
Size (h x w x d) /clearance for lid rear

very good 
none 

170pF

13 x 42 x 34/7cm

The Q-Deck is designed to meet the non
specialist user at least half way. The player 
works almost straight from the box. There's no 
suspension to adjust; the arm is non-inter
changeable; and an Ortofon OM10 cartridge is 
supplied fitted. Speed change is by a discreet 
dome switch, the motor being driven by a sim
ple L-C oscillator.

Operationally the deck is simple to use too, 
though it doesn't offer full automation. Moving 
the arm towards the record switches the motor 
on, and at end of side the arm lifts and the 
motor cuts, triggered by a frictionless magnetic 
switch.

The plinth consists of a plain sheet of Q- 
board. This is a laminate of medium density 
fireboard (MDF) with an (unspecified) visco
elastic filling, as a combination offering par
ticularly good damping. The main bearing is 
now a sealed, captive unit, simplifying setting 
up further, and the arm is bolted to the Q- 
board in the familiar Rega pattem The whole 
unit sits on compliant feet. The platter, topped 
by a thick rubber mat, is a heavy and well 
engineered one piece alloy casting, with finger 
holes to allow access for the belt. The arm itself 
is a straightforward Japanese sourced OEM 
device, with a small diameter main tube and 
bolt-an cast metal headshell.

lAB REPORT
Wow and flutter measured an excellent 0.06 
per cent, what there is being more wow than 
flutter due to the considerable platter inertia. 
The test sample ran a little fast, but there was 
absolutely no drift. The deck did slow quite 
substantially under load, however, and some 
dynamic wow could sometimes be sensed 
though not heard on transient, pitch sensitive 
music.

Rumble levels are satisfactory, and the deck

has a quite good impulse response, though 
feedback is a little selective frequency-wise. 
The tests otherwise suggest a well sorted 
machine with good bearings.

The arm is also notably well engineered. The 
only real criticism is that arm lead capacitance 
is rather high for some of the moving magnet 
cartridges that may be used in such a deck. The 
arm resonance plot shows that the first main 
tube mode is delayed until lkHz, which is -bet
ter than some £300 arms achieve and 
extremely good "for a budget arm. A sharper 
peak at 2kHz, however, dominates the plot, but 
other resonances are quite well distributed and 
therefore likely to be innocuous enough.

SOUND QUAliTY
Sonically tainted by the occasionally brash 
sounding OM 10 cartridge, the Q-Deck is basi
cally smooth sounding, with mildly restrained 
but still acceptable dynamics, a well 
upholstered bass, and a fine sense of timing on 
rhythmically 'difficult' material. Pitch informa
tion was stably presented. Whilst the deck 
sounded a little understated at times, music 
sounded varied and interesting.

CONCLUSIONS
The Q-Deck is an artful and largely successful 
compromise which offers a solid and well integ
rated sound plus no nonsense engineering.

TEST RESULTS
Type belt drive semi-auto integrated player
Platter mass/damping 1. 15kg/average
Finish and engineering moderate
Type of mains connection leads 2 core
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.06%10.13%
Wow & flutter (Lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.12%/0.03%
Absolute speed error +0.76%

Ease of use . good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances average 
Subjective sound quality of complete system good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback average/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance average/average
Estimated typical purchase price £139.95
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ARISTON RD60
ARISTON ACOUSTICS LTD., FREEPORT, SCOTLAND, PRESTWICK AIRPORT, PRESTWICK, SCOTLAND KA9 2RB. TEL: (0292) 76933.

g
TEST RESULTSAx'j: c-.... M

Type manual, belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping 1.73kg/very good
Finish and engineering good
Type of mains connection leads 2 core 
Speed options 33W45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.18%
Wow & flutter (lin peakWtd 0.2-&Hz/6-JOOHzl 0.21%/0.08%
Absolute speed error +0.75%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation +0.42%/-0.1%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 3.5 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd LIR -721-74d8
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 41 x 34.5 x 13/5cm 
Easeof Utt ^
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance fairll' good/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price £219
Reviewed by Martin Col/ins
Reprinted from issue No. 48

This Ariston subchassis turntable is available 
as a £220 player with the Enigma arm fitted. 
Neat, compact and attractive in appearance, in 
many senses it is a 'slimmed down' economy 
version of the RD90,and again the detail 
design left something to be desired.

The plinth is textured Q-board, whereas the 
subchassis is MDF, while the moulded base is 
fitted with sprung feet. The slim plinth and sub
stantial composite work leave restricted space 
for the inverted top-adjustable springs, whiCh 
consequently lack excursion. The single piece 
aluminium platter is driven by a decent square
section belt, with manual speed change via the 
grooved stepped pulley. The lid, hinged with 
countersprings, is lightweight styrene, the arm 
mounting plate overlapped the subchassis by 
some 40 per cent, and the armlead terminal 
board had been cracked when fitting.

LAB REPORT
Rumble was above average, but the spectrog
ram showed a substantial -33dB 100Hz com
ponent, and perturbations between 50 and 
100Hz. Absolute speed was a high +0.75 per 
cent and drift was on the high side too. 0.18 per 
cent wow and flutter represents marginal high 
fidelity, and reflects the weak subchassis

dynamics. The disc impulse damping was satis
factory enough, while both acoustic and vibra
tion breakthrough gave eminently satisfactory 
results.

SOUND QUALITY
Despite the technical criticisms, the RD60 
squeezed a 'good' rating, falling only slightly 
short of the more expensive '90. The sound was 
lively, with good frontal detail and a 'tidy' top 
end. The bass lacked some weight and scale, 
and the midrange also lacked the transparency 
and focus of top designs, yet it remained 
balanced and communicative.

CONCLUSIONS
Despite giving the impression that a potentially 
better turntable is trying to get out of the 
RD60, the overall performance for the price is 
still good, rating Best Buy with the decent qual
ity Enigma arm.
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ARISTON RD90 SUPERIOR
ARISTON ACOUSTICS LTD, FREEPORT SCOTLAND, PRESTWICK AIRPORT, PRESTWICK, SCOTLAND KA9 2TA. TEL: (0292) 76933.

In Ariston's gold-plated nomenclature, the 
RD90 Superior is a 'flagship' model, first seen 
in prototype form about a year ago. Styling is 
based on the RD110, but the '90S is intended 
very much as a minimum compromise, state of 
the art player, and the cost is well in excess of 
£1,100 with an arm of commensurate ability. 
Finish, in a vaguely 'period' style, comes in a 
choice of rosewood or black ash veneer, with a 
brushed aluminium top plate.

This floating subchassis design has three coil 
spring suspension units, adjustable from above. 
The armboard is solid brass, damped around 
the periphery, and the subchassis is a thick 
steel pressing, again with a degree of damping 
incorporated. The unlacquered outer platter is 
nothing less than a work of art: based on a 
heavy bronze casting, a strip is routed out of 
the top and replaced by a layer of aluminium 
prior to re-machining. The construction effec
tively damps the natural bell modes, but a little 
Q-damping is applied underneath as an insur
ance policy.

The 72-pole Hall effect motor has a built in 
tacho for speed control. Speed change is by 
switch, but each speed has its own adjustment 
pot, tucked away on the front of the base just 
belowthe wood plinthline. The power supply is 
housed in a (superfluously?) smart but 
unscreened box, which should be kept well 
away from the turntable. No matching arm is 
available from the makers, but the Alphason 
HR-1 OOS used for most of the listening is 
explicitly endorsed by Ariston.

Supplied with both a thick rubber and a felt 
mat, Ariston are almost certain to market the 
deck with the latter. My preference was 
strongly for the felt, and this was used for the 
listening reported on here. However, a small 
but worthwhile additional improvement can be 
wrought by a change to a thinner, harder mat- 

the Linn or Roksan examples being ideal.

LAB REPORT
Surprisingly, the measured wow and flutter 
figure was rather high, and this was almost 
entirely due to 0.22 per cent low rate variations 
in the wow spectrum (<6Hz), which may be 
due to excessive belt compliance. High platter 
inertia effectively irons out higher rate vari
ations. This deck slowed noticeably under load 
too, which implies marginal motor torque. 
However, the RD90 Superior recipe worked 
predictably well in the impulse response test, 
and acoustic feedback waswell suppressed too 
apart from one discrete mode around 360Hz. 
The rumble spectrum was quite smooth apart 
from a generalised increase in LF noise, which 
might be improved with better bearing finish- 
or longer running in.

SOUND QUALITY
The Alphason HR-lOOS suited the deck well, 
and the felt mat helped to ensure a real sense of 
liveliness, resolution and clarity, without loss of 
control. Even so, the RD90 Superior sounded 
slightly rubbery and detached, and this was 
confirmed in the tape comparison. There 
wasn't the sharpness or alacrity that is the 
mark of true excellence. The bass didn't seem 
to integrate wholly successfully and at worst 
timing was suspect. The Ariston did sound 
powerful and controlled, and gave a big, spa
cious and stable backing to records, but at this 
price it's not unreasonable to expect a little 
more.

Ironically, a little more of what the cheapest 
of all Aristons - the Q-Deck-offerswould have 
helped this most expensive model no end. Not 
that the cheaper model sounds better than the 
dearer one overall, but it does sound crisper 
and lighter on its feet . ..

CONCLUSIONS
The RD-90 Superior is a joy to behold and will 
probably last until the end of time. But some 
honing is needed to maximise its potential.
Interesting it is, but not recommended.

TEST RESULTS
Type manual motor unit
Platter mass/damping high
Finish and engineering excellent/excellent
Type of mains connection leads 3 core
Speed options . 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.11%/0.23%
Wow & flutter (Lin peak Wtd 0.2-SHz/6-JOOHz) 0.22%/0.05% 
Absolute speed error adjustable
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation —0.06%/—073% 
Start up time to audible stabilisation 4 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R -76.5/-77d8
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 45 x 36 x 17cm 
Ease of use normal
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances good
Subjective sound quality of complete system good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance excellent/excellent
Estimated typical purchase price £900 + arm
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DUAl CS 503-1
HAYDEN LABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9EW. TEL: (0753) 888447.

The stark but elegant CS508-1 is a direct 
replacement for the decade old CS505, which 
continues for now in its more expensive DL 
form. Gone are the 505s eccentricities - the 
platter edge strobe markings, and the mechan
ical speed fine adjust knob. Gone too, unfortu
nately, is the spring suspension system.

The design has been highly er, pragmat ised. 
to allow economical automated product ion. 
Novel materials are used, notably a npw 
expanded polystyrene for the chassis which is 
claimed to sound almost identical to natural 
chipboard (sit:). The interchangeable head
shell is improved, being based on a proprietary 
locking collar design, and the high grade gimbal 
bearings are as good as ever.

Positive aspects of this new Dual include the 
lack of setting up hassle, partly because the 
dynamically balanced arm renders the deck 
unfussy about levelling. On the other hand, the 
Dual 'reads' the surface it stands on all too 
effectively - for a tight sound, a stiff, light sur
face helps no end. The semi-automatic arm 
control system is still unsurpassed in the way 
arm cueing i:; set to 'up' every time it is 
returned to base.

lAB REPORT
Turntable speed stability measures well, whilst 
speed accuracy is good, with practically 
unmeasurable drift. However, there was signif
icant slowing • under load. Structural analysis 
showed evidence of platter rock, which often 
has repercussions in bass behaviour. Further
more, the Dual is both microphonic and quite 
resonant as measured at the stylus. Worst of all, 
measured rumble levels are high, not least due 
to electrical breakthrough.

Then there's the arm. The price provides 
some excuse, but the arm is quite resonant 
when excited: However bearing friction in par

ticular was exceptionally low despite negligible 
slack.

SOUND QUAliTY
Measurements notwithstanding, the Dual 
didn't sound as stable in pitch as expected, 
though it wasn't hard to find program material 
to mask the shortcomings. The high rumble 
levels were also quite audible on a wide range 
system, and the cartridge is none too detailed 
or refined.

When these shortcomings were set to one 
side, or masked by the music or system, and 
another cartridge was installed, things 
changed. Now the 503 sounded crisp, detailed 
and surprisingly agile, finally delivering on 
some of the promise of the design. Stereo 
reproduction and dynamics were both believa
ble, and the bass was tidy and firm, if not very 
powerful.

CONClUSIONS
An interesting but flawed design, the 508 is 
certainly Recommendable on grounds ofprice, 
and cleverly tailored to work with likely budget 
partners, but doesn't quite earn Best Buy rank
ing.

TEST RESUlTS 
Sl^^HIIIIII

Type belt drive semi-automatic integrated player
Platter mass/damping 800gm/good
Finish and engineering good
Type of mains connection leads 2 core
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.08%/0.15%
Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl 0.15%/0.03%
Absolute speed error +0.25%
Speed drill 1 hour/load variation -0.01%/-0.44%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 3 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R -47/-61(B

Arm section
Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc

cartridge low (spring assist) at zero balance
Type/mass of headshell detachabte/4gm
Geometric accuracy good
Adjustments provided overhang
Finish & engineering good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/very good/excellent 
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical < IOmg/< lOmg
Bias compensation method spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 500mg/550mg
Downforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm 
Cue drill
Cue rate ascent/descent
Arm resonances
Arm damping method 
load capacitance

0,05g/0.10g 
negligible

1.0 sec/1.5 sec 
poor 
none

165pF
System as a whole

Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 
^ of use

12 x 44 x 36/3cm 
excellent

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances poor 
Subjective sound quality of complete system average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback below average/poor

Vibration sensitivity/shock
resistance below average/beow average

Estimated typical purchase price £124.95

urn

Disc edge mechanical shock (to 0.8 secs)

Rumble, mechanical above electrical hum

Breakthrough acoustic (above), vibration (below)
“Rifil EW HE

Tonearm structural resonances
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DUAL CS5000
HAYDEN LABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST PETER, BUCKS. TEL: (0753) 888447.

The player capable of accommodating 78rpm 
discs is a rare bird these days, and no one who 
loves music should lightly dismiss the marvels 
locked in those ancient shellac grooves (re
membering you need a special stylus), so Dual 
deserve credit on those grounds alone. (The 
only other we know of is a special 78-only ver
sion of the Rega.) The 5000 is a large integ
rated player with a real wood plinth in a real 
wood colour, the top edges heavily radiused to 
give an attractive 'styled' appearance. The 
manually operated arm has good bearings but a 
deliberately highly decoupled counterweight, 
and the main vertical arm pillar was disturb
ingly flexible. It has a lightweight plastic 
detachable headshell which is reasonably rigid, 
but ironically has extra mass loading added. 
Springs provide dialled-in downforce and bias 
compensation.

Some isolation from outside influence is pro
vided by a large ribbed plastic subchassis, the 
foam-damped springing effective enough verti
cally but rather stiff in rotation. Moreover, the 
substantial brushless servo DC motor is 
mounted on the subchassis alongside the plat
ter and arm. The cast alloy platter is unbelieva
bly elaborate, with extra rim mass added and a 
heavy mat. A substantial low resonance lid is 
fitted.

LAB REPORT
The medium mass arm offers good compatibil
ity, and good bearing friction with firm bearings 
besides. Bias force was set a little high, but 
downforce calibration was good. The early 
break in the resonance sweep showed yet again 
the inherent rigidity compromise of a detacha
ble headshell, while the treble range is reasona
ble, if down a little in level.

Rumble gave reasonable results, but the 
spectrogram showed numerous harmonics 

generated from the subchassis-mounted DC 
quartz motor. Start-up was pretty slow, but the 
other speed characteristics were all pretty 
good. Acoustic breakthrough was likewise 
respectable, but the stiff damped springs did 
allow some vibration through below 150Hz. 
The disc mechanical impulse showed quite 
good damping from the heavy mat, though 
there was some ringing in the trace nonethe
less.

SOUND QUALITY
Overall, the sound was a little disappointing 
perhaps, rating only average and perhaps 
reflecting rapidly improving standards else
where. The sound was fairly open with some 
depth and fair focus, but the bass was 'sof
tened' and 'bumpy' without much resolution, 
and the treble was a little untidy. Balance was 
fairly good, the sound seeming to suit classical 
material rather better than rock.

CONCLUSIONS
Full marks for the 78 facility, but a bit ordinary 
for the price elsewhere, the prospective purch
aser must make his own choice, depending on 
musical taste. The 5000 doesn't merit full 
recommendation on price vs performance, but 
is pretty decent for all that.

TEST-RESULTS
electronics belt. subchassis 

14kg/very good 
very good/good 

2 core socketlphonos & earth 
33% 45 . 78rpm

Type
Platter mass/damping 
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains connecting leads 
Speed options
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.08%
Wow and flutter(lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6.300Hz) 0.14%/0.01% 
Absolute speed error 0%
Speed drill. 1 hour/load variation +0.1%/-0.15% 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 8 secs

Rumble, DIN B wtd, l/R average (see spectrum) -69dBi-77dB
Arm section

Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge lOg 
Type/mass of headshell special detachable
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided overhang/lateral
Finish and engineering good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use good/very good
Friction, typical lateral vertical 20mg/<20mg
Bias compensation method spring slider
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 200mg/200mg 
Downforce calibration error, lg/2g -0.05g/-0.05g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent negl, 1 secs/1 secs
Armresonances see text
Subjective sound quality 
Arm damping

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear

average 
cwt decoupling

44 x 40 x 12.5cm/5cm
Ease of use very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good
Subjective sound quality of complete system average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance fairly good/good
Estimated typical purchase price black £200, real oak £210

Reviewed by Martin Colloms. 
Reprinted from issue 48.
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ELITE ROCK
TOWNSHEND INT., UNIT 2, NORTH WEYLANDS IND. EST., MOLESEY RD., WALTON-ON-THAMES KT12 3PL. TEL: (0932) 246850.

The first and so far only exponent of full scale 
damping at the headshell end of the tonearm, 
the Elite Rock was covered last time in close to 
its ultimate form, complete with wood ven
eered plinth, Merlin outboard power supply 
and Excalibur arm. Without cartridge this 
player combination costs £914, or £1,054 with 
the recently introduced isolation base. For this 
new edition we're looking at the least expen
sive way of getting a Rock rolling, which means 
no plinth and lid or outboard power supply, and 
a third party arm - in this case an Alphason 
Opal. Most other arms can also be accommo
dated of course.

Drive is from an AC synchronous motor 
through a two step pulley and round section 
belt. Appearance is sternly businesslike. The 
chunky looking but very tightly dimensioned 
' plinth' is a pressed steel box covered with a 
tough black plastic and filled with Gypsum and 
bit urninous damping. it sits on three steel cap
ped hemispherical sorbothane feet.

The 1.8kg platter is made in the same way as 
the plinth. A screw-on clamp holds the record 
in intimate contact with the hard but well 
damped surface. Speed change is manual, and 
this can be done without disturbing the platter. 
The latter sits on a small sub-platter which 
runs on a substantial, inverted case-hardened 
steel bearing with phosphor-bronze sleeving. 
Arm damping is based on a trough filled with a 
silicone fluid (see photo), which must be swing 
out of the way to change records. The arrange
ment is safe enough, albeit a trifle inconve
nient, if left undisturbed and away from kids.

LAB REPORT
Apart from some slowing under load, the static 
measured parameters including wow, flutter 
and rumble were fine, and the disc edge shock 
was very well suppressed. The rumble and 

electrical breakthrough plots were clean apart 
from a sharp spike at 100Hz - the first mains 
harmonic. Microphony was very low, and you 
could almost stand this deck on top of the 
loudspeakers. The plinth design gave poor iso
lation from external shocks, however.

SOUND QUALITY
The midrange and top end sounded slightly col
oured, but this was narrowed down to the arm's 
contribution; the basic nature of this deck was 
essentially undimmed even in this relatively 
low cost trim. The bass sounded tight and dry, 
with excellent depth but a characteristically 
high level of damping - some might find it 
excessively damped, but it is fast and true in 
pitch. There's little evident coloration, and the 
sound as a whole integrates well.

Stereo imagery is superb laterally, but the 
damped bass reduced the apparent reverber
ant content of the sound (which is typically LF 
rich), and the depth plane therefore tends to 
be compressed. Note that the manufacturer 
suggests re-positioning the loudspeakers for 
best stereo results, siting them further apart 
than usual and over-angled inwards.

The sound didn't 'breathe' quite as naturally 
as some, and the dynamic window wasn't as 
wide as usual. But 'local' dynamics -the subtle 
shadings that distinguish similar instruments, 
and the separateness of instruments in a mix- 
were all handled well. The subjective signal/ 
noise was also very fine, and the tape test was 
passed with flying . colours - not unnaturally' 

CONCLUSIONS
More CD-like than the majority of its com
petitors, the Rock sounds poised, articulate 
and very tautly controlled, but a little lacking in 
depth. The sound fully justifies the price in my 
view, though you have to be sympathetic to the 

tight and occasionally stark sound quality.
A key advantage with the Rock is the ability 

to upgrade by adding extras - subject of course 
to demonstration - and the trauma-free setting 
up. Disadvantages relate primarily to the use of 
an open trough of thick, viscous fluid for arm 
damping. Remember also that there is no lid 
without buying the optional plinth and cover 
together.

TEST RESULTS
Type manual motor unit (optional electronic)
Platter mass/damping L8kg
Finish and engineering adequate/good
Type of mains connection leads captive
Speed options 33 , 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.08%/0.13%
Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.14%/0.038% 
Absolute speed error +0.64%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation -0.13%/-050%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 3.5 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R -80/-82dB
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear

12 (w/o arm) x 40 x 33/no lid
Ease of use below average
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances below average 
Subjective sound quality of complete system good+ 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance good
Estimated typical purchase price £350
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HEYBROOK TT2 + ARM
HEYBROOK HI-FI LTD. ESTOVER CLOSE, ESTOVER IND. EST., PLYMOUTH, DEVON PL6 7PL. TEL: (0752) 480311.

Re-assessed for this issue, the Heybrook TT2 
has been upgraded by the addition of an out
board power supply - previously the TT2 was 
driven directly by the mains - and supple
mented by the introduction of the Heybrook 
arm, which is built on their behalf by Alphason. 
Because these two items are so likely to be 
used together, theyare tested here in combina
tion.

Design-wise the TT2 betrays a number of 
influences, most obviously from Linn Products 
and Thorens, but nevertheless shows good 
quality construction using high grade fasten
ings and materials. Obvious compromises, 
inevitable at the price, are restricted to areas 
like aesthetics and finish, which are adequate 
but dour. The plinth on the other hand is more 
solidly constructed than might have been 
expected - it's heavy, being almost solid wood 
underneath. The diecast aluminium subchassis 
has an irregular cross shape, and is quite thick 
in section and well ribbed for rigidity. A lami
nated wood armboard is bolted in place and is 
readily interchangeable as required. The sus
pension, tuned to about 5.5Hz and essentially 
undamped, has the classic three springs, 
adjustable from above.

Power enters the system from a freestanding 
supply. Roughly finished in Nextel, with a front 
33-off-45 switch, it is totally dedicated to the 
point of being captive wired to the turntable. 

Drive is transferred from the crown pulley of a 
24-pole motor through a short Oat belt oflower 
than usual compliance, an arrangement which 
can be expected to reduce wow at the expense 
of motor vibration transmission. Perhaps to 
counter this, the motor is rigidly attached to 
the plinth, any vibration transfer in this direc
tion being swamped by the high mass of the 
plinth. The platter is conventionally designed, 
its inner section including a well toleranced 
rounded bearing that sits on a thrust pad.

The new Heybrook arm has concentric gim
bal bearings for the two planes. The large 
diameter armtube is made from aluminium and 
the headshell, incorporating a well designed 
fingerlift, is a magnesium extrusion. The bear
ings are designed to be tough, but there was 
some slack on the test sample at least. Internal 
wiring is a high purity copper, van den Hul 502 
cable is used to connect back to the amplifier, 
and the gold plated phono plugs are High End 
Audio Devices types. A competently designed 
cue attached to a rather weak outrigger com
pletes the package.

LAB REPORT
Structurally the arm is extremely well behaved, 
almost defying analysis. There are no overrid
ing discrete resonances at all, except in the 
highest couple of octaves. Mass is highish, and 
only suitable for low compliance cartridges, 

whilst bearing friction is about average for a 
semi-budget design. The downforce calibration 
over-reads by about 20 per cent though, and 
finish is best described as modest.

Various structural and more prominent elec
trical artefacts were present on the rumble and 
hum plots, though the rumble figures mea
sured to Din B are fully satisfactory. Acoustic 
breakthrough and impulse responses both 
show some environmental excitability. How
ever, the platter and mat damp record excita
tion extremely well. Both wow and flutter com
ponents are a little high, the weighted com
bined figure of 0.14 per cent being about dou
ble that expected of a top rank design.

SOUND QUALITY
Early samples of this turntable tended to sound 
rather pedestrian and lacking in life. Happily 
it's been in production a long while now, and 
the process of continual steady refinement has 
clearly borne fruit. The icing on the cake this 
year is the introduction of the arm, which in the 
context of the capabilities of the turntable 
seems to be a considerable success (bendy bits 
aside).

Auditioned with the Audio TechnicaAT-F5 
test cartridge which suited this combination 
particularly well, the Heybrook played music 
with pace and poise. Bass weight was particu
larly good, and both dynamics and image scale 
were to a high standard. What really counts 
though is the fact that it was accomplished 
almost without overhang. Imagery was good 
too, but is not the Heybrook's strongest point 
as there is some loss of depth and 'air'.

The TT2 is perhaps finally developing into 
what may have been intended all along - a kind 

of cut price Linn. The bass end, and with it that 
quality often described as authority, were pre
sent in abundance.

CONCLUSIONS
The arm matches the turntable in more ways 
than one, and on present form, the combination 
has considerable poise and ability. Only slightly 
earthbound, it is clearly recommended.

TEST RESULTS
Motorsection

Type manual motor plus arm
Platter mass/damping 2.8kg/good
Finish and engineering below average/good
Type of mains connection leads 3 core
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) U.l4%/0.20%
Wow & flutter (Lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 017%/0.08% 
Absolute speed error none
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation -0.06%/-0.70%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 3 secs
Rumble DIN 8 Wtd l/R -80/-78d8

Arm section
Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge 14g
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Type/mass of headshell 
Geometric accuracy 
Adjustments provided 
Finish & engineering 
Ease of assembly/set-up/use 
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 
Bias compensation method

integral, fixed 
average 

overhang/height 
fair/very good 

average/average/good 
20mg/30mg 

thread & weight
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 250mg/250mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm +0.2gm/+0.2gm
Cuedrift poor
Cue rate ascent/descent instant/8 secs
Arm resonances excellent
Arm damping method none
Load capacitance 11OpF
System as a whole

Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 44 x 36 x 16/6cm 
tad use —
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback below average/below average
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance below average/average 
Estimated typical purchase price £528
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Visit one of our dealers listed below to hear the Recommended LS2 and 
the Best Buy LS6 plus our new LS7t and Studio 1A. Find out why we set 
the standards.

BRISTOL 
CAMBRIDGE 
CHANDLERS FORD 
CHELMSFORD 
CROYDON 
EDINBURGH

GLASGOW 
HUDDERSFIELD 
LEEDS 
LEICESTER 
LIVERPOOL 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W2 
LONDON W5 
LONDON NW6 
LONDON SW19 
NEW MALDEN 
MANCHESTER 
RAYLEIGH 
READING 
ROTHERHAM 
SEVENOAKS 
SHEFFIELD 
SOLIHULL 
WARRINGTON 
WATFORD

Radford Hi Fi, 52/3 Gloucester Road
Steve Boxshall Audio, 4-1 Victoria Road
Hampshire Audio, 8/12 Hursley Road
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 216 Moulsham Street (on the Parkway)
Spaldings, 352/4 Lower Addiscombe Road
Hi Fi Corner, 1 Haddington Place
In Hi Fi, 63 George Street
The Music Room, 221 St Vincent Street
Huddersfield Hi Fi, 4 Cross Church Street
Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lahe
Alpha Electronics, 1 Guildhall Lane
W.A. Brady, 401 Smithdown Road
Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road
K.J. Leisuresound, 26 New Cavendish Street
Thomas Heinitz, 35 Moscow Road
Ealing TV & Hi Fi, 27 Bond Street, Ealing
Studio 99, Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage
M. O'Brien Hi Fi, 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street
The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 44a High Street
Reading Hi Fi Centre, 6 Harris Arcade, Friar Street
Moorgate Acoustics, 2 Westgate
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, 111 London Road
The Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road
Alternative Audio, 95 Hobs Moat Road
Doug Brady Hi Fi, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway
Acoustic Arts, 101 St Albans Road

SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM, SURREY CR41HX. Telephone: 01-640 2172
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LINN LV PLUS
LINN PRODUCTS LTD. FLOORS ROAD, WATERFOOT, EAGLESHAM, GLASGOW G76 OEP. TEL: (041) 644 5111.

Linn felt that the detachable headshell fitting 
on their LVX represented a weakness, so 
decided to produce the Plus. Here the head
shell has been rigidly and permanently factory 
fitted and is rigidly as well as permanently 
fixed. A feature of this relatively inexpensive 
Japanese-made product is the inclusion of the 
current Basik cartridge, a competent per- 
formerwhich retails at £18 when purchased as 
a separate item.

LAB REPORT
Effective mass with hardware was around 13g, 
balancing a typical cartridge and suited to low 
or medium compliance. The geometry was fine, 
and it proved easy to set up, and a current sam
ple showed fine friction levels. The bias correc
tion was estimated at an appropriate 230mg 
rim and 260mg centre.

Downforce -calibration was fine, though cue 

descent a trifle slow. Measured with the Basik 
cartridge installed, the cartridge-coupled arm 
resonances were charted. The result was nota
bly smooth, showing good resonance 
behaviour with the first mode at 620Hz.

SOUND QUALITY
Comparative listening tests showed an 
improvement over the LVX Midrange colora
tion was reduced, with an improvement in clar
ity, detail and punch. Upper bass transients 
were more articulate, while the treble sounded 
better integrated as well as more incisive. The 
arm attained a fine standard for the price.

CONCLUSIONS
A worthwhile revision, the Plus was a fine 
tonearm, which in its latest form, and taking 
into account the inclusion of the Basik car
tridge, earns a warm recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Approximate effective mass, inc 
Type/mass of headshell 
Geometric accuracy
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease -of assembly/set-up/use 
Friction, typical lateral vertical

screws, excl cartridge 13g 
fixed 

very good 
heighl!overhang/offset 

very good 
very good 

35mg/l0mg

Reviewed by Martin Colloms. 
For graph references see issue No. 40.

Bias compensation method internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 230mg/260mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g +O.lg/+O.!Sg
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent l.0 secs/3.5 secs
Arm resonances good
Subjective sound quality good+
Arm damping decoupled counterweight
Estimated typical purchase price £129

LINN SONDEK LP12 REGA PLANAR MICHELL SYNCHRO

Other agencies include:
A&R • • AIWA • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEVER • BURMESTER • CELESTION • 
CREEK • DENON • DUAL • ELITE • EXPOSURE • FOUNDATION • GOLDBUG • GOLDRING• GRADO • GALE • HEVBROOK • KOETSU • KRELL • LINN PRODUCTS • LINX • 

MAGNEPLANAR • MERIDIAN • MISSION • MICHELL • MONITOR AUDIO • MORDAUNT 
SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY • MVST • NAGAOKA • ONIX • ORTOFON • PHILIPS • PINK 

TRIANGLE • QUAD • REGA • ROGERS • ROTEL • SENNHEISER • SME • SUPEX • 
SVSTEMDEK • TANDBERG • TARGET • VAMAHA • WHARFEDALE • ZETA

KEITH MONKS RECORD CLEANING SERVICE AVAILABLE

MiM F"H C/e

READING HI-FI CENTRE,
6, HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS. RG1 1DN. 

TEL (0734)585463
Tues-Sat: 9.30am to 5.30pm. (LUNCH: 2 to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT) 

DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!

Closed all day Monday ■.........—-
3ÆDA
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LINN AXIS
LINN PRODUCTS lTD, FLOORS ROAD, WATERFOOT, EAGLESHAM, GLASGOW G76 OEP. TEL: (041) 644 5111.

œ
§

Doubtless driven by the determinism of a dec
ade's healthy growth, Linn finally released a 
medium priced integrated turntable, their 
unparalleled reputation ensuring that it 
receives considerable attention. From first 
sight the £300 A.ris is immediately and obvi
ously a Linn, neater, smaller, more compact 

and modern-looking than the timeless Srnnlek. 
The plinth is finished in a classy textured 'black 
ash' vinyl; the top plate is a chameleon grey 
piece of 12mm MDF; and the lid is a cheap 

polystyrene affair. The arm is the familiar 

detachable-head Brtsik LVX model, with a neat 
leadout wire clip on the plinth.

Internal design and engineering shows a 
thoroughly impressive combination of innova
tion, cost effectiveness and excellence. The 
motor (a series wound version of that used in 

the LP12) and elaborate power supply are 
PCB-mounted with heatsink cooling at the rear 

of the plinth. The 33/45 supply uses a hi-phase 
oscillator and voltage ramping to provide high 

initial start -up voltage, reducing the power and 
consequent vibration when the player is up to 
speed. The crown wheel pulley, hub, bearing 
and platter are all familiar to those who know 
the LP12 - the only significant compromise 
being the substitution of less dense aluminium 
for Mazak in the platter/hub.

Instead of Srmdek 's classic suspended sub
chassis operating below the arm/cartridge 
resonance,A.ris has a clever system which iso
lates the top plate, platter and arm above about 
20Hz, using a self-centring rubber membrane 
arrangement, a foolproof (even dealer-proof) 
arrangement that should ensure a long term 
accurate set-up.

LAB REPORT
The arm has been covered extensively in the 
past. The detachable head comprises tube

rigidity and resonance behaviour compared to 

the Basik Plus and others in its class, but bear
ing quality, geometry, calibration and the like 
are all up to the mark.

Rumble measured well enough, higher fre

quency motor breakthrough being notably 
absent. Start -up time was slow, and slowing 
under load only reasonable. Weighted wow and 
nutter was very good, but linear wow measured 
a poorer than average 0.24(%. The disc impulse 

showed the expected felt mat effect on the ini
tial transient, with only slight, low amplitude 
ringing thereafter. The breakthrough results 
were both very good, except at very low fre

quencies.

SOUND QUALITY
A.ris not only looks like a Linn, it sounds like 
one as well, rating 'good' overall, which is 
impressive for the price. Lacking the full 
weight and authority of the LP12, the bass was 

still very even and tuneful.
Essentially lively in character, with good 

dynamics, 'speed' and timing, there was slight 
treble hoarseness' and midband 'thickening! 
Stereo imaging was a little 'forward', but with 

decent focus and depth.

CONCLUSIONS
Setting new performance standards for £:300 
this cleverly engineered and thoroughly com
petent. performer has a sound quality that is 
not far behind the LP12 in many respects. The 
hassle free set-up is a major consistency 
benefit, and the competitive price could give 
new impetus to the vinyl disc medium. Frankly, 
it deserves the Basik Phus tonearm, but is 
strongly recommended nonetheless.

TESTRESULTS
Motor section

Type electronic, belt. semi-subchassis
Platter mass/damping 1.5kg/good
Finish and engineering very good
Type of mains connecting leads 3-pin socket/phonos and earth 
Speed options variable, 33M/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.05%
Wow and llutter (linpeakwtd D.2-6Hz/6.3DDHz) 0.24%/0.07% 
Absolute speed error +0.47%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation 0%/-0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 10 secs
Rumble, DIN B wtd, l/R average (see spectrum) -74/-78d8

Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge l2.5g 
Type/mass of headshell special detachable/7g
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided height, overhang, lateral
Finish and engineering very good/good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use good/very good
Friction, typical lateral vertical 50mg/l0mg
Bias compensation method dial spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) l50mg/l50mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g -O.lg/—O.lg
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent negl, l secs/3 secs
Arm resonances
Subjective sound quality
Arm dam ping
System as a whole

good 
good

c/wt decoupling

Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 44.5 x 14 5 x 36cm/6cm
Ease of use
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
Subjective sound quality of complete system 
Hum level/acoustic feedback
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance
Estimated typical purchase price
Reviewed by Martin Colloms.
Reprinted from tssue 48.

very good 
very good 

good 
good+ 

very good/good 
£313
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LINN SONDEK LP12/ITTOK LVII (TROIKA)
LINN PRODUCTS LTD., FLOORS ROAD, WATERFOOT, EAGLESHAM, GLASGOW G76 OEP. TEL: 041 644 5111.

In the past we've usually looked at the Linn 
LP12 and Ittok as separate entities; in this case 
we've taken the opportunity to assess them as 
partners, with and without Linn's matching 
Troika cartridge.

Detail improvements to the current LP12 
this year include a new armboard design (a 
Formica!Medite sandwich), improved springs 
(again') to allow easier and more consistent 
setting up, and a new main bearing liner which 
is less temperature sensitive, and therefore 
allows tighter tolerancing.

More significant than the changes, however, 
is what remains the same. The LP12 is by now 
almost certainly the longest continuous run
ning high grade turntable on planet Earth. So 
there is a wealth of experience on tap from a 
well supported corpus of specialist dealers, 
which makes it an unusually safe long term 
purchase.

For visiting aliens, however, the major design 
elements of the LP12 are as follows. The plinth 
is a solid wood open box structure with a 
hardboard base and a steel top supported on 
three sides. The platter main bearing and arm 
board are attached to a relatively lightweight 
steel subchassis, hung from the top plate by 
three springs which have slightly eccentric 
cam-like actions in rotation to facilitate center
ing. Both this and height adjustment can be 
accomplished from underneath - by a trained 
dealer only, please.

The main bearing spindle, attached to the 
sub-platter, is beautifully engineered and 
ground to a concentric 'point'. The motor is a 
synchronous lmpex (Philips) model powered 
by a smoothed quartz referenced supply 
(known as Va/ha/la) contained within the 

base. Inner and outer platter assemblies are 
substantial Masak castings, engineered to a 
high standard, the discontinuity between them 
effectively damping both components. The 
platter is topped by a thin felt mat.

The Japanese-made lUok arm has not been 
changed significantly since last time around in 
Hi-Fi Choice. The main features are a wide 
diameter straight armtube beam to which a 
diecast headshell is permanently bolted. The 
bearings are fully enclosed, and rigidity is of a 
high order. However, time is beginning to catch 
up with the Ittok, which now looks rather over
endowed with physical breaks along the length 
of the armtube; ditto with the wiring. But in 
manufacturing consistency, longevity and 
finish, the Ittok still probably matches the best. 
The bearings are particularly well engineered, 
though not the strongest around.

lAB REPORT
The Ittok is still well enough behaved when 
assessed for resonant behaviour, but no longer 
sets the pace. The first arm breakup mode 
appears around !.3kHz, which is good. Above 
this, however, the arm becomes rather excita
ble, with several sharp resonant modes 
suggesting an inherently under-damped stnic- 
ture.

The LP12 rumble is not unusually low, but 
the spectrum is clean. However, the deck offers 
poor footfall isolation, reflected in the rising 
LF trend in the appropriate test. The deck is 
also rather less accomplished in avoiding feed
back-type effects than many. On the other 
hand, the platter and mat quickly damp energy 
fed in by the stylus, the disc damping plots 
showing some initial movement of the suspen

sion, but no resonances. Speed stability is 
excellent on all counts, including linear wow 
and behaviour under load.

SOUND QUAliTY
The player was used with and without the 
Troika cartridge to help isolate the properties 
of the different items. Although it differed in 
timbre, balance and midband analysis, the 
Troika had something of the architectural 
qualities of the Koetsu Red Signature, used 
amongst others as a reference point for this 
test. It is a poised, refined and dynamic car
tridge, very much in keeping with the Linn.

Stability and scale are properties of the 
LP12 itself In combination, the LP1:2/Ittok/
Troika has a blend of life and authority uncom 
mon at even double the price. Current produc

I -

tion has acquired greater stature and stability, 
to judge from the test sample. The bass is 
sharper and tauter, there is less overhang, and 
the once slightly diffuse upper bass quality has 
been honed 'down into something more pur
poseful. From memory I'd suggest that the ease 
with which low level information can be fol
lowed during fortissimo passages has been 
enhanced.

Nothing's perfect of course, and the arm dis
plays a touch of temperament at times. It's a lit
tle coarse, though the graininess that results 
tends to add to the perceived level of detail, 
and there is absolutely no 'smear'. Careful lis
tening suggests that both deck and arm do lose 
more information than the best of their com
petition, which results in a loss of stereo depth 
and 'air'. But the shortfall is subtle, more subtle 

than ever.

CONClUSIONS
Linn aren't resting on their laurels. The LP12 
especially is demonstrably evolving, the cur
rent version adding usefully to the established 
repertoire of virtues, not least in the area of low 
end control and focus. The Ittok hasn't 
changed, and is just beginning to sound per
ceptibly dated, but still ranks with the best half 
dozen arms around. The Troika, finally, is 
clean, open and authoritative. The three 
together match well and are very easy on the 
ear, especially at low and medium volume 
levels.

TEST RESUlTS
Motor section

Type. .
Platter mass/damping
Finish and engineering
Type of mains connection leads
Speed options
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtdl

manual motor unit 
4.1kg/good 

excellent
3 core

33 (optional kit for 45) rpm 
0.06%/0.10%

+0.13%
Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl 013%/0.05%
Absolute speed error
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Speed drift 1 h our/load variation none/-0.04%
Start up time 1o audible stabilisation 1 secs
Rumble DIN B Wt: L/R -74.5/-7SdB

Approximate effective mass ine screws, exc cartridge 14g
Type/mass of headshell fixed
Ge ometrnc accuracy average
Ad.ustments provided height, lateral overhang
fimish & engineering excellent
Ease of assemblyIset-up/use very good/very good
FnctiDn (ly p i c al) lateral/vertical <IOmg/<IOmg
B!as compensat/on method d i al & spring
8ias forcep rim/centre is c t to 1.5gm elliptical) 16Omg/ 190mg
0oenforce calibration error, lgmfgm -0.2gm/-0.3gm
cuenritt negligible
Cue rate ascent/descent Jnstant/6 secs
Arm resonances very good
Arm damping method none
Load capacitance 107pF

System as a wholeI B _IBU(h x x d)/clearance for i id rear IS x 45 x 36/lcm

Typical acoustic brc akthrough and resonances average 
Subjective sound qu:lity of complete system excellent Hum level/acoustic fee:back excellent/average
VI bration sensitivity/shock resistance be I ow average/average 
Estimated typical purchase price

LPI2 £471/lttok £399 (Iroika £546)

linnsondeklh
• DUAL

MOTH arm

• meridian • Qfun- • roderas

95H1G*1
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LOGIC TEMPO/ELECTRONIC/DATUM 11
LOGIC INTERNATIONAL LTD., 19 HURLBUTT ROAD, HEATHCOTE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CV34 STD. TEL: (0926) 20302.

Adjustments provided height overhang, lateral
Finish & engineering excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 20mg!l0mg
Bias compensation method dial spring

Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 225mg/275mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1gml2gm 01+0.1g
Cue drill, Bmm ascent/descent mild, 1 sec/4 secs
Arm resonances fairly good
Subjective sound quality good
Arm damping none
System as a whole

Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 46.5 x 36 x 15/5.5cm 
Ease of use fairly good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system

above average good+ (see text)
Hum level/acoustic feedback very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very good/fair 
Estimated typical purchase price from £240 manual inc D/1

Reviewed by Martin Collins
Reprinted from issue No. 48

After a brief absence, Logic have revived the 

Tempo as their popular-priced turntable, and 
offer it with mains or electronic drive, and with 

Daliitii JJ or Datum S arms, at a corresponding 
range of price points, none of which makes 
reviewing any easier.

Tempo is unusual in having a large solid 
plinth which floats on softly sprung legs. This 
confers slightly inebriate handling qualities but 
also gives good vibration rejection. And fine 
arm termination afforded by inch thick MDF. 
The plinth-mounted motor is carefully 
decoupled at its mounting, and the lid is good 
quality vinyl with sensible hinges, but the main 
bearing did allow !mm play at the platter edge. 

Suspension adjustment is straightforward.

Datum JJ has a highish effective mass better 
suited to lowish compliance cartridges. If lack

ing some of the engineering subtlety of the S, it 
offers the same rigid tube and bearings with a 
substantial headshell and tightly decoupled 
counterweight. The compact base matches a 
Linn cutout.

LAB REPORT
The JJ had tight bearings and negligible friction. 
Geometry and downforce calibration were 
both accurate, but bias compensation was a lit
tle high and cue descent rather slow. The reso
nance trace shows the first main mode at a high 
c900Hz, with quite good control through the 
midband, and rather •peaky' but well main
tained treble energy.

Rumble was quite respectable, on figures and 
analysis. Wow and flutter was good though 
linear wow could be improved. Slowing under 
load was also below par, and recovery caused 
some overshoot. The system's good stability 
and the vinyl damping effectiveness of the 
phenolic platter is seen in the disc impulse 
spectrogram. Both acoustic and vibration 

breakthrough were very good, and largely com
parable with a good subchassis design.

SOUND QUALITY
The various Temp)u variations ranged from 
'above average' through to ‘good’, largely 
according tu price but also depending upon 
personal preferences - the turntable upgrade 
tending to improve bass and mid, the ann 
change mid and top. The general character is 
lively and exciting, a little 'full' perhaps, but 
with a solid, clear and open midband, with good 
stereo staging. Treble was a bit 'tizzy' and 

lacked a little 'crispness' (Datum If), but was 
still better than must at its price.

CONCLUSIONS
The complications of permutations are made 
easier to handle when it is clear that all work 
very well at their respective price points, and 
the various upgrades were logical and effec
tive. Good engineering and presentation, sim
ple set-up, decent measured performance and 
fine sound quality fur the price merit Best Buy 
rating, each and severally . ..

TEST RESULTS
Type manual electronic belt. decoupled plmth
Platter mass/damping 1.5kg/good
Finish and engineering very good
Type of mains connection leads 2 core/phonos and earth 
Speed options variable. 33Vji45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.06%
Wow & flutter (Lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.18%/0.06% 
Absolute speed error +0.05%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation negl/0.3%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 3.5 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R -72i-76dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge 15g 
Type/mass of headshell fixed
Geometric accuracy very good 111-FI CIIOICE m FEiliWi\1{\' I !IHH



MICHELL SYNCHRO
J. A. MICHELL ENGINEERING LTD., 2 THEOBALD STREET, BOREHAMWOOD, HERTFORDSHIRE WD6 4FE. TEL: 01 953 0771.

Visually in keeping with the flagship Gyrodec, 
the more affordable Synchro is smaller, neater 
and undoubtedly better looking. Like its bigger 
brother, it's based on a massive acrylic base 
which stands on three adjustable feet, and 
which supports a subchassis via three 
upwards facing springs. This subchassis is an 
aluminium diecasting in the form of a spoked 
'wheel' which supports the main bearing at its 
hub, and through that the felt-topped acrylic 
platter. The arm is mounted on an interchange
able baseplate on an outrigger. Most arms can 
be accommodated via conventional mounts 
that require rebalancing in the usual way (see 
Gyrodec).

The platter is driven around its edge by a 
thin rubber cord from a synchronous motor 
linked directly to the mains. Two pulley 
diameters enable the deck to run at 33 and 45 
rpm, speed change being manual. The plinth (if 
you can call it that) has radiused corners which 
match the rounded off moulded cover, but the 
latter is rather microphonic and ideally should 
be removed for listening.

The Synchro has remained virtually 
unchanged both in price and specifications 
since day one. The only change of note is that 
the coil springs are now terminated by PTFE 
'0' rings, which are harder and said to sound 
better. A range of arm adaptor plates is avail
able as suggested, and setting up is easy and 
unimpeded, but the majority of Synchros are 
sold with Rega RB250s. Students of trivia 
might like to know that Michell is the only OEM 
customer fortheRB300, which can be supplied 
with this turntable if required.

lAB REPORT
The Synchro was tested with a Michell arm, 
which is otherwise identical to the Moth arm 
reviewed separately. Despite a relatively light

weight platter, wow- and flutter was excellent 
on test, the absolute speed error being a modest 
0.1 per cent fast with well contained drift and 
slowing under load. Din B rumble is more than 
satisfactory. Shocks applied to the disc are well 
damped by the platter. The acoustic break
through plot is a bit peaky, whilst the impulse 
vibration breakthrough response is good 
except for one prominent mode around 200Hz. 
Electrical breakthrough is relatively high, how
ever, partly because the structure of the deck 
and platter offer little electromagnetic screen
ing.

SOUND QUALITY
There were initial difficulties achieving a hum 
free result with the Musical Fidelity test pre
amp, which is particularly fussy about the 
integrity of earthing arrangements, but once 
those problems were ironed out the deck per
formed to a high standard.

Pitch and image stability were firm and true, 
important prerequisites in both cases. The 
characteristic sound of the player is distinctive 
in the way it combines two major features: 
good resolution offine detail, and a lack ofobvi- 
ousness that could be mistaken only until you 
notice that the Synchro also manages to sound 
outgoing and powerful, with good bass depth 
and transient attack, and excellent differentia
tion of subtle dynamic shadings, and between 
the different instruments in a mix. However, 
the Synchro did suffer from a small amount of 
overhang - the bass end never seemed to be 
totally quiescent.

CONClUSIONS
This startlingly attractive package is also a sur
prisingly clean sounding and capable one. 
Available for use with almost any arm, it is an 
excellent vehicle for the Regas, the inherent 

hear-through clarity of the motor unit allowing 
the arm to do its job without masking.

TEST RESUlTS
KUl
TypePlatter mass/damping
Finish and engineering
Type of mains connection l eads
Speed options
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd)

manual motor unit 
2.lkg/good 

very good 
2 core 

33, 45rpm 
0.065%/0.11%

Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.11%/0.025%
Absolute speed error +0.10%
Speed drill 1 hour/load variation +0.29%/-0.41%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 2 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R -76.5/-79d8
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for l id rear 16 x 47 x 34/lOcm 
Ease of use good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances below average 
Subjective sound quality of complete system good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback below average/average
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance below average/average 
Estimated typical purchase price £235
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MICHELL GYRODEC
J. A. MICHELL ENGINEERING LTD., 2 THEOBALO STREET, BOREHAMWOOO, HERTFORDSHIRE WD6 4FE. TEL: 01 953 0771.

The new Gyrodec looks very similar to the 
design that was launched back in 1981 but fea
tures a completely new and lighter weight 
platter in a new material - a heavily carbon- 
and vinyl-loaded acrylic with good self-damp
ing, and which is close in mechanical impe
dance and other properties to the records that 
will sit on top. Six gold plated weights slung 
underneath add rotational inertia. The platter 
is very slightly dished, and the record is held 
down by an elegantly designed clamp that 
attaches and detaches in an instant. The 
springs have also been changed.

The plinth, a massive slab of clear acrylic 
12.5mm thick, sits on three adjustable feet, and 
supports the sandcast aluminium chassis, 
which is weighted to provide dynamic balance 
regardless of the arm in use. Power is fed from 
a small outboard transformer - a better one 
which \vill give a smoother feed is due for 
release shortly at extra cost - to a low voltage 
non-cogging Papst synchronous motor which 
drives the periphery of the platter via two (') 
belts, which can be repositioned for 45rpm.

About 50 arm mounts are said to be avail
able, each automatically taking up the correct 
geometry when fitted. No’ rebalancing is 
required either. The motor can be repositioned 
so that a second arm can be accommodated. 
repositioned so that a second arm can be 
accommodated. An alternative tinted finish 
with black metal parts is available at a small 
additional charge.

LAB REPORT
The high speed motor makes a constant back
ground 'drone', which was perfectly audible 
during pianissimo passages at several feet (at 
the test site). This was reported to the man
ufacturer who says that a cure is in hand. Some 
low level hum was reduced but not eliminated 

when an earth lead was strung between the 
motor and subchassis. This was largely respon
sible for the poor measured rumble figures, 
which improved by a full 6d8 when power was 
removed from the deck. Perspex turntables 
\vith non-metal platters don't offer a lot of 
screening, so Deccas, Grados, and the like are 
best avoided.

Wow and flutter measured low without being 
exceptional, whilst running speed (at 33rpm) 
was a little fast, with negligible drift and a small 
amount of slowing under load. Acoustic feed
back is not something the Gyrodec owner need 
worry about, but there was something in the 
turntable that resonated around 400Hz (it 
appears to be associated with the suspension 
tower covers) - a minor blot on an otherwise 
fine copybook. The rumble spectrum suggests 
fine bearings, the spikes in the plot being elec
trical. However, although the clamped disc 
design ensures that shock energy is quickly 
damped, a fast oscillation set in on test which 
may be a rocking mode associated with the 
bearing and platter.

SOUND QUALITY
The Gyrodec worked extremely well with a 
sample of the Rega RB300 arm, which was 
recommended by the makers for test. It offered a smooth. almost liquid quality through the 
midrange, and although of no greater inherent 
resolution than others, it. did sound more pro
gressive in its response to dynamic shadings, il 
not quite as hard hitting during the reall,v loud 
bits.

Much as with the midband, the bass end is a 
little lacking in weight and forcefulness. What it 
offers instead is a blend of lightness and accu
rate and stable pitch information, which is far 
from being a bad thing on test. Combined with 
the musical qualities of the midband, the result 

is extremely listenable. It has a light touch, but 
a sure and refined one too. Stereo placement 
and focus is stable. Lack of really strong 
dynamics and moderate resolution prevent it 
matching the best, but it remains a fine and 
likeable turntable.

CONCLUSIONS
A smooth and sophisticated sounding turnta
ble, the Gyrodec may also appeal for its startl
ing visual qualities and exquisite finish.

TEST RESULTS
Type 2 speed universal motor unit for I or 2 arms
Platter mass/damping 3.6kg/excellent
Finish and engineering excellent
Type of mains connection l eads 2 core
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter ( DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.08%/0.13%
Wow & flutter ( Lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.14%/0.038%
Absolute speed error +0.64%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation -0.032%/-0.57%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 2 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R -711-69dB (see text)
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 19 x 54 x 4116cm
^ of use ^
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances average
Subjective sound quality of complete system good
Hum level/acoustic feedback poor/average
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance average/poor
Estimated typical purchase price £595

■ “Kn, ' L

oriMBmMKui I
Breakthrough acoustic (above), viti ratio n (below)
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MANTICORE MANTRA
MANTICORE SYSTEMS ENG. LTD, THE COURTYARD, 56c SHORTMEAD ST., BIGGLESWADE, BEDS. SG18 OAP. TEL: (0767) 318437.

This £300 integrated subchassis player has a 
version of the fine Rega RB250 tonearm, and 
was also supplied with an AT95E cartridge. 
While the black wood veneer finish is rather 
bulky and severe, initial inspection was very 
promising from an engineering point of view. 
Rega's influence is again seen in the thick plate 
glass platter and felt mat. These rest on three 
metal studs in the top of the belt-carrying plas
tic inner hub; the tight main bearing is a har
dened steel shaft running on a thrust ball in a 
brass housing.

The motor has a stepped crowned pulley, 
allowing manual speed change by moving the 
fairly elastic flat belt. The subchassis is metal, 
with additional girder reinforcement, and was 
properly set-up with generally favourable 
spring characteristics. The armboard is MDF 
wood composite, the lid heavy, non-resonant 
PVC, and the overall standard of finish entirely 
presentable.

LAB REPORT
The arm is already well known. It has fine, tight, 
low-friction bearings and good calibration and 
ergonomics. The single-casting headshell/ 
beam/bearing housing shows impressive rigid
ity with good resonance properties, albeit with 
minor awkwardness in adjusting arm height. 
An effective mass of 12g suits most good car
tridges.

Most of the rumble spectrum spikes are 
hum-related and due to the test rig, but the 
motor contributed a -46dB component at 
200Hz. In other respects the rumble perfor
mance was very competent. Though start-up is 
quite slow, variation under load is commenda
bly slight, indicating good motor torque 
characteristics. Absolute speed is very slightly 
slow, while wow and flutter speed variations 
measured very well.

The acoustic breakthrough spectrum is very 
good indeed, while the vibration breakthrough 
is also good though it is possible to detect some 
spring harmonics of the main 3-5Hz subchassis 
modes. The mechanical disc impulse test 
shows an initial behaviour typical of a felt mat 
system, plus some continuing mild platter 
rocking.

SOUND QUALITY
Used 'straight from the box', the results were 
surprisingly good, considering the very modest 
cartridge fitted. Replacing the latter (with 
something costing about lOO times the price!) 
confirmed the favourable initial impressions. 
All listeners commented on the clarity and 
openness of the sound, particularly in the mid
range, where detail and focus are pretty good 
by even the best standards. The bass received 
a little criticism, 'speed' and 'slam' being rated 
a trifle below the best.

CONCLUSIONS
Whatever water may have run under the 
bridge, it is clear that the Mantra is a very fine 
package, deserving strong recommendation. 
Sound and sensible engineering is reflected in 
the competent lab performance, while its own 
particular character gives a sound quality as 
good or better than its immediate price com
petition, and better than a number of more 
costly designs. The fine tonearm completes the 
player.

TEST RESULTS 
EHIl@lUi

Type manual, belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping 2.46kg/average
Finish and engineering very good
Type of mains connecting l eads 3 core/phonos
Speed options 33W/45rpm

Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) - 0.05%
Wow and flutter (Iinpeakwtd0.2-6Hz/6.300Hz) 0.16%/0.08%
Absolute speed error -038%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation -0.13%/—0.10%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 5 secs
Rumble, DIN B wtd, LIR average (see spectrum) -721-76dB

Approximate effective mass, i nc screws, excl cartridge 12g
Type/mass of headshell nla
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided overhang, lateral angle
Finish and engineering excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/good
Friction, typical lateral vertical <20mg/<20mg
Bias compensation method magnetic
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 150mg/220mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g <0. 15g/<0.2g
Cue drill, Bmm ascent/descent low, I sec/3 secs
Arm resonances 
Subjective sound quality 
Arm dam p ing

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h ¡/clearance for l id rear

good+ 
good 

some c/wt decoupling

46 x 78 x 15cm/7cm
Ease of use average
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good+/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance good/good
Estimated typical purchase price £330
Reviewed by Martm Colloms.
Reprinted from issue 48.
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MISSION MECHANIC
MISSION ELECTRONICS, STONEHILL, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE18 SED. TEL: (0480) 57477.

The most surprising point about the Mechanic 
is the mere fact of its existence. Elsewhere, 
Mission have switched emphasis from 
analogue to digital replay. They no longer even 
list a turntable, and when they did, it wasn't the 
full-blooded audiophile design you'd expect to 
partner an arm like this.

The most newsworthy feature is the arm 
tube, which complete with headshell, bearing 
block and rear extension for the counterweight 
is machined in one piece. The Mechanic is 
amongst the most complete exponents of the 
single piece concept, and is presently the only 
arm to have been machined from the solid 
rather than diecast.

The Mechanic has one of the widest diame
ter arm tubes in the business, with the required 
offset angle provided at the headshell. This is 
supplied with a detachable fingerlift which Mis
sion recommend is left off for the best sound. 
The counterweight has detachable mass rings 
to accommodate a wide range of cartridge mas
ses whilst still keeping the counterweight 
close to the pivot point and so minimise the 
effective mass.

Tracking force is set by counterweight posi
tion but you must supply your own gauge (or 
learn the gentle art of setting tracking force by 
ear). The bias compensation is spring actuated 
via a poorly calibrated dial. The instructions, 
by the way, suggest that a blank disc can be 
used for bias setting, which is complete non
sense.

The arm base fitting is Linn compatible, and 
the leadout socket orientation is adjustable so 
that the cable and its angled plug can be dres
sed effectively. Overall, the Mechanic has a 
solid chunky feel - the bearing block is particu
larly businesslike in appearance - but finish is 
rather home made when examined from close 
up.

lAB REPORT
Arm resonant behaviour is encouraging, the 
first undamped structural break appearing at 
2kHz, though some damped resonant 
behaviour can be seen a couple of octaves 
below this, probably due to counterweight 
decoupling. Most of the measured effects are 
above 6-7kHz, but the average level here is a lit
tle high. Effective mass ( llgms) is a straight 
medium, so the arm should be almost universal 
in its application. The cueing works well and 
handling quality is excellent. But the bearings, 
which even Mission describe as fragile, are 
notchy, and friction levels vary in the lateral 
plane up to 250mg - way too high.

SOUND QUAliTY
Tested on a Roksan Xerxes, the Mechanic 
proved to be a curate's egg. The basic character 
of the sound was without question extremely 
fine. The Mechanic is characteristically solid 
and weighty, with a deep, forceful bass and 
good dynamics, yet also with a gentle touch 
when required. The mid and top sound well 
integrated, and at low to moderate levels were 
extremely articulate, with good differentiation 
of instruments and a wide range of tonal col
ours.

However, the measured bearing problems 
may be responsible for two mild but noticeable 
effects. One was an inability to focus a stereo 
image coherently. There was a diffuseness, 
especially around the straight ahead position, 
that shouldn't have been there. The other was 
a marginal Jack of consistency with level, indi
vidual instruments and voices tending to Jose 
their specificity when tracking very loud pass
ages.

CONClUSIONS
An unequivocal recommendation must be 
withheld unless and until Mission can at least 
cure the bearing problems. This could so easily 
have been a top ranking arm.

TEST RESUlTS
Approximate effective mass i nc screws, exc cartridge llg
Type/mass of headshell ' integral/fixed
Geometric accuracy excellent
Adjustments provided height, overhang
Finish & engineering good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use good/very good/very good 
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 15-250mf/20mg
Bias compensation method dial & spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 160mg/250mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm 
Cue drill 
Cue rate ascent/descent 
Arm resonances 
Arm damping method 
load capacitance 
Estimated typical purchase price 
•depending on position (and presumably sample)

uncalibrated 
negligible 

instant/7.5 secs 
good 
none 
73pF 
£600
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MOTH ARM
MOTH MARKETING, 47 ARMSTRONG CLOSE, WILSTEAD, BEDFORD. TEL: (0234)

The Moth arm is the OEM version of the Rega 
RB250, itself closely related to the RB300. The 
major differences between the two Rega arms 
are that the RB250 has higher effective mass 
due to economies in the counterbalancing, and 
uses less exactingly specified bearings. The 
arm tube is still diecast in a single piece from 
the headshell to behind the main bearing (the 
threaded counterweight extension is plastic), 
eliminating structural breaks, and the same 
applies with the arm wiring. Bias compensation 
is magnetic. Considering the £65 price tag, the 
build quality is superb, although there are 
minor flaws in the finish. Arm height is fixed, 
but spacers can be made available.

lAB REPORT
The only operational problem concerns earth
ing. The Moth arm doesn't have an earth sepa
rate from the signal screens, and some care 
C0uld be helpful when setting up.

Effective mass is moderate at 12gms. Bear
ing slack is negligible, yet friction levels are 
very satisfactory in both planes. The arm reso

. nance plot shows the first main structural 
break around 1.5kHz - good for any arm, and 
exceptional for one so cheap. The arm handles 
well too, helped by a well designed fingerlift 
and cueing mechanism.

SOUND QUALITY
In a nutshell, the sound quality is superb. 
Although clearly inferior in stereo and detail 
resolution to Rega's more expensive RB300, 
the Moth arm still equalled or bettered a 
number of supposedly no-compromise arms at 
several times the cost. It sounds particularly 
refined and articulate, and has an almost 
understated quality that in a low resolution 
system might be confused for blandness or lack 
of transient ability. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. The Moth is simply right - it's 

unexaggerated, lacking both 'edge' and 'grain'.

CONCLUSIONS
One of the great bargains, like Rega's more 
expensive RB300. If you can't buy one, buy the 
other - Best Buy rating is mandatory.

TEST RESULTS
Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge 12g 
Type/mass of headshell integral, fixed
Geometric accuracy excellent
Adjustments provided overhang
Finish & engineering very good/very good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/good/very good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 15mg/<20mg
Bias compensation method magnetic
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 260mg/300mg
Oownforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm Ogm/O.lgm
Cue drill negligible
Cue rate ascent/descent instant/3 secs
Arm resonances good
Arm damping method none
load capacitance lOOpF
Estimated typical purchase price £65 (spacers £1 each)

* ' •
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Available from moat good HIFI Dealers or£9.951nc. ’P&P. Cheques, Postal Orders To:-
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ALL YOU NEED IS IN ESSEX 
JUST OFF THE M25
Over 300 Separates & Systems in Stock 
Extensive Range of Hi-Fi Accessories

Alphason Ariston AR
British Loudspeakers Castle B&W
Cambridge Audio Cemac Bose
Citation Denon Dual
Elite Rock Logic JBL
Goodmans Luxman NAD
Harman/Kardon Onkyo QED
Infinity Loudspeakers Proton Quad
Kenwood Rotel Teac
Marantz Ruark Trio
Mordaunt-Short Sansui ADC
Musical Fidelity Tannoy AKG
Nakamichi Yamaha Beyer
Philips (CD) Beyer DNM
Revolver Chord Glanz
Spendor Decca Grado
Thorens Jecklin Hunt
Wharfedale Kiseki Koss
Avance Loudspeakers Maxell MDM
Audio Technics Milltek Rata
Foundation Nagaoka Ross
Goldring Ortofon Shure
Sennheiser Target TDK
Van den hul Tiffany 

Vecteur
etc.

BRENTWOOD
MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE

Ground & First Floor

2 Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex
Corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road (A128)

Tel:(0277) 221210
Shop & Home demonstrations 

On-site customer parking by appointment
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NAD 5120
HI-FI MARKETS LTD, AXIS 4, RHODES WAY, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 4YW. TEL: (0923) 226499.

BE
ST

BU
Y

Type/mass of headshell non-detachable/-
Geometric accuracy good
Adjustments provided overhang/offset
Finish & engineering good/fairly good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 320mg/<20mg
Bias compensation method spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) see text
Downforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm -0.15g/-0.3g
Cue drift <0.5 secs/2.5 secs
Arm resonances poor
Subjective sound quality average
Arm damping method effective silicone dashpot

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for l id rear 42 x 35.5 x ll/3cm
Ease of use very good
Typical acoustic brP.akthrough and resonances average+
Subjective sound quality of complete system below average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance good/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price £90 (inc OM10 cart.)

Reviewed by Martm Colloms. 
Reprinted from tssue 40.

Amazing considering the £90 price, this Czech 
built turntable has a true floating subchassis. 
The suspension needs no alignment, employ
ing B&O style leaf springing. The lightweight 
pressed alloy platter is beefed up by a substan
tial hard mat insert, bringing total mass to a 
still-modest 1.15kg. The moulded plastic inner 
platter drum is belt-driven from a slow speed 
synchronous motor of the usual type. One con
trol actuates the speed change and another 
cueing; stop and lift-off are automatic. The 
non-resonant lid is acrylic and the plastic 
plinth is supported on hard rubber feet.

LAB REPORT
This player achieved presentable wow and flut
ter results, 0.1 per cent DIN peak weighted, 
while the separate flutter and wow contribu
tions were well balanced. Absolute speed was 
acceptably close and slowing under load a 
satisfactory -0.28%. Rumble was poorer than 
expected at -68/-64dB, DIN B weighted; 
spectral analysis showed some motor har
monics at 100 and 200Hz, sufficient to affect 
the DIN reading.

Vibration isolation was pretty good, but the 
light platter did not provide very strong acous
tic breakthrough rejection, which peaked at 
360Hz. The disc impulse response was also 
unpromising; the initial transient was handled 
well, but the platter continued ringing at sev
eral frequencies thereafter. Suspension 
dynamics were fairly good, if a touch 'whippy' 
in rotation.

Arm effective mass was 9.0g, suiting the 
supplied cartridge, while lateral friction mea
sured a rather high 0.3g; as a result the bias 
compensation value had to go unrecorded. 
Downforce calibration was on the low side, 
which is not the best direction in which to err. 
The arm's resonant behaviour was considered

poor, the graph being charted with the 
supplied Ortofon cartridge and hence repre
sentative of typical use conditions. The major 
break at 350Hz was particularly severe, but 
there were no problems over the rest of the 
range. When used as instructed the damper 
proved effective and was a useful extra in 
improving tracking and stability.

SOUND QUALITY
Rating below average, this is still a fine result 
for the price, and comfortably better than the 
immediate competition. There is some sense of 
scale, and balance, coloration and articulation 
are quite competent. The bass is bouncy 
enough, but also in a 'rubbery' sense, and imag
ery and focus are rather 'softened'.

CONCLUSIONS
Clearly a Best Buy offering 'near hi-fi' sound 
quality at an almost ludicrously low price, the 
reservations are the rather indifferent build 
quality and poor horizontal arm friction, which 
the customer should try to check personally. 
(Get the arm zero-balanced, using the stylus 
guard, and Blu-tack if necessary, and check for 
lateral freedom from friction.)

TEST RESULTS
Type semi-auto, belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping l.l5kg/average
Finish and engineering very good/good
Type of mains connection l eads 2 core/phonos and earth
Speed options 33. 45rpm
Wow & flutter ( DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.1%
Wow & flutter ( lin peakWtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.12%/0.12% 
Absolute speed error +0.25%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation synchronous/-0.28%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 2.5 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R -68/-64d8
Arm section

effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge 9.0g
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OMEGA POINT SILVER/BLACK
PRESENCE AUDIO, THE OLD POSTHOUSE, PLUMMERS PLAIN, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX RH13 6NU. TEL: (0403) 76777.

"One of the reasons why the Omega Point 
turntable sounds so good is that you get so lit
tle turntable for your money," gushes the press 
release promisingly. The work ofTom Fletcher, 
previously responsible for the Image (nee 
Dais), the Omega Point is a conscious attempt 
at minimalism for the sake of functional purity. 
Here's what you don't get: a suspension, a plat
ter mat, a cover (though a cover for the platter 
only is supplied), an on/off switch and a power- 
on indicator.

The heavy white painted diecasting is the 
chassis to which an inverted main bearing is 
fixed, plus mounting points for the mains dri
ven synchronous motor,for the arm and for the 
cable clamp. Speed changeover is manual, hav
ing first removed the main platter. The outer 
platter extends inwards to the spindle and is a 
simple and not especially heavy flat alloy cast
ing, damped by two rubber ‘0’ rings that fit 
around the periphery. It simply rests on top of 
a heavyweight sub-platter.

The central assembly sits on three adjusta
ble spikes, which rest in recesses on a flat chip
board bedplate, and which in turn meet the 
outside world through three foam pads. Differ
ent arms can be accommodated via inter
changeable collets, which take the place of the 
arm manufacturer's own arm base - a useful 
simplification. Setting up is straightforward 
and commonsense, but the deck as a whole is 
heavy.

Although generally well made, the lacquered 
base of the review sample was poorly finished, 
and the white chassis colour looked rather out 

of place (black is an option). More seriously, 
the mains lead is interrupted close to the deck 
by an in-line plug/socket arrangement, ostensi
bly to allow different mains leads to be tried. 
This still means the best part of a foot of the 
original lead is in place, however - and this on 
a deck where the mains switch is omitted for 
sound quality reasons. Why not fit a standard 
mains socket?

The Black tonearm is a unipivot design, in 
this instance undamped and with a captive 
bearing. Jt has a wide diameter tube into which 
a cast slotted headshell is bolted. The counter
weight is effectively decoupled on a thin rear 
arm extension. No calibrations are available for 
tracking force or bias, the latter provided by a 
cantilever mechanism.

lAB REPORT
The arm resonance picture is clean, the only 
feature of note being a torsional break-up 
mode which is delayed to an unusually high 
1.7kHz. Effective mass is about average at 
l Igms which makes it suitable for a wide range 
of cartridges, but friction levels are not as low 
as many conventional arms.

The turntable is sensitive to environmental 
LF noise, both as a result of vibration transmis
sion through the feet and via the mechanism of 
acoustic excitation. Apart from some 50Hz and 
100Hz mains noise, the rumble figures are low. 
A possible source of dissatisfaction, however, 
concerns the platter, which if used nude and 
clamp-less (as intended) interfaces poorly 

• 
with records. A Fourier transform of a shock 

impulse to a record showed severe discon
tinuities in the frequency domain, perhaps a 
result of the record (microscopically) rattling 
around'. Wow and flutter levels are also poor, 
almost entirely because of excessive sub-6Hz 
wow.

SOUND QUALITY
The Omega Point was an intriguing product on 
audition - good in many ways but uneven in the 
final analysis. Temporally the deck sounds 
slow; tempi drag, though pitch relationships 
seem well resolved. The highish measured wow 
figure was reflected at times in a mild warbling' 
effect on sustained notes.

Records sounded as clear as a bell through 
the midband and up into the treble, but there 
was an element of hardness and compression 
too, which was all but cured if a thin felt mat 
was interposed between record and platter. 
Stereo reproduction was explicit, and control 
(as in the ability to ‘switch off after a transient 
has passed) was always first class.

At its best, the deck had an attractive, 
slightly distant yet refined quality, but a degree 
of top end compression made the system 
sound rather muted, whilst bass lines lacked 
drive. Nevertheless there was also a certain 
sweetness and lightness of touch when used in 
a high resolution system - midrange quality 
really is very good. With further development, 
for example to the drive system (to reduce 
wow levels), and with the addition of a sensible 

mat or clamp, this could be a top ranking com
bination. It's no coincidence, I feel, that the 
manufacturer favours Decca cartridges, which 
in practice drive the frequency extremes hard 
and do much to minimise the Omega Point’s 
weaknesses and reinforce its strengths.

CONCLUSIONS
On balance the Omega Point is a fine sounding 
deck. My reservations are that it is a little 
uneven in its virtues and limitations, and that 
cheaper combinations can do as good a job - 
sometimes better, and often with greater 
polish and style.

TEST RESULTS
TkitoKectioimHB

manual motor plus arm 
5kg/good 

below average/good 
3 core 

33. 45rpm
0.16%/0.32%

Type Platter mass/damping 
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains connection leads 
Speed options 
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtdl
Wow & flutter (Lin peakWtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl

0.25%/0.045%
Absolute speed error none
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation -0.06%/-0.51%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 5 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R -79/-SOdB
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Arm section
Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge !!gm
Type/mass of headshell fixed, integral
Geometric accuracy 
Adjustments provided 
Finish & engineering 
Ease of assembly/set-up/use 
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 
Bias compensation method

good 
height/overhang/lateral 

very good/very good 
very good/good 

25mg/30mg 
l ever & weight

Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) IOOmg/IOOmg
Downforce calibration error, lgm/2gm lgm/2gm
Cue drift slight
Cue rate ascent/descent instant/2 secs
Arm resonances excellent
Arm damping method none
Load eapacitance 200pF
System as a whole

Size ( h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear
IS (to top of arm) x 46 x 36/lOcm

Ease of use average
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system above average
Hum level/acoustic feedback good/below average
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance average/below average 
Estimated typical purchase price £895/£295

^ ADVICE, SERVICE, MUSIC ^
for

OVER 50 YEARS

from

Jeffries 
ffi

Agents 
for:- 
A & R CAMBRIDGE 
AIWA 
AUDIO RESEARCH 
AUDIOLAB 
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CREEK 
DENON 
ELITE 
EPOS 
HEYBROOK 
JPW 
KEF 
LINN 
MARANTZ 
MISSION 
MONITOR AUDIO 
MORDAUNT SHORT 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 
NAIM 
QUAD 
REGA 
ROTEL 
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SYSTEMDEK 
TANNOY

4 ALBERT PARADE - GREEN STREET-EASTBOURNE - (0323) 31336 WHARFEDALE
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PINK TRIANGLE PT TOO
PINK TRIANGLE PROJECTS LTD, 4 BRUNSWICK VILLAS, CAMBERWELL, LONDON SE5 7RR. TEL: (01) 703 5498.

The current Pink Triangle PT TOO features an 
electronic 2-speed power supply, a high power, 
low music synchronous motor and a large 
acrylic drive pulley. The turntable uses a 
large acrylic drive pulley. The turntable uses a 
remote power supply, but speed switching is 
fitted on the plinth, using a special sensing 
lead. The familiar neat styling and bare acrylic 
platter with black plinth and Pink logos were 
reinforced on our sample by distinctive pink 
edging within the heavy fabricated cover, giv
ing both good performance and a contempo
rary 'Art Deco' appearance.

The Pink people have been paying much 
attention to the terminations required to 
optimise the performance of various top arms, 
our sample being fitted with a base place for fit
ting the SME V Another change is the fitting of 
phono sockets to the plinth and special flexible 
arm wiringwithin the plinth, so as to have as lit
tle influence as possible on the dynamics of the 
very lightweight Pink subchassis. The new 
motor too seemed notably free of vibration, but 
a mild disappointment involved the failure of 
the power supply on one (early) sample.

The Triangle's formula involves using light
weight materials throughout the suspension 
and platter - to the extent that the subchassis 
only levels itself properly when a disc is on the 
platter. The subchassis itself is an ovoid piece 
of Aerolam honeycomb, giving high stiffness 
with low mass, and this is suspended from 
three narrow springs, giving an inherently 
stable configuration adjustable from nuts set in 
the plinth sides. The tight, high quality main 
bearing is similarly unusual, being an inverted 
self-stabilising single point design, with ruby 
bearing surface.

lAB REPORT
When properly levelled, the PT TOO gave a 

very good rumble figure and an encouraging 
spectrum, the only significant mechanical con
tribution being a -43dB spike at 100Hz. The 
more powerful, better coupled motor ensures 
that the original Pink’s 'slowing under load' 
bogey is now entirely a thing of the past. Tor
que is fine, and indeed the speed characteris
tics throughout are very good indeed: negligi
ble absolute error and drift, and fine wow and 
flutter performance, with quick start up.

The breakthrough characteristics are also 
generally very good, albeit with some vibration 
coupling around 60Hz and very mild acoustic 
and vibration at 390Hz. The fine mechanical 
disc impulse test result showed the effective
ness of the mat-less acrylic platter in damping 
disc vinyl..

SOUND QUALITY
The PT TOO was particularly well received on 
the listening tests, and was immediately recog
nised as a major point of reference, giving a 
uniquely attractive combination of midrange 
transparency and exciting, lively dynamics. 
The sound was a little 'light' in character, lack
ing the 'weight' and 'slam' of some alternatives 
perhaps, but the lack of coloration plus fine 
midrange depth, focus, detail and air, was more 
than compensation for listeners in the context 
of the system used. In the bass it was notably 
even and articulate.

CONClUSIONS
The Pink offers a smart and attractive package 
with some exceptional strengths and very few 
weaknesses. The light suspended mass does 
not suit it to parallel tracking arms, but even 
quite heavy pivoted arms ( eg SME V) are 
accommodated without difficulty. The lab per
formance confirms that earlier weaknesses are 
no more and overall performance is very good 

indeed. The PT TOO is the best we have heard 
in many areas, and a good match for the com
petition in other respects, and so merits firm 
recommendation.

TESTRESUTS
Motor sedioli É , ’j

Type electronic, belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping 1.7kg/very good
Finish and engineering very good
Type of mains connecting l eads 3 core remote
Speed options 33W45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.04%
Wowandflutter (Iin peakwtd0.2-fiHz/G.300Hz) 0.13%/0.05% 
Absolute speed error +0.08%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation -0.13°M-0.15%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 3 secs
Rumble, DIN 8 wtd, L/R average ( see spectrum) -771-78dB
EsnoEm

x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 45 x 39 x 15.5cm/7cm 
Ease oftine good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances excellent
Subjective sound quality of complete system very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback very good/excellent
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very good/lair
Estimated typical purchase price £500

Reviewed by Martin Colloms.
Reprinted from Jssue 48.
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REGA RB300
REGA RESEARCH LTD. 119 PARK STREET, WESTCLIFFE-ON-SEA SSO 7PD. TEL: (0702) 333071.

This Rega-made product uses a very rigid one- 
piece arm beam!headshell, which unusually is 
constructed from a hollow aluminium casting. 
No joins are present between cartridge plat
form and pivot. The bearings themselves are 
highly pre-loaded and yet mounted to such a 
high tolerance that friction is negligible while 
play is physically undetectable.

Rega’s traditional magnetic frictionless bias 
compensator is employed, with a novel touch 
present in the design of the downforce 
mechanism. When set to zero, the carefully 
designed coil spring mechanism exerts a minus 
force of 3g, so reducing the counterbalance 
requirements.

The bearing gimbal is itself a substantial 
casting and the usual adjustable vertical pillar 
design has been omitted, being regarded as a 
structural weakness. The alternative is a 
threaded stem and large locknut; vertical 
height adjustment is only possible using vari
ous washers.

LAB REPORT
Tests showed the RB300 has some of the finest 
bearings in the business; furthermore it was 
very competent in the important area of beam/ 
headshell rigidity. Friction was very low in both 
planes, without a trace of play, and while bias
ing worked well, the calibrated figures were a 
little on the high side (by about 25%). Down
force calibration was accurate and cue opera
tion fine. Geometric accuracy was to a high 
standard, while the effective mass was a mod
erate 10.5g. A wide range of cartridges are 
judged suitable in the 8-22cu range.

The structural resonance picture suggested 
good control and excellent rigidity. The mild 
400Hz mode was probably the counterweight, 
while the first bending or torsional mode was 
deferred until a remarkably high 1.5kHz. The 
treble was also remarkable for its absence of 
resonances after 4kHz.

SOUND QUALITY
It was clear after only a few minutes audition, 
that the RB300 was a top flight performer. 
Depending on the chosen player, it proved 
quite comfortable in the company of other 
reference tonearms in the £250-£400 range.

The sound was notably dry and neutral with 
excellent control throughout the range. Trans

ients were judged excellent, while it offered a 
very well-focused sound stage with very good 
depth. Its only significant failing was a slight 
muddling of detail on complex musical pass
ages.

CONCLUSIONS
The RB300 is an excellent product of which 
Rega can be justly proud. Despite its modest 
price it sets new standards in performance, and 
a Best Buy rating is obviously appropriate.

TEST RESULTS
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge 10-llg 
Type/mass of headshell ' non-detachable
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided overhang/offset
Finish and engineering very good/excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/excellent/very good
Friction, typical lateral vertical 150mg/15mg
Bias compensation method magnetic
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 340mg/330mg 
Qownforce calibration error, 1g/2g +0.05g/+0.03g
Cue drift; Bmm ascenUdescont negligible, 0.5 secs/3.0 secs
Arm resonances ' see graph
Subjective sound quality very good
Arm damping none
Estimated typical purchase price £90

Reviewed by Martin Colloms.
Forgraph references see issue No. 43.
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REGA PLANAR 2 and 3
REGA RESEARCH ITD, 119 PARK STREET, WESTCUFFE-ON-SEA SSO 7PD. TEl: (0702) 333071.

Since 1984 the RB300 arm has been a standard 
fitting on the Planar 3 deck. The Planar 2 now 
comes with a simplified version of the new 
RB300 arm, called the RB250.

This simple turntable design comprises a 
solid chipboard plinth covered in tough matt 
black laminate. Three fairly stiff stepped rub
ber feet provide a stable tripod foundation 
while the high quality lid is directly hinged to 
the chassis plinth with neither springs nor iso
lation. A plain main bearing with thrust ball 
showed close tolerances, with no detectable 
play. Belt-driven via a rubber cord, the inner 
platter hub is a reinforced plastic moulding, the 
uppermost projection forming the tapered 
centre spindle and the outer platter boss. The 
platter is made of heavy plate glass (less thick 
in the Planar 2), surmounted by a thick felt 
mat. In a simple and ingenious gravity suspen
sion, a second drive belt is looped to support 
the slow speed synchronous drive motor and 
suppress vibration coupling to the platter.

The Planar 2 RB250 arm has the same 
excellent bearings and one-piece cast arm tube 
as the RB300 but has been simplified by using a 
conventional rotating counterweight which is 
partly decoupled. The leadout cable is fixed 
and the chassis earth combined with one of the 
signal grounds; phono plugs are fitted. Effec
tive mass is around 11.5g including the 
supplied stainless steel mounting hardware, 
suitable for moderate compliance cartridges or 
even modest moving coils.

Rega reconunend that the deck should be 
placed on a light wall mounted shelf, rather 
than 'coffee table' or floor cabinet; this we 
found to be good advice.

LAB REPORT
The platter was clearly well founded as the 
minimal low frequency ringing on the disc 

impulse response showed. The initial transient 
was poorly damped, however, a characteristic 
of thick felt mats.

Almost no metalwork was present in the unit 
and this meant very little humfield screening 
was provided. Consequently hum levels were 
poorer than average and the choice of car
tridge will need a little care. Weighted wow and 
flutter was satisfactory but linear wow was on 
the high side at 0.21 %, this measured without 
the mat as the felt is of slightly variable thick
ness. Speed was fairly accurate, but slowed a 
significant 0.4 per cent under load, with some 
overshoot after recovery due to motor suspen
sion tension rocking. Start-up was average for a 
belt-drive at 4.5 seconds.

Rumble levels were just satisfactory for the 
price averaging -71dB with the motor off. 
Acoustic breakthrough was about average and 

the lid was found to be influential here; results 
were better when it was entirely removed. Vib
ration isolation was also poorer than average.

The arm was well finished with very good 
geometry. It was easy to set up and use, and 
demonstrated low bearing friction. Bias com
pensation was set to sensible levels and the cue 
worked well. Downforce calibration proved 
satisfactory.

SOUND QUALITY
Belying traditional assumed relationships 
between a number of technical parameters and 
sound quality, the Rega proves that a well- 
developed, subjectively-assessed balance of 
performance counts for more than technical 
excellence with regards to any one parameter. 
On the debit side the Rega did suffer from a 
modicum of programme wow, particularly on 
rock programme, but this was not considered 
serious at this price level; a mild loss of stereo 
depth was also noted, together with an accom

panying impairment of low bass definition and 
evenness. Conversely it sounded 'musical' in a 
balanced and coherent manner.

With the latest arm the Planar 2 sounded 
more confident. In the upper bass it was sur
prisingly articulate while mid and treble were 
notably smooth and sweet with better detail 
than before. Presentation of detail was consi
dered well above average and little inferior to 
'super-fi' models.

CONCLUSIONS
The Planar 2 offers a fine subjective perfor
mance and is both very well made and finished, 
which places it firmly in the Best Buy category. 
The Planar 3 is also good, but does not offer 
quite the same value, though a Best Buy rating 
is also appropriate here, noting the excellent 
RB300 arm.

TEST RESULTS
Motor section

TypePlatter mass/damping
Finish and engineering
Type of mains connecting leads
Speed options
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2)

Integrated turntable 
manual, belt-drive 

2.2kg/good 
very good/very good 

2 core phones 
33/45rpm 

0.09%
Wow and flutter (lin peakwtd 0.2-6Hz/6.300Hz) *0.21%10.45%
Absolute speed error +0.4%
Speed drill, 1 hour/load variation synchronous/-0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 4.5 secs
Rumble, DIN B wtd, l/R average (see spectrum) -72/-IOdB

section
effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge I L.5g

Type/mass of headshell universal detachable/8. Og
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided overhang/lateral angle
Finish and engineering excellent/very good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/very good/very good
Friction, typical lateral vertical less than 25mg/15mg 
Bias compensation method internal magnet
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 300mg/310mg 
Oownforce calibration error, lg12g -0. lg/-0.07g
Cue drill, 8mm ascent/descent negligible 0.5 secs/IS secs
Arm resonances very good
Subjective sound quality very good
lead capacit/damping method 70pF/counterweight decoupling
System as a whole

Size ( w x d x h)/clearance for l id rear 45 x 36 x l2.3cmi7cm 
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances average 
Subjective sound quality of complete system above average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback average-/fairly good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance average-/good
Estimated typical purchase price Rega 2 £125; Rega 3 £188 
•worsened by unevenness ofthick felt mat

Reviewed by Martin Colloms.
Forgraph references see issue No. 43.
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REVOX 8291
FWO BAUCH LTD., 49 THEOBALO STREET, BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS WD6 4RZ. TEL: (01) 953 0091.

This is the turntable for those who want the 
foolproof handling of a compact disc player. 
The B291 is not totally goof-proof, since there 
is no built-in record sensing and it is possible to 
lower the cartridge onto a bare rotating mat.

The Revox is supplied set up with a car
tridge, a choice of the Shure VJSLT chosen for 
this review or a (cheaper) Elac 150.

The arm is contained in what is best 
described as a brick-like object on a swivelling 
pillar at the right hand side of the platter, which 
is swung out of the way to change records. 
Swing it back through 90 degrees, press 'down' 
and the servos take over, noisily shuffling the 
cartridge to its cueing point and lowering away 
from there. At any time, you can press 'left' and 
'right' keys to search for specific places, at 
which point the cartridge area is flooded with 
light to help with the otherwise rather difficult 
task of cueing.

The platter is a relatively lightweight casting 
and is driven by a direct drive motor. A 
rudimentary (and rather creaky) suspension 
decouples the player from the outside world. 

LAB REPORT
There may be no arm in the usual sense but 
the resonant behaviour expected of an arm is 
certainly present in the vestigial Revox design. 
The area enclosed by the resonance plot - a 
rough but useful measure of the energy storage 
potential of the arm - is enormous, the first 
break-up modes appearing as a massive peak 
around 250Hz, with a sharp effect around 
2.5kHz too. The direct drive motor system does 
ensure essentially state of the art speed stabil
ity figures however.

There were problems measuring the Revox 
in the usual manner (the cartridge is never 
allowed to be in the play position with the plat
ter stopped for example, even if power is cut), 
but by subterfuge most of the measurements 

were run with the exception of rumble. (It was 
impossible to attach the rumble coupler 
because it blocked the arm.) Shocks applied to 
the platter resulted in some ringing, whilst the 
breakthrough and acoustic feedback plots 
were rather 'dirty'. The arm is not readily 
amenable to the usual kind of analysis either, 
but it is interesting that it takes a substantial 
lOOmg of force acting at the stylus before the 
cartridge carriage moves.

SOUND QUALITY
Sonically the Revox disappoints, with the car
tridge partly but not wholly responsible for a 
rather lifeless, insipid sound. There was little 
bass, and what there was lacked energy and 
focus. Dynamics and resolution were limited, 
and stereo imagery was imprecise and small in 
scale. The treble too lacked precision, whilst 
surface noise seemed magnified.

For all this, the Revox did sound steady 
and never gave cause for worry about pitch 
precision, which is more than can be said about 
some of the most exotic hardware tested this 
time, and which is a prerequisite for good mus
ical reproduction in anyone's language. Simi
larly, tonal balance is pretty neutral and the 
bass end is at least kept under good control. 
The cosmetics of good sound reproduction are 
there: all that's wanted is the substance.

CONCLUSIONS
It's easy to criticise turntables of this kind. 
Inevitably, any record player that goes out of its 
way to offer compact disc style convenience is 
bound to suffer quite serious audible conse
quences.

TEST RESULTS
Motor section!

Type automatic integrated player
Platter mass/damping 2.8kg approx

Finish and engineering good
Type of mains connection leads 2 core
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.065%/0.11%
Wow & flutter (Lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.11%/0.025% 
Absolute speed error +0.32%
Speed drift I hour/load variation none/-0.95%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 4 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R n/a (see text)

Arm section
Approximate effective mass i nc screws, exc cartridge n/a
Type/mass of headshell parallel trackerin/a
Geometric accuracy excellent
Adjustments provided none
Finish & engineering good/average
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/very good/very good 
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical IOOmg/n/a
Bias compensation method none (not needed)
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) n/a/n/a
Oownforce calibration error, lgm/2gm n/a
Cue drift negligible
Cue rate ascent/descent 0.5 secs/0.5 secs
Arm resonances
Arm damping method
Load capacitance

very poor 
none
n/a

System as a whole
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for l id rear 15 x 45 x 39/lcm
Ease of use excellent
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances below average 
Subjective sound quality of complete system poor 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good/below average
Vibration sensitivity/

shock resistance below average/below average
Estimated typical purchase price £629
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ROKSAN XERXES
ROKSAN ENGINEERING LTD., THE TURNMILL, 63 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON EC1R 5BH. TEL: (01) 251 1021.

CONCLUSIONS
One version of the state of the art, and an 
unequivocal recommendation. Great value 
with the Rega RB300 too, but be careful about 
siting.

TEST RESULTS

The Roksan Xerres is a 'clean sheet' design 
which throws many of the cliches of turntable 
design overboard. Development has been rapid 

in the last couple of years, and not only is 
recent production substantially better turned 
out than before, there have been important 
engineering changes, notably to the spindly 
main bearing which is now a meticulously 
engineered three-piece design. All such mods 
are retrofittable - at a price. The Roksan is 
available in many arm fittings (forget 
armboards - the entire top plate must be 
changed), and various high quality veneers.

A normal spring suspension is eschewed in 
favour of a stiffly floating top surface, sawn part 
through to control panel modes. The felt-top
ped platter is a complex and superbly 
engineered medium weight structure with high 
inertia, and the synchronous motor is allowed 
to rotate about the pulley axis against a spring, 
but is restrained in other planes. The key idea, 
which also finds expression elsewhere in the 
design, is to live with resonances by placing 
them where they don't matter, rather than 
attempting to sink them by adding mass (the 
brute force solution).

The deck is driven from an external quartz 
referenced power supply, finished in keeping 
with the turntable. This drives each phase of 
the motor using its own Class A amplifiers, and 
runs hot as a result. Uniquely, the centre spin
dle is detachable to ensure records only con
tact the mat, not the main bearing directly.

The Roksan is physically large and its aes
thetics are plain, but the finish is AI, especially 
the now diamond turned metalwork. Only the 
lid is rather flakey; it would benefit from rubber 
stops and counterspringing to replace the fric
tion hinges. Setting up, simple in principle, is 
fiddly in practice and best left to the dealer 
(and his stethoscope!).

LAB REPORT
Wow and flutter is excellent, the Roksan 
achieving significantly lower wow than a 
number of the super-decks with ultra-heavy 
platters. The Xerxes also responded as well as 
almost any to the impulse and acoustic feed
back tests, with a notably smooth energy trend, 
but some increased noise' at the lowest fre
quencies and to a lesser extent near 500Hz too. 
The former demonstrates the need for a good, 
firm isolating platform. Platter damping is rela
tively poor but resistive, in line with expecta
tions for a non-clamped felt covered platter, 
and the initial transient was quickly damped in 
the impulse test. Rumble levels were excellent 
and the spectrum clean.

SOUND QUALITY
Sound quality is top class. To start with, the 
basics are right: the deck runs at the right 
speed, with no audible dynamic wow, superb 
pitch resolution, speed and bass integration, 
and operates with a range of arms. When a note 
stops, Xerxes stops too - it has less overhang 
than almost any upmarket turntable. Aside 
from these prerequisites, stereo resolution is 
particularly fine, with stable soundstaging and 
explicit depth information in a suitable system. 
The sense of control is apparent at all volume 
levels, but never impedes the liveliness of the 
music. Early samples seemed to compress the 
dynamic range somewhat, but this criticism no 
longer applies with the latest production.

Xerxes works well with a range of arms, 
including the Mission Mec/wuic, but can sound 
a little lightweight in some situations. However, 
the Linn Ittuk is less happily accommodated 
than on the LP 12. Conversely the RegaRB300, 
which doesn't sound too happy on a Linn, could 
have been made for Xerxes.

miType manual motor unit
Platter mass/damping 2.1 kg/good
Finish and engineering excellent
Type of mains connection leads 3 core
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.07%/0.12%
Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl 0.13%/0.02%
Absolute speed error +0.13%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation —0,06%1-0.03%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 5 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R -78/—80dB
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 15 x 48 x 39/lcm 
Ease of use average
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances excellent
Subjective sound quality of complete system excellent
Hum level/acoustic feedback excellent/excellent
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance good/good
Estimated typical purchase price £595
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ROTEL RP-830
ROTEL HI-FI, 25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR. TEL: (0908) 317707.

Start up time to audible stabilisation 
Rumble DIN B Wtd L/R

Arm section

I sec 
-76.5/-79dB

Approximate effective mass i nc screws, exc cartridge 14gm
Type/mass of headshell non-detachable
Geometric accuracy moderate
Adjustments provided azimuth & overhang
Finish & engineering good/average
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/very good
Friction (typical) l ateral/vertical 60mg/60mg
Bias compensation method spring & dial
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 250mg/260mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm Ogm/+0.05gm 
Cue rate negligible
Cue drift ascent/descent I sec/2.5 secs
Arm resonances good
Arm damping method none
Load t 140pF

System as a whole

Such has been Japan Inc's headlong flight away 
from black vinyl that this Rote! is now one of 

. the few serious (non-system-oriented) 
' Japanese' turntables left. Even so, since its 
introduction it has been very much in the 
shadow of the visually similar but much more 
competently designed RP-850.

The RP-830 is a solid design that sits on four 
stiffly sprung feet. Drive to the platter is by a 
relatively high speed, four pole motor through 
a flat belt to the inner hub of a one piece platter, 
which in turn is a friction fit on the captive main 
bearing/spindle assembly. The chassis is rela
tively heavy and quite well made, with an excel
lent matt black vinyl finish and very 
Europeanised styling - restrained in the 
extreme. The platter weighs about 1.5kg with 
good peripheral weight distribution, but it rings 
like a bell without its heavy rubber mat, and 
structural properties aren't particularly helped 
by the two large slots cut into the top surface to 
allow finger access to change the belt from one 
pulley diameter to the other (for 33 and 45rpm 
operation).

The arm, like a number of the other compo
nents, appears to be a standard Japanese OEM 
component, probably bought off the shelf. The 
one concession to purist ideals is a rigid and 
stable diecast headshell, which is solidly 
clamped in position. Unclamped, it can be 
rotated to facilitate cartridge fitting and 
azimuth adjustment.

lAB REPORT
Although absolute running speed was set 
slightly high, drift and slowing under load were 
modest, and wow and flutter were both highly 
presentable. Rumble levels were very low, the 
spectrum analysis being very clean and well 
behaved. Electrical breakthrough was essen
tially insignificant.

Analysis of the behaviour of the chassis 
shows some discrete effects, presumably due 
to platter rock. Elsewhere the deck behaved 

well. Ditto with the arm, apart from friction 
levels which are only just the right side of 
acceptable.

The first arm breakup mode is around 
600Hz, and thereafter there are numerous 
resonances right up the frequency band to the 
20kHz measuring cutoff point. But they are 
well spread out, and there are no dominant 
effects of any kind, so the arm can be presumed 
to be treating incoming energy in a fairly 
evenhanded way - a fair result for such a low 
cost design.

SOUND QUAliTY
The bass sounded rather detached and occa
sionally muddled with this player, detracting 
from solidity and pace. Overall, the Rote! is 
rather four-square and undistinguished, and is 
clearly no RP-850. But it's not all bad: midband 
focus and stereo imagery were pretty good; 
and the high frequency end, which is affected 
more by the armthan other factors, comes over 
as crisp and detailed.

CONClUSIONS
Workmanlike but Jacking a certain visceral 
edge, the Rote! is soundly conceived and well 
built, with a clean, detailed cartridge.

Size ( h x w x d)/clearance for l id rear 14 x 44 x 34/lcm 
Ease of use good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances fair
Subjective sound quality of complete system average
Hum I evel/acoustic feedback good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance average
Estimated typical purchase price £159.90

TEST RESUlTS
Type manual belt drive integrated player
Platter mass/damping l.Skg/poor
Finish and engineering fair
Type of mains connection l eads 2 core
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter ( DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.06%/0.11%
Wow & flutter ( Lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.12%/0.035%
Absolute speed error +0.64%
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation +0.032%/-0.16%
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SME SERIES IV
SME LTD., STEYNING, SUSSEX BN4 3GY. TEL: (0903} 814321.

Editorially it was deemed essential to include 
this important new SME tonearm, but for legal 
reasons it was not possible for Alvin Gold to 
carry out the review, so the editor has stepped 
(rather reluctantly) into the breach. One con
sequence is that this cannot be a comparative 
subjective review in the normal Choice tradi
tion, though fortunately the tonearm measure
ments, carried out in Martin Colloms' lab, pose 
no such problems.

Furthermore, physical incompatibility with 
both the editorial turntable (a heavily modified 
Linn) and cartridge (the three-legged Troika) 
that are in everyday Ittok use provided a 
further handicap, preventing straightforward 
substitution. That said, the Series IV (like all 
SME arms) is as nearly universal as anything on 
the market, and for the purposes of the review 
it was fitted to a Roksan Xerxes, with Audio 
Technica ATF5 and Linn Karma cartridges.

Series !Vis the 'budget', simplified version of 
Series V, selling at little more than half the 
price of its black brother (but still a daunting 
£675). For which you get a silver version of the 
best looking and best finished tonearm in the 
world-a veritable Magnum 45 amongst Beret
tas.

SME's fixed cartridge screw holes plus slid
ing base system is a longstanding tradition, 
ensuring accurate alignment. The base, now 
operating like a vice, is impressively rigid when 
locked, and requires an oval armboard cutout. 
Also traditional is the camera - nay Hasselblad 
- standards of fit and finish down to the 
minutest details, plus an exemplary instruction 
manual (written in real English!).

The crucial feature carried down from 
Series V is the highly complex 'single piece' 
magnesium casting which encompasses head
shell, tapered, wide diameter main beam, bear
ing housing and counterweight shafts, provid
ing an exceptional rigidity/mass ratio. Retain

ing the precisely calibrated underslung coun
terweight, damped and swivelling side entry 
leadout socket and sprung bias compensation, 
the simplification process involves omitting the 
fluid damping option and the user-friendly 
height adjustment, plus less costly wiring and 
the substitution of 3-ball for 7-ball ABEC bear
ing races.

LAB REPORT
The medium effective mass should accommo
date all but the highest compliance cartridges 
without difficulty. Bearing friction was very low 
and impressively smooth, while downforce 
calibration was precise, though bias compensa
tion, surprisingly, was a little high at the out
side grooves. The midband and treble evenness 
and control shown in the arm resonance plot is 
little short of spectacular, carefully damped 
minor perturbations around 1-2kHz being the 
only notable feature.

SOUND QUALITY
Amongst the least characterful of tonearms, 
the main drawback with Series !V lies in its ten
dency to expose the shortcomings of partner
ing components. However good the ATF5 is for 
the price, it is still a £100 cartridge and was 
clearly out ofits depth in this company. Kanna 
substitution brought the necessary bandwidth, 
integration and weight to confirm this as one of 
the finest tonearms around, somehow combin
ing the 'welly' of the best pivoted designs with 
much of the delicacy and precision of air-bear
ing parallel trackers.
The lack of midband and treble coloration, plus 
precise, coherent and wideband stereo focus
ing are notable strengths, though perhaps the 
bass is slightly less 'agile' than some alterna
tives, and the emphasis would seem to lean a 
little more towards control than 'speed'. How
ever, these are impressions gained in isolation, 

with no opportunity for substitution compari
son. And without a doubt the!V(and presuma

bly even more so the V) has an uncanny ability 
to 'read' the characteristics of the turntable 
and cartridge, so isolating its own character is 
very difficult.

CONCLUSIONS
It is hard to find fault in this exceptional 
tonearm, which provides all but the 'nth' 
degree of Series V refinement at a ( compara
tively) attractive price. No one should con
template such a purchase without first satisfy
ing themselves that the sound quality is right in 
the context of the other system ancillaries - 
particularly turntable and cartridge. But of all 
the exotic tonearms around, the SME excels in 
exuding exceptional engineering profes
sionalism, and generates considerable confi
dence in its value as a long term investment.

TEST RESULTS
Approximate effective mass inc screws, exc cartridge llg 
Type/mass of headshell fixed, integral
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided overhang/height
Finish & engineering excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical <IOmg/<IOmg
Bias compensation method calibrated spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 240mg/210mg 
Oownforce calibration error, 1gm/2gm nil
Cue drift negligible
Cue rate ascent/descent instant/2 secs
Arm resonances excellent
Arm damping method none
Load capacitance IOOpF
Estimated typical purchase price £675
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THE SOURCE/ODYSSEY RP1
SOURCE/ODYSSEY LTD, 157 CURLE ST., GLASGOW G14 OTS. TEL: (041954) 5585.

This Source and Odyssey are both visual stun
ners - the deck for its magnificent sculpted 
solid wood plinth and the arm for the gold and 
matt aluminium finish on an amazing structural 
design which features odd bullet shaped con
structions, offsets, weird angles and corners 
wherever corners have no right to be.

The essential components of the Source 
consist of a two-piece 7.5kg phosphor-bronze 
platter, topped with a felt mat, and a massive 
cone-in-tip bearing spindle which bears on a 
precision ball in the bronze bearing well. Drive 
is by flat belt from the crown pulley of a DC 
motor. The subchassis is steel, and so too is the 
top plate, which is coated in Nextel. If excited 
laterally the suspension tends to go into com
plex rocking modes, which may be related to 
the use of five suspension springs. Three are 
used in the usual way, a fourth stabilises the 
subchassis against horizontal excitation and 
the fifth 'locks the tonearm and cartridge in the 
groove' (it doesn't).

Power is provided by a 24V Hall-effect Papst 
DC motor, and the smoothed supply comes 
from a massive external power unit, but a 
cheap 'starter' supply is also available. The lid is 
the only rather flakey item.

The £690 Odyssey tonearm was first intro
duced in 1981. The arm tube and some of the 
other components are made of rather coarsely 
finished brushed aluminium, the rest is gold 

plated brass, thus giving 'lossy' interfaces via 
differing mechanical impedance. Some of the 
various offsets appear to have been calculated 
to reduce or eliminate turning moments due to 
dynamic tracking conditions, to improve 
geometry, and to 'harmlessly' dissipate 
unwanted energy by staggering the various 
planes of movement. The cartridge mates to a 
vestigial block headshell which incorporates 
the required offset, and an optional fingerlift- 
unfortunately (because it's been poorly 
designed) best removed in use. One thing the 
Odyssey is not, however, is a rigid arm.

LAB REPORT
The arm has moderately high effective mass 
(15gm) and a full range of adjustments. Bear
ing friction levels are almost vanishingly small, 
but lead capacitance is surprisingly high. Arm 
resonant behaviour is excellent: the first, well
damped break appears around 800Hz; other 
effects are distributed mostly above 5kHz and 
are at a very low level. But it's possible that this 
apparently good behaviour results from the 
'lossy' nature of the arm.

The various dynamic tests failed to show up 
any important problems with the turntable. 
Shocks applied to the record are damped 
quickly and evenly by the platter and felt mat, 
whilst rumble is low and electrical noise 
adequately suppressed. Flutter is quite low too, 

but linear wow in the 0.2-6Hz range is distinctly 
(and audibly) high. I suspect that belt com
pliance is excessive with respect to the enorm
ous inertia of the platter. Slowing under load 
was a surprisingly high 0.95 per cent.

SOUND QUALITY
The measured wow was detected in listening 
tests before the measurements were made; 
notes made at the time describe pitch as ‘not 
overly stable'. The basic character of the sound, 
however, was very impressive (leaving the arm 
to one side for a moment). The Source doesn’t 
quite have the vitality and urge of, say, a Rok
san or a Linn, but it has enormous reserves of 
weight and energy. The soundstage is large in 
scale and very explicit, while the midband has 
an 'open mouth' quality: it projects properly, 
and what is projected sounds articulate and 
believable. Transients are crisply painted, and 
the whole effect is very full blooded, with a lot 
of drive and 'wellie'.

The arm seemed rather disappointing, 
though I admit it's not easy to distinguish with 
absolute certainty between arm and turntable 
when the two are used together. Nevertheless, 
although the Odyssey has something of the 
explicit quality of the Source, and a trace of its 
authority too, it also sounds rather brash and 
forward and clearly compresses dynamics (it 
sounds 'loud') and loses information. Tracking 
very well on transient material, and handling 
surface noise with aplomb, there's a ‘flatness' 
in the way it reproduces high frequencies 
which was noticed with a range of cartridges 
(including a Koetsu Rosewood Signature 
whose normal home is a RB300) that is not 
properly reconcilable with a truly high grade 
arm.

CONCLUSIONS
The turntable is clearly a fine and imposing 
performer, with a rich, powerful but slightly 
'slow' sound, and a wow problem which should 
be cured. What it does well, no turntable in my 
experience does better, so the potential is 
clearly worth exploiting. The arm, unfortu
nately, is not recommended on its current 
showing.

TEST RESULTS
Type belt drive. suspended subchassis motor unit
Platter mass/damping 7.5g/good
Finish and engineering excellent
Type of mains connection leads 2 core + earth
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter !DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.20%/0.21%
Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl 0.20%/0.08%
Absolute speed error none
Speed drift l hour/load variation +0.32%/-0.95%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 5 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R -68.5/-77.5dB
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SYSTEM D EK/11/IIX
SYSTEMDEK lTD, UNIT 34, KYLE ROAD, IRVINE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, IRVINE, SCOTLAND. TEL: (0294) 71251.

Bias method dial spring
Bias force (rim/centre, 1.5gE) 
Downforce error lg/2g 
Cue drift, Bmm up/down 
Arm resonances 
Sound quality 
Arm damping

130mg!l70mg 
Og/Og 

slight, 1 secs/2 secs 
f good 

above average 
slight c/wt decoupled

Whole system
Size (w x d x h)/lid at rear (IIX) 
Ease of use
Acoustic breakthrough, resonances
Sound quality
Hum/acoustic feedback
Vibration, shock sensitivity
Typical price
*/I is skeletal
Reviewed by Martin Colloms.
Reprinted from issue 48.

41 x 34 x 16.5cm!l6.5cm* 
very good 
very good 

above average 
very good/excellent 

good (excellent)/f good 
£215/£199

Seeking to lower the entry price for serious 
turntables, Systemdek introduced the 11 a few 
years ago. But its 'kitchenware' styling was not 
an overwhelming success, so along came the 
slightly more expensive !IX, with conventional 
plinth and cover and an improved 'hanging' 
suspension. Whether it was the changed 
appearance or the improved subchassis perfor
mance that did the trick is impossible to say, 
but the !IX performed comfortably better, in 
the marketplace and the listening room. So 
now they've transferred the X suspension onto 
the relaunched If An electronic power supply 
is an optional extra, and you can now have a 
Systemdek arm to round out the package. We 
have fully auditioned and partly retested a new 
If, grafting the results into the original !IX 
review.

This player has a plate glass turntable with 
felt mat, and uses a steel subchassis suspended 
from longish, foam-damped, top-adjustable 
springs, driven from a synchronous motor via 
an 0-ring, with manual (or electronic) speed 
change. The Japan-sourced arm is typical of a 
number offered by various manufacturers, usu
ally at under £100, with fixed headshell, open 
gimbal bearing and quite substantial main 
beam. Effective mass is quite high, so low com
pliance cartridges should be used.

lAB REPORT
The new subchassis was not quite as stable as 
the llX, so wow and flutter is up a bit, but is still 
not serious. A similar impression is gained from 
the disc impulse spectrogram, where the initial 
transient is damped in a typical felt mat man
ner, but some LF rocking follows. The other 
speed characteristics and rumble are fine, 
while acoustic breakthrough was good, vibra
tion pretty good, with some below 100Hz and a 
few higher spring modes. The arm was a good 

example of the type, with tight bearings and 
low friction, good calibration and reasonable 
resonance behaviour - fairly lively but well 
balanced with a mildly 'brash' upper range, 
with the first mainbreakaround 800Hz-1.3kHz.

SOUND QUAliTY
Rating a solid above average, the 1987 11 set a 
very decent standard for its price. The sound 
was quite open and clear with some life, but 
bass and focus were both a little softened, and 
the system seemed to become a little con
gested when dealing with very complex mate
rial.

CONClUSIONS
The 11/JX continues to improve in detail and so 
has managed to remain fully competitive in this 
fast changing market. The new arm is good 
value for low compliance cartridges, and the 
basic synchronous motor unit is particularly 
good value, if a rather spartan appearance.

TEST RESUlTS
(II X figures bracketed)

Type manual or elec .. belt, subchassis
Platter mass/damping L8kg/f good
Finish and engineering very good
Type of mains connecting leads 3 core/phonos and earth
Speed options 33VJ/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtdl 0.14% (0.08)%
Wow and flutter (tin peak wtd) 0.16 (0.14)%/0 .17 (0.051%
Absolute speed error -0.25% (+0.05)%
Speed drift/load variation -0.08%/-0.1 (-016)%
Start-up to stability 4 1431 secs
Rumble l/R ( DIN B wtdl (-76dB/-78dBI

Ph!'^t^ass (approx) 15g
Type/mass headshell fixed
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided height, overhang, lateral, tilt
Finish/engineering very good
Ease of set-up/use very good
Friction, (typical lat/vert) 20mg/40mg
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TECHNICS SLBD-22
PANASONIC (UK) LTD., 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS Sll 6JB. TEL: (0753) 34522.

Technics is the hi-fi division of Matsushita, who 
probably make more turntables than the rest of 

the world put together. The SL-BD22 is a 
straightforward budget (£90) semi-automatic 
player, traditionally finished in Technics' grey/ 
brown, of traditional size and with a traditional 
pivoted arm - albeit with a P-mount fitment 

incorporating an EPS-24CS cartridge. Finish 
and appearance are to the expected high 
standards, and the simple controls are placed 
on a front ledge, giving speed selection and 
pitch adjustment, cueing and stop; start is 
initiated by removing the ann from its rest, 
automatics handling stop and return.

Having a P-mount cartridge, downforce and 
bias compensation are factory set. The arm is a 
fairly low mass affair, but showed quite good 
bearing integrity considering the low cost of 
the unit. The cast aluminium platter has a 
beautifully cut rim strobe to confirm speed, but 
is inclined to ring and the mat is very thin. The 
main bearing mounting showed some rocking 
tendency too, though the bearing itself was 
good. The main plastics moulded plinth and 
tinny resonant cover are coupled direct to the 
platter and arm, the whole sitting on four vesti
gial sprung feet. Set-up was nice and simple, 
straight from the box.

lAB REPORT
The arm bearings were impressively free of 
play and also gave low friction, but the light
weight construction - giving an estimated 

effective mass of 6g, suited to highish com
pliance T4P cartridges - certainly contributed 
towards the fairly poor resonance perfor
mance, which showed plenty of discontinuities 
and suppressed treble.

The basic rumble figures are respectable, 
but the spectrogram shows numerous motor 

harmonics and 100Hz interference, probably 

from the mains transformer. Wow and nutter 
was average, with significant slowing under 
load. Neither breakthrough test gave good 
results, the structure being unusually 'live' 
acoustically in the midband, and very suscepti
ble to vibration at low frequencies; sometimes 
you just can't win. The disc impulse test was 
similarly traumatic, with substantial complex 
rocking.

SOUND QUAliTY
Notwithstanding the indifferent results on our 

more complex lab tests, the sound of the SL- 
BD22 was not badly received. if did not quite 
attain the standards of the two '33 models, but 
left the L20 for dead. Though rated well below 
average, this is still not a bad result for a £90 
player, and is probably better than most or all 
at a similar price. It received the criticisms 
expected at this level, a degree of coarseness, 
coloration and constricted depth, withhigh fre
quency untidiness, but did at least convey a lit
tle atmosphere and 'air', and only started to 
become unpleasant with heavy rock sources.

CONClUSIONS
Though this player did not perform well 
enough to qualify for Best Buy rating, it still did 
a decent enough job for the price to merit 
Recommendation, bearing in mind the high 
standards of finish and build, despite the sonic 
weaknesses.

TEST RESUlTS
Motor section B; "■ 'J

Type semi auto, electronic, belt-drive. solid
Platter mass/damping 0.52kg/poor
Finish and engineering very good
Type of mains connection leads sockets: 2 core/phonos and earth
Speed options 33, 45rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.07%
Wow & flutter (LinpeakWtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.2%/0.15%

Absolute speed error +0.01%
Speed drift 1 hour/loadvariation -0.17%/-0.4%
Start up time to audible stabilisation 1.5 secs
Rumble DIN 8 Wtd l/R -72/-73dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass inc screws, 

exc cartridge approx 6g
Type/mass of headshell P-mount
Geometric accuracy excellent
Adjustments provided none
Finish & engineering very good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use excellent
Friction (typical) lateral/vertical 20mg/30mg
Bias compensation method spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5gm elliptical) 100mgll70mg 
Downforce calibration error, lgm/2gm fixed at 1.25g
Cue drill, Bmm ascent/descent negligible, 1 sec/3 secs
Arm resonances below average
Subjective sound quality Well below average
Arm damping some c/wt decoupling

System as a whole
Size i w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 43 x 38 x 9.5/4cm 
Ease of use very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances poor 
Subjective sound quality of complete system well below average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback good/below average 
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance poor/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price £90
Reviewed by Martin Col/ins Reprmted tram issue No. 48
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TECHNICS S1-OO33/S1-OO33
PANASONIC (UK) LTD, '300-318 BATH ROAD, SlOUGH, BERKS Sll 6JB. TEL: (0753) 34522.

Wow and flutter ( lin peak wtd) 0.13% (0.08%)/0.12% (0.08%)
Absolute speederror . -O.n (—0.17%)
Speed drill, 1 hour/load variation 0% (0%)/0% (0%)
Start-up time to .audible stabilisation 2 (1.5) secs
Rumble, DIN B wtd, l/R average ( see spectrum) -75/-79dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, i nc screws, excl cartridge 7.5g
Type/mass of headshell 
Geometric accuracy 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly/set-up/use 
Friction, typical lateral vertical 
Bias compensation method 
Bias force, rim/centre 
Downforce
Cue drill, Bmm ascent/descent 
Arm resonances 
Subjective sound quality 
Arm damping

System as a whole

fixed, P-mount 
very good 

none 
very good 
excellent 

see text/20mg 
fixed spring 

130mg!l90mg 
0.lg/0.03g 

very slight, I secsll secs 
above average 
below average 

slight counterweight decoupling

Size (w x d x h)/clearance for I id rear 43 x 38 x !Ocm/3cm
Ease of use excellent

These two low-cost integrated players are vir
tually identical apart from the motor systems 
used. The DD model costs £100 and has a con- 
venl.ional direct drive motor, whereas the £130 
QD has quartz crystal speed reference. Com
pared with specialist hi-fi products they simply 
bristle with features. Automatics include start, 
stop and return, with plinth front selection of 
cueing, auto-repeat, and two (fixed) speeds. 
The platter rim has beau! ifully machined 
strobe markings - of no apparent value as the 
speeds are fixed. The plalter also has disc size 

sensing I o assisl I he aulomation and make sure 
that nasty mistakes ( cueing the mat) cannot 
happen.

This player comes complete with a Technics 
P30S cartridge, and has a P-mount type ann 
which is not suitable for lraclitional half-inch 
screw-mount. cartridges. An advanlage is that 
the tracking weight is standardised at 1.25g, so 

both downforce and bias can be factory set. 
The low mass arm has good gimbal bearings 
with no evidence of play, and plinth phono soc
kels replace the ami lead.

Finished to a high standard in Technics' 
traditional dark brown/grey, high production 
volume encourages the extensive use of plas
tics mouldings, so lhc plinlh and base are 
determinedly lightweigh!. The platter is a light
weight aluminium casting, covered in a ribbed 
mat, but the main bearing is a quality item, with 
no sign of play. The whole unit stands on fixed, 

spring/rubber feet, and the lid is a resonant 

affair.

LAB REPORT
Tight arm bearings plus good geometry and 
calibration suggest a quality arm, but it was 
verv difficult to check the lateral friction 

.
because of the fixed bias compensation, and 
there seemed to be some suggestion of sticking

here. The tough resonance sweep test is 
slightly scrappy, with unwanted activity at 
500Hz, but the overall result is quite well
damped and balanced.

Rumble is pretty good, and both units 
showed fine speed stability and control - ironi
cally the DD model (bracketed in data) giving 
the superior wow and flutter. Acoustic break
through was only fair, vibration isolation quite 
poor at low frequencies, while the disc 
mechanical impulse showed good initial clamp
ing, followed by severe platter rocking.

SOUND QUALITY
While the Technics 33s fall short of the stand
ards achieved by models whose main emphasis 
is on sound quality, they at least make a reason
able attempt. The sound is generally quite well 
controlled, with fair focus and a little depth, but 
some 'hollow' and 'nasal' miclrange coloration. 
Bass is below average, slightly soft and 'thick', 
while the treble is rather untidy, if balanced, 
emphasising surface noise.

CONCLUSIONS
Though these players stress appearance, build 
quality and features at the expense of sound 
quality, there is good sound engineering in 
many places, good lab performance, and a 
sound that is respectable enough, if rather 
uninvolving. The DD version clearly offers the 
better value for money, but both merit recom
mendation.

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances average
Subjective sound quality of complete system below average
Hum d evel/acoustic feedback good/average
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance below average/good
Estimated typical purchase price £100, £140
Reviewed by Martin Colloms. Reprinted from issue 48.

amr' g m m a mva

TEST RESULTS
Motor section______________ (0033 in brackets)

Type automatic, electronic, direct drive, solid
Platter mass/damping !kg/below average
finish and engineering very good
Type of mains connecting leads 2 coreiphonos and earth (sockets) 
Speed options 33VJ/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.15% !0.04%)

Tiff

1A •/ in y, (

Disc edge mechanical shock (0.1 secs)

Rumble, mechanical above electrical hum

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JOOMBOOHHWOOiMWOO^H!
Breakthrough acoustic (above), vibration (below)
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THORENS TD166111
PORTFOLIO MARKETING, RIVER WALK, TONBRIDGE, KENT TN9 lOT. TEL: (0732) 365071.

§

Thorens are always trying to kill off the '166, 
but the market won't let them. It was revived 
again for 1986, as a £169 integrated player, 
based on a low cost version of the classic 
TD1501160 subchassis motor unit plus Tho
rens' own arm. It provides auto stop/lift and has 
cue and speed control along the front of the top 
plate. The arm is a low mass affair, better suited 
to more compliant cartridges, and is a cross 
between fixed and detachable heads - the 
wires remain continuous and in situ, but a 
strong collar releases the head for cartridge 
mounting. The complex gimbal bearings were 
set slightly loose, and armheight can only be 
adjusted using shims.

The motor is essentially the same as that 
produced over many years, albeit now using a 
low voltage motor fed via a transformer. The 
metal platter sits on a plastic hub, driven by a 
compliant belt from a plastic clutch pulley, 
while the rubber mat surface is now flat (the 
ribs are found on the underside'). The subchas
sis springing has foam damping, the lid is 
cheaper polystyrene, and finish is spartan but 
clean.

LAB REPORT
The arm bearings were a bit sloppy, but showed 
good friction levels and geometry. Downforce 
calibration was 20 per cent light, but bias was

about right. Resonances included the main, 
quite severe, torsional mode at around 600Hz, 
plus an isolatedhigh Q peak at 3kHz, while high 
frequencies were suppressed.

Based on earlier findings, the motor section 
has a generally decent lab performance in all 
departments, including breakthrough, rumble 
and speed stability.

SOUND QUALITY
Though the competition is now much tougher, 
this latest TD166 reincarnation still delivers 
the sonic goods, rating firmly above average 
with the new arm. This has clearly raised the 
standard a little, though it is still probably the 
weakspot, and contributed to a degree of treble 
'roughness' and 'splash' that might be amelior
ated with a kinder moving magnet cartridge. 
Depth, focus, ambience, resolution and 
dynamics were all liked, bass was pretty good, 
though some mid coloration was criticised.

CONCLUSIONS
Old turntables never die, and fortunately 
Thorens are persuaded of the fact. This revived 
'166 yet again takes its place near the top of its 
class, as a practical, sensibly engineered, and 
well balanced player.

TEST RESULTS
Type auto-lift, belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping 2.5kg/betow average
Finish and engineering good
Type of mains connecting I eads 2 core/phonos and earth
Speed options 33W45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.08%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6.300Hz) 015%/0.06% 
Absolute opeed error +14%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation %/-0.18%
Start-up time Oo audible stabilisation 3.5 secs
Rumble, DIN B wtd, '/R average I see spectrum) -72dB

Arni section
Approximate effective mass, i nc screws, excl cartridge 7g
Type/mass of headshell 
Geometric accuracy 
Adjustments provided 
Finish and engineering 
Ease of assembly/set-up/use 
Friction, typical lateral vertical 
Bias compensation method

fixed 
very good 

overhang, lateral, tilt 
good 

very good/good/good 
20mgl20mg 

thread & weight
Bias force, rim/centre lset So 1.5g elliptical) 120mg/170mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g 
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent 
Arm resonances 
Subjective sound quality 
Arm damping
System as a whole

Size (w x d x S)/clearance for l id lear

-0.28/-0.48 
negligible, I secs/1 secs 

above average 
average 

some c/wt decoupling

43 x 35 x 15cm/8.5cm
Ease of use very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances good
Subjective sound quality of complete system above average
Hum level/acoustic feedback very good/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance good/fairly good
Estimated lypical purchase price £179
Reviewed by Martin Moms.
Reprinted from issue 48.

swth ural resonances
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THORENS TD_ 316
PORTFOLIO MARKETING, RIVER WALK, TONBRIDGE, KENT TN9 1 DT. TEL: (0732) 365071.

Friction, typical lateral vertical 45mg/< 15mg
Bias compensation method thread and weight
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 200mg!l60mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g -0.075g/-0.15g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent good, 1.5 secs/3.5 secs
Arm resonances good
Subjective sound quality good
Arm ; ...... some counterweight decoupling

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 44 x 37 x 16cm/6.5cm 
Ease of use ^+
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system good+ 
Hum level/acoustic feedback very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very good/average+
Estimated typical purchase price £219
Reviewed by Martin Colloms.
Repnnted from issue 43.

The TD316 turntable is a higher-quality 
replacement for the old TD166, a deck which 
offered excellent value and has since been 
resurrected. The 316 carries forward the 
established 166 arm, now fitted to the latest 
subchassis and drive system of the 320 series. 
One cost concession is seen in the change to 
black ash vinyl for the plinth exterior, a substi
tute for the real veneer of the 320; while the 
inner platter hub is now made from reinforced 
plastic, the outer ring is still Mazak.

Features include an electronic motor control 
with convenient two-speed switching on the 
plinth, plus the comparative luxury of a plinth
mounted cue control which allows jiggle-free 

■ operation despite the suspended subchassis. 
The arm has been improved by replacing the 
old headshell with a new cast metal design, 
offering sensible cartridge fitting and a firm 
locking collar. Bias compensation is by thread 
and weight, with downforce set by a calibrated 
dial and rotating counterweight.

SOUND QUALITY
Good points included a strong stable sound 
with good pitch and speed stability. The bass 
was weighty and extended with the mid mod
erate in coloration and good on detail. The tre
ble was a touch exuberant but quite well 
focused. Stereo images were well presented in 
the width dimension but lacked some measure

of depth transparency; overall it sounded a lit
tle less dynamic than top rated alternatives.

CONCLUSIONS
Undoubtedly competitive, the lower cost 316 
integrated player offers traditionally good Tho
rens engineering. Arm mass is on the low side, 
suited to some of the more delicate moving 
magnet cartridges, and is also well calibrated 
and convenient. In contrast to some of the com
petition, this player also offers a good Jab per
formance and two-speed electronic motor 
drive.

TEST RESULTS
Motor umt/mter rated player

belt-drive, subchassis, manual 
3.0kg/good 

excellent/very good 
remote transformer/plus earth

Type
Platter mass/damping 
Finish and engineering 
Type of mains connecting leads
Speed options 33/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.06%
Wowand flutter (lin peak wtd 0:2-6Hz/6.300Hz) 0.14%/0.14% 
Absolute speed error -0.5%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation <0.1%/-0.34%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 7.0 secs
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum) -74/-76d8

Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge 4.5g 
Type/mass of headshell fixed
Geometric accuracy very good
Adjustments provided height/overhang/lateral
Finish and engineering good/good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/very good/very good
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THORENS TO 160S IV
PORTFOLIO MARKETING, RIVER WALK, TONBRIDGE, KENT TN9 1 DT. TEL: (0732) 365071.

Believe it or not, the TD 160 was discontinued 
by the manufacturer back in 1983. Happily, 
however, the new distributor recognised the 
error ...

Reintroduced (not for the first time) for 
1987, the 160 is based on Thorens' classic 
sprung floating subchassis principle. A 16-pole 
synchronous motor drives an inner platter by 
flat belt, the motor pulley incorporating a slip
ping clutch to ensure smooth starting and long 
belt life. The suspension settings are preset for 
normal arms (don't think of using anything 
super-heavy or exotic). The platter and main 
bearing have been upgraded, and the base, lid 
and metalwork are all of good quality. The only 
real criticism is the (unnecessary) keyhole 
slots in sub and main platters and the con
sequently necessary thick rubber mat which 
spoils the sound to a degree.

LAB REPORT
Wow and flutter is exceptionally low, whilst 
rumble is just satisfactory, though the 
schedules didn't allow for a lot of running in 
this case, which might have helped. Acoustic 

never excites. Speed accuracy is beyond 
reproach, and combined with good inherent 
definition, the deck sounded strong and articu
late. But there is a mild softening ofimpact, and 
the bass has a mildly 'pluiTUTiy' quality, perhaps 
caused by overhang (energy storage), and 
partly curable by changing the mat to some
thing lighter and harder.

SOUND QUALITY
This is one of those straight down the middle 
products that always sounds competent yet 
feedback levels were a little high, and shock 
transmission via the feet (footfall etc) 
increased rapidly at LF. The rumble and elec
trical spectra were clean, but the disc edge 
shock test caused a rapid oscillation which 
spectrum analysis showed was a complex pat
tern of interacting effects.

CONCLUSIONS
This is a quality product, and from experience 
a consistent one that needs no specialist skills 
to set up, yet which gives much of the benefits 
of those that do. The excellent backup is

Motor Unit
Type
Platter mass/damping
Finish and engineering
Type of mains connection leads
Speed options
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtdl

manual motor unit 
3.1kg!good 

good 
2 core 

33, 45rpm 
0.05%/0.10%

Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl 0.13%/0.02%
Absolute speed error
Speed drift! hour/load variation 
Start up time to audible stabilisation 
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 
Ease of use

-0.19% 
+0.01 %/-0.51% 

4 secs
-71.5/-72.5dB 
16 x 44 x 35/9cm

Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances 
Subjective sound quality of complete system
Hum level/acoustic feedback

very good 
average 

average+
good/below average

Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance average/below average
Estimated typical purchase price £229

Disc edge mechanical shock (to 0.8 secs)

Rumble, mechanical above electrical hum

Bre akthrough acoustic (above), vibration (below)
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THORENS TD320
PORTFOLIO MARKETING, RIVER WALK, TONBRIDGE, KENT TN9 IDT. TEL: (0732) 365071.

strengths of the TD160 and offers a welcome 
advance m engineering, performance and 
finish. Competitive in their price category, this 
range of models is recommended.

TEST RESULTS
Motor umthntearated ala yer*

Type electronic, belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping 3.7kg/good
Finish and engineering excell enVvery good
Type of mains connecting leads 2 core
Speed options 33/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd sigma 2) 0.06%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6.300Hz) 0.1%/0.1% 
Absolute speed error -0.16%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation <0.1%/-0.25% 
Start-up time to audible stabilisation 8.7 secs
Rumble, DIN 8 wtd, l/R average -76d8
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear 44 x 37 x 16cm/6.5cm
Ease of use good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very good/fairly good
Typical price £320
*supplied without arm ITD321BCJ 
Reviewed by Martin Colloms.
For graph references see issue No. 40.

The TD320 is the top model in Thorens' new 
series, and is also available without arm (321). 
Following in the footsteps of B&O and Philips, 
Thorens have chosen to replace their usual coil 
spring suspension with one using flat leaf 
springs, these hung or cantilevered from the 
chassis allowing free movement. Centration 
and consistency are thus improved and the 
springs are easy to adjust from above.

The massive plinth is of solid MDF, 40mm 
thick. The section of material cut out for the 
arm mounting is used to construct a wood
based high-mass subchassis of low resonance 
properties. Arm mounting boards are inter
changeable. Thorens’ existing two-part Mazak 
platter and belt-drive has been retained, but a 
new low voltage synchronous motor has been 
fitted, fed by an electronically synthesised two 
phase power supply with the two speeds 
directly switched.

The 320 is engineered to a high standard 
with excellently toleranced main bearing and 
particularly good finish. The lid now sports 
spring loaded hinges. It proved easy to set up 
except for the restricted clearance available 
for dressing the arm cable inside the deck.

LAB REPORT
The clutch provided a judder-free start up at a 

slow 8.7 seconds. Rumble was a very low 
-76dB with no supply harmonics visible on the 
spectrogram. The new flat mat offered quite 
good platter damping with good termination of 
disc impulse energy. The suspension offered 
very good levels of vibration isolation while 
acoustic energy was also well rejected. No par

ticular emphases were detected in the fre
quency range.

Wow and flutter was a very low 0.06%. The 
separate figures for wow and flutter were well 
balanced, while speed accuracy was good, and 
slowing under load a mild 0.25%. This player 
also provided quite good resistance to shock 
though the chassis proved to be a trifle 
' whippy’ in the rotational mode.

SOUND QUALITY
Performing very well in the listening tests, the 

320 provided a stable, focused sound, with a 
feeling of substantial weight and solidity. 
Stereo images revealed fine depth and space 
while the pitch and rhythm were well main
tained. Acoustic feedback was very low, while 
the player was also not too critical of siting, a 
good sign.

CONCLUSIONS
The 320 series improves on the traditional
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THORENS TO 521
PORTFOLIO MARKETING, RIVER WALK, TONBRIDGE, KENT TN9 1 DT. TEL: (0732) 365071.

TEST RESULTS
Type manual motor unit
Platter mass/damping 3.lkglgood
Finish and engineering good/good
Type of mains connection leads transformer in plug (2 pin)
Speed options 33 , 45 , 78rpm
Wow & flutter (DIN peak Wtd/Unwtd) 0.07%/0.13% 
Wow & flutter (lin peak Wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hzl 0.03%/0.13% 
Absolute speed error +0.13% (strobe markings stationary) 
Speed drifl l hour/load variation 0.O9%/0.63%
Start up lime to audible stabilisation 7 secs
Rumble DIN B Wtd l/R -76/-77dB
Size (h x w x d)/clearance for lid rear 18 x 55 x 40/8cm 
Ease of use . good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances good
Subjective sound quality of complete system average
Hum level/acoustic feedback average/poor
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance poor/average
Estimated typical purchase price £625

Advertised as compatible with 'any disc ever 
recorded', the TD521 has a switch speed 
change between 33, 45 and 78rpm, with an 
internally illuminated stroboscope and pitch 
control for fme tuning. The generous 55cm 
width enables outsize arms to be fitted - the 12 
inch SME for example, and certainly most of 
the exotic parallel trackers too.

Armless as standard, the 521 is belt driven 
and suspended via leaf springs, the suspension 
being tuned to a relatively high frequency. The 
deck is equipped with the usual Thorens inner 
and outer platters, both with keyhole access 
slots and topped by a heavy rubber mat. The 
power supply is a small transformer combined 
with a two-pin (non-UK standard) plug.

LAB REPORT
Speed stability is exemplary. Rumble is low, the 
frequencyanalysis being clean apart from some 
minor discrete low frequency artefacts. Sus
pension isolation is quite good, though decou
pling deteriorates rather quickly at LF. Acous
tic feedback is held down well apart from a 
250Hz peak. Disc damping is excellent - gain 
had to be increased substantially for the plot as 
displayed.

SOUND QUAliTY
Sound quality is compromised by the mat and 
probably by the platter construction too. It 
clearly sounded soft and compressed by the 

standards of the price. Pitch is as accurate as 
promised, and music has real stabilitywith con
siderable midband clarity and focus. But the 
bass didn't do much, and low level listening was 
made difficult due to a lack of presence and 
clarity and the wayward LF.

CONCLUSIONS
Not competitive with other up-market turnta
bles on sound quality, the Thorens TD521 
could yet prove attractive for those who want 
to use long arms, value the 78rpm facility or 
who have outsize records to play.
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TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS 
CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The best of the turntables and tonearmsjrom 
current and past reviews.

Four arms attained a standard 
suitable for recommendation. Best 
of the lot in relation to price is the 

cheapest - the Moth arm ( £65 ), or 
Rega RB250 by another name. At 
the present time this is certainly 

the outstanding budget arm, being 
both better made, more consistent 
and better sounding than its 
peers, as well as offering more 
sophisticated construction, 
notably in the one-piece armtube 
and headshell. One obvious snag is 
that it's not height adjustable, 
though spacers are available 
optionally. More important, it has 
its own base fitting which is not 
compatible with the most widely 
used of all - the one popularised 
by Linn Products.

Going up in price, the Alphason 

Xenon (£210) - which is Linn 
compatible - impressed for its 
explicit clarity that verges on 
over-sharpness but happily never 
quite crosses the line. Like all 
Alphasons, it has moderate mass 
and there should be no problems 
interfacing it with a wide range of 
turntables and cartridges. The 
same applies equally to the 

flagship Alphason HR-lOOS 
(£359) tested here with the 
optional linear crystal silver cable 
which is also available for the 

Xenon. Again, the most obvious 
characteristic is good mid and top 

resolulion, but the HR-1 DOS does 
it better, giving a cleaner all round 
performance -better top end 
control (still occasionally in 
danger of sounding metallic), a 
more lucid and progressive mid, 
and a tighter, more integrated 
bass.

The other arms are already well 
known. The Linn Ittok (£399) was 
assessed primarily in its role as a 

partner for Linn's own LP12 

(£471) turntable.
Experience suggests that the 

LP 12and Ittok do enjoy something 
of a special relationship - 
supercompatibility ifyou like-yet 
with other turntables, the net 
should be cast a little wider. Of all 
Linn's record playing components, 
the Ittok is certainly the one that 
wears its age least well. It sounds 
almost rough at times next to 
some newer designs, the Alphason 
and the Rega amongst them, and 
its stereo qualities are shown a 

clean pair of heels by a number of 
others, not least some of the 
exotic US parallel tracking 
models. What saves the Ittok is its 
superb quality of build, its genuine 
consistency (a rare quality with 
arms generally), its practicality - 
and perhaps most important, the 
still unexcelled overall balance.

In terms of build, consistency, 
neutrality and general confidence 
building, its only peers are the 
SME designs. Specifically the 

Series IV(£675) tested onthis 
occasion must come nearer to 
offering all things to all men, albeit 
at a price, than any rival.

Of the turntables tested this 
time round, there are a few 
spectacular hits -and one or two 

spectacular misses too. The Rock 
( £350) was reassessed, this time 
in stripped down form, which is by 
far the most cost effective way to 
get this turntable running since 
the losses, compared to the top of 
the line version, are, not modest 
exactly, but not traumatic either. 
The Rock sounds, as always, lean 

and dynamic with an excellent (if 
highly individual) stereo 

presentation and superb bass. 
Some might find the top rather 
dry, yet all indications are that, 

like it or not, the Rock is 
surprisingly accurate. The 
Heybrook TT2 with arm (£528) is 
another mid-price player to make 
a hit this time. Its new Alphason 
built arm makes an excellent case 
for itself and brings some zest to 
the partnership, though how it 
would have stood up against the 

Manticore Mantra, the Linn A.ris 
or the AREBJ012 is open to 
conjecture this time around.

Other midprice turntables did 
well, helping to pin the lie about 
the dearth oftalent in this area of 

the market. The Thorens TD 160 
(£229) makes a welcome return, 
thanks to the efforts of their new 
UK distributor. I only wish 
Thorens would make some of the 
improvements that are now long 
overdue. Warmly recommended 

anyway, as is the Michell Synchro 
(£235) which really looks too 
pretty to be any good, butwhich in 
fact performs both tricks well.The 
Michell is a particularly good 
match to the Regas.

At the bottom end of the 

market. But the established 
revolution has taken place since 
Ariston unveiled their very 
promising new low cost integrated 

Q-Deck ( £140 ), and market leader 
Dual changed horses from the 505 

to the 503-1 (£125). Of the two, 
the Ariston is easily the better 
sounding, but the Dual is still a fine 
budget buy and will be much more 
widely available. Also 
recommended is the RotelRP-830 

(£160), which is competent if 
undistinguished - and ironically is 
nowone of the finest turntables 
now made in the Far East. By 
default of course ...

Switching finally to the cream, 

the Alphason Sonata (£695) joins 
established leaders like the Linn 

LP12 and the Roksan Xe1:res 
( £595) at the top end of the 
market. But. the established 
models haven't stood still either. 
The Linn has been improved in 
minor respects, and has also 
acquired a new cartridge, the 
Troika (£546), which is easily 
their most convincing MC yet, and 
by today's standards tolerably 
s ensibly priced. The whole Linn 
record playing system sounds 
better balanced, more poised and 
more articulate than eyer before. 
But the Roksan Xe1:res has also 
improyed drastically in a number 
of key areas (including finish, 
which is now little short of 

amazing), and at the end of 1987 is 
arguably better at resolying 
midband information off disc than 
any other. It's also happy working 
with arms the Linn doesn't like 
(some parallel trackers, the Regas 
and SMEs ...). In the author's 
opinion though the Roksan//llok 
combination is not a happy one.

The Alphason Sonata is new 
and yet to proye its long term 
worth, but the HR-JOOS tonearm 
has properties roughly 
complementary to the others, the 
motor unit countering a slight 
dryness in arm balance that 
combines a truly solid, articulate 
bottom end with excellent 
dynamics and resolution. Not as 
subtle as the Roksan, or as 
polished as the Linn maybe, but 
definitely one to watch.

The following Best Buy and 
Recommended turntables and 
tonearms combine findings from 

the latest reyiews (Alyin Gold plus 
PM on SME) with those from 
preyious editions (Martin 
Colloms ). Further details may be 

found in Tile Direc/or.IJ.

TURNTABLES BEST BUYS
NAD 5120 £90
Technics SLDD33 £110
Rega Pla 110 r 2 . £135
Ariston Q Drck £140
Thorens TD166 Il £179
Rega Planar 3 £188
Syst.emdek Ilfl h £199
Ariston RD60 £219
Acoustic Research EB10I £220
Logic Tempu/Dat urn 11 from £240 
Manticore lvla 11/ra £300/£330
Linn A.ris £313

RECOMMENDED
Technics SLBD22 £90
Dual CS 503-1 £125
Technics SLQD33 £140
Rotel RP830 £160
Thorens TD316 £219
Thorens TD160S Mk IV £225
Michell Sy 11cil m £235
Thorens TD320 £319
Elite Rock £350
Systemdek IV £448
Heybrook TT2 with arm £528
Pink Triangle PT TOO
Roksan Xe1:res £595
Alphason Sollulul

HR-JOOSMCS £1,054
Linn Sondeck LP121 

l!tuk/Tmiku £1.416
Zarathustra Soliloquy £! ,995
Audio Labor Kons/anl £2,560

TONEARMS BEST BUYS
Moth ’ £65
Rega RB300 £90
Linn LV Plus £129

RECOMMENDED
Logic Dat11111 !I £119
Alphason Delta £165
Alphason Xe11o11 £210
Logic Da/11111 S £230
Kusma £349
Alphason HR1 DOS £359
Linn !Uuk L VJJ £399
Helius Orion 2 £490
Well Tempered Arm £545
SME Series IV £675
Eminent Technology £960
SME Series V £1,138
Airtangent £1,698
Goldmund T3F Arm £3,850
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The World's 
Reference 

Record Player

the Xerxes 
""B'f JCcksan



Xerxes is the most creative and interesting turntable to emerge for some years.
Martin Colloms
HiFi Choice Collection 1987

With three ofthe finest turntables in the world to compete against (the Oracle fated with an 
SME Series V, the Linn fitted with an Ittok, and the SOTAfitted with an old Alphason ...), 
the Xerxes appeared to have its work cut out. In the event, its superiority was clear from the 
outset. It wasn’t that it did any individual thing better than the others; no, it did everything 
better.
Stereophile Vol. 9 No. 3

... so you can finish an evening’s listening wondering why anybody would want to invent 
Compact Disc. The second big thing in its favour is that it boogies.
HiFi Answers

... Roksan’s demonstration. I have simply never heard a more exciting, natural, convincing 
portraya/ of favoured recordings in my life. Period.
Kent Bansford
HiFi Heretic USA

Xerxes is an information retriever ofthe highest order and its musical coherence is exemplary. 
It has first class pitch and timing stability and delivers music with a 'master tape’ like feel of 
security .. .IT REAL/X IS THAT GOOD.
Malcolm Steward
HiFi Review

... quite sincerely, the extent to which the Roksan Xerxes outperformed my reference on this 
number was staggering ... You don’t have to be one ofthe world’s five or ten top thinkers to 
realise that 'the reference’ record player I refer to above is the Linn Sondek.
Art Dudley
HiFi Heretic USA

... (our reference turntables - Elite Rock and Micro SX 555 F'^VW) are now replaced. Their 
job is immediately taken over by the fascinating and realistic Xerxes.
Martin Doll
Stereoplay

It is not easy to decide if the Xerxes is one ofthe very few to reproduce music correctly, or that 
so many other do it wrong.
I have never heard better reproduction of these recordings.
Gotz Wilimzig
Das Ohr

The Xerxes is available in seven real wood finishes.

Cambyses aan. Xerxes r^ord player. Omtec amplifiers. Darius loudspeakers. 
Xerxes table. Amplifier table. Robertson Audio. Orange Audio. Bryston.

Roksan Engineering Ltd, The Tummill, 63 Clerkenwell Road, London EClR 5BH



. . . the chance to sell possibly the best 
UK-made turntable of all.
Alvin Gold
New HiFi Sound

ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO 
(0272) 264975
65 Park Street, Bristol BS1 5PB
ACOUSTIC ARTS (0923) 245250 
101 St Albans Road, Watford, 
Hertfordshire
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO (021) 742 0254 
93/95 Hobs Moat Road, Solihull, 
West Midlands
THE AUDIO FILE (0279) 506576
40 Hockerill Street, Bishop's Stortford, 
Herts CM23 2DW
BETTER HIFI (051) 227 5007
16 Cook Street, Liverpool L2 9RF
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO (0925) 61212
29 Gaskell Street, Stockton Heath, 
Warrington WA4 2UN

THE CORNFILAKEE SHOP LIMITED 
01-631 0472
37 Windmill Street, London W1P 1HH
THE HIFI PEOPLE (0733) 41755
42 Cowgate, Peterborough PE1 1NA
IN HIFI (031) 225 8854
63 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2JG
JOHN CHAPMAN HIFI LIMITED 
(0202) 570307
3 Plassey Crescent, Bournemouth, 
Dorset Bn10 5JS

LE SET LIMITED 01-581 3138
115 Fulham Road, London SW3 6RL
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS LIMITED 
(0709) 370666
2 Westgate, Rotherham, Yorkshire
S60 lAP
THE MUSIC ROOM (061) 8351366
50 Bridge Street, Manchester M3
THE MUSIC ROOM (041) 248 7221 
221 St Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5QY
PHOTOCRAFT HIFI (0233) 24441/2
40 High Street, Ashford, Kent
THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY 
(0962) 61703
64 Eastgate Street, Winchester, 
Hampshire S023 8DZ

PRECISION AUDIO CONSULEANTS
(0472) 6980I5
41 Crewe Hill Avenue, Cleethorpes, 
South Humberside DN35 8DE
RAYLEIGH HIFI (0268) 779762/747571
44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex
RAYLEIGH HIFI (0245) 265245 
216 Moulsham Street, On-the-Parkway, 
Chelmsford, Essex
SELECTIVE AUDIO (0943) 467 689
The Forge Cottage, 19 Crossgate, Otley, 
W. Yorks LS21 1AA
SOUND ADVICE (0509) 218254
The Sound Factory, Duke Street, 
Loughborough LE11 1ED
SOUND APPROACH (0603) 622833 
161 Unthank Road, Norwich, Norfolk 
NR2 2PG
THE SOUND ORGANISATION LIMITED 
01-403 3088/2255
1 Cathedral Street, London Bridge, 
London SE1
SOUNDWAVES (0703) 899131
1 Holbury Drove Precinct, Holbury, 
Hampshire S04 1PW
SPALDING ELECTRICAL LIMITED 
01-6541231/2040
352/354 Lower Addiscombe Road, 
Croydon, Surrey CRO 7AF
STEREO SHOWCASE (041) 332 5012 
98 Bath Street, Glasgow G2 2EN
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO (0223) 68305
41 Victoria Road, Cambridge
SUSSEX AUDIO (04446) 42336 
163/165 Church Road, Burgess Hill, 
Sussex
WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO (0905) 58046 
158 Ombersley Road, Worcester
WR3 7HA
ZEUS AUDIO (08687) 67935
18 Castle Caulfield Road, Donagmore, 
Dungannon, Northern Ireland
ZEUS AUDIO (0232) 332522
Unit 6, Donaldson & Little's Shopping 
Precinct, Hope Street, Belfast



A BREATH OF FRESH SOUND

Heybroo

rrrn

Heybrook brings a breath of fresh sound 
to your listening environment with a brilliant 

realism that's almost beyond belief. 
Savour aural excellence from an award winning 
range:of audio products; contact your 
dealer listed opposite, orsend the coupon today.

HEYBRODK

rtn HB1 LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR 1984. 1985. 1986 - WHAT HI-FI BEST BUY 1983. 1984. 1985 - HI-FI CHOICE.
HB2 RECOMMENDED 1979. 1980. 1981. 1982. 1983. 1984 - HI-FI CHOICE. "THEY POSSESS THAT EFFORTLESS SOUND DUALITY WHICH 

[JlJ WAS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE". PRACTICAL HI-FI 1980. "A CLEAR RECOMMENDATION" HI-FI NEWS 1983.

HB3 "EXCITING AND VERY DRAMATIC .WITH AN EFFORTLESSNESS AND EASE. RHYTHMS ARE WELL DEFINED AND CRISP .A 
WARMTH AND RICHNESS OF TONAL COLOUR HIGHLY INFORMATIVE EXCELLENT LEVELS OF INSTRUMENTAL SEPARATION. ANO 

DYNAMICS". PRACTICAL HI-FI 1983 "HIGH SOUND LEVELS WITHOUT ANY NOTICEABLE COMPRESSION. CONVINCING REALISM. 
ANALYTICAL SOUND REMINISCENT OF STUDIO MONITORS" HI-FI FOR PLEASURE 1984.
TT2 RECOMMENDED 1983. 1984. 1985 - HI-FI CHOICE. "IN TERMS OF PERFORMANCE THE TT2 CAN BE WELCOMED TO THE SELECT

BAND OF HIGH QUALITY UNITS". GRAMAPHONE 1984 " EXCELLENT WELL MADE. ABOVE AVERAGE PERFORMANCE" HI-FI 
ANSWERS 1983 "THE TT2 ISA SUPERIOR PRODUCT HI-FI NEWS 1984. —
HBS1 LOUDSPEAKER STAND OF THE YEAR. FEDERATION OF BRITISH AUDIO AWARDS 1984 {]

C21P2 " ONE OF THE VERY BEST COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE UNDER £1000" NEW HI-FI SOUND 1986 BETTER THAN ANY M 
EQUIVALENTLY PRICED AMPLIFIER I HAVE HEARD". HI-FI ANSWERS 1986

Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd. Estover Close. Estover Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL6 7PL Telephone (0752) 780311



CHOOSING AND USING • • 
TUNERS
Radio broadcasts comeforfree, so it makes 
sense to take advantage of them. Choosing the 
right tuner and using it properly is thefirst 
step...

Not the most glamorous of the hi-fi 
components, tuners are usually 
bought on cosmetic grounds, by 
the 40 per cent or so who choose 
to partner a previously selected 
amplifier. Years ago, people 
bought receivers instead, but 
these have fallen from favour and 
fashion.

And at least the separates 
option allows the tuner to be 
added later as a system upgrade, 
and may also allow the customer 
to choose a level of performance 
to suit his pocket and interest in 
the radio medium.

The motivation to buy a tuner 
must surely relate closely to the 
characteristics of radio 
programming in whatever 
country. And in this respect the 
UK is very wierd indeed-a bizarre 
combination of Government 
over-regulation and indecision at 
the local level alongside a national 
network widely regarded as the 
envy of the world. The result is 
certainly some of the best 
programming in the world, but 
biased in such a way that could 
only exist in a non-commercial 
operation, and leaving substantial 
gaps in the balance and depth of 
popularly-orientated 
programming.

But for those with broad or 
specifically classical music tastes, 
the BBC is one of the few services 
which continue to transmit 
substantial amounts of live 
performance, and this is a 
powerful reason for contemplating 
a significant investment in a 
decent tuner. Given a reasonably 
decent hi-fi system, radio 
transmissions of pre-recorded 
material rarely equal the quality 
obtainable by reproducing that 
same source directly in the home; 
broadcast treatment of LP discs is 
a particular travesty. Yet the live 
transmission from studio or 
concert hall, if sensitively miked 
and mixed, can produce a 
spine-chilling realism that 
transcends other sources in 
certain respects. It is a treat that 
should not be overlooked.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS 
From the hi-fi perspective, FM 
(VHF) is the only form of radio 
which is worth considering, and 

the only source of stereo 
broadcasts in the UK. But many 
programmes are only available on 
AM (Medium and Long wave) 
transmissions, so an FM-only 
tuner may need the backup of a 
common or garden transistor 
radio to cope with the BBC's 
infuriating habit of trying to 
squeeze five channels into three 
FM networks by switching and 
swapping frequency allocations. 
There is clearly a powerful 
argument for looking closely at the 
FM/AM combination tuner. But do 
not look too closely, because the 
quality of the AM sections fitted to 
most hi-fi tuners is embarassingly 
bad. The typical medium priced 
portable will probably comfortably 
outclass the hi-fi tuner's AM 
section, presumably because its 
portability requires that it works 
under a wider range of reception 
conditions.

But frankly - and rather sadly - 
AM is a dead loss for quality 
reception in Europe these days, 
simply because the airwaves are 
grossly overcrowded with 
powerful transmitters. To get 
them all in without even worse 
interference problems, the 
stations restrict the bandwidth of 
the signals they transmit, by 
rolling off most of the treble range 
well below the natural range of 
human hearing, an expediency 
which deals fidelity a fatal blow. 
Moreover, AM in the UK remains 
resolutely monophonic, without 
even that curiously random and 
intermittent luxury of FM in 
stereo provided by the BBC.

THE VITAl ElEMENT 
Nostalgia aside, we must accept 
that FM is it, and then see what is 
needed to get decent results. In 
pole position, not too surprisingly, 
comes the quality of the aerial or 
antenna. It is a common 
misconception that you only need 
a rooftop aerial if you're trying to 
pull in distant signals over difficult 
terrain. In fact you may need an 
even better aerial to get good 
results in the urban jungle than 
you do amongst the rolling 
hillsides, because of the need to 
get well above traffic and other 
electrical interference and to 
avoid the multiple reflection 

effects of nearby large buildings.
To get a decent aerial system 

needs a budget of perhaps 25 per 
cent of the cost of the tuner, and 
the attentions of a skilled 
installation engineer. A knowledge 
of local terrain and transmission 
conditions is very important in 
choosing and siting the aerial, and 
it makes some sense to look for a 
radio enthusiast rather than 
someone who spends 90 per cent 
of his time pointing TV aerials at 
the local repeater. But 
programming preferences can 
also influence the selection of an 
aerial, so make sure the contractor 
is properly briefed.

The ideal aerial for tuning to 
local stations is not the ideal for 
long distance reception. The final 
choice will depend upon the range 
you wish to receive and the 
direction of the relevant 
transmitters. It may be possible to 
get adequate local signals from a 
single fixed antenna of two to four 
elements, though the disposition 
of transmitters may sometimes 
require the addition of an aerial 
rotator. Long distance reception 
needs a higher gain multi-element 
antenna, which has a 
commensurately 'tighter' 
reception beam, and a rotator will 
be that much more useful.

It is also worth pointing out that 
aerial signal has to be many times 
stronger for the tuner to produce a 
stereo rather than a mono output. 
If you want stereo radio, you do 
need a real aerial, and preferably 
not something inadequate that 
needs a booster along the cable in 
order to make the stereo beacon 
light up.

THE TUNER ITSElF 
Tuners may be very simple or 
highly complex. The bare 
necessity is an aerial connection 
and a couple of sockets for passing 
the stereo signal on to the 
amplifier, plus some sort of device 
for tuning in the stations, but the 
ingenuity of manufacturers has 
come up with all manner of 
additional facilities to enhance the 
performance or baffle the 
uninitiated. The opposite 
extremes are admirably illustrated 
by comparing two well-respected 
models which cost the best part of 

£1,000, one from the UK and the 
other from the Continent. The 
former has no apparent frills at all, 
carrying out functions like muting 
entirely automatically; the other 
gives an almost infinite number of 
options under manual or 
automatic control, with a front 
panel to rival the complexity of a 
personal computer. Both have 
their loyal adherents, yet the 
philosophical rift is so great it is 
hard to see how the purchaser of 
one would have even considered 
the other.

Tuners consist of two distinct 
sections. The 'front end' receives 
most of the attention, and is the 
part which is responsible for 
capturing the wanted signal from 
the aerial -and more important, is 
responsible for rejecting all the 
other signals coming down the 
aerial, either interference or from 
stations on other frequencies 
which are often many times more 
powerful than the wanted signal. 
The Choice tests analyse the front 
end RF performance in some 
considerable detail.

Because specialist tuners have 
traditionally been designed by 
specialist radio engineers, most of 
the attention has been lavished on 
the receiving 'front end' circuitry. 
Yet the broadcast system in the 
UK is such that most locations 
receive a reasonably strong 
transmission signal for a limited 
number of stations. UK hi-fi 
manufacturers have been busily 
getting back into the tuner market 
after years of Japanese domination 
by emphasising the superior 
sound of simple, carefully 
designed audio circuitry - in much 
the same way as they have 
creamed off some ofthe top end of 
CD player sales. The paradoxical 
result is that some of the better 
sounding tuners often have 
comparatively weak RF 
performance, but this will only 
prove a liability under abnormally 
difficult reception conditions. The 
sheer complexity of the tuner with 
exceptional RF capabilities can 
prove a handicap on basic sound 
quality. The customer has the 
option of going in either direction, 
according to his needs, 
preferences, and local signal 
conditions.
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DEFINITIVE
PERFORMER ...

Across the world the SME Series V precision 
pick-up arm is now the standard by which 
other arms are judged.

Holder of Japan's coveted Hi-Fi Component 
of the Year Award its performance is not an 
accident, its reputation not a market whim, 
but the predictable outcome of innovative 
design allied with more than a quarter of a 
century of high quality manufacturing 
experience.

Ownership of a Series V offers the serious 
audiophile or professional user deep and 
l asting satisfaction. Its development and 
many special features are described in a 
four-page colour brochure which we shall 
be happy to send you on request.

Among SME dealers specialising 
inSeriesVare:
Absolute Sound & Video ' 
Acoustic Arts V < > 
Audiocraft *
Audioscene
Audio Excellence
Audio T
Beechwood Audio
Doug Brady Hi-Fi i 
TheCornflakeShop 
Graham's Hi-Fi 
Hampshire Audio 
Harrow Audio 
Hi-Fi Care 
Hi-Fi Corner
Hi-Fi Experience . .

’ Horns of Oxford
Image Hi-Fi
James Kerr & Co. 
KJ Leisuresound 
Lmtone Audio 
Midland Hi-Fi Studio 
TheMusicRoom 
Phonograph
The Pinewood Music Company 
Radford Hi-Fi
Reading Hi-Fi Centre
Sound Organisation

'Sounds Expensive f
Spalding Electrical i

‘ Stafford Hi-Fi Studio ‘ T 
Studio 99
Subjective Audio : 
Telesonic

: Ünilet Products :
t WilmslowAudio < :
Zeus Audio,

SME Limited
Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY 
Telephone: (0903) 814321
Telex: 877808



A&R ARCAM ALPHA
A&R CAMBRIDGE LTD, DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE CB5 9PB. TEL: (0223) 861550.

Matching the ArcamA/p/w and Drlta, this is an 
analogue tuner, covering FM and AM bands. 
The 'scale and pointer’ presentation has dis
tinct advantages over a digital readout as does 
a conventional watchface over the digital equi
valent

Tuning is facilitated by a neat LED indicator 

in the indicator pointer. This emulates the traf
fic light by changing from red eia orange to 
green when a station is correctly tuned, and the 
frequency may then be held by selecting AFC 
(automatic frequency control). Radio special

ists could argue that the resolution and accu
racy of the pointer/scale is a little imprecise, 
but this will not worry the user who should in 
any case 'fine-tune' by ear. The tuning knob 
itself lacks any real flywheel action, but then 
one hardly has the right to expect this at a near 
'budget' £140. The remaining buttons select 
FM and long and medium wave AM, plus mono/ 

stereo.

SOUND QUALITY
FM sensitivity seemed fine, with decent stereo 
from around 50011V aerial input, albeit with a 
slight whistle, and fine quality stereo from ImV 
upwards. The sound quality itself was comfort
ably in the good class - less than the best but a 
fine result for the price nonetheless. It was 
described as inherently pleasant and musically- 
relaxing, if a trille bland and lacking 'air' and 

’drama'.
AM was rat her insensitive with noticeable 

background noise which restricts dynamic 
range, but had the significant aural advantage 
of being able to ’fine-tune' the tuning envelope 
away from the station centre transmission fre
quency for the best trade ofT between balance 
and dynamics: as such results were amongst 
the most acceptable from a far from inspring 
range of alternatives. At least this hi-fi tuner 
gives an AM performance to match a good 

transistor radio - and plays it through the main 
hi-fi system.

LAB REPORT
Sensitive and with good signal-to-noise ratios, 
the A/ji//{/ measured pretty respectably 
throughout. Stereo separation and harmonic 

distortion were a bit below par. and pilot tone 

reject ion dropped to —tll dll with modukition.

CONCLUSIONS
This tuner has successfully established a dis
tinctly 'British' identity, with attractively 
classic ergonomics. A modest price plus sound 
quality comfortably better than most are 

further reasons for a Best Buy.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo 311V thë
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1 kHz re!)

Mono/Stereo -68dBI-62dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 2.511V
Alternate channel selectivity 63dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 66dB/55dB
AM rejection --60dB
Capture ratio 
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

IJdB

1kHz, mono/stereo -43dB/-43dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1 OkHz 30dB/28dB/24.5dB
Output level, 100% modulation 840mV
Dimension (width, height, depth) 40 x 9.7 x 22.5cm
Typical price inc VAT
Reprinted from issue 50.

£149

A&R ARCAM DELTA
A&R CAMBRIDGE LTD. DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE CB5 9PB. TEL: (0223) 861550.

Unlike the all-analogue A/plw tested in the last 

issue the more expensive Delta has a digital 
display and features presets alongside the 
traditional analogue tuning circuitry. It is 
housed in an attractive full width low profile 
case with a well designed and easy to use front 
panel. Manual tuning uses a large flywheel- 
assisted knob.

Twelve presets are provided - 6 for FM and 
6 for AM (covering both MW and LW). Other 

front panel controls are restricted to band 
selection, AFC on/off and mono/stereo switch
ing. The tuning indicator follows traffic light 
protocol.

LAB REPORT
As one might expect, the Delta measures 
rather better than the Alpha in most respects. 
Especially in stereo, sensitivity was very good, 
and signal-to-noise ratio was fine. There was 

little cause for complaint with any of the other 

measurements, although alternate channel 
selectivity was below average and the adequate 
stereo separation could have been better. The 
muting threshold was set a little too low in our 
opinion, and a mild rolloff was present in the 
treble, just IdB clown at 13kHz.

SOUND QUALITY
With a near silent background, free from spuri
ous whistles and the like, Delta delivered a 
lively sound which was considered a most com
petent copy of the original source, allowing for 
transmission losses. A slight loss of t rei> le 
'sparkle' was evident, but the mid range showed 
pleasing ambience and depth, and the sound 
was considered robust and clear throughout 
the frequency range. The soundstage was wide 
and well-focused, and the sound as a whole was 
imbued with musical drive and pace.

AM reception was outstanding compared 
with usual standards, and the sound quality 

ranking was high. The front end showed good 
dynamic range, and the sound was clearer, bet
ter balanced and less coloured than usual. The 
combination of good results for hot h AM and 

FM put the Arcam Delta in a strong position.

CONCLUSIONS
Whereas the cheaperAIphu sounded good, the 

Delta certainly provides worthwhile improve

ments. Quiet backgrounds from 5U011V input 
and upwards and better than average noise at 

I OIJ11V nwan it is a sensit ive model. The AM 
sound was quit e out standing considering the 

limitations of lhi‘ medium. In all this is a high 

performance (design that deserves si rong 

recommendat ion.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM!lkHz re!)

2.611VI1811V

Mono/Stereo 75dB/68dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level l5fJ.V
Alternate channel selectivity 50dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 65dB/57dB
AM rejection 64dB
Capture ratio 
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

l.5dB

1kHz, mono/stereo -54dB/-53dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz 35dBi35dB/32dB
Output level, 100% modulation 510mV
Channel balance. stereo O.ldB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 43 x 6.0 x 29.5cm
Typical price inc VAT £260111-1'1 CJIOICE m I'EilRl'c\J{Y UJHH



CREEK CAS 3140
§| CREEK AUDIO SYSTEMS, 2 BELLEVUE ROAD, FRIERNIBARNET, LONDON N11_3ES. TEL: (01) 368 4425. 
B 
co

CONClUSIONS
The Creek 3140 emerges as a true front rank 
performer with excellent ergonomics and 
audiophile sound quality, all at a near budget 
price - clearly a strong Best Buy amongst sepa
rate tuners, albeit with the minor handicap of 
covering FM only.

TEST RESUlTS
Matching the 4040 in presentation, the £140 
FM-only 3140 has some nice touches in the 
black wooden sleeve made up into a quality 
case with rounded front edges. The tuned fre
quency is displayed on a large green digital fre
quency readout, alongside a decent sized 
flywheel-assisted tuning knob.

A row of four pushbuttons provide useful 
functions, some rarely found on such a low cost 
model, including 'narrow/wide' and ‘local/DX’ 
to optimise reception for short or long range 
reception, plus mono/stereo and AFC on/off. 
The fact that the stereo beacon glows green 
over a switch labelled mono is a touch idiosyn
cratic, but a useful centre-tune indicator is also 
fitted.

SOUND QUALITY
Sensitivity was very good, with very low noise 
stereo available from a modest 500JLV aerial 
input, and with added flexibility through the

narrow/wide feature. The sound quality was 
very well received, rating very good and show
ing many of the favourable characteristics of 
state of the art models at far higher prices. 
There was little to criticise apart from a slight 
‘thickening’ of textures and slight rolloff 
detectable at high frequencies, but much 
praise was awarded for the clear, firm sound 
with good bass 'weight' and fine focus.

lAB REPORT
Giving fine results for sensitivity, signal-to
noise, pilot tone and AM rejection, selectivity 
and capture ratio, the RF side of this fine tuner 
is beyond reproach. On the audio side the 
response was flat enough, with a gentle low fre
quency rolloff, but distortion was only average 
and stereo separation rather below par. The 
DX/local selector had only a marginal effect. 
The output level is lower than most, so a check 
on amplifier compatibility will be worthwhile.

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio
Mono/stereo 3p.V/35p.V

Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei)
Mono/Stereo 74dB/-65dB

Muting threshold, RJ. level 4p.V
Alternate channel selectivity 100dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 66dB!lOOdB
AM rejection 66.5dB
Capture ratio L3dB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo -52dB/-52dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz 24dB!26dB/27dB
Output level, 100% modulation 233mV
Dimension (width, height, depth) 42 x 17.5 x 6.2cm
Typical price inc VAT £150
Reprmted from issue No. 50.

HARMAN KARDON TU920
HARMAN (AUDIO) LTD, MILL ST., SLOUGH, BERKS SL2 5DD. TEL: (0753) 76911.

noise the bass was clearly quite good, and the 
response was obviously more ‘open’ than usual.

CONClUSIONS
High quality sound is prerequisite for a design 
at this price level but the HK did not really 
make the grade on either AM or FM bands, 
even though the lab performance was fine.

The TU920 is a smartly styled, digitally synthe
sised quartz-locked tuner. Sixteen presets for 
AM or FM stations are provided via 9 keys 
grouped together on the left of the central fre
quency display, the signal strength LEDs and 
tune indicator.

Tuning can be either automatic, or manual 
via the large rotary switch at the right end of 
the panel, which springs back to the centre 
position when released. Also of interest is an 
'active tracking' function whose circuitry is 
designed to reduce interference from adjacent 
stations; this should only be used if interfer
ence is experienced.

lAB REPORT
Sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio were both 
considered good, but the muting threshold was 
set too low at 13JLV. Active tracking had little 
effect on the alternate channel selectivity, 
which measured exceptionally well inany case, 

but it worsened the measured capture ratio 
from a moderate 3dB to 8.5dB.

AM rejection was good, but pilot tone rejec
tion was only average. Distortion measure
ments were fine but stereo separation deterior
ated with increasing frequency to a mediocre 
22dB at 1OkHz. Frequency response was flat up 
to 10kHz and then exhibited a IdB bump, trail
ing off again above 20kHz.

SOUND QUALITY
This upmarket model did not perform to the 
anticipated standard. Sound quality rated only 
' average’. Pleasant in overall character, it was 
also considered a bit ‘flat’ and lacking in 'life', 
clarity and ambience. Violin tone seemed on 
the thin side, while the bass lacked punch and 
dynamic drive. Improved stereo depth would 
also have helped matters.

AM was rated poorer than average due to 
'birdies’ and whistles. However, through this

TEST RESUlTS
Mono/stereo 3t),u.V/33/xV

Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1 kHz rei)

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/Stereo 72dB/66dB
Muting threshold, RJ. level 13n/V
Alternate channel selectivity 80dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 33dB/52dB
AM rejection 66dB
Capture ratio 3dB (8.5dB active)
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo -48dB/-48dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz 4ldB!26dBI22dB
Output level, 100% modulation 828mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.29dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 44.3 x 6.8 x 36cm
Typical price inc VAT £299
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HITACHI FT-MD5500
HITACHI SALES (UK) LTD. HITACHI HOUSE, STATION RD., HAVES, MIDDX UB3 4DR. TEL: (01) 848 8787.

This model was above average on the AM 
band. Noise levels were lower than usual and 
the sound was fairly open and clean, with 
noticeable freedom from the usual awful whis
tles. The AM front end had a good dynamic 
range and handled a wide range of signal levels.

CONCLUSIONS

This is a midi sized version of the established, 
full-width Hitachi advanced AM/FM digital 
tuner design tested a year ago; complete with 
real wood side panels, it looks and feels more 
substantial than the majority. An impressive 
range of features includes choice of bandwidth 
for both the RF (single/double) and the IF 
stages (narrow/wide) to optimise signal cap
ture, and auto-quieting to improve SIN. These 
can either be set manually or via thenewFCCS 
(field condition computer system), and may be 
programmed into the 16 AM or FM memory 
presets. The display has 'flags' for everything, 
and can be switched between frequency and 
signal level (displayed in ldB steps). Tuning is 
automatic or manual and stereo/mono may be 
switched manually.

LAB REPORT
The Hitachi produced a good set of results, 
complicated somewhat by the wide range of

alternative modes available. The tuner was 
sensitive and displayed good signal-to-noise 
ratios throughout. Muting thresholds and pilot 
tone rejection were fine, but AM rejection 
could be improved. Alternate channel selectiv
ity and capture ratio are dependent on the set
tings and measured as expected. Frequency_ 
response exhibited a very slight treble rolloff 
above 8kHz.

SOUND QUALITY
This powerful tuner achieved very quiet stereo 
backgrounds at decent signal strengths, with 
really clean audio above 500^ V and good 'bir
die' rejection. The FM sound quality was close 
to the best in the report, providing very good 
treble clarity and purity, well detailed and with 
a strong bass, plus a well-focused midrange. 
Some slight 'boxy' midrange congestion was 
noticeable on complex passages. Stereo images 
were wide and stable.

This fairly expensive upmarket tuner proved to 
be a sophisticated performer, with a sound 
quality to match its 'computer intelligent' 
automatic reception controls. Highly versatile 
with a station strength indicator of Ox quality, 
this model would appeal to a station-seeking 
radio enthusiast yet also delivers genuine hi-fi 
quality.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo 1.9P-VI221J-V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei)

Mono/Stereo 75dB/68dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level single 8.5, double 12/J-V
Alternate channel selectivity wide 27, narrow 74dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz -65dB/-100dB

AM rejection 53dB
Capture ratio 1.5dB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 

1kHz, mono/stereo typically -69dB/-67dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz 67dB/64dB/50dB
Output level, 100% modulation 1225mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.1dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 37 x 8.5 x 28cm
Typical price inc VAT £230

JVC FK-11 00
JVC (UK)' LTD, ELDONWALL TRADING ESTATE, 12 PRIESTLEY WAY, STAPLES CORNER, LONDON NW2. TEL: (01) 450 3282.

We had some problems with our first FK-11 00 
sample which was considered poor on audition 
and returned weak stereo separation on the 
test bench. The second sample proved much 
better and is hopefully more representative.

This fully featured digital AM/FM tuner 
offers many microprocessor-aided functions, 
including preset tuning for 40(!) stations each 
of which can be named (up to 6 characters), as 
well as the more conventional manual tune and 
auto seek. When preset stations are selected, 
the chosen name appears on a display which 
can also be switched to indicate signal strength 
up to a max of lOOdB. There is a choice of RF 
sensitivity, IF bandwidth, and two aerial inputs. 
A QSC (quiet slope control) circuit reduces 
noise on low strength signals, automatically 
switching off if signal strength rises. Another 
feature is the compu-link control system which 
provides central remote control when con
nected in compatible JVC systems.

LAB REPORT
Good performance is available in all respects, 
many of our measurements depending on the 
optional manual settings. The 1100 was fairly 
sensitive on the OX setting, while 'local' pro
vided sensible attenuation. Rejection of pilot 
tones and AM signals was reasonably good, and 
the signal-to-noise, alternate channel selectiv
ity and capture ratio figures are respectable. 
Distortion and stereo separation show no 
cause for complaint, and the frequency 
response was flat up to -ldB at 15kHz.

SOUND QUALITY
Just making the 'good' class, this sophisticated 
model needed extensive auditioning due to the 
variety of alternative settings, several of which 
subtly altered the sound quality. The audibility 
of low level 'birdies’ at signal strengths below 
ImV is one weakness which could have been 

better for the money. The 1100 provided dis
tinctly good bass - tighter and deeper than 
usual - while the overall character was good, 
though the stereo soundstage showed a mild 
loss ofwidth and depth. Transients were mildly 
dulled, and the midrange could have been a lit
tle more transparent.

The AM performance was rated below aver
age, with a 'slurred' treble, a muffled effect, and 
some audible high pitched heterodyne whistles 
in the background.

CONCLUSIONS
Although this tuner has some interesting lux
ury features, it did not deliver sufficient lab or 
listening room performance to qualify for 
recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB'signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/stereo (OX) 29pV!401J-V (local) 201J-V/2001J-V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei)

Mono/Stereo 75dB/66dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 15/19/J-V local; L51J-V OX
Alternate channel selectivity 68dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 50dB/70dB
AM rejection ' 60dB
Capture ratio 1.5d8 wide; 5.5dB narrow
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo -65dB/-58dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kflzi1DkHz 47dB/40dB/28dB
Output level, 100% modulation 1131mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.04d8
Dimension (width, height, depth) 43.5 X 10 X 28.5cm
Typical price inc VAT £355
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216 Moulsham Street, On-the-Parkway44a High Street

GheliKsfoFÙ
Tel: 0245-265245

REGA PLANAR 3 TURNTABLE
LINN K9 CARTRIDGE
CREEK CAS 4040 AMPLIFIER
ROYD CONISTON R SPEAKERS

£345.00 
£258.00 
£272.00

TOTAL £875.00

£188.00 
£69.00

£145.00 
£149.00

TOTAL £551.00

£471.00 
£399.00 
£546.00 
£425.00 
£391.00 
£966.00 

£1099.00
TOTAL £4297.00

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE - 36 MONTHS @ £33.79 
(£7.80 PER WEEK)

OR
FOR LIMITED PERIOD ONLV 

DETAILS ON REQUEST

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE - 36 MONTHS @ £21.27 
(£4.91 PER WEEK)

Visit either of our superb showrooms and discuss your 
requirements with our enthusiastic and knowledgeable staff 

who will be pleased to tailor a system to suit YOU

Rayleigh Hi-Fi
Rateigli

Tel: 0268-779762
747571

CHOOSE YOUR HIGH QUALITY SYSTEM

OPTIONAL EXTRAS: 
CREEK CAS 3140 TUNER 
DENON DRM-07 CASSETTE

£149.00 
£139.00

LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE
LINN ITTOK LV2 TONEARM 
LINN TROIKA CARTRIDGE 
NAIM NAG 32-5 PRE-AMP 
NAIM HI-CAP POWER SUPPLY 
NAIM NAP 250 POWER AMP 
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS (PR.)

LINN AXIS TURNTABLE 
WITH BASIK PLUS ARM & CART
NAIM NAIT AMPLIFIER
LINN KAN LOUDSPEAKERS

HIGH QUALITY HI-FI FROM:-
A&R *AUDIOLAB * BEYER * BLQ * CREEK* 

GYRUS * CELESBON * DENON * DNM *DUAL * 
EPOS * GALE * GRACE * HEYBROOK * 

INCA TECH * ION SYSTEMS * KOETSU * 
LINN PRODUCTS * MANTRA *MISSION * 
MONITOR AUDIO * MORDAUNT SHORT* 

MUSICAL FIDELITY* NAD * NAIM AUDIO * 
NAKAMICHI * ONKYO * QED * QUAD * REGA * 

REVOX * REVOLVER * ROGERS * ROKSAN * 
ROTEL * ROYD * SUPEX * SYSTEMDEK *

* YAMAHA * 
*SPECIAL OFFER: * BRING IN (OR JUST MENTION) 

THIS ADVERTISEMENT FOR FREE SPEAKER 
STANDS, PLUS FREE SPEAKER LEADS AND 

PLUGS FOR ABOVE SYSTEMS

0O/ FINANCE 
/O AVAILABLE

* NEW ARRIVALS *
ROKSAN TURNTABLE, NEW MISSION CYRUS RANGE 

AND MISSION MECHANIC TONEARM

3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SYSTEMS
— 1 ° . " . _ _ ________ _.-.'-.' FULL FINANCE FACILITIES AVAILABLE — DETAILS ON REQUEST - APR 26.5%



MUSICAL FIDELITY Tl
MUSICAL FIDELITY LTD. UNIT 16, OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON RD., WEMBLEY HA9 ONO. TEL: (01) 900 2999.

The Tl isan analogue, manual FM-only tuner styled to match the Al amp and other family members. The tuning dial set low on the front panel is recessed and cannot be viewed clearly from above. That aside,the dial was reasonably attractive and well calibrated. The unit is easy to operate with only a tuning knob and on/off switch visible. The 4 x 3 LED matrix tuning/sig- nal strength meter is set alongside the dial with the stereo indicator light. The centre (green) LEDs indicate signal strength and the outer (red) LEDs direct towards centre tune.The back panel has the aerial socket plus two sets of phono outputs,one fixed and the other variable by an adjacent volume control.
LAB REPORTThe T1 mutes early atanRF level of 1401-lV on stereo signals, precluding measurement of stereo sensitivity for a lower 50dB signal-tonoise ratio; mono sensitivity was good.

Ultimate signal-to-noise ratios were respectable and most of the other measured results were rated as good. The only weakness on our sample was alternate channel selectivity, but this was deemed satisfactory even so. The frequency response exhibited a treble lift above 5kHz peaking !dB up to 12kHz before falling rapidly beyond 15kHz.
SOUND QUALITYThe Tl scored highly on sound quality, rating the best in the new test group by a short head. Providing a close copy of the original sound source, it sounded more like a good preamplifier than a tuner,with a high level of clarity and transparency, and a lively, open midrange with no perceptible loss of dynamic drive. (Tuners often tend to sound slower and more confused than the original source.) Marginally bass 'light',and with a hint of excess treble, this tuner delivered large stereo sound

stages,with considerable width,depth and fine focus.Aside from some reception interference problems with a nearly CB transmitter,the Tl delivered quiet backgrounds, especially at higher signal strengths above 5mV.
CONCLUSIONSThis tuner requires a healthy input signal from a good aerial for the best performance,where- upon it can deliver a top class sound with very low distortion, good separation and low noise levels and so justify its highish price. If you do not mind the ergonomics and the need for an eye level site to see the tuningindicator clearly, it may be strongly recommended.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo 51-lV/see text
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei) 

Mono/Stereo (1mVJ 73dB/63dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 1401-lV
Alternate channel selectivity 53dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 59dB/63dB
AM rejection 56dB
Capture ratio USdB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 

1kHz, mono/stereo -67dB/-68dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz 43dB/42dB/41dB
Output level, 100% modulation 57!mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.04dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 41 x 6.1 x 25cm
Typical price inc VAT £299

MERIDIAN 204
BOOTHROYD STUART, 13 CLIFTON RD., HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE18 7EJ. TEL: (0480) 57339.

This FM-only tuner, designed and styled to complement the rest of the Meridian range fits in perfectly with their modular 207 system. Each unit has a small frontal area, being only 16cm wide but making up for this in depth. The black glass front panels have yellow lettering and glowing function buttons - well executed and stylish but possibly not to everyone's taste.A clock and timer are part of the package,so the digital display has several functions which are selected as required. Flags are also provided for stereo and tune. Tuning is manual or automatic, and there are six station presets. The only other front panel control is a mono/ stereo button. The back panel has the normal aerial and audio sockets together with DIN sockets to take the Meridian control bus. The latter wil eventually allow this tuner/timer to participate in a 'round the house' remote control system alongside the CD player and active lovdspeakers.

LAB REPORTFrequency response was perfectly flat up to 15kHz, with a droop of less than 0.5dB at 20kHz. Pilot tone and AM rejection were both good,distortion was low and stereo separation reasonable. Alternate channel selectivity and capture ratio were satisfactory and the muting threshold was set to a sensible 301-lV. The unit demonstrated adequate sensitivity,but the sig- nal-to-noise ratio can only be considered below par. Output was quite healthy at 780mV and channel balance measured an accurate 0.09d8.
SOUND QUALITYThis tuner's RF performance was a little below par in requiring signal levels above 1mV to clear minor 'birdie' tones from the audio out- put,and even then it did not provide a particularly quiet background,which was borne out by the lab tests.

l{ated a little above average for overall sound quality, this is rather unexceptional considering the high price. The midrange seemed a little dominant with some congestion on more complex program,while the treble could have done with more 'air' and 'sparkle'. Bass impact was 'softened' while the upper bass was considered a little 'boxy'. Stereo images were well focused with good width, but depth was impaired.
CONCLUSIONSThis interesting 'system' tuner did not offer quiet enough backgrounds or a high enough standard of sound quality to be recommended as a standalone player at its highish price.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo 7.5pW30f.LV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei) 

Mono/Stereo 63dB/57dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 30f.LV
Alternate channel selectivity 56dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 53dB/>70dB
AM rejection 65dB
Capture ratio 2.75dB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 

1kHz, mono/stereo -60dB/-59dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz 40dB/31dB/25dB
Output level, 100% modulation 780mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.09dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 16 x 9.5 x 32cm
Typical price inc VAT £405Hl-FI CHOICIO m FEBRUARY 1988

7.5pW30f.LV


Stockists of:
A&R, Aiwa, AR, Ariston, Audio Lab, b &W, 
Celestion, Dean, Denon, Dual, Exposure, Gale, 
Heybrook, Hitachi, Inca Tech, KEF, Linn, Logic, 
Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Mission, Monitor 

■ Audio, Myst, NAD, Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver,
Revox, Rock, Rogers, Rotel, Ruark, Tannoy, 
Wharfdale, Yamaha.

GOODS SENT CARRIAGE FREE 
(Stands excepted)

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 TEL: 01-607 2296/2148
Access, Visa cards accepted. Two Year Guarantee.
Worldwide Exoort a soecialitv. Ask fora Quotation.



MARANTZ ST-351
MARANTZ AUDIO (UK) LTD. 15-16 SAXON WAY IND. EST., MOOR LANE, HARMONDSWORTH. MIDDX UB7 OLW. TEL: (01) 897 6633.

The mid-priced ST-35L is a full size MW/LW/ FM digital synthesis model with only the basic functions expected from a tuner of this type. These include auto/manual search, 16 presets for FM stations and 8 for AM, plus signal strength and stereo indicator lights. The styling is a little different from normal, the display centrally sited on the lower half of the front panel, the indicator lights on either side and the majority of controls on the right.An AM loop aerial is provided, plus sockets and connectors for normal external aerials.
LAB REPORTFrequency response is ruler Oat up to 15kHz and both stereo and mono sensitivity was good. Signal-to-noise ratio was fine, alternate channel selectivity was excellent, but the 3.5dB capture ratio is a little below par. The muting threshold was set too low, pilot tone rejection was adequate, and AM rejection was consi

dered very good. Total harmonic distortion and stereo separation were just satisfactory, output levels were usefully on the high side, while channel balance was good.
SOUND QUALITYThe sound quality of a mid-priced unit should be better than budget models, but this was not the case. Our FM rating was rather below average, while the AM sound was really poor. The 
'35 delivered nice quiet FM stereo backgrounds from ImV upwards, but the treble was 'spitchy' and sibilant on vocals, the upper mid could show some 'brittleness' on occasion, and some congestion of fine detail was apparent at lower mid frequencies. The bass betrayed a hint of 'boom', and although the stereo staging was quite good, there could have been more depth.AM reception was not particularly sensitive and showed a below average ability to deal with 

a wide range of signal strengths. Too many heterodyne whistles were present, together with a hissy background and a thick 'ringing' tonal quality - distinctly unpleasant.
CONCLUSIONSAlthough the measured performance of this tuner was pretty good, the sound quality was just satisfactory on FM and degraded to 'poor' on AM, so recommendation is hardly appropriate.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/stereo 4JJ.Vi35JJ.V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei)

Mono/Stereo 74dB/67dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 6.7JJ.V
Alternate channel selectivity 80dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz -42dB/-47dB
AM rejection 68dB
Capture ratio 3.5dB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo -46dB/-42dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz 30d8!27dB/25dB
Output level, 100% modulation 1230mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.17dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 42 x 69 x 29cm
Typical price inc VAT £160

NAIM NAT 01
NAIM AUDIO LTD., SOUTHAMPTON ROAD, SALISBURY SP1 2LN. TEL: (0722) 332266. *

The £1,098 two-box NATOI follows the usual Nairn tradition of simplicity first and foremost, and a minimum of user adjustment. The power supply contains only a switch in preparation for any additional tuning modules, and so may be sited out of the way for the time being. The tuner itself just has a single large knob and a digital frequency display, backed up by two indicator lights, though the tuning itself uses analogue varicaps, unusually with a tuning head made by Nairn Audio themselves. Though lacking presets, the tuning knob has a fine traditional Oywheel action.Most of the necessary functions like stereo/ mono switching are performed automatically. The lower indicator arrow comes on to indicate signal, while the upper is added when the tuner switches to stereo, while the frequency display itself brightens perceptibly when the station is precisely tuned.

LAB REPORTThe NATOJ performed most satisfactorily on the lab tests. The frequency response was fiat up to around 1OkHz, then beginning an initially gradual roll-off ( -2dB at 15kHz).The various RF measurements indicated a high quality carefully aligned 'front end', entirely effective at capturing wanted and rejecting unwanted aerial input and showing evidence of careful quality control. The automatic muting threshold is set a little higher than most, so this is clearly not a tuner for those who wish to explore the airwaves and pull in weak, distant stations.
SOUND QUALITYThere may be better sounding tuners around somewhere in the world, but we have yet to hear one. The sound is recognisably 'Nairn-like', but NATO I provides an unusually transparent 

window onto the broadcasting studio. This can be something of a two-edged sword: one is sometimes ' discomforted by the generally mediocre quality of much recorded music output, but when a real live broadcast comes along the difference is immediately, spine-tinglingly obvious - even if the music isn't to taste, it is difficult not to stay tuned. And radio drama takes on a dynamic realism quite devoid of the artificiality that most tuners seem to introduce.
CONCLUSIONSClearly meriting recommendation, the crucial question will then be whether or not., radio programming rates an expenditure of £1,098.

TEST RESULTS

HITI Cl IOICEllil FEll!Wi\llY I !ISH

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio
Mono/stereo

Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei)
7JJ.VI70JJ.V

Mono/Stereo 72dB/66dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 55JJ.V
Alternate channel selectivity -66dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz -54dB/-76d8
AM rejection -73d8
Capture ratio 
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

2.3d8

1kHz, mono/stereo -50dB/-60dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz 35dB/37dB/35dB
Output level, 100% modulation 200mV
Channel balance, stereo -002dB
Dimensions (w x d x h) (21 x 36 x 85) x 2cm
Typical price inc VAT
First reviewed: The Collection 1981

£l,098



NAKAMICHI ST-7E
NAKAMICHI B&W (UK) LTD, MARLBOROUGH ROAD, CHURCHILL IND. EST., LANCING, WEST SUSSEX. TEL: (0903) 750750.

Individualistically styled, with a tuning knob (almost extinct on Japanese digital tuners) to the right and the presets to the left of a central display, this is an upmarket digital tuner with all the normal functions (16 AM/FM presets etc.) plus some more unusual and useful ones. Most interesting is probably the Schotz noise reduction system which provides an effective increase in tuner sensitivity for stereo reception. It is possible to switch between two FM aerials, and the signal strength threshold to which the auto tune facility responds can also be selected. The meter can be set to 'signal' (signal strength) or 'multipath' (level of multipath interference), and the audio output level can be controlled individually for each channel.
LAB REPORTThis tuner measured very well on the whole. Sensitivity was very good especially when the Schotz circuit was in operation. Signal-to-noise 

ratio, alternate channel selectivity, pilot tone rejection and AM rejection were all very good. Capture ratio was less inspiring and the muting . threshold was set to an extremely low 0.25p,V. Harmonic distortion was rather higher than expected, and channel separation only adeauate.
SOUND QUALITYThe Schotz circuitry complicates the issue here, since it provides a remarkable improvement in fidelity with low signal strengths, effectively extending the range and sensitivity of the model by a considerable degree. However, this is achieved with some loss in quality at normal signal strengths.Rated good for FM sound quality, and exceptional on low level signals ( eg 25-200p,V), the Nakamichi showed nicely quiet backgrounds with a generally neutral and dynamic copy of the original source. Louder more complex mus- 

’ ical sections could, however, have been clearer in the upper midbanmd. Stereo images were good on the whole, but depth, rated just 'good', could have been better with a model at this high price level.AM rated rather above average, with a more open character than usual and with a clean sounding passband. Backgrounds were relatively hiss- and whistle-free, while RF signal handling was also above average.
CONCLUSIONSIn measurement terms the Nakamichi was not exceptional, though the Schotz did provide a powerful improvement on weak signals. As such, this tuner is something of a special case.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50d8 signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/stereo l.2J-LVII2J-LV (35J-LV without Schotz)
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/IkHz rei)

Mono/Stereo 78d8/70d8
Muting threshold, R.F. level 0.25J-LV
Alternate channel selectivity 75d8
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 87d8/89d8
AM rejection 72d8
Capture ratio 2.7d8
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 

1kHz, mono/stereo -44d8/-42d8
Stereo separation, 1kHz/SkHz/1OkHz 40dB/32dB/27dB
Output level, 100% modulation 2230mV (max)
Channel balance, stereo 0.16d8
Dimension (width, height, depth) 43.5 x 7.3 x 33.5cm
Typical price inc VAT £750

NIKKO NT-540
NIKKO UK, 150 REGENT STREET, LONDON WIR 5FA. TEL: (01) 439 6288.

Nikko may be a new name to some, but they are a long established Japanese brand that used to be available in the UK until a few years ago, and have now decided to have another go. This black, slimline AM/FM (no LW) digital tuner is unobtrusively styled to match their amplifiers, but will not look out of place in other systems.All the usual functions are provided: 8 FM and 8 AM presets, manual or auto scan tuning, plus auto stereo reception. The centrally located display provides the necessary frequency information and the number of the preset selected, and there are also flags for tuning mode, stereo, waveband, and memory. The back panel carries screw terminals for 300ohm and 75ohm FM plus AM aerial inputs, along with phono audio outputs.
LAB REPORTThough this one was not of the more sensitive designs, it should prove adequate enough in 

the domestic environment, and the signal-tonoise ratio was quite good given a reasonable signal level. The muting level was set too low and alternate channel selectivity was just adequate. The frequency response curve was flat above 200Hz but showed some bass rolloff, being 1dB down at 50Hz and 3dB down at 20Hz. All the other measured results were very good.
SOUND QUALITYThis modestly priced tuner gave a reasonably quiet background at higher aerial strengths, but some 'birdies' were audible below 4mV input, and these had become chronic by lOOp,V in stereo mode. FM audio quality was moderately 'muffled', with some lack of treble definition and precision. This tuner was not very good at conveying the atmosphere and drama of a performance, and stereo depth was impaired. Some coloration was evident as a degree of midrange 'congestion' and a 'wiry' 

string tone. Stereo focus lacked stability, particularly in the treble.The AM band was considered fairly pleasant, albeit rather 'thick' and dull sounding. The RF dynamic range and sensitivity were quite good, while whistle suppression was good, contrasting with the FM result.
CONCLUSIONSModestly priced, this Nikko performed respectably on measurement. However, the sound quality was rather unexceptional - indeed below average on FM - and the suppression of odd whistles should have been better at lower aerial signal strengths.

TEST RESULTS
Mono/stereo 4.5J-LV/80J-LV

Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/lkHz rei)

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/Stereo 78d8/66d8
Muting threshold, R.F. level 12J-LV
Alternate channel selectivity 55dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 6ld8170d8
AM rejection 69d8
Capture ratio L6d8
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo -60d8/-60d8
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz 5ld8/47d8/44d8
Output level, 100% modulation 570mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.04d8
Dimension (width, height, depth) 44 x 5.0 x 28.0cm
Typical price inc VAT £154
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ONIX BWOl
ONIX AUDIO, 18 SYDNEY ST., BRIGHTON BN1 4EN. TEL: (0273) 674555.

This tuner comes from a small British amplifier company which has been established for a few years now, though this is the first of their products to be reviewed inHi-Fi Choice. The unit is both attractive and different from most, being narrow but higher and much deeper than the run of the mill - clear influence of Cyrus and Nairn. FM only, and ergonomically simple, tuning is performed manually by a large knob on the right, while the one on the left has three switch positions - 'auto muting, wide bandwidth', 'wide bandwidth no muting', and 'narrow bandwidth' to optimise selectivity for strong and weaker stations. AFC strength on the narrow setting can also be adjusted by means of an internal control.The aerial socket is on the back panel, alongside a switch which attenuates input front end by lOdB for high aerial signal strengths.

lAB REPORTThis is a sensitive tuner when switched to high gain mode. Stereo automatically mutes before a 50dB signal-to-noise ratio is reached so no equivalent sensitivity results for stereo could 
he taken. Signal-to-noise ratio was fine in both stereo and mono, and pilot tone rejection was good. On 'auto' and link settings the alternate channel selectivity was poor, improving on the narrow setting.

SOUND QUAliTYThe original on-hoard power supply expired, so the S Ifill SOAP accessory power unit was brought into service. In its best fidelity reception mode the ON IX tuner rateel just a little above average. Some 'birdit>s' were evident below lmV RF input which offsets tlw value of its good sensitivity.The general sound quality was more than 

satisfactory. but the full stereo depth potential was not achieved. The tonal balance had a 'lighter texture than the original. with some 'fierceness’ or •glare' in the upper midrange. It also seemed a touch bass light and mildly dulled.
CONClUSIONSThe ONIX delivered a good lab performance and offered worthwhile reception versatility, but its considerable cost did not appear to be reflected in corresponding fidelity advantages.

TEST RESUlTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo 2.5p.V/see text
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz reil

Mono/Stereo 72dB/66dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 8p.V
Alternate channel selectivity 48dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 63dB/70dB
AM rejection 56 .OdB
Capture ratio (not measureable) <IdB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 

1kHz, mono/stereo -60dB/-50dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz 40dB/38dB/35dB
Output level, 100% modulation 230mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.06dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 230 x 7.3 x 42.0cm
Typical price inc VAT £360; SOAP power supply £159

PIONEER F-551L
PIONEER HIGH FIDELITY GB LTD., FIELD WAY, GREENFORD, MIDDZ UB6 BUZ. TEL; (01) 575 5757.

This is the cheapest of Pioneer's current standalone tuners, but this does not mean it has an inadequate specification. The L denotes the British version of this tuner, equipped with long as well as medium wave AM alongside FM.Well styled and convenient to use, the 551 has no fewer than 24 preset memories for FM and AM stations. As well as the normal facilities, a switchable CCTS (computer controlled tuning system) causes an internal microprocessor to provide optimum tuning automatically for the received station. The frequency display can also be changed to show signal strength.
lAB REPORTThis unit returned a fine set of test figures. RF performance was very good, and signal-tonoise ratio was especially good with a stereo signal. The muting threshold was set a little low to be useful, and both pilot tones and 38kHz 

sidebands could have been better suppressed. Frequency response exhibited a slight treble lift above 2kHz, rising gradually to +l).'idB ;tt 15kHz, but no complaints can be made when price is taken into account.
SOUND QUAliTYDespite some minor criticisms. tlw general view was that this budget tuner delivered fine FM sound, making a good match for till' original source. The minor weaknesses included a 'softened' bass, very mild sibilant exaggeration in the treble, and a liltle 't hinning’ and 'lightening' in the midband. The stereo soundstage was nicely placed in terms nfiYidt h and focus, albeit with a small loss nf depth. Stereo backgrounds were quiet and noticeably free from 'birdies' or stray whistles, even at lower signal strengths. In fact, solid, quiet stereo was available from 500p.V upwards.

AM sounded muffled but was less 'heavv' than average, and fairly well balanced tonally. Coloration and distortion were moderate, and the overall result was about avE'rage for this waveband.
CONClUSIONSThE' lab pE'rfonnance IYas fine.11'ith thE' modest pilot tone rejectinn tiffset by excellent sensitivity and freedom from ’whistles’. The sound was average on AM. which is still good for the price, and the FM sound quality was way above average. Fine value for money indicates a 'best buy' raring.

TEST RESUlTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz 

Mono/Stereo
Muting threshold. R.F. level
Alternate channel selectivity
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz
AM rejection
Capture ratio
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 

1kHz. mono/stereo
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz
Output level, 100% modulation
Channel balance, stereo 
Dimension (width, height, depth) 
Typical price inc VAT

2p.V/20p.V 
rei)

70dB/69dB 
Bp.V 
60dB

29dB/44dB 
66dB 

2.5dB

-50dB/-50dB 
48dB/38dB/32dB 

690mV 
0.02dB

42 x 6.5 x 22cm 
£100
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The Radford Renaissance 
range of Valve Amplifiers

For wer 25 years, Radford valve 
amplifiers have been held In the 
highest regard by enthusia s and 
music loveers worldwide. Even today, 
many vintage examples are In use- 
a ‘glowing’ tribute to the Radford 
name.

With Arthur Radford’s blessing, 
Woodside Electronics have Intro
duced the Renaissance range.

Hand bullt to the highest 
standards these now amps. 
Incorporate much of today's thinking

Manufactured aFo dovet^rs, unRar 
licence by:

Woodside
Electronics

Kimberley Raad, Clevedon, Avon. 
BS21 ve. Telephone: 0272 8n611.

. on circuit layout and use the latest 
high specification components to 
bring performance right up to date.

The Renaissance range Includes 
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25 
50 watt stereo and M 75 75 watt mono 
amplifiers.

For full specifications and colour

USA & Conaddian d^il^^n:

Utereel .Aubin f!R^urkding
P.O. Box 147, n23 Yonge Street, 
Oide Thanhill Village. Ontario, 
Canada L3T3NI.
Telephone: (416) 731-9708.

leaflet, post the coupon or contact 
your Radford dealer today.

"The STA 25 generates a generous and 
precise soundstage with genuine 
aud/ophlle standards of Imagery and 
dyn amies. Hi-Fi Choice, The Collection u.

"Internal construction Is some of the finest 
I've seen In any valve amp, regardless of 
vintage or country of origin."

HI-FI News, U.K. May 87. 
"Perhaps the strongest points of the 
Radford Renaissance Is If's bass - 
surprisingly good for a tube power amp." 

Stereophlle, U.S.A. September 87.Fo RADFORD" _________ , 
Please send full details of the Radford

1 Renaissance valve amplifier with dealer 1
■ list to:- 1

I Name: _

I Address:

I---------
Tel:

I 
1 
I

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS LTD.

Roksan Xerxes in stock along with a selection ofthe 
world's finest turntables and audio equipment.

:!

Also in Stock:-
Mission Cyrus, Rogers, Manticore, Acoustic Research, 
Rote!, Exposure, Musical Fidelity, Denon, Sansui, 
NAD, KEF, Cambridge Audio, Stax, Nakamichi, 

Robertson Audio.

Service, Advice, Integrity ... 
Ring for a Demo.

9 Westgate, Rotherham 
Telephone: 0709 370666

All Major Credit Cards

ide, Bromham, Bedford MK43 8NE 
Tel. Oakley (02302) 3048

DIO • CONCEPT

Consultant, MILAN, call to arrange an appointment, evenings and weekends inclusive

THE GIANT KILLER IS BACK

Albarry Music M408 Series 11

Also M1008 series 11 ( 100 WPC) 
Available On Demonstration

Other products Stocked
Kuzma, Excalibur, Moth, Eminent Technology, Syncro, 
Mantra, Elite Rock, Audiolabor, Sonographe SD1, 
Nagaoka A-1 C.D. Infinity, Helius Chameleon, Rogers, 
Minimax, Copland Pre/Power, Amadeus Gold/Silver, 
Conrad-Johnson, van den Hul Cartridges, Cables and 
Interconnect, Tiffany, Foundation Audio, SoundSink, 
RockBed, Target + many other quality audio components.

Credit and 0% available S.T.A.
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION ON 

APPROPRIATE PRODUCTS
In every instance call for information, quotation and appointment



ROTEL RT830A1
ROTEL HI-FI, 25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR. TEL: (0908) 317707.

This the simpler of two Rote! tuners currently available is a straightforward 3-waveband analogue unit. Cleanly styled, tuning is only manual, but none the worse for that. Facilities are not numerous, but the normal band switching and mono/stereo button is accompanied by an AM high frequency filter which cuts down background noise. At the right end of the tuning dial a stereo LED sits above a row of signal strength LEDs. A loop AM aerial fits neatly on the back of the tuner, alongside a 75ohm aerial socket and the normal phono audio output.
lAB REPORTThe tuner is difficult to criticise because the measured performance was very good for a budget unit. Minor niggles include a muting threshold which is set to low,just adequate AM rejection figures, a pilot tone only 40dB down, and less than ideal stereo separation. The other results are all very good, with some close to the 

state of the art. For example, frequency response is ruler flat from 20Hz to above 15kHz - one of the best in this group. Harmonic distortion is quite low too.
SOUND QUAliTYDespite its modest price, this Rote! scored well above average on sound quality and proved pretty sensitive to weak stations into the bargain. Quieting was complete at above 250J.LV and both mono and stereo background noise levels were low. Compared with the norm, the Rote! had a neutral, sweet midrange, punchy dynamic bass and clean clear treble. Large stereo images showed good depth, width and focus, though the clarity on more complex higher modulation passages in the mid register was mildly compromised - loud transients lost some 'attack' and 'speed'.On AM it returned an above average result, clearer and more open than most, and pleas

antly balanced from the frequency response or tonal viewpoint. Backgrounds were reasonably quiet, but the handling of higher RF signal levels could have been improved.
CONClUSIONSThis tuner returned a substantially good all round performance, especially in terms of sensitivity and distortion. The sound quality was very good for the price on both AM and FM bands, so it clearly deserves a Best Buy rating; who would be without FM stereo at this kind of price?

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/stereo 4.5n/V/45n/V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/lkHz rei)

Mono/Stereo 74dB/65dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 2n/V
Alternate channel selectivity 74dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 40.5dB/50dB
AM rejection 46dB
Capture ratio . USdB
Total harmonic distortion at lOO% mod,
' 1kHz, mono/stereo -65dB/-63dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz 36dB/33dB/30dB
Output level, 100% modulation 725mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.12dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 44.5 x 6.6 x 30.2cm
Typical price inc VAT £110

SONY 500ES
SONY UK LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDX. TEL: (0784) 67000.

In our last tuner tests, the 500ES’ more expensive 700 stablemate was very well liked. The 500 is also a digital synthesiser design, has very similar styling and equally good finish and substantial build, but lacks some of the 700's facilities.Ten presets are provided for AM and FM, along with three modes of tuning - manual, automatic, and sweep. (The latter scans the FM band pausing at each receivable station for a few seconds in turn.) A calibration tone for setting tape record levels ref 100% modulation, plus the normal muting on/off button.
LAB REPORTThis unit provided a fine set of test results, some of which were even better than its more expensive relative. There is very little to criticise, but I suppose the capture ratio could have been better and the 38kHz sidebands better suppressed. However, although the frequency 

response was flat through the midband, it rolls off early, measuring -1dB at 10kHz and a full -5dB at 15kHz. The stereo mute level might also have been set at a higher level than 6gV.
SOUND QUAliTYThis tuner rated a disappointing below average on both AM and FM bands. FM colorations included a noticeably dulled upper treble, which removed the air and delicacy in that range. The upper mid was considered a touch 'brittle' and 'wiry' sounding, with a hardened 'cuppy' effect on vocals. The bass, however, was firm and extended. Stereo images seemed rather flat, with a noticeable loss of depth. Minor 'birdies' were evident at aerial inputs below 1mV.The AM sound was moderately aggressive and lacking in bass, though quite good on mid clarity and detail. AM also proved quite sensitive, and better than usual on low level signals.

CONClUSIONSBoth the AM and FM sound quality were suspect, while the lab results were not perfect either - for example, the treble rolloff was rather surprising. Despite the good results achieved by the Best Buy ST700ES, the cheaper 500 shows distinct room for improvement.
TEST RESUlTS

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio
Mono/stereo 25JJ-VI25JJ-V

Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei)
Mono/Stereo 74dB/68dB

Muting threshold, R.F. level 6JJ-V
Alternate channel selectivity 74dB
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz 68dB/82dB
AM rejection 69dB
Capture ratio 2.5dB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo -63dB/-65dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz 56dB/46dB/42dB 
Output level, 100% modulation 540mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.02dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 43 x 8.7 x 34cm 
Typical price inc VAT £200
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SONY ST-S 700ES
SONY UK LTD., SONY HOUSE, SPUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. TEL: (0784) 67000.

This £300 upmarket 'ES' tuner is the top current Sony model available in the UK. Described as 'direct comparator', it is larger than most, solidly built and finely finished. This quartz digital synthesiser design covers FM and medium and long wave AM, with 10 preset switches plus 'manual' and computer controlled electronic tuning.' A feature is the wide/narrow IF option which helps get the best performance from locaVdis- tant stations respectively. Pushbuttons and knobs select auto muting/mode plus a variety of tuning and programming functions such as 'scan'. However, the signal strength meter is rather more decorative than functional, using 10 segments to display five levels, with full saturation at a low 100ftV.
SOUND QUAliTYFM sensitivity seemed subjectively very good, adequate for good stereo by 200ftV and solid 

above 500ftV aerial signal, with noticeably quiet backgrounds compared with the norm. The sound quality too is very good indeed, with excellent stereo focus and width, fine resolution at low and high frequencies, and an even, smooth overall balance, perhaps a touch on the bright side compared with other leading references. Coloration was negligible, but a slight softening of impact was queried by one listener.The AM reception was competent and the tuning indicator worked well. Backgrounds were again unusually quiet, and the sound quality was pretty decent, particularly in the bass, though the 'corner' of the HF rolloff seemed audible as a slightly 'quacky' coloration.
LAB REPORT
An outstanding set of performance measurements serve as a worthwhile benchmark 

against which lesser models may be compared, with signal-to-noise ratios particularly excellent. The normaVnarrow tuning 'window' proved effective in operation, with appropriate advantages and disadvantages showing up in the figures.
CONCLUSIONSThis is a first class tuner in every respect including FM sound quality, with above average AM reception. Though it is more expensive than average it shows what a basic Japanese IC package can achieve by intelligent engineering and a little relaxation of tight budgetry constraints, and fully merits recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo 2.6/36/J-V (3/39/J-V narrow)
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz rei)

Mono/Stereo -82dB/-75dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 4/J-V
Alternate channel selectivity 7ldB (83dB narrow) 

Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz -73dB/-93dB
AM rejection 7ldB
Capture ratio L8d8 (2.6d8 narrow)
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo -70dB/-65dB
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz 54dB/42dB/37dB
Output level, 100% modulation 570mV
Channel balance, stereo —0.02dB
Typical price inc VAT £300
Reprinted from issue No. 50.

TANDBERG 3001 A
ORTOFON UK, DENMARK HOUSE, HAVISTOCK IND. EST., RUSCOMBE, TWYFORD, BERKS. TEL: (0734) 343621.

This is an expensive and beautifully made FM tuner with a host of useful facilities conventionally styled to complement Tandberg's established amplifiers. Analogue tuning dial it may have, but Tandberg have also provided 8 presets and a digital programme display. A superb wide-range analogue signal strength meter sits alongside a useful and accurately centred needle type tuning meter on the left of the front panel. Other facilities include a switchable noise cancelling circuit, automatic frequency control, variable muting level, and selectable bandwidth. On the back panel, along with the 75ohm aerial socket, are detector output, FM multipath outputs, fixed audio out, a variable. audio output - and even switchable de-emphasis.
LAB REPORTIn general the figures speak for themselves - all very good. The tuner is very sensitive and 

extremely quiet in all modes, with excellent pilot tone and AM rejection. Compared with the very best, alternate channel selectivity and capture ratio could have been improved on the optimum fidelity setting, but even so these are still good and user selectable. As expected, distortion declined from very good to satisfactory as the IF bandwidth was reduced. Stereo separation was also good, and the output level was very healthy. Frequency response was perfect.
SOUND QUAliTYCovering the FM band only, this tuner rated 'good' for sound quality on its optimum fidelity setting (wide IF). It was slightly worse on 'medium' and clearly worse on 'narrow', though this setting did provide a pretty spectacular station capture ability on distant weak signals.Quieting was superb above lOOftV input, bettering our modulation system with near silence in the absence of music. From a critical 

standpoint there was some loss of 'flow' and 'drive' in the bass, while the slightly 'shut-in', mildly 'congested' midrange also sounded slightly 'electronic'. In other respects it was fine, demonstrating big stereo soundstages and quite decent depth and ambience. ' 
CONCLUSIONSRivaling the world's finest for build quality, finish and design, this state of the art Tandberg approached but didn't quite make the front line for sound quality. Nevertheless, as a station seeker it gives top notch performance, and is recommended for the enthusiast suffering from poor reception conditions.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/stereo L2^VIl4^V narrow (L5^VIl7!J.V wide)
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz reil

Mono/Stereo >80dB/>80dB
Muting threshold, R.F. level 6/J-V (variable)
Alternate channel selectivity

wide 22d8; normal 69d8; narrow 80d8
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz >—70dBi>—70dB
AM rejection >-70dB
Capture ratio LO, 2.5, 9dB (wide, normal, narrow)
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz, mono/stereo wide —72dB/—69d8
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/1OkHz wide 43dB/42dB/4ldB
Output level, 100% modulation fixed 2310mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.07dB
Dimension (width, height, depth) 43.5 x 8.3 x 35cm 
Typical price inc VAT £1.295
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This full-width slimline digital tuner differs slightly from others in having a backlit LCD display. Both manual and automatic tuning facilities are provided, and a quartz-lock indicator lights when tuned precisely to an FM or AM station.Sixteen presets can be tuned either automatically or manually; on automatic, presets 1 to 16 are programmable for FM, or 9 to 16 for AM and 13 to 16 for LW. On switch-on the tuner automatically selects the station last received. The back panel has the normal AM and FM aerial facilities, provision for the loop 
AM antenna provided, and connections to allow an external timer to be used.
LAB REPORTGenerally competent, this unit neither excelled nor was particularly deficient in any area. Sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio were quite good, but muting threshold could have been set 

higher and neither alternate channel selectivity nor pilot tone rejection will win any prizes. However, AM rejection was very good, distortion figures were fine, and the stereo separation was more than satisfactory. Frequency response measurements showed a slight high frequency rise above 5kHz, peaking 1dB at 15kHz.
SOUND QUALITYSlight 'birdies' were present below 500^V, clearing to a decently quiet background by 1mV of aerial input. Judged to be pleasant sounding and rating above average, the audio was clear and open, with an essentially neutral character. Stereo images were sharply focused, with good width but only average depth and ambience, the sound lacking that final 'see- through' quality. The treble was pure and free from sibilant emphasis, while the bass was considered deep and firm.

The AM band sounded pretty awful, rating 'poor'. The sound was unduly thick and coloured, and despite the narrow filtered bandwidth it was plagued by heterodyne whistles.
CONCLUSIONSNot particularly cheap for its modest specification, nevertheless the lab performance was quite good and the visual display was liked. FM sound quality is about right for the price, but the AM is clearly an afterthought. A decision to purchase may well depend on the importance or otherwise of the AM band.

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio 

Mono/stereo
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz 

Mono/Stereo
Muting threshold, R.F. level
Alternate channel selectivity
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz
AM rejection
Capture ratio
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod, 

1kHz, mono/stereo
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz
Output level, 100% modulation
Channel balance, stereo
Dimension (width, height, depth)
Typical price inc VAT

3AM36JLV 
rei)

68d8/65d8
2.2^V 

55d8 
-39d8/45d8 

78d8 
2.5d8

-64d8/-67d8 
47d8/44d8/37dB

595mV 
0.42d8 

43 x 6.4 x 23.5cm 
£156

YAMAHA TX-1400
YAMAHA ELECTRONICS UK LTD, YAMAHA HOUSE, 200 RICKMANSWORTH ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS WD1 7JS. TEL: (0923) 33166.

sounded 'thick' and 'honky', with no bass or treble, and noisy, ‘whistly’ backgrounds; furthermore, it wasn't very sensitive.
CONCLUSIONSProviding attractive ergonomics with solid FM lab and listening test performance, this budget model was let down by poor AM results, though some may consider this inconsequential.This attractive, well finished, satin-black tuner complements the Yamaha amplifiers in both style and build quality. Like most Japanese models it uses digital synthesis, with 16 presets on 9 buttons covering the 3 bands. Auto or manual tuning modes are available. The red display on the left contains the signal strength meter, stereo flag, preset number selected, and the band and frequency in use.The back panel has spring clip connections for both AM and FM aerials instead of the normal co-ax socket, but audio output is conventional, via phono sockets.

LAB REPORTThis unit was sensitive, reaching 50dB signal- to-noise from a 22gV stereo signal; good ultimate signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 67dB were available at higher signal levels. Parameters such as stereo separation, distortion, AM rejection and alternate channel selectivity all 

met or exceeded the expected standard. Capture ratio and pilot tone rejection could have been better, but in practice are still reasonable. Frequency response was within 0.5dB throughout the audio band to 15kHz.
SOUND QUALITYAnother fine budget tuner, the L400 achieved a 'good' rating for FM sound quality. Full quieting was obtained by 500^V, by which time the 'birdies' had flown away and a decently quiet stereo background was achieved. Described as firm, 'open' and lively, this tuner showed pleasing clarity throughout the range, particularly in the treble. The midrange sounded uncoloured, and the bass was clean if very slightly lacking in weight. Stereo images were fairly wide, well focused, and showed quite good depth.However, AM did sound pretty awful. Rated well below average, and really only usable for information rather than entertainments, it

TEST RESULTS
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio

Mono/stereo 2.2JLVI22JLV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM/1kHz reil

Mono/Stereo 72d8/68d8
Muting threshold, R.F. level 14JLV
Alternate channel selectivity 66d8
Pilot tone rejection, 19kHz/38kHz -3ld8/50d8
AM rejection 62d8
Capture ratio 2.8dB
Total harmonic distortion at 100% mod,

1kHz. mono/stereo -60d8/-56dii
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz 50d8/46d8/41.5d8
Output level, 100% modulation 525mV
Channel balance, stereo 0.03d8
Dimension (width, height, depth) 43.5 x 72 x 23.5cm
Typical price inc VAT £130
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RELAX IN ONE OF OUR SUPERB
DEMONSTRATION ROOMS & 
COMPLETE YOUR MISSION.

The full range of MISSION products are always available for you to audition in any of 
our showrooms.

HI-FI EXPERIENCE are stockists for over 40 of the top Hi-Fi manufacturers. So if you 
are looking for a system or just one item let HI-FI EXPERIENCE help you with your 
selection.

Demonstration rooms can be booked or just call in.

e Hi-Fi Experience at Alfred Place 32/34 Alfred Place, Store Street, London WC1 E7PD Tel. No: (01) 6314917
e Hi-Fi Experience in Camden 2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1 OJH Tel. No: (01) 388 1202
e Hi-Fi Experience in Leamington Spa 49 Park Street, Leamington Spa, Warks Tel. No: (0926) 881500
ALSO AT:
e 227 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P OHX Tel: (01) 580 3535 
e Erricks, Rawson Square, Bradford BD1 3JR Tel: (0274) 309266

L~J : I
ULTIMATE IN 

SOUND ADVICE



TUNERS:
BESTBUYSAND
RECOMMENDATIONS

TUNERS 
TECH TALK

BEST BUYSThese offer exceptional value and a good all round performance, especially on FM stereo.Pioneer 551L (£100) This well equipped digitally controlled model is a fine all rounder at a competitive price. Rotel RT-830L (£11 0) This tuner did well on all tests and its analogue dial may well be preferred by some.Yamaha TX-L400 (£130) A good digital FM tuner,though AM sound was weak.Arcam Alpha (£150) A good FM sound with above average AM too,the dial is analogue, tuning is manual, and RF front end is good.Creek CAS 3140 (£150)This unpretentious but versatile high performance FM only model offered a top notch sound,with manual tuning.Rotel RT 850 (A) L (£160) Recently revised,this digital tuner gave fine FM sound and good lab measurements at the price.Arcam Delta (£250) Building on the strengths of the 
Alpha, the Delta performed well in all departments,combining preset analogue tuning with a digital display.Hitachi FT-MD 5500 (£250) This new 'midi' version of an established Hitachi achieved worthwhile ratings for sound quality,and offered very good sensitivity and complex but versatile automated digital facilities.Sony STS-700ES (£300) A front line digital model, this well designed tuner returned fine lab performance with very good FM sound and above average AM results.
RECOMMENDATIONS The following models are recommended on the basis of good value with the accent on improved performance in the case of the more costly models. Denon TU-717 (£100) With good measured performance for the price the TU-71 7 also rated as satisfactory on sound quality. Hitachi FT-5500 11 (£230) In its Mk !I form,this classic design scored on excellent radio performance,designed to cope with a range of reception conditions, coupled with a basically good audio quality.

Marantz ST151L (£105) This nicely styled and very well finished digital tuner gave acceptable technical results,and while best suited only to normal reception areas,did give decent sound on all bands.Mission Cyrus (£180) Rating highly on sound quality, this tuner was not so impressive on radio performance,making its potential abilities in poorer reception areas less than outstanding.Musical Fidelity T1 (£300) A very good sounding FM only analogue design, suited to higher signal strengths.Nairn NATOl (£1098) This expensive analogue/varicap model provided reference standard sound quality on FM bands,requiring a reasonably strong aerial signal.Pioneer F-55L (£110) This all-band digital synthesis model delivered a fine RF performance with acceptable • sound quality,but was poor on AM. Pioneer FX-99X (£240) This digital tuner offered exceptional radio performance suiting almost any reception conditions, along with basically good sound quality.Quad FM4 (£279) An ergonomic delight,this FM-only model has a very competent all round performance and a pleasing sound.RevoxB261 (£890)A flagship tuner,this versatile model has a wealth of facilities including auto aerial rotation. For the serious FM radio enthusiast the RF performance was excellent. Sansui TUD99X (£250) Something of a reference in 1986, the '99X delivers excellent RF performance and good sound quality on the FM band,but was rather mediocre on AM.Technics ST-500L (£100) With a thoroughly respectable RF and lab performance,the sound quality was considered acceptable for recommendation as a basic FM tuner,though AM was poor.Technics STG 45 AL (£140) A digital tuner with respectable FM stereo and a good performance all round.Technics ST-G7 (£400) Comprehensive facilities and a generally impressive level of technical performance justify a high price so this well-furnished model can again be recommended.

Extracting radio signalsfrom an overcrowded 
ether is a technology in its own right.We have assembled 16 new tuners for this review, spanning a wide price range from budget to luxury l evel. Auditioned on broadcast bands at high and low signal strengths, a more searching analysis involved simulating a transmitter by using a high performance stereo encoder/radio frequency generator. High quality disc sources were 'broadcast' directly, so the tuner's reproduction could be compared with the original, allowing for modulation losses. We also tried a range of signal strengths to investigate those annoying birdies or whistles which can plague a number of tuner designs.
LABORATORY TESTING The lab testing equipment included double RE RF generators, a modern RE encoder, and a pile of computer controlled Hewlett Packard analysers. Despite abbreviating the test programme to provide more product reviews, we aim to cover all the major aspects of tuner testing.Many tests were run at full modulation in both mono and stereo to excercise the tuner at the broadcast deviation limits. Variations in muting performance were assessed and tuners with silly, excessively noisy mute thresholds were identified.Several measurements serve to define just how well a unit tunes into a station, how strongly it locks on, and how well it rejects interference and neighbouring stations. These include AM 
rejection, which relates to multipath and amplitude types of interference - car ignition noise and the like - where results of better than 50dB are required, and up to 80dB is theoretically possible. Capture ratio indicates how well the tuner can reject a weaker, close or on-channel station (foreign interference perhaps), and here very small numbers of the order of 2dB or better are desirable, with O.SdB at the state of the art. Tuners can generate unwanted signals in or near the audio band - stereo 
multiplex tones at 19kHz and

38kHz for example - and these should be suppressed by 50dB or more to avoid interference when making tape recordings.The background noise performance of the FM system is not exceptional by today's standards and now expect a tuner to offer little of its own noise. Stereo signal-to-noise ratios of better than 65dB (CCIR ARM weighted 1kHz) are a sensible target,and many tuners now beat this handsomely. We also checked 
stereo separation in the range 100Hz to 10kHz,favouring values of 45dB or more at mid frequencies,with 35dB still considered a good result at 1OkHz.

Selectivity defines how well the tuner rejects a strong station in the alternate channel (two channels away from the wanted station). 60dB is a good result here with 80dB verging on the exceptional. Tests were made to see how quickly the tuner achieves clean,noise-free mono and stereo audio as the aerial signal strength rises; absolute 
sensitivity for a tolerable 50dB signal-to-noise ratio was noted. Finally the frequency response, 
distortion and channel balance werechecked to see how goodthe audio performance was.
AERIALSUltimately the performance of a tuner is dependent on the quality of the radio frequency signal fed to its aerial terminal. Unless you enjoy exceptionally good reception conditions where a free 'rabbit's ear' or similar ribbon aerial will give good results (and even so a proper rooftop rig will sound better-Ea), a good tuner deserves a well installed aerial. Up to £80 should be allowed, because buying a good tuner in the first place without considering its source is rather like buying a turntable with no money left over tor records'Incidentally, CD players can interfere with tuners on the AM bands,and may have to be. located away from the tuner,or switched off when AM is being used.
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CHOOSING AND 
USING ... 
HEADPHONES

ESTABLISHED IN SOUND

Headphones have not been tackled by Choice for several years, and although there have been no significant breakthroughs in the field we thought it would be interesting and worthwhile to listen to the current crop. Included in this test are twenty models: some are quite new; others are well established models such as the Stax Lambda Pro, which was used as a reference throughout.The majority are dedicated to domestic hi-fi systems, and as such are fitted with standard 6.3mm jack plugs. However, a few have 'unimatch' plugs - 3.5mm Walkman size jacks with a screw-on 6.3mm adaptor.There are a variety of different approaches to headphone design, and examples of each turn up in this group. Amongst the more expensive esoteric models, electrostatic drivers are used in square open-backed phones such as the Jecklin and Stax models. The majority of these come with some form of transformer which takes the signal initially from the speaker terminals on the amplifier. The actual speaker cables then travel from this unit 
via a bypass switch to the loudspeakers.The more down to earth models feature dynamic drivers in circular open-backed designs, such as those made by Beyer. The advantage of open backs seems to be a correspondingly open sound and a less claustrophobic feel to the music. One can also of course hear external noises and irritate people on public transport.The third category are closed-back designs, which are useful in situations where it is necessary to block out background noise.Another means of distinguishing different types is the way they sit on your head or ears. There are three styles: circumaural models enclose the ear and rest on the side of the head; supra-aural designs press on the outer ear (pinna); and intra-aural types rest inside the ear and are popular amongst users of personal stereos.Hl-Fl CHOICE Il FEBRUARY 1988

HEADPHONE LISTENING After initial familiarisation with the 'at the ear' headphone sound, I found the totally different listening experience to loudspeakers a lot more satisfactory than expected.But because of the lack of sound pressure on the body, one never gets the impression of significant volume levels, even though pressure at the ear may be quite high. In fact many manufacturers warn against listening at high levels for fear of causing permanent damage to hearing.By avoiding the variations in presentation of sound caused by different environments, headphones give a perhaps more accurate idea of what a producer intended a recording to sound like.Another obvious advantage is the ability to pump up the volume without disturbing the neighbours, the wife or the dog.
THE REVIEWSThe reviews include subjective observations on sound quality and comfort. The latter are partly based on comments from other people who lent me their ears so to speak, but the intelligent reader would do well to check his/her own personal fit before purchase. The usual Best Buy and Recommended tags are awarded where appropriate as some assessment of value for money. But perhaps more pertinent with headphones than with any other piece of equipment is the necessity to try before you buy; the comfort factor means that a pair that suits one person may be quite unsuitable for another.The equipment used for the review included: Roksan Xer:res turntables, Rega RB300 tonearm, Logic Claro Black & Goldring 

Eroica L cartridges and Nytech 
CA252 amplifier. The material used included: U2 - The Joshua 
Tree, John Martyn - Bless the Weather, ZZ Top - Afterbumer, Weather Report - Domino 
Theory and Mozart's Sinjonia 
Concertante K364.
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AUDIO TECHNICA 
ATH 909 AUDIO TECHNICA 

ATH 910
TECHNICA HOUSE, LOCKWOOD CLOSE, LEEDS
LS1i5JuTEU0532H7m

TECHNICA HOUSE, LOCKWOOD CLOSE, LEEDS LS1Í5UuTtEL (05 3 2)171441.

The ATH-909 is a recently introduced semi-open-backed model from Audio Technica. A circumaural design with soft upholstery and a reasonably wide adjustable headband, these factors combine with light weight to make a particularly comfortable headphone. The way the yolks that support the ear pieces have been designed to sit flush is quite attractive - and may also increase their chances of survival under adverse circumstances, such as being sat upon.The lead is a fairly lightweight twin cable affair that exerts no tug on the 'phones in use, and is terminated with a standard jack plug.Tonally there is a tendency to emphasise the treble, not in a bright unnattractive manner but to the extent that one's attention is drawn to hi-hats and the like. In some ways they had a better top end than the reference Lambda Pros, but lacked that model's control over the rest of the dynamic range. The bass was a bit light and there was some loss of clarity up into the midrange, although a reasonable amount of detail came through nonetheless. However, there was a distinct lack of openness to the sound that is perhaps a 

result of the semi-open back design.Fortunately, with reasonably good recordings one's ears didn't feel threatened when the gain was increased, as is the case with other models that have forward top ends. I don't think that any of the models in the test were as good as these in the treble, but the compromised mid and bass makes them hard to recommend. Unless, of course, that sort of balance is what appeals to your ears.

GENERAI DATA
Type circumaural, semi-open, dynamic
Mass 195g
Size rating large
length of cord 3m
Comfort rating fair
Sound quality rating fair
Price £54.95

At an extra ten pounds, the ATH- 
910 is very similar m appearance to the ATH-909 but with one fundamental difference - closed backs. At its simplest this means that external sounds will interfere less with your enjoyment of the music, and that very little sound escapes from the headphones into the surrounding environment, theoretically making it possible for the TV and the hi-fi to co-exist in the same room . . . and hence domestic harmony (well maybe).Comfortwise these were similar to the 909s except for a matt plastic pad covering; also they felt a little cramped on my not-so-shell- like ears.What's more important of course is the effect that this design has on the sound of the 'phones. Perhaps the most immediately obvious effect was that my foot started tapping to tracks that it had long ago become disinterested in - a remarkable feat one might say (groan).Tonally the top end was slightly forward, but not to the extreme of the 909, and the sound was fairly coherent throughout the range, if lacking the bass weight of the reference Lambdas. The one area 

where the effects of the closed- back was most noticeable was in the lack of space around instruments, giving a rather constricted feel to the music. One had to concentrate hard to sort out the musical strands being contributed by each instrument.However, the 91 Os did possess a certain rhythmic correctness that many models lacked, and were most enjoyable to listen to. After all, isn't that what reproducing music is all about? A flat response may look good on paper, but does it make you smile? As you can tell, I liked the 91 Os despite their unfashionable closed-back design, and would certainly recommend them to music lovers, if not necessarily hi-fi buffs.
GENERAI DATA

Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic
Mass 205g
Size rating large
length of cord 3m
Comfort rating fair
Sound quality rating good
Price £64.95
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BEYER DT330 MK 11 BEYER 01550
BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL EST., 
LEWES, SUSSEX BNB 6JL. TEL: (0273) 479411.

BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL EST., 
LEWES, SUSSEX BNB 6JL. TEL: (0273) 479411.

These semi-open-backed circular headphones are fairly light and comfortable, the ear pads being covered in a thin, matt black plastic with soft foam padding. In practice I found that they pressed a little hard under the ear, and could have been more comfortable with rather less pressure; it is possible they may slacken off with use, but who knows?The rest of the unit is fairly well designed and reasonably robust, with a plastic adjustable headstrap and swivelling earpieces. The lead is a straight twin-cable affair with standard jack connector.The 330s sounded reasonably good but a bit dull in character, with instruments sounding confined and slightly claustrophobic. They never offended, however, and could be used at reasonable levels without any raw edges creeping in. You could say that they have been designed to sound at least pleasant under most'circumstances, which is a more palatable option than the searing treble offered by some cheaper models.Tonally the 330s have an uncommon bass forward character, and are not particularly clean with it. Vocals on a U2 track 

seemed very muddy and unclear, to the extent that usually easily followed lyrics became difficult to make out. Treble was constrained and recessed, but one could still hear cymbal crashes. In fact if they weren't so bulky they would make suitable partners for your average personal stereo, complementing the rather top-forward nature of those beasties.Perhaps I'm being too hard on what are, after all, quite enjoyable headphones that have been well built and can convey a sense of rhythm. What's more they do have some bass.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, semi-open, dynamic
Mass 190g
Size rating large
Length of cord 2.5m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating poor
Price £45

The DT550 is a semi-open, dynamic design with a very similar outward appearance to the two other Beyer models in this review. Its model number and £69 price tag place it in between them, and so does the sound quality. From a comfort point of view the only real difference between these and the 990s is the less pleasant material used to upholster the earpads. The combination of light weight and good shape gave a good rating from the comfort panel.The 550s feature a soft adjustable headstrap, and a flat four-cable lead, terminating in an ergonomically designed 6.3mm jack. The coiled lead didn't create any noticeable tug when used in normal circumstances, though its weight could be more obvious in a standing position.Taken on their own, the 550s sound appealing and articulate, with a slightly gritty treble and 'keen' midrange. In comparison with the reference electrostatics they sounded a little muddy and unrevealing, the rolled off top end becoming more obvious.When tried at higher volumes the top end got a bit painful, and I wouldn't recommend them to 

headbangers. The semi-open design sounded reasonably spacious, and changed quite dramatically to a 'closed in' sound when I placed my hands over the outsides of the 'phones.In the context of the competition at this price level, the 550s need some improvement to warrant enthusiastic recommendation, but have good qualities and may suit some systems reasonably well.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, semi-open, dynamic
Mass 200g
Size rating large
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating good
Price £69
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BEYER DT990
BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL EST., 
LEWES, SUSSEX BNB 6JL. TEL: (0273) 479411.

JECKLIN FLOAT MODEL 
ONE

PRESENCE AUDIO, THE OLD POSTHOUSE, PLUMMERS
PLAIN, HORSHAM, W. SUSSEX. TEL: (0403) 76777.

Although designed along the same lines as the cheaper 330 model, the 990 is definitely more refined. The earpads are covered in a soft, slightly furry material, and they feel quite cosy to wear. The DT990 is a fully open-backed dynamic model with a coiled, four-cable lead that terminates in a standard 6.3mrn jack plug. In normal use the lead didn't produce any noticeable tug, and overall they were quite comfortable. As with all the Beyer models, the earpieces swivel to make best contact with the side of the head.Sonically they turned out to be both polite and interesting. While absolute dynamic range was slightly curtailed at both ends of the spectrum, what one did hear was of very good quality. Limitations were only obvious in comparison with units costing three or four times the price.The top end was quite revealing of the quality of both material and equipment, but could also sound slightly out of control, and didn't encourage me to test its loudness potential. The midrange was excellent and made a good job of reproducing the John Martynguitar and vocals track; if not picked out note 

for note, it was still pretty clear. The bass was also quite impressive, if slightly 'soft at the edges'.The 990s proved exceptionally revealing of subtleties on orchestral music, allowing the different instruments their own space, whilst retaining the coherence of the whole orchestra.As dynamic headphones go these ones are fairly good, and are worth checking out if the price suits your pocket.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, open-backed, dynamic
Mass 230g
Size rating large
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating very good
Sound quality rating very good
Price £130

Looking more like a section of a motorcycle helmet than a pair of headphones, the Float One is best not worn in public, as the female contingent of the comfort panel was reduced to fits of laughter when I put them on. Unlike other 'phones, they don't enclose the ear, but rather have a foam strip behind the ear which is the only contact with the side of the head. This avoids the often claustrophobic effect of circumaural types; in fact the aural effect is more like having small loudspeakers mounted either side of one's head.Like the other cheaper Jecklin models they are open-backed with dynamic drivers. This model has a flat lead composed of four cables, terminating in a standard jack plug, and was light enough to avoid any tug in use. Initially feeling a bit odd, they proved very comfortable in the long run because they allowed air flow around the ears and exerted little pressure on the side of the head. But they could also prove less suitable for some people as there is no size adjustment.However, the actual sound makes up for any anomalies elsewhere. The sound was very good 

indeed, and not significantly over. shadowed by the Lambda Pros like all the other under-£100 models in this test. Maintaining contact with the head itself without distorting the ears would seem to be an advantage as far as headphones are concerned.The Float One sounded very relaxed and natural, only foregoing absolute clarity and control to the Pro's. The tonal character is 'warm' with a slightly restrained top end and softened bass, plus a sense of spaciousness that puts them among the best.Basically this model defies conventional appearance in favour of sound quality, and represents very good value under any circumstances.
GENERAL DATA

Type circumaural-ish, open-backed, dynamic
Mass 480g inc. lead

Size rating very large
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating very good
Price £75
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ATOVER £100 THIS COULD

LEAVE YOU FEEL/NB A BITL/6HTHEADED
C How do we convince you and your wallet to part 
- company 'with more than a hundred pounds 

,-y: for a set of headphones?

Well, not any old headphones, you understand. 
These are a bit special (at this price they have to be!)

unique technology used to achieve the very low mass of 
the diaphragm and moving coil assembly (only 20% of 
that found on a typical competitor’s headphone), 
results in an exceptionally transient response and a 
reduction in the non-linear distortion, qualities normally 
found only in the best electrostatic headphone.

Do we tell you that the Beyer DT 990 and DT 770 
are compatible with compact disc players? Yes, but who 
doesn’t?

DT 770 DT 990

Op do we mention that you can listen to anyone 
from Mozart to McCartney, while someone else in the 
room is playing the organ? (an unlikely event, we admit, 
but you never know what turns people on).

Perhaps we could persuade you that it will go 
nicely with other status symbols, like your Porsche.

Wait a minute, though, we haven’t mentioned the 
most important thing, yet. The sound.

The DT 770 closed headphone combines the latest 
transducer technology with a unique bass reflex system. 
This achieves a superb bass response with well defined 
sound image, plus excellent pulse characteristics.

If we can blind you with science for a moment, 
here are just a few outstanding features that should 
help to convince you.

As you would expect they are both light, very 
light, and extremely comfortable.

You must hear them to appreciate their real value.

The DT 990 is an open headphone with an 
unbelievable frequency response of 5-35,000 Hz. The

beyerdynamic ))))You just can’t compare 
them to anything else, 
simply because there’s 
nothing else quite like |__________________________  

them. So get down to your Hi-Fi specialist and listen to 
the new Beyer DT 990 or DT 770.

EXCELLENCE IN SOUND

Expensive? Yes. Worthit? Yes. Every penny.

Need you hear more.

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER, CONTACT: BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LEWES, SUSSEX BN8 6JL. TELEPHONE: (0273)479411.



QUART PMB 25 11JECKLIN FLOAT 
ELECTROSTAT

PRESENCE AUDIO, THE OLD POSTHOUSE, PLUMMERS 
PLAIN, HORSHAM, WESSEX. TeT(0403H677L SOUNDTEC MARKETINGJNITJJBELFONT TRADING_ EST.jFuCM^^ 862 8DR

'’EL: (OZI) 550 7387.

BE
ST

BU
Y

Built using the same basic shell as the Model One, the Electrostat is the top model in the Jecklin range and differs from the others in using a mains powered energiser. This unit sits between the amp and speakers and features two sets of spring clip terminals to accommodate the incoming and outgoing signals. For the purposes of this listening test I used DNM single strand cable.The long (3m) fiat lead terminates in a six-pin lockable plug that fits into the energiser. It is recommended that the 'phones are left plugged in to warm up before use, and this procedure was followed. The comfort rating is the same as for the less expensive 
Mode/ Oiie - good long term comfort after initial familiarisation. Apparently the Float range was designed by a Swiss recording engineer for use in the studio, where long term comfort is an ergonomic (or even eargonomic) necessity.Sonically quite exceptional, for my money these are the best headphones in the review. Characterised by remarkable clarity and control over an impressively wide frequency range, they were more 

revealing than loudspeakers costing two or three times as much. Compared to the Lambdas the bass was much improved, and the presentation gave a significantly better impression of spaciousness, in some respects sounding quite unlike headphones. They also sounded more palatable at highish volume, and were very clean and solid.The strength of the Float models lies in the openness created by the unusual ear to driver relationship, and they would be unsuitable 
for a noisy environment. However, under normal domestic circumstances they represent the state of the art in headphone design, and as such must be recommended.

GENERAI DATA
Type circumaural-ish, open-backed. electrostatic
Mass 480g inc. lead
Size rating very large
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating excellent
Price £350

MB Quart are a German loudspeaker company whose products have recently been introduced to the UK. They also manufacture a range of six headphones and we have evaluated two pairs in this review. Despite a fairly conventional appearance, the £40 
PMB 25s feature a novel speaker suspension arrangement. Rather like an old fashioned microphone, the earphone is suspended with elastic cord from the supporting frame at four points, the idea being that the headband and frames 
remain in the same plane whilst the phones sit snugly over the ears. To be honest it doesn't seem to work that well and a swivelling earpiece would seem a more effective solution. However, with one exception the comfort ratings were 'good'.The 25s are a dynamic, open- backed design with a broad, adjustable headstrap and fairly large circumaural circular earpieces. The straight twin-cable lead terminates in a standard 6.5^ jack plug. Oddly the name Quart cannot be found on the headphones, and only the model name is printed on the headband.The tonal character could be 

called 'lower mid forward' to use the standard parlance, but I found them quite seductive and words like 'ripe' and 'full' came to mind. it was a warm yet lively sound, which I found very enjoyable after the rather dry and hi-fi-esque balances that had gone before. The 25s brought new life t.o heavily overplayed test tracks, by adding an indefinable quality of musicality. Perhaps they just matched my ears and replay equipment, but I think that there is more to it than that.If you're thinking of spending around forty or fifty quid on some headphones these should definitely appear on your shortlist.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural. open-backed. dynamic
Mass 240g

Size rating large
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating good
Price £40
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A world of difference
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£399.95
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QUART PMB 65
SOUNDTEC MARKETING, UNIT 9, BELFONTJRADING_ EST.,"mUCKLQw'hILL,'HALESOWEN,"W. MIDS B62 8DR TEl7(021755o'7387.

SENNHEISER HO 30
HAYDENLABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILLjCHALFONT StTehRjJUCkSjM 9EW._ _ _ _ _  
TEL: (0753) 888447.

At a glance, the PMB 65 Quart headphones are very similar to the cheaper 25 model, with the same unusual earphone suspension, but they differ technically in being a closed-back design. The most obvious visual difference is the wide headband which has large square holes in it, for both style and comfort.Having larger earpieces than the 25s, this model was more comfortable on me, but female members of the comfort panel rated the two quite similarly - it's a question of whether the headphones are properly functioning in a circumaural manner or not. The lead is a four- cable, coiled type with a 6.3mm jack that features finger indents for ease of use.Sonically these are quite different from the PMB 25, being a lot more serious in intent and giving a flatter frequency response. The effect of the closed backs was quite noticeable when compared, but the sound was not incoherent -it just had a close-to-the-ear feel. In fact the different strands in a piece of music seemed well spaced out in a sort of layered manner.
I Next to the Lambda Pros the Quarts sounded a little Jacking in 

clarity. However, they have a very appealing midrange, and extended fairly well to both ends of the spectrum. The strength of this model was its ability to reveal information on the disc that other, similarly priced, designs had missed, and do so in a musical rather than analytical fashion.The PMB 65s offer a good standard of musical reproduction for a closed-back design, and competes with some of the more expensive open models to boot.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, closed-backed, dynamic
Mass 245g
Size rating large
length of cord 3m
Comfort rating good

Sound quality rating good
Price £69.90

These £12.99 headphones are the cheapest in the report, and have been manufactured specifically for the personal stereo market, and I should imagine represent an upgrade on the standard models included with 'boogie packs'. They are quite attractively designed using red plastic and a thin stainless steel headband, making them lightweight and comfortable. In fact all but one of the comfort panel rated them quite highly.To suit Walkman type players the HD30s are fitted with a dual size convertible jack plug and have a short thin lead, the latter potentially a nuisance with less portable sources.A 'fizzy' subjective character tended to make music sound a little 'synthetic'. Tonally lightweight, they have difficulty in providing an accurate sonic description of the program material, but on the plus side are quite 'lively' and don't sound too 'shut in'.Taken in the context of the other less expensive models in the test, including Sennheiser's own 410 model, the HD30s don't really make the grade. Sounding rather rough around the edges, they are not the sort of 'phones that one

could describe as sonically comfortable. However, compared to the competition in the personal ■ stereo market they may well fare considerably better. We don't have a 'cheap and cheerful' rating, but if we did this one would get it.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, semi-backed, dynamic
Mass 45g
Size rating small
length of cord 1.2m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating poor
Price £12.99
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SENNHEISER HO 410 SL SENNHEISER H O 420 Sl
HAYDEN LABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN 
HILL,. CHALFONT St7'rETEr7bUCKSJSL9 9EW._ _ _ _ _  
TEL: (0753) 888447.

HAYDEN LABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE.CHILTERN HILlTcHALFONT' st. PETER, ~BuCkSSL9 9EW._ _ _ _ _  
TEL: ¡0753) 888447.

These very simple looking headphones are the less expensive brothers of the 420s also reviewed, and at £26 are the cheapest specifically domestic headphones included in the test. They feature the usual dual fit jack plug, so the less selfconscious might use them with a Walkman. They are also very light and to my ears very comfortable, with large, foam supra-aural ear pads and a strong yet flexible headband.Like the 420s they have a long straight twin-cable lead, that transmits the sound of anything knocking against it to the 'phones. But this is of no consequence in normal use: just sit still. (This may have something to do with the cables,which apparently use stainless steel wire to make them virtually unbreakable.)Sonically surprisingly good considering their modest price, in some ways they were preferred to the 420s. The strength of the 410 lies in a tight clear presentation, underlined by a slightly 'forward' top end. They are only a little bass light, and what extension there is sounded clean and tight: The problem with allowing less expensive drivers to be this revealing seems 

to be a degree of 'graininess' that can be less relaxing than 'warmer' sounding designs. However, this characteristic will be less of a nuisance with smooth, clean sources.Although a little unsubtle, the 410s represent fairly good value for money, and I wouldn't expect their limitations to be very obvious in most circumstances.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, open-backed, dynamic
Mass 82g
Size rating medium
Length of cord
Comfort rating
Sound quality rating
Price

These modern looking headphones have the yellow earpads that have become Sennheiser's trade mark. The 'high tech' injection moulded strap and 'phone backs give them a distinctly contemporary look, as well as making them very robust and light in weight. The soft earpads press quite hard against one's ears, which is initially quite nice, but after a while becomes less comfortable; this factor outweighed the lightness element in the comfort ratings.The thin, straight twin-cable lead has a dual size jack, and can be removed completely from the headphones as it is attached by small two-pin plugs. This is the case with all Sennheiser headphones, so that the lead can be replaced in case of damage, but of course the signal has to run through two extra electrical connections (the dual jack) before it reaches the drivers, which might degrade sound quality. (Then again, if tweak freaks could get hold of the small two-pin plugs, it would be possible to experiment with different cables!)The 420s sound well controlled with fair bass extension and cohe

rent presentation, giving a full and tangible quality to instruments and voices. When compared to the reference they seemed a little dull and lacking in clarity: choosing not to present a less than perfect top end, they go instead for a warm civilised balance. They will also go loud with little problem.The sound reminded me of 'seventies style Quad amplification, that was a lot smoother than the warts’n’all approach of modern amps, and is representative of one school of hi-fi enthusiasm. But to combine that sort of amplification with these headphones may result in a rather syrupy sonic concoction.These are the sort of phones that I would be hesitant about recommending to all and sundry, but they may well be just right for some ears. So try before you buy.
GENERAL DATA

Type supra-aural, open-backed, dynamic
Mass 129g
Size rating medium
Length of cord 3m

Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating good
Price £45.50
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SONY MDR-E272EXSENNHEISER HO 540REFERENCE GOLD
HAYDEN lABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHilTERN 
Hill, CHAlFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS Sl9 9EW.
TEl: (0753) 888447.

SONY UK lTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH ST., STAINES, 
” MIDDX. TEl: (0784) 6700.

Sennheiser have obviously pulled out all the stops for their top of the range 540 Gold model. A far cry from the other models in this test, the 540s feature a padded headband and gold plated metal rings around each earpiece. Perhaps the most visually impressive element is the real wood presentation box, with brass fittings and the company name in attractive gold lettering.So much for the trimmings. The 540s are a fairly large, circumaural, open-backed design that use dynamic drivers, and are the most expensive of that type in this test. Quite light in weight, absolute comfort is restricted by the pressure exerted on the head, which was a little higher than average.What is more important, however, is what do a pair of £150 dynamic headphones sound like? These ones proved very revealing and created an excellent sense of space, quite unlike any other dynamic reviewed. They prove that the type can be subtle and informative, and are only surpassed by the better electrostatics when it comes to nuance of timbre and absolute control at higher volumes. They showed up the jangly 

new strings on the John Martyn track, and revealed details that all but the electrostatics missed.The dynamic drivers had a tighter but less extended bottom end than their planar counterparts, which makes for a more punchy sound, and may suit some tastes better than others. These are very classy headphones in all respects and warrant recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, open-backed, dynamic
Mass 250g
Size rating large
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating very good
Price £150 

These miniature intra-aural earphones resemble a pair dubbed 
Nude Turbo in Japan, but for reasons that don't require explanation Sony have adopted the rather more conservative E- 272EX pseudonym for the British market. They are supposedly an upmarket version of the hearing aid lookalikes that have been adorning the ears of style conscious Walkpeople for the past year or so. They come with their own rather nifty case and gold plated 'unimatch' plug, although the Walkman-tailored 1.2m lead makes them a little impractical for the domestic equipment.Being extremely lightweight they are quite comfortable to wear for short periods, although when they are removed one's ears are glad to resume their normal shape. The lead is remarkably thin and flexible, almost as if it were made purely of plastic, and weighs next to nothing.I must admit that I was sceptical of their sonic abilities before I tried them, but was pleasantly surprised by these diminutive units. Although bass wasn't really apparent they had a nice midrange and 

reasonable treble, and were quite listenable on most types of music. I admit to avoiding material of the ear searing variety throughout the review, but in some respects the 272s proved more palatable than other more expensive 'phones in the test. They did have one irritating and unexpected foible: a degree of background amplifier noise like quiet tape hiss was apparent on all the material tried.Whilst not exactly cheap the E272s proved able performers and probably represent the best that is currently available in discreet earphones.

GENERAL DATA
Type intra-aural, 'open-air', dynamic
Mass 5.5g
Size rating very small
length of cord 1.2m
Comfort rating poor
Sound quality rating fair
Price £30
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SONY MDR-A60 SONY MDR V4
SONY UK LTD. SONY HOUSE, SOUTH ST., STAINES, MIDDX.'tEL:’(0784)’6700. SONY_UK_LTD._SONY_HOUSE.JOUTH ST._STAINES. 

MIDDX. TEL (0784) 6700.

Here we have the designer headphone. The MDR-A60 was designed by Luigi Colani and adheres to his 'bio-design philosophy'. The result is a pair of highly 'aerodynamic' lightweight headphones that house very similar looking drive units to those found in the E272 model. They fold up quite neatly and fit into a plastic holder that one can wind the fine cable around. As you wil have guessed they are specifically intended for personal stereos; although they feature the dual size 'unimatch' jack (gold plated), the short cord makes them less than ideal with stationary sources.Despite the 'designer' tag, these headphones are not particularly comfortable - in fact I found the opposite to be the case. Admittedly they weigh very little, but the way they sit in the ear with the speaker facing forward seems a bit strange. However, I've seen plenty of people wearing more down to earth versions of the same form, and the editor swears by something very similar, so they can't be that bad. Neither do they look very robust, being mostly made of thin hard plastic with a slick pearly black finish, but I guess that once 

you've reached this stage of personal stereo valhalla, you wil have learnt not to sit on your 'phones:Oddly enough they didn't sound as convincing as the E272 earphones whose drivers they appear to share. Thls is probably because of the way the sound is directed forwards rather than into the ear. Predictably devoid of anything much below the midrange, they tended to sound a bit 'small' in the manner of small transistor radios. They made plausible enough sounds, however, and were reasonably informative if a little 'thin'.

GENERAL DATA
Type intra-aural, 'open-air', dynamic
Mass 20g
Size rating very small
Length of cord L2m
Comfort rating poor
Sound quality rating poor
Price £40

A closed-back, supra-aural headphone, theMDR-V4 is a reasonably lightweight design that can be folded up and kept in the pouch supplied. They are embellished with red 'for digital' legends and are probably intended for the 
Discman portable CD players made by Sony.As on-the-ear headphones go the V-4s are reasonably comfortable and don’t press too hard. The coded lead, attached on one side only, can exert some tug if allowed to fall more than a couple of feet or hang between head and amplifier, which is a minor nuisance. The plug is what Sony call a 'unimatch' and features a standard 6.3^m jack screwed over a 3.5^ one for use with Walkman's etc. They are very nicely finished and reasonably well built, and should be able to endure moderate levels of abuse. However, having spent the required fifty quid, I expect most owners wil take reasonable care of them.Sonically I found them a little disappointing: the lower registers were rather obviously lacking, and the upper treble was a wee bit 'frayed'. One strength was the resolution of detail in the mid and 

treble, which was quite informative. But at the same time they sounded rather 'cold' and 'flat', distorting instrumental timbre to a significant degree. The tonal balance would suit a warm, bass heavy source, which is hardly how I would categorise compact disc.' That's not to say, however, thatthe 
MDR-V4s aren't enjoyable headphones with suitable material at moderate levels. It's just that they didn't stand up as well as some other models in comparison to the reference.A feature that may be of some use is portability, and the V4s wil fold into quite a neat and compact package, making them suitable for jet-setting (or train-setting) ' Walkpeople'.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic
Mass 165g
Size rating small
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating good
Sound quality rating fair
Price .£50
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SONY MOR V6 STAX SR 34
SONY UK LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTHJT.JTAINES, 
MIDDXrTEL7(0784)'67O0.

PATH GROUP PLC, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDJARK, desboroughpark'rd,'high’wycombe'bucks__ HP123Bg7tÊL7«Í494)'459981l

The MDR-V6s are larger than the other V models and have longer, oval circum-aural earpieces. These are set so that when the headband is at the top of the head the 'phones are at the right angle for one's ears, which seems to be a logical and effective system as these are reasonably comfortable headphones. However, for some ears they don't really fulfil! the circumaural precept of resting on the side of the head, being a little on the small side, and in my case resting partly on the ear.Like the V-4s they fold up to an extent, and come with a suitable carrying pouch. The coiled lead terminates in a 'unirnatch' jack which can be either 6.3mm or 3.5rnrn in diameter. The fully adjustable headband has padding and the legend 'studio monitor' emblazoned on it for maximum credibility. The whole thing is very well built and nicely finished, giving the impression of durability and quality.Though still a bit lacking in bass these are a definite improvement on the V-4s, being a lot more civilised and quite dynamic. They are revealing and able to articulate vocals and other midrange content 

quite informatively. The reproduction of electric bass guitar on the U2 track seemed quite realistic if too high in pitch, though this didn't detract from one's enjoyment. Taken on their own without comparison they work convincingly; it is only the comparison that shows them up.If you need closed-back headphones for practical reasons then these are worth considering. But they don't really compete sonically with open-back models at a similar price.

GENERAI DATA
Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic
Mass 230g
Size rating medium
Length of cord 3m
Comfort rating very good
Sound quality rating good
Price £70 

The SR-34 is the least expensive Stax 'earspeaker' available, and uses an electret diaphragm, which unlike electrostatics functions without a DC energising voltage. More conventional in appearance than the other two Stax models, they still require an SRD-4 adaptor. This has to be fitted in between amp and speakers and features spring clips for the outgoing signal. Obviously it would be an advantage to have an amplifier with two sets of output terminals in this situation, as it would with the whole Stax range.The SR-30, as the headphones themselves are marked, are a supra-aural type which feel fine initially, but tend to press rather hard on the ears and become uncomfortable after a while. What's more, the padded headstrap has sprung stainless steel under the vinyl and is unlikely to stretch with use. The flat, straight four-cable lead terminates in a five-pin plug that fits into the adaptor. Being reasonably light and uncoiled it didn't create any tug on the 'phones.Sonically the SR-34 had some of the magic of electrostatic designs, but lacked the absolute clarity and 

control of the Lambdas. !:lass was very tight and well extended, whilst the top end sounded lively but a little wearing when the volume was pushed. Not surprisingly the midrange was the 34s .forte, sounding sweet and open with fine detail. They had an appealing rhythmic quality that is hard to define, but important to the enjoyment of music.To be honest, the SR-34 doesn't offer Lambda Pro quality on the cheap, but they are nicely built headphones with some attractive sonic qualities nonetheless.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, open-backed, electret 
Mass 225g inc. lead
Size rating medium
Length of cord 2.5m
Comfort rating fair
Sound quality rating very good
Price £140
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STAX SR GAMMA STAX SR LAMBDA PRO
PATH GROUP PLC, UNIT2, DESBOROÜGHJND. PARK, 
DEMOÄ^ Hp121bGHEL(Ô494) 459981.

PATH GROUPPLC, JNITJ, DESBOROUGH IND. PARK, 
DESBOROUGH PARKJRD., HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS 
HP12 3Bg7tEl7(0494) 45998T

Unlike the oblong Lambda, the less expensive Gamma's earpiece is almost circular in shape, but retains the same electrostatic driver type. Being smaller they are a bit lighter than the Pros, and a little tighter on the ear, but I guess that they could stretch with use. Whilst being reasonably comfortable, they were a bit small for my ears and also got sweaty in use. However, this was the case with a lot of the plastic upholstered models and not a problem to those with more petite ears.Retaining the same six-core, Oat lead as the Pros, they were driven from a SRD-6SB adaptor that hooked up to the speaker terminals in the same fashion as the Lambda's SRD-7 But this cheaper adaptor was only equipped with spring clips for the outgoing speaker cables. This could prove a pain if you use anything bigger than, say, Nairn cable, and want to leave the unit in circuit.Whilst being overshadowed to an extent by its bigger brother, the Gamma still fared well on audition. Nearly as lucid and only slightly less dynamic, they are still very musical and refined headphones. Showing good tonal range, 

they displayed an excellent midrange and reasonable bass, but on upping the volume the treble wasn't quite as smooth as one might like, sounding a little frayed at the extreme edges. Then again, they were one of the few models I trusted enough to risk increasing the volume significantly.If they feel comfortable and you don't compare them with the cream, you'll have very little to complain about.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, open-backed, electrostatic
Mass 306g inc. lead
Size rating large
Length of cord 2.5m
Comfort rating very good
Sound quality rating very good

Price £199.85 plus £100 SRD-6 adaptor 

This open-backed electrostatic has become something of a reference in hi-fi circles, and so comes with a fair reputation behind it. Although fairly heavy, most of the weight is supported by a wide limitation suede headstrap, and the pressure, exerted circumaur- ally, is just right.The Oat, six-cable lead is reasonably light but does have some pull if allowed to trail to the Ooor. However, I found it almost unnotice- able when just falling onto the seat beside me. The lead is terminated in a five pin plug that fits into the SRD-7SBmk2 adaptor. This has a short lead containing four stranded cables which attach to the amplifier's speaker terminals. Unfortunately the terminals for the outgoing speaker cables on the back of the adaptor, although of good quality, do not accept 4mm banana plugs. The adaptor features sockets for both professional and normal Stax 'earspeakers', a bypass switch for normal speaker use, and is finished to the same high standard as the headphones themselves.The Lambda Pros were used as the reference for the review and as such were the first pair I tried. I 

was impressed. It soon became clear that, despite being a little bass-shy, these were very revealing transducers. In fact, quite a lot more informative than the (admittedly cheaper) loudspeakers I normally use. Perhaps most striking was the ability to present each musical element so clearly; acoustic guitar notes that had previously blended together became separated and complex multi-instrument tracks were almost analytically sorted out. What's more, I could work out the lyrics on a ZZ Top track - remarkable'I would still rather listen to loudspeakers, but these 'earspeakers' do warrant some attention. They are like a stethoscope for a hi-fi system, revealing subtleties that hadn't previously been apparent.
GENERAL DATA

Type circumaural, open-backed, electrostatic
Mass 460g inc. lead
Size rating large
Length of cord 2.5m
Comfort rating very good
Sound quality rating excellent

Price £360 plus £185 SRD-1S8Mk2 adaptorHJ-FJ CHOICE m FEBRUARY l!JI:ll:l



HEADPHONES
CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
Jason Kennedy concludes the headphone tests 
with a run down of the bestperforming models.

For the most part it would seem that headphones still sound like headphones and that no dramatic improvements have been introduced since our last foray into the area. Those covered in this test displayed a wide variety of sonic styles, though the more expensive ones at least seemed to be on the right track - providing a subjectively flat response.Considering the actual production costs relative to something like a loudspeaker it was surprising to find that one had to spend at least £40 to get a half-decent pair of headphones. What's more, the standard of budget loudspeakers has dramatically improved over the last six or seven years, although the headphone market is obviously far smaller and perhaps less competitive.On the other hand even the least expensive of those tested didn’t give me a headache and several, not necessarily dear models, were extremely enjoyable. Whilst not really comparable to the loudspeaker experience, headphones offer a more analytical means of listening, emphasising different elements that, depending on the standard of your loudspeakers, you may not have previously noticed. Another important strength of the medium, which must not be overlooked, is that you would have to spend up to four or five times more on a pair of loudspeakers to get the same amount of information. For instance one would be hard- pressed to find a pair of sub-£1,000 speakers as revealing as a pair of £100 headphones. The speakers may sound emotionally more satisfying, tonally more accurate, and definitely go down deeper, but 

if it's information you're after, headphones are hard to beat.Most of the comments made about the comfort were based on my own findings unless otherwise stated, and the 'comfort rating' in the data section were gleaned from marks given by a panel which comprised Patsy Hutton and Tyl and Janet Kennedy (my long suffering parents). Their help was invaluable in assessing which models were really suitable for most people.Circurnaural models seemed to be the most acceptable, but weight was also an important factor and lightweight supra-aural models that didn't exert too much pressure on the ears were well received. A good example is the Sennheiser HD30 which was the least expensive on test. However, only a few of the 'phones on test proved comfortable in the long term, the majority getting hot and sweaty quite quickly. The cause was partly the way one's ears are covered, and partly because the padding material was virtually always plastic or vinyl; those that had some sort of soft acrylic covering had an instant advantage. It would be good to see the same sort of progression as car seats, ie from vinyl to cloth, happening in the head phone field.
BEST BUYS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS The price limit set for the Best Buy category in this test was £75, an amount which covers the majority of headphones in the test. The Best Buy label denotes exceptional value formoney and is no mean achievement. The fact that only a few of the headphones achieved this accolade does not 

mean that the others do not merit attention, as the particular fit and tonal character of a model is a matter of personal preference as well as being related to the equipment with which they are to be used.The Recommended flag denotes particularly good performance and is not related to price, but can be attributed to a model which comes close to Best Buy quality and offers good value for money. Again, the personal fit element is important and it would be unwise to purchase a pair of headphones without first trying them.
BEST BUYSSennheiser HD410SL (£26) At only £26 the 41 Os offer good clarity and are more comfortable than many other models at twice the price. Perhaps suited to warm sounding ancillaries, they are well worth a listen.Quart PMB25 11 (£40)This model also places sound quality a little above comfort., but achieved a 'good' rating on both counts plus being very musical and enjoyable.Jecklin F1oat Mode1 0ne (£75) Undoubtedly ollering exceptional sound quality for the price, they give an excellent impression of spaciousness and have a verygood frequency range. There seems to be some division of opinion as regards comfort as they are heavy at 480g including 3m lead.
RECOMMENDATIONS Audio Technica ATH-910 (£65)These new closed-back headphones from AT are well designed and make very musical sounds, and wil be useful if you 

want to listen in a less than silent environment.QuartPMB 65 (£70)This is a quite revealing design for the price, with a fairly flat frequency response and an attractive musical quality.Comfortwise, they are middle of the road.Sony MDR V6 (£70)This well built closed-back model from Sony offers good sound quality of an articulate and dynamic nature whilst being portable and comfortable.Beyer DT990 (£130)These very smooth and yet revealing dynamic headphones gave a good impression of spaciousness and were comfortable to wear.Sennheiser HD540 Reference Gold (£150)Top of the range from this market leading brand is a dynamic and incisive head phone that comes complete with a smart wooden case.Stax SR Gamma (£300)Very comfortable and sonically effortless 'phones that are hard not to enjoy. The seamless clarity of electrostatics is very alluring and only potential buyers should risk trying them.Jecklin Float Electrostat (£350)The heavy rigid design of these 'phones has a significant effect on the exceptional sound quality that they produce; the unusual fit doesn't suit everybody but the sound takes some beating.Stax SR Lambda Pro (£545) Something of a legend in its own right, the Lambdas are incredibly revealing and offer a standard of musical reproduction only hinted at by loudspeakers at the same price.
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SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY
Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring 
the system that is right for you. This unique directory gives full 
information on dealers in your area.

AVON
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, fi5 Park St, Clifton, 
Bristol. (0272 ) 26.497.5. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Mission, 
NAD, Quad, Roksan, Rotel, Yamaha, etc. (closed Weds). 
BADA MEMBER
PAUL GREEN HI-FI LTD, Kensington Showrooms, London 
Rd, Bath. ( 0225) 3 I 6 I 97. A&R, Creek, Dual, Heybrook. Linn, 
Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Systemdek, Wharfedale. Dem 
facilities available, ring foe appointment, car park. Open 
Tues-Sat, 9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. BADA 
MEMBER.

BERKSHIRE
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4-6 Harris Arcade, Friar St, 
Reading. (0734) 585463. 'The hest equipment, advice and 
service from Berkshire's premier Hi-Fi emporium'. BADA 
MEMBER ^^

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, 
Milton Keynes. (0908) 561551. A&R, Audiolab, Heybrook, 
KEF, Linn, Mission Gyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, 
Nytech, Rote\. Dem facilities available. Open Tues-Sat. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Semce dept. BADA 
MEMBER ^^
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. 
(0296 ) 28790. Dual, Heybrook, Linn arms, Musical Fidelity, 
Mission, NAD, Nakamichi, Quad, Rote!. 2 Dem rooms avail
able, ring for appointment. Open I 0-6 Mon-Fri, 9.30-5.30 
Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up 
to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diner, Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER ^^

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE HI Fl, I Hawthorn Way, Cambridge. (0223) 
67773. AR, Mission Gyrus, Monitor Audio, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Sony ES, Technics, Thorens, Kenwood, Yamaha. 
Demonstration facilities. No appointment required. Open 
9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Credit facilities. Up to 
any amount. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Semce 
dept. available. BADA MEMBER ^^
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge. 
(0223) 68305. Quad, Rotel, Dual, Denon, Krell, Nakamichi, 
Marantz, Monitor Audio, Tannoy. Demonstration facilities. 
No appointment required. Open 10.00-6.00, Mon-Sat. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. Credit up to 
£3,000. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard, Semce dept.

CHESHIRE
ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St. Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. 
Wide selection of equipment in NW. Two-year guarantee. 
Dem facilities: 3 dem rooms, appointment required. Open 
10-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation. instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, 
Visa. Semce dept. BADA MEMBER ^^
DOUG BRADY Hl-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington. (Padgate 0925) 828009. 1986 Sony/Hi-Fi News 
Best Dealer in NW. England and Wales. 'Largest choice of 
specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. £100-£20K'. Al credit cards. 3 Dem 
Rooms. Dem facilities. BADA MEMBER =552
HI Fl CENTRE, Green Lane, Wi!mslow SK9 1 LQ. Tcl: (0625) 
522112/524766. B&O, Technics, Sony, Panasonic, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Revox, Teac, Harman Kardon, Marantz. 
Demonstration facilities - no appointments required. Open 
9-1, 2-5.30 (closed Wed). Open all day Sat. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, credit facilities. New customers 
up to £500 credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, American 
Express, Diners Club, Wilmslow Card. Service dept. avail
able.
NEW DAWN Hl-FI, 1-3 Castle St, Lower Bridge St, Chester. 
(0244 ) 24179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National Panasonic, 
Denon, Rote!, Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Philips. Dem facilities: 2 
dem rooms. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat, closed Wed. Free 
installation, instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, 
Trustcard. BADA MEMBER

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. 
(0625) 52fi211 A&R, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Monitor-Audio, Pioneer, Trio, Yamaha, NAD. Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.15-G.45. Closed 1-2 Lunch. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
BADA MEMBER ^^

CORNWAll
TRURO HI-FI & E.T.S. Ltd, 25 King St,Truro (0872) 79809. 
A®. Denon, Dual, Heyhrook, Linn, Mission Gyrus, Nad, 
Quad, Rotel, Thorens. Dern facilities: Single speaker studio. 
Open Mon-Sat 8.4G-5.:30. Home trial facilities, credit up to 
£I,000. Credit cards: Access, ETS Visa. Service dept.

DERBYSHIRE
ACTIVE AUDIO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. (0:332) 
:Jso:J85. Meridian, Mission, Denon, Yamaha, Rotel, A&R 
Cambridge, Monitor Audio, Trio, Marantz. Demonstration 
facilities. Open 9.30-fi.OO - early closing Wednesday. Home 
facilities: credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Barclaycard, Diners, American Express. Service dept. 
IlADA MEMBER ^^

DEVON
PETER RUSSELL HI-FI ATTIC, 58 New George St, 
Plymouth, Devon (0752) GG9511. Quad, Linn, Mordaunt- 
Short, A&R Cambridge, Hevolver, Heybrook, Denon, Har- 
mon-Kardon. Dem facilities - no appointment required. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.:30am-5.:30pm. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Credit facilities. Credit cards: Visa, Access. 
Service dept.

ESSEX
AT. LABS, 442/4 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill, llford. (01) 518 
0915. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER 
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 6 Market St, Braintree. (037fi) 
29060. A&R, Ariston, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, 
NAD, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad, Rote I. Dem facilities 
2 single speaker rooms. Open Mon-Sat, 9.30-6.00. Home trial 
facilities. Free installation, instant credit up to £I ,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE, 2 Ingrave Rd, 
Brentwood. (0277) 221210. B&W, Denon, Harmon Kardon, 
. JBL, QED, Quad, Rotel, Tannoy, Trio, Yamaha. Dem facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facilit ics. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept..
LYON AUDIO, 16 Peartree Business Centre, Peartree Road, 
Stanway, Essex C03 5.JN. (020fi) 560259. QED, Rogers, 
Denon, Systemdek, Nad, Monitor, Rote\, Pink Triangle, .JBL, 
.!.A. Michell, Exposure. Dern facilties available. Open Man
Sat 9am-6pm. Home trial facilities, free inotallation, credit 
facilities up to SI ,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex, 
Diners Club, Hi-Fi Markets, Eurocheque. Service dept avail
able.

GlOUCESTERSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 40/42 Albion St, 
Cheltenham. (0242) 5839fi0. A-R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meri
dian, Mission, NAD, Rotel, Technics, Yamaha, etc. (Closed 
Wed). BADA MEMBER ^^
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 58 Bristol Road, Gloucester. (0452) 
300046. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, 
Nairn, NAD, Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon.
BADA MEMBER ^^
ROBBS OF CHELTENHAM, 3 Clarence St. Cheltenham. 
(0242) 584404. Sansui pure hi-fi, Kenwood, Sony ES, Dual, 
Technics, QED, Heybrook. Dem facilities. Open 9-5.30 Mon
Sat. Instant free credit. Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service 
dept.

HAMPSHIRE
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers Ford. 
(0703) 252827/265232. Quality CDand analogue agencies. 5 
dem studios. Large free car park. BADA MEMBER

TRUE-FI SOUND AND VISION, I 0/12 Grosvenor Rd, Aider
shot. (0252) 2fiJ90. Akai, Aiwa, B&W, Nakamichi, Hitachi, 
. JPW, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, Technics.
Dem facilities available. Open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. Free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,200. Credit cards 
accepted: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.

HERTFORDSHIRE
ACOUSTIC ARTS Ltd, 101 St Albans Rd, Watford, Herts. 
(0923) 45250. A&R, Audiolab, Denon, Magneplanar, Quad, 
Rogers, Meridian, TDL, Jadis, Krell. Dem facilities: 2 dem 
studios, ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation. Instant credit up to 
£I,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
BADA MEMBER ^^
THE AUDIO FILE, 40 Hockerill St, Bishops Stortford, Herts. 
(0279) GOfi57fi. Linn, Roksan, Hega, Nairn, A&R (Camb), 
Heybrook, Rotel, Denon, Epos, QED. Demonstration 
facilities, no appointment required. Open 9.30-5.30 Man
Sat. Home trial facilities. Free installation, credit. facilities 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Acceos, Visa, Diners, Amex. Ser
vice dept. available.
W. DARBY & CO. Ltd, St Peter's St, St Alhans. (0727) 50961. 
B&O, SonyES, Quad, A&H Cambridge, Revox, Denon, 
Yamaha, Luxman, Ariston, Thorens. Demonstration 
facilities, no appointment required. Open Mon-Sat 9.00
5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit facilities. 
Credit cards: Access and Barclavcard. Service dept.

ISlE OF MAN
ISLAND COMPACT DISC CENTRE, Parliament Square, 
Rarnsey. (Ofi24) 815521. Musical Fidelity, Sugden, Celes- 
tion, Harman Kardon, Teac, Castle Acoustics, Philips, A&R, 
JBL, Luxman. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.00pm. Dem facilities. 
Home trial facilities, free installation. Full credit, no limit. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa, elite. Service Dept.

KENT
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Hd West, Can
terbury. (Canterbury) 69329. Also at Dover - (0304) 
207Gfi2. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, M.Y.S.T., Nakamichi, 
Pink Triangle, Rote!, Sansui, Technics, Quad. Dem facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-530 closed Thurs. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant. credit up to £ I ,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Creditcharge. Service dept.

LANCASHIRE
AUDIO COUNSEL, 12 Shaw Road, Oldham. (061)633 2602. 
Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R Cambridge, EPos, Mantra, Inca Tech, 
Denon, Monitor Audio, Heybrook. Dem facilities, appoint
ment required. Open Tues-Sat 10-5.30. Thurs till 7pm. Free 
installation, credit facilities. Up to £1,000. Credit. cards: 
Access, Visa, Credit Charge.
CLEARTONE HI-Fl, 235 Blackburn Rd, Bolton. (0204) 
■3142:3. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAD, etc. Dem studios. 
Laser vision and compact disc centre.
IlADA MEMBER
HI-TECH AUDIO, 7 Moor Lane. Clitheroe, Lanes BBY 1BE. 
(0200) 2fi563. Mission, Audio Innovations, Rogers, Quad, 
Rotel, NAD, Elite Rock, B&W, Castle, Wharfedale. Dem 
facilities, appointment required. Open 9.30-5.00, closed 
Wednesdays. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit up 
to £ I ,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex, Diners. Service 
dept. Mail order.
MONITOR SOUND, 54 Chapel St, Chorley. (02572) 71935. 
A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Rogers, Rote!, Spendor, Thorens, 
Nakamichi, Yamaha, etc. Dem facilities, 2 dem rooms. Open 
Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Free installation, instant credit up to 
£I ,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Service dept.

LEICESTERSHIRE
SOUND AD\1CE, The Sound Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LE1 11ED. (0509) 218254. A&R, Creek, Linn 
products, Epos, Mission Gyrus, Naim, Rega, Roksan, Rote\, 
Yamaha. Dem facilities, domestic size and furnished studios. 
Callers welcomed. Demonstrations by appointment. Open 
9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Amex. Service dept.Hl-Fl CHOICE IIDI FEBRUARY 1988



LONDON
A.T. LABS, 159 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367 
3132. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Export worldwide. Service dept, car park. Amex, Visa, 
Access. BADA MEMBER ^^
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London NIV6. (0 I) 794 7848. 
Open Mon-Sat, 10-6.00. Two single speaker dem rooms. 
Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER ^^
BILLY VEE, 248 Lee High Rd, Le11isham, London SE13 5PT. 
(01) 318 5755/852 132 L Aiwa, A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, Linn, 
Heybrook, Quad, Naim, Rega. Dem facilities: 2 single system 
studios ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 10-7, closed 
Thurs. Home trial facilities, free installation, interest free 
credit up to £750.00. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER a^
CORNFLAKE SHOP, 37 Windmill Street (just off Tot
tenham Court Road), London IVL (0 I) 631 0472. 1Oam- 
7pm, Mon-Sat. Cambridge, DNM, Epos, Koetsu, Naim, PS 
Audio, Roksan, SME, Van den Hul. Excellent demonstra
tions, 2 demo rooms, full delivery and installation service. 
Full credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa.
COVENT GARDEN RECORDS, 84 Charing Cross Road. (01) 
379 7635/7427. Quad, B&IV, Meridian, Mission, Yamaha, 
Sony, Philips, A&R Cambridge, Nakamichi, Rote!. Dem 
facilities- no appointment required. Open Mon-Sat !Oam- 
7.30pm. Home trial facilities, free installation - to suit the 
customer. 7.30am-11.30pm weekdays, 9am-9pm weekends. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa, American Express, Diners Club. 
Service dept.
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, 18 Monmouth St, London \VC2H 9HB. 
(01) 379 4010. Wide range of top specialist hi-fi from Bri
tain, America and Japan. Dem facilities. 3 Dem rooms. All 
credit cards. BADA MEMBER ^^
GRAHAMS HI-FI, 86-88 Pentonville Rd, London NL (01) 
837 4412. 'FBA Dealer of the year 1985'. Linn, Naim, Rega 
etc. SJ00-£3,000-£13,000. BADA MEMBER ^^ 
H.L. SMITH & Co Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London IV2 
!BE. (01) 723 5891 Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF, Ortofon, 
Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. Dem facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-1, instant credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa, Diners. Service dept.
KJ. LEISURESOUND. 48 Wigmore Street, London WL (01) 
486 8262/3. Most major brands; 2 dem, studios, appointment 
preferred. Open 10-6 Mon-Sat. Credit cards: Access, Visa.
KJ WEST ONE, 26 New Cavendish St, London \VIM 7LH. 
(01) 486 8262. A&R Cambridge, Audio Lab, B&W. Audio Res 
- Krell, Hogers, Gale, Musical Fidelity, Linn, Magnea Pan, 
Nakamicha. Dem facilities available - appointment 
required. Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. Limited home trial 
facilities. System Design & Installation. Credit facilities - 
Credit cards: Visa, Access. Senice dept available. BADA 
MEMBER^^O
MUSICAL IMAGES, 45 High St, Hounslow, Middlesex. (01) 
570 7512. AR, A&R, B&W, Bose, Denon, Dual, Harrnon Kar- 
don, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Quad. Single speaker dem 
room. Open 9.30-6 Mon-Sat. All credit cards.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 12 Park Avenue, Palmers Green, Lon
don Nl3. (01) 886 2650. A&R, Burmester, Krell, Magnepla- 
nar, Meridian, Linn, Nakamichi, .John Bowers. Dem facilities: 
3 single speaker dem rooms, appointment required. 10-6 
Tues-Fri, 9-5 Sat. Home trial facilities, instant credit up to 
£I ,000. Credit cards: All. Service dept.
TELESONIC Ltd, 92 Tottenham Court Rd, London. (01) 636 
8177. A&R, B&O, B&\V, Hailer, Luxman, KEF, QED, Quad, 
Nakamichi, Rogers. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Fri 
9-6, Sat 9.30-4. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. Service 
dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd,No. I, Cathedral St, Lon
don Bridge, London SE! 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3088. Counter
point, Denon, Exposure, Koetsu, Linn, Naim, PS Audio, Rok- 
san, Rega, SME and others. Dem facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open Tues-Sat, 10-7. Free installation. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA MEMBER =a^

MANCHESTER
CLEARTONE HI-FI, 62 KingSt, nr. Kendals. (061) 8351156.HI-FI CHOICE m FBBRUARY 1988

Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAD, Naim, etc. Dem studio, Com
pact Disc centre, video and TV. BADA MEMBER =5=0 
THE MUSIC ROOM, 50 Bridge St. Manchester. (061) 835 
1366. Dem room, service dept. Competitive credit and 
charge card facilities. BADA MEMBER ^^

MERSEYSIDE
ABOUT SOUND, 116 Bold St, Liverpool Ll 4JA. (051) 709 
4865. Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Myst, Quad, Hevox, 
Sansui, Sugden, Thorens, Walker, Yamaha. Dem facilities, 
single speaker room. Ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat 
9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Diners, Visa. Service dept.
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 
733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in N.IV. £100- 
£20K'. All credit cards. 3 dem rooms.
BADA MEMBER

NORFOLK
SOUND APPROACH, 161 Unithank Road, Nonvich. (0603) 
622833. Ariston, AR, Claymore, Castle, Elite Rock, Hay
brook, Matra, Musical Fidelity, Revolver, Yamaha. Dem 
facilities. Open 9-6.30 Mon-Sat. Home trial facilities. Free 
installation. Credit up to £1,500. Credit cards: Visa, Access, 
Diners Club. Service dept available.

WEST MIDLANDS
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO Ltd, 93-95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull. 
(021) 742 0254 (sales), 0248 (service). A&R, Audiolab, 
Denon, KEF, Marantz, Meridian, Mission, M.A., The Source, 
Philips. Dem facilities available, appointment required. 10-6 
Tues-Sat, closed Mon. Home trial facilities, 3 demo rooms, 
service dept, free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa, Amex.
FIVEIVAYS HI-FIDELITY Ltd, 12 Islington Row, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Denon, Dual, KEF, Meri
dian, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Philips CD, Quad, Revox, 
etc. Dem facilities. Single speaker dem room. Open 9.30-6 
Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
GRIFFIN AUDIO Ltd, 94 Bristol St, Birmingham. (021) 692 
1359. Linn, Naim Audio, Rega, Creek, Denon, Nakamichi, 
Quad, Mission, Monitor Audio, Rote!. Dem facilities 2 single 
speaker rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial facilities, 
free installation, interest free credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. BADA MEMBER =SSH
NORMAN H. FIELD LIMITED, 35-37 Hurst Street, Birming
ham B5 4BJ. (021) 622 2323/3619. AR, B&IV, Denon, Dual, 
Monitor, Audio, Kenwood, Mordaunt-Short, NAD, Technics, 
Yamaha. Dem facilities available. Open 9.15-6.00, Saturday 
9.00-6.00. Closed Weds. Home trial facilities on selected sys
tems. Credit up to £1,500. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept.
IVARSTONES HI-Fl STUDIO, 54a \Varstones Rd, Penn, Wol
verhampton. (0902) 345114. Dem facilities 3 rooms. Open 
Mon-Wed 10-6. Thurs-Fri 10-9. Sat 10-6. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa, 
Eurocheque. Service dept.

OXFORDSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High St, 
Headington, Oxford. (0865) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, Mis
sion, NAD, Rote!, Yamaha. Also 256, Banbury Rd, Summer
town. BADA MEMBER =5=0
ASTLEY AUDIO LTD, 3 Market Place, Wallingford. (0491) 
39305/34349. A.R. Dual, Kenwood, Mordaunt-Short, Mis
sion, Monitor Audio, Philips, Technics, Tannoy, Yamaha. 
Open Tues-Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5. Records, tapes and 1000+ 
COs. Service dept. Access, Visa, Diners.
WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George St, Oxford. (0865) 
247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrook, Dual, Mordaunt- 
Short, Spendor, Tannoy, Quad, etc. BADA MEMBER ^^ 
IV!TNEY AUDIO, 28 High St, Witney, Oxford. (0993) 2414. 
A&R, Aiwa, A.kai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, Pioneer, 
Philips, Sony, Yamaha. Dem facilities. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
Free installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. Service dept.

SHROPSHIRE
AVON HI-Fl Ltd, 12 Barker St, Shrewsbury. (0743) 55166. 
A&R, B&IV, JBL, Dual, NAD, Nakamichi, Revolver, Trio, 
Quad, Yarnaha. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9
5.30, closed Thur. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.

SOMERSET
WATTS RADIO- THE ENGINEERS, Jim Badman, 1 West 
Street, Somerton. (0458) 72440. Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, 
Mordaunt-Short, Ortofon, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, Yamaha. 
Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-1, 2-5.30, Wed 9-1. 
Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit up to £1,000. 
Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

STAFFORDSHIRE
GRANGE HI-FI LTD, 153 Branston Road, Burton-on-Trent. 
(0283) 33655. Pink Triangle, Systemdek, Denon, Audio 
Innovations, A&R, Cambridge, Quad, Rote!, Elite Rock, 
Snell. Dem facilities- no appointment required. Open Mon, 
Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat. 9-6.00pm, Wed 9-l.OOpm. Free installa
tion. Credit facilities. Credit cards: Visa, Access. Semce 
dept.

SUFFOLK
BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 3 Brentgovel St, Bury St Edmunds. 
(0284) 68351. A&R, Ariston, B&IV, Kef, Meridian, Musical 
Fidelity, Nad, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Quad. Single 
speaker dem room: Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Instant credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa.
EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 
217217. Quad, Audio Lab, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Nad, Nakamichi, Technics, Arcam. Dem facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00pm. Free installation. Credit 
facilities- Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept available.

SURREY
AERCO Ltd, 11 The Broadway, \Voking. (04862) 4667. A&R, 
Ariston, Exposure, HK, A.R., Heybrook, JBL, KEF, Magnum, 
NAD, Pt. Quad, Revox. BADA MEMBER =a^
TRU-FI SOUND AND VISION, 2 Cromwell Rd, Redhill, Sur
rey. (0737) 66128. Akai, Aiwa, Band IV. Nakamichi, Hitachi, 
JPW, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, Technics. 
Dem. facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. Free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,200. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. Service dept.
UN!LET PRODUCTS Ltd, 35 High St, New Maiden, Surrey 
KT3 4BY. (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-7. Credit 
cards: Amex, Access, Diners, Visa. Dem facilities. Large 
stock. BADA MEMBER =SsO

SUSSEX (EAST)
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East Sussex. 
(0273) 609 431. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon, late night Wed. 
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities. BADA MEMBER =a»a' 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert Parade, Green St, Eastbourne, 
East Sussex. (0323) 31336. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. Late 
night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit facilities.
BADA MEMBER =5=0
HASTINGS HI-FI, 31-32 Western Rd, St Leonards On Sea. 
(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mission/Cyprus, NAD, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Hotel, Systemdek, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dem 
facilities 2 single speaker dem studios. Open Mon-Sat 9-6. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Credit facilities. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. Service dept.

SUSSEX (WEST)
BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, I Becket Buildings, 
Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. (0903 ) 64141. B&\V, Dual, 
JVC, KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony, Technics. 
Dem facilities 2 dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Weds 9-1. 
Home trial facilities free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
CHICHESTER HI FI, 40 Little London, Chichester POI9 
lPL. Tel: (0243) 776402. Linn, Naim, Rega, Creek,
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Nakamichi, A&R, Denon etc. Demonstration facilities avail
able - no appointment required. Open Tues-Sat, 10-1,2-5.15 
(closed Mon.) Free installation. Credit cards: Access + Visa. 
Service dept. BADA MEMBER ^^

TYNE & WEAR
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, 11 Olive St, (Off 
Park Lane) Sunderland. (Sunderland) 5672087. Aiwa, Bose, 
Denon, JVC, Luxman, Michell, Pickering, Spendor, Thorens, 
Trio. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Free 
installation, interest free credit. Credit cards: Visa. Service 
dept.

WilTSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 60 Fleet Street, Swindon. 
(0793) 38222. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meridian, NAD, 
Rotel, Technics, Yamaha. (Closed Wed).
BADA MEMBER
PR SOUNDS, 5 King St, Melksham. (0225) 708045. Pioneer, 
Akai, JBC, Dual, Ortofon, Philips, Toshiba, B&W, Celestion. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.00-6.00pm. Dem facilities, home trial 
facilities, free installation. Full credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access. Service dept.

YORKSHIRE(NORTH)
ELITE HI-FI, 178 Kings Road, Harrogate HG1 5JG (0423) 
521 831. Voyd, Elite Rock, Systemdek, Celestion, Helius, 
Audionote, Snell Acoustics, JPW, Nakamichi, Teac. Dem 
facilities-2 demrooms. Open 7 days a week 9-6. Free instal
lation. Service dept. BADA MEMBER ^W

THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygate, York. (0904) 
27108. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Epos, Ruark, Gale, Denon, 
Rotel, Mantra. Dem facilities available. Open Tues-Sat 10-6. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit (written 
details on request). Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa, 
Diners. Service dept. BADA MEMBER 3EÜ

YORKSHIRE (WEST)
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds. (0532) 

789115. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers. Dem facilities available, 
ring for appointment. Open Tues-Fri 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER sisSi!
ERRICKS, Hi-Fi Experience, Fotosonic House, Rawson 
Square, Bradford. (0274) 309266. Dem facilities. Sales/ser- 
vice agents for A&R, Linn, Quad, Nairn, Nakamichi, Mission 
etc. BADA MEMBER a^
HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Cross Church St, Hud
dersfield. (0484 ) 544668. V.W. Loudspeakers, Kenwood, 
Harman Kardon, Denon, Duo, A&R Cambridge, Musical 
Fidelity, Quad, NVA, Audio Lab, and many more. Dem 
facilities - appointment required. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. 
Thurdsay 9.00-8.00. Closed Wednesday. Free installation. 
Credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Barc!aycard. 
Extended guarantee facilities.
IMAGE HI-FI Ltd, 8 St Annes Rd, Headingley, Leeds. (0532) 
789374. 'We stock most of the worlds leading Hi-Fi prod
ucts'. Dems by appointment please. BADA MEMBER 3iH2

IRELAND
CLONEY AUDIO, 34 Main St, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. 0001 
889449. Linn, Roxan, Nairn, Rega Research, Rogers, Spen
dor, Musical Fidelity, Cambridge Audio. Open Tues-Sat 10
6.00pm. Thurs & Fri open till 9.00pm. Free installation. 
Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service dept.

SCOTLAND
ANGUS

ROBERT RICHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray, Montrose, Scotland. 
(0604) 73765. A&R, Creek, KEF, Linn, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Sony, Technics, Wharfedale. Dem facilities available, ring for 
appointment. Open 9-1, 2-5 Mon-Sat, Wed 9-1. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, instant credit. Credit Cards: 
Access, Visa. Service dept.

GlASGOW
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. A.R., Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, Mordaunt- 
Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha. Dem facilities available. 
Open Mon-Sat 10-0. Free installation, instant credit. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Services dept.
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St, Glasgow. (041J 248 
7221. Dem room, service dept. competitive credit and 
charge card facilities. BADA MEMBER =5=S1

KIRKCAlDY
ANDREW THOMPSON, 3 Whytescauseway, Kirkcaldy. 
(0592) 205997. Denon, Dunlop Systemdek, KEF, J A 
Michell, Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dem 
facilities: 4 rooms. Appointment preferred. Open Mon-Sat 9
5.30 cl. Wed. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit 
facilities up to £3,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, 
Visa. Service dept.

WALES
ClWYD

ACTON GATE AUDIO, 4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham. (0978) 
364500. Quad, Rote!, Nad, Onkyo, AR, B&W, Sansui, 
Revolver, Castle, Target. Opening times: Man-Sat 9.:30
5.30pm, closed Wed pm. Dem facilities available. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Full credit, credit cards: Access, 
Amex. Service dept.

GlAMORGAN
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff. (0222) 
28565. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, 
Naim, NAD, Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon.
BADA MEMBER =SS!
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 9 High St, Swansea. (0792) 474608. 
Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn. Magneplanar, Naim, NAD, 
Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon. BADA MEMBER^S

QUAD M

QUAD Ireland's Leading Hi-Fi Dealer

FOR THE CLOSEST APPROACH 
TO THE ORIGINAL SOUND

Now opening in Belfast
Mon.-Sat., late opening Thursday

Donaldson & Little's Shopping Precinct, 
Hope St., (off Great Victoria St.) Belfast,

You are welcome 
to make an appointment for a free home demonstration.

The Quad system

Available from
Critical Audience in the 
Regent Arcade, Cheltenham.

a'Pie\Ve

Northern Ireland BT2

*
Free

Our two

Products

(Written details 
on request)

shops offer demonstration rooms and the 
largest selection of hi-fi in Ireland.__________

include: Pink Triangle, Rock, Musical Fidelity,
Mission, Meridian, Audiolab, Cambridge Audio, Alpha
son, Source, SME, Koetsu, Linx, Audio Innovation, 
Quad, Roksan, Voyd, Logic, Systemdek, Marantz, Audio 
Research, Counterpoint, PS Audio, Albery, Infinity, 
Snell, Proac, Tannoy, JPW, Diesis.______________________

Tullynure Lodge, 18 Castlecaulfield Road, Donaghmore, 
Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland. 

Telephone (08687) 67935 (24hr. answering service) 
Hours: Tuesday-Friday 2 p.m. -10 p.m. 

Saturday 10 a. m.- 6 p.m. Closed Monday.

• •
Regent Arcade, Cheltenham. Telephone: (0242) 578757 HI-FI CHOICE 'P FEBRUARY 1988



SYSTEM BUILDING

Pre-packaged one-make systems 
have been commercially very 
successful, with advantages like 
cosmetic consistency, competitive 
pricing, and (assumed) technical 
compatibility. However, despite 
the mass market clout of the 
consumer electronic giants, the 
hi-fi tradition of specialised 
separate components seems as 
strong as ever, and certainly 
represents the route taken by 
those who place sound quality 
ahead of other criteria.

Yet those who choose the 
separates route still have lingering 
doubts -usually completely 
unjustified -over the 
compatibility of components from 
different manufacturers. Gross 
incompatibilities are very rare 
nowadays, only likely to rear their 
heads amongst the most exotic 
components such as valve gear or 
second-hand items, and unusual 
even here. Meanwhile the subtle 
'fine-tuning' of component 
matching is almost exclusively the 
preserve of the specialist, and a 
major reason for the superior 
sound of the well chosen 
separates system. Indeed, the 
delicate art of 'supercompatibility'

really takes over the major role at 
a 'super-fi' level, and might be 
regarded as the key to 'real' hi-fi.

Superficially the pre-packaged 
system offers better value, purely 
in terms of the features available 
for the price. But the buyer who 
takes the trouble to analyse his or 
her needs and preferences will 
often come to the conclusion that 
step-by-step building of a 
separates system will provide 
greater long-term satisfaction, 
giving flexibility for future 
upgrading ft so desired.

A QUESTION OF 
PRIORITIES
The key advantage of separates is 

the opportunity to choose one's 
own preferences as priorities. 
Taking the trouble to try and 
establish these, leads most people 
to give up, assuming that they 
don't know enough even to start. 
But the process needn't be that 
difficult.

Begin by establishing whether 
you like to choose your own music, 
or have it chosen by someone else. 
This helps sort out what priority 
should be given to radio, but bear 
in mind that the best radio music 
is live radio music, which is very 
rare and often quite esoteric; 
when radio is merely an alternative 
source of pre-recorded material, 
the results will inevitably be 
inferior to those obtainable 
directly from the same source in 
the home, given a reasonably 
decent hi-fi.

There are now three different 
pre-recorded music media 
competing for the attention of the 
hi-fi user, and to go for all three 
will either cost a lot of money or 
involve substantial compromises 
in the sound quality of each. For 
this reason many separates 
purchasers may start with just one 
source, adding others or a radio 
tuner when funds permit.

There will always be 
controversy over the relative 
qualities of LP, CD and cassette, 
with earnest protagonists often 
trying to advance their prejudices 
by rubbishing rivals. LP is still the 
choice for ultimate sound quality- 
particularly for those prepared to

spend a substantial sum on a good 
quality turntable system.
Furthermore the vinyl repertoire 
is still the cheapest, largest and 
most varied, especially if one 
acknowledges a secondhand 
market extending back 30 years. 
However, LPs remain tied to the 
home, are prey to warps and 
surface noise even when 
purchased new, and do not survive 

rigorous physical abuse at all 
happily. Though bulky and heavy 
to store, the 12-inch cover has 
been turned to good use for 
artwork and liner notes, creating a 
pride of ownership somehow 
un-matched by CD or 
musicassette.

Cassette has never really 
challenged vinyl's potentially 
superior qua!ity, but it is a multiple 
role format, offering 'go anywhere' 
flexibility, a uniquely useful 
recording capability, plus a broad 
catalogue of pre-recorded 
musicassette material. Although 
there are several potential rivals 
for recording from radio or 
pirating copyright material, the 
cassette still wins on convenience 
and compactness, though the 
sudden rise in popularity of 
double mechanism 'dubbing' 
decks remains mysterious. As a 
hi-fi medium cassette suffers 
from pre-recorded material which 
has been improving but is still 
patchy in quality, and can usually 
be bettered by a home recording, 
while any such home recording is 
inevitably poorer than the original.

There is also the worry that a tape 
made on a specific machine 
usually replays best on that 
machine, which may cause 
aggravation when upgrading a few 
years hence. Though such 
opportunities are rarely possible 
or practical, a live recording onto 
cassette using good quality 
microphones can be the hi-fi equal 
of any other source.

CD is the new challenger to 
these two established media, 
using a digital instead of analogue 
storage format. The sound quality 
remains controversial, hailed as 
near perfect by its fans but 
derided by vinyl freaks, so it is 
probably fairest to say that CD is 
fine for most listeners, but may not 
suit everyone; certainly the lack of 
background noise, defects and 

deterioration over time are major 
strengths. Player prices are still on 
the high side (typically £200), but 
dropping. However, disc prices are 
still nearly twice those of LP and 
cassette, (they're expected to 
drop in the New Year) which is a 
significant disincentive for the 
music lover who is effectively 
starting from scratch. A major 
influence over signal source 
priority will be how many LPs, 
tapes and CDs a person already 
owns. To replace even the key 
items of a large LP collection with 
CDs will cost a great deal of 
money.

iiiiiiiiii mill c=]

o 6'6>6'ooooo oo/Y
A MATTER OF 
PRECEDENCE
While there will always be 
arguments about the different 
music storage and transmission 
formats available to the hi-fi 
listener, there is also controversy 
over the relative importance of the 
different components which make 
up the system chain -by which is 
meant the source, the 
amplification, and the 
loudspeakers (and for the 
pedantic the room itself, though 
there's often little that can be 
done).

For many years the 'weakest 
link' theory proposed that the 
loudspeakers needed the most 
attention, that amplifiers merely 
had to have sufficient power, and 
that turntables were pretty well 
perfect. Recently, however, this 
perspective has become steadily 
discredited by an alternative 
'theory of precedence', which 
stresses that no subsequent 
component can make up for the 
inadequacies of its predecessors - 
all it can do is supply its own 
additional degradations. In such a 
context it is not uncommon to find 
more than half the system budget 
allocated to the record player,
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with scrimping and saving made 
on amplifiers and loudspeakers, 
even though these are used all the 
time whatever the source. And 
such an argument applies just as 
strongly to those who wish to 

record their LP records on to 
cassette, for convenience and use 
elsewhere.

MAXIMISING 
POTENTIALS
Choosing the components of a 
system is only part of the task of 
getting the system as a whole 
working as well as possible. Good 
turntables and loudspeakers both 
benefit to a surprising degree from 
proper support- from stands that 
enable them to give their best 
performance, whether floor
standing or wall-mounted. Just 
lining the components up along a 
shelf or sideboard is a recipe for 
mediocrity, however much has 
been spent on the individual 
components themselves.

Siting of components within a 
room can play a significant role, as 
can the room itself. Some people 
may prefer an acoustically more 
'live' room than others, but most 
will agree that the larger it is the 
better, because this tends to 
provide smoother and better 
extended bass reproduction. All 
rooms create reflections and 
standing waves, and the effects of 
these are more severe if all 
opposing walls are parallel, similar 
distances apart, and with hard 
reflective surfaces. Provided that 
the loudspeakers can be placed 
fairly symmetrically, slight 
asymmetry elsewhere in the room 
is usually helpful. Though it it not 
really practical to move the walls 
around (and stud type walls 
behave differently from brick ones 
in any case), the odd strategically 

'placed wall-hanging, say above a 
fireplace, can work wonders in 
removing an unpleasant 'flutter 
echo' effect, while a decent carpet 
is almost mandatory. 'Live' rooms 
are usually those that are sparsely 
furnished with hard wall 
coverings, so the overall live/dead 
acoustic balance can often be 
modified according to the 
furniture (or even the number of 
people) present.

The loudspeakers are most 
critical of placement, because it is 
their job to create the stereo 
image, and it will be impossible to 
do this if the sound from each is 
not roughly similar at the listening 
position. Each loudspeaker should 
operate in a similar immediate 
acoustic environment, 
unencumbered by other 
furnishings and structure, and a 
similar distance from listener, 
nearby walls, and corners. Some 
loudspeakers will be designed to 
operate close to a rear wall, others 
a metre or so out into the room, 
but all loudspeakers seem to 
benefit from being closely

mechanically coupled via proper 
stands to the floor.

There is some debate about the 
best form of fixing, and in some 
instances the floor resonances 
themselves can become excited, 
particularly if a single concrete 
casting, and this may cause 
undesirable side-effects. 
However, adjustable spikes 
through to the floor proper or 
seated into the tops of cross-head 
screws are generally regarded as 
the best solution in most 
circumstances, and seem to give 
the best rigidity. Some speakers 
will work best with another set of 
spikes operating upwards into the 
loudspeaker itself, but small 
pieces of Blu-tack are a popular 
alternative. There is no need for 
paranoia about using spikes 
through normal pile carpets 
because the holes will be almost 
impossible to find when the stands 
are removed, but polished wooden 
floors do present a problem here,

and hard plastic studs may be the 
only satisfactory solution.

Most decent quality turntables 
are fairly immune from feedback 
from loudspeakers, so it should 
not matter too much if these items 
are sited fairly close to each other. 
Indeed it is debatable whether 
any advantages gained from 
keeping the turntable well away 
are not lost through the need to 
use longer connecting cables. 
Turntables are usually susceptible 
to footfall shock, so one solution 
may be to use a wall bracket, but 
these do not sound as good as a 
floorstanding table as a rule. It 
may sound unlikely, but amplifiers 
and CD players (and presumably 
cassette decks too} can also 
benefit sonically from carefully 
stand- or bracket-mounting in a 
high quality system.

Mixing and matching the 
components of a record player to 
get optimum results can be 
something of a black art, over and 
beyond the fairly simple business 
of choosing a cartridge of roughly 
the right compliance to suit the 
arm effective mass. Certainly the 
combining of turntables and 
tonearms is not a simple matter, 
and this is where a good specialist 
dealer will come into his own, both 
in terms of recommending good 
combinations from the models he 
holds in stock, and then in 
correctly carrying out the 
sometimes tricky set up 
procedures which are often 
required to get the best results.

Getting the best from a cassette 
deck is usually a question of 
making sure first of all that your 
deck does a decent job of 
replaying a good quality 
musicassette, and then fmding out 
which tapes in the different price 
groupings give the best record/ 
replay performance. The most 
common problem with cassette 
decks is in their alignment: 
matters are better than they used 

to be a few years ago, but both 
dealer and customer will need to 
be on their guard against poorly 
aligned machines. Tuners can 
occasionally suffer similar 
problems, though this is even 
more unusual; most radio 
difficulties are likely to come from 
an inadequate or inappropriate 
aerial, after skimping on the less 
glamorous part of the budget. CD 
players have fewer consistency 
problems than analogue systems, 
though it is mildly ironic that they 
too seem to derive some sonic 
benefit from spiked stands or 
tables in a high quality system, and 
a poorly aligned machine may give 
poor disc tracking.

o

THE FINAL LINK
The key to getting the best results 
from a separates system lies in 
fmding an experienced and skilleg 
dealer in the first place. One who 
takes the trouble to fmd out what 
you really want and then 
demonstrate some likely 
alternatives, without trying to 
cram his own particular prejudices 
down your throat. To some extent 
the customer's task must be to 
discover for himself whether the 
dealer in question is competent or 
not. Membership of trade 
organisations like BADA can be a 
worthwhile pointer to a degree of 
professionalism, but the bottom 
line is whether the dealer in 
question can create a good sound 
in his own shop. If he can't, there is 
precious little chance of him doing 
so in your home. The best dealers 
should lay on demonstrations so 
you can hear the differences 
between components for yourself, 
and hear the sort of improvements 
which can be had at different price 
strata. You can then establish the 
sort of performance you are 
prepared to accept within 
whatever budgetary constraints 
you have set.
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SUBSCRIBE TO

NOW AND GET A
FREE LIMITED EDITION 

ALBUM OR CD!
e By the time you've read through this copy of Hi-Fi 
Choice, we're positive you won't want to miss a single 
issue.
e Now, you can actually guarantee you're one of the 
first people to see Hi-Fi Choice - delivered direct to 
your home, carefully packed, straight from our printers. 
e When you take out a subscription to the new Hi-Fi 
Choice, you are not only assured of your own priority 
copy every month, you'll also qualify for a rather special 
free gift (UK only): your choice of an album or CD from 
a carefully compiled catalogue will be sent with your 
first issue.

e Choose from a veritable treasure trove of import and 
limited edition vinyl and CDs, some of which are worth 
well over £16 at retail. There's classical, rock, new age 
and jazz music to suit every taste.
e And, should you have any doubt, just remember our 
money back guarantee. If, at any time, you are not 
satisfied with Hi-Fi Choice, just tell us. Without 
question or fuss, we'll refund the unused portion of your 
subscription immediately.
e Take advantage of this time-limited offer right away. 
Just fill in the form below. You can use any major credit 
card.

e Do it now and get a free CD or album!

ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW!
Make sure you are the first to receive copies of new issues as they appear.

I would like to take a year's subscription to Hi-Fi Choice at the special discount rate of £35 U.K. 0, £46 overseas D- 
Individual issues including postage and packing: U.K. £3.50, rest of the world £4.25 (air service) 

Cheques made payable to Dennis Publishing Ltd.

Name Address

_______________________________________ _______________________________  Postcode___________________
I enclose a chequed wish to pay by DAmex, D Access, D Visa

Card Number  Expiry Date 

Please send order form and payment to: 
Hi-Fi Choice, Mail Order, P.O. Box 320, London N21 2NB. 

Or ring 24 hour answer phone leaving Name, Address, Tel No. and order and card No. 01-360 6797
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The schizophrenic split between consumer improvements, but lack so-called convenience quality rating is based on results achieved using a
electronics and 'real hi-fi’ is most obvious amongst features {that practised users often fmd irksome) high quality system - but n point of fact the
turntables. The former are supplied simply as a Such turntables at the cheaper end of the market turntable is usually the limiting factor soundwise in
means of playing vinyl in a system context. Cheaply (sub-£350) tend to be supplied with matching any system. lab performance summarises the
manufactured in the Far East, these former are tonearm, and often include a 'starter' cartridge. Still speed stability, vibration generation and
complete players with a variety of automatic better quality is found at higher prices amongst the environmental isolation of turntables, along with the
facilities, sometimes tied into system remote separate motor units and tonearms. Careful friction, alignment and adjustment of tonearms. The

control But engineering compromises severely limit partnering and set-up is essential for these tonearm's physical characteristics also define a
sound quality, cartridge choice may be P-mount individual components, but 'naturally sympathetic' range of mechanically compatible cartridges (see
restricted, and such machines are rarely stocked by combinations do exist, and the good dealer can help cartridge listings).
specialist hi-fi dealers these days. Listed separated as integrated players and as

Specialist turntables offer big sound quality turntable motor units and tonearms, our sound
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E NAME

E PRICE
C LAB 
□ SOUND

□ COMMENTS E FEATURES
ARMEFF. MASS

E VALUE E BACK ISSUE 

FULL REVIEW .

Acoustic Research EBlDl 
£220

Good 
Good

This genuine high fidelity product oHers an impressive package at a competitive price Subchassis, manual, 13.5g BB 48

AkaiAPA201
£80

Poor
Average—

lt 'lived down' to our expectations sounding 'dead' and 'smeared'. with little depth and poor bass Solid, auto return, direct drive, 
5g P-mount

48

Alphason Sonata/HR-1DDS-MCS Excellent
£695/£359 Very Good

Highly capable audiophile system with real resolution and control. Bass is powerful and dynamic 
ability unbridled

Manual, subchassis. belt drive, 
lOg

R This

Ariston a-Deck 
£140

Good
Average+

Well engineered and good sounding low cost package which is both easy to set up and to use Semi-auto, bet drive, solid, BB This

Ariston RD60
£219

Good
Good

With the Enigma arm, this balanced and communicative turntable falls only slightly short of the 
RD90 on sound quality

Manual, belt drive, subchassis, 
1L5g

BB 48

Ariston RD40 Q/Enigma 
£388

Average+ 
Good

Worth considering for stylish appearance and decent pertormance, but undermined by RD60 in 
value for money terms

man/electronic, belt drive, subchassis
11.5g

48

Bang and OlufsenTX2 
£288

Average+ 
Average+

fully automatic, it can intertace to B&O's remote control system, is attractively styled and even 
sounds respectable I

Automatic, belt drive, subchassis, 
6g tB&O carts. only)

48 (Summary)

Dual CS503-1 
£125

Poor
Average

Slated as a replacement for the CS505. the 503-1 needs careful system matching to mask rumble 
and microphony, but is good enough to benefit from a better cartridge

Semi auto, belt drive, low mass 
arm

R This

Dual CSSDDD 
£200

Average 
Average+

The rare 78 facility may give grandma's collection a new lease of life but the player did not merit 
recommendation on price vs sound

Electronic. belt drive, subchassis, 
lOg

48

Heybrook TI2 turntable & arm 
£279/£249

Average 
Good+

A gradual process of informed evolution and a sensibly designed arm combine to make this a good 
sounding middle of the road package. Well supported by dealers

Manual subchassis motor with 
arm, belt drive. 14g

R This

linn Axis 
£313

Good+
Good+

Setting new pertormance-for-price standards this cleverly engineered and competent deck has 
many of the qualities of the Sondek LPI2

Electronic, belt drive, semi 
subchassis, 13g

BB 48/Coll

Linn Sondek/lttok (Troika)
£4711£399(£546)

Excellent
Excellent

Superb sound - the best LP12 combmation yet. The Troika gives the system real solidity and 
strength, stretching thedeck and arm qualities to the full

Manual subchassis player, belt 
drive. 14g

R This

logic Tempo/Datum 11
£240

Good 
Good+

The general character is lively and exciting, if a little full, with solid, clear open midband. and good 
stereo staging

Manual/electronic, decoupled 
plinth. 15g

BB . 48

lux PD290
£167

Average 
Average

Forthe non-critical user who likes lux styling and who requires a basic turntable Semi automatic, direct drive, lOg 40

Manticore Mantra
£300/£330(Arm)

Good+
Good+

Fitted with a Rega RB250 arm vanant and AT95E cartridge the Mantra fared very well indeed with 
a fine midrange and good focus

Subchassis, 12g, manual BB 48/Coll

Mission 775lCT
£200

Average+ 
Average+

Gives a tidy, coherent and well-integrated sound: a punchy performer if a bit bass light Solid plinth, manual, 12g 40

NAD 5120 
£90

Average 
Average—

Offering near hi-fi quality on a suspended sub-chassis deck fitted with an Ortofon 0M10 
cartridge can't be bad at this price

Semi-automatic. subchassis, 9g BB 48

Oak/Moth 
£175

Average— 
Average-

Despite the excellent Moth tonearm. motor vibration on the Oak makes for a sonically poor performer Solid. manual. 12g 48

Omega Point Silver/Black 
£895/£295

Good 
Good+

An avowedly stripped down turntable that lacks even an on/off switch, the Omega Point Silver offers 
fine midrange clarity and good stereo, but some HF compression and a lack of 'wellie'

Manual, solid, belt drive, 
unipivot. llg

This

Rega Planar 2 
£135

Average+ 
Good

A remarkable product at the price, surprisingly articulate and confident Integrated turntable, manual, 
1L5g

BB 48

Rega Planar J 
£188

Good
Good

A long time leader in its price category, the 3 (with its excellent RB300 arm) sounded nicely 
"'musical" in a balanced and coherent manner

Integrated turntable, manual, 
11.5g

BB 48

Revox 8291
£629

Average
Average-

Sound quality ranks as below average. Subjective bandwidth is narrow and the music lacks grace 
and energy. Ease of use however is unrivalled

Automatic, remote controllable, 
direct drive parallel arm, 
prefitted cartridge

This

Rote! RP-830

£160
Average 
Average

Reasonable sound, but nothing to get excited about. Bass quality not well integrated, but control OK: 
mid/top are fine

Manual, integrated, belt drive, 
solid, nc cartridge

R This

Source/OdysseyRP1
From £1,884

Very Good Mixed. The turntable has tremendous power and authority, but as tested suffered pitch imprecision. 
The arm is rather ill controlled and lacks resolution and focus

Manual, belt drive, subchassis, 
motor, outboard PSU, 15g

This

Systemdek 11 
£199

Good+ 
Good

Rating above average for its price the 11 sounded open and clear. if a bit soft in the bass Manual/electronic, bed drive, 
subchassis, 15g

BB 48

Systemdek IIX 
£199

Good+ 
Good

The more conventional appearance of the IIX has made it popu lar. performing competently. but 
essentially sounding similar to the 11

Manual/electronic. subchassis, 
15g

BB 48

Technics SlBD-22

£90
Average
Average-

Not bad for the price and a great improvement on the L20. it pertorms reasonably when not stretched Semi automatic, solid plinth. 
electronic, 6g, P-mount

R 48

Technics Sl-DD33

£110
Average 
Average

As with the QD33 though better value Automatic, direct drive, solid 
plinth, 7.5g, P-mount

RR 48

TechnicsSl-l20
£115

Poor
Average-

A rather lightweight parallel trackerachieving a poor overall rating. with little to recommend it 
unless you dig facilities ■

Electronic, solid plinth. 5g, 
P-mount

48

TechnicsSl-QDJJ 
£140

Average 
Average

The quartz speed controlled version of the DD is short on sound quality but not features. But it 
did have fair focus and some depth

Automatic, Quartz, direct drive, 
solid plinth, 7.5g, P-mount

R 48

ThorensTD280
£159

Average 
Average

Not impressive in the context of other Thorens models. The sound was considered lively if somewhat 
coarse and brash

Electronic, solid plinth, 12.5g 48

H
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Thorens TD166111
£179

Good 
Good

Old turntables never die; this revived 166 yet again takes its place near the top of its class Auto lift, subchassis, 7g BB 48

ThorensTD316
£219

Good 
Good

A competent, well built if notdynamic sounding machine, ably holding its own in its price category Electronic, subchassis, 4.5g R 48

ThorensTD320
£319

Good+ 
Good

The top of the range and a solid performer providing a stable focused sound, and not critical of siting Electronic, subchassis 7g 
(available without arm)

R 48

.............. .......... - - . _ —--— — —--———--—---------------------------------------- •„ _-----...........________ . ______  _____ ________.___ ____ _ ...... _..... .......
1
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FULL REVIEW

Ariston RD90 Superior 
£900

Good+ 
Good

Good but slightly damped sound quality, with powerful and stable bass. The quid quo pro is a certain 
lack of pace, energy and resolution.

Beltdrive, subchassis, electronic This

Audio Labor Konstant 
£2560

Good++ 
Very Good

The space-station-like solid alloy frame needs a substantial shelf, but absolute stability renders 
a confident, neutral sound

Belt drive, subchassis R 48/Coll

Elite Rock
£350______________________
Goldmund Studio
£2350

Good 
Good 
Very Good 
Excellent

Tight, tidy sounding playerwhich works with a wide variety of (non-tangential) arms, giving almost 
CD like precision and clarity. Good bass depth, but dry balance.
A reference point for high end audio, only exceeded by the even more extravagant Reference. 
Currently being reworked into a more competitive (!) package

Manual, belt drive, solid, arm 
damping, various optional extras 
Electronic, direct drive, 
solid subchassis

R

R

This

Coll

Logic Gemini 
£700

Good 
Average+

Innovative twin-motor design but insufficiently developed. Rates good overall but sounds a bit slow 
and lacking authority

Subchassis, electronic 48

Michell Synchro 
£235

Good
Good

A particularly happy blend of qualities endows the Synchro with a blend of subtlety and force - the 
mailed fist in the velvet glove. Easy on the ear in the best sense

Manual, belt drive, suspended 
motor unit

R This

Michell Gyrodec 
£595

Good
Good

Sweet and natural sounding player, well exploited by the Rega RB300 arm. Aesthetics, and the acres 
of acrylic, are unique

Manual, belt drive, suspended 
motor unit

This

Pink Triangle PT TOO 
£539

Very Good
Very Good

A substantial improvement on its predecessor, the TOO's new outboard power supply and motor 
gave a neutral soundwith fine depth and detail

Electronic, subchassis R 48/Coll

Roksan Xerxes 
£595

Excellent
Excellent

This unique design cuts a swathe through the conventions ofturntable design, providing superb 
resolution and stereo. Setting up is critical, and for experts only

Manual, belt drive, solid/decoupled R This

SEE Revolver 
£127

Average 
Average

Nicely balanced, but unimpressive timing and lightweight bass made this deck rather average for 
theprice. Manufacturer has since made several changes, but not re-submitted for review

Manual, belt drive, solid plinth 48

Systemdek IV 
£448

Good+
Good+

Clarity and definition in the midrange and treble were outstanding. It was better for firm support; 
less happy on floor tables

Electronic, belt drive subchassis R 43

ThorensTD160S MkIV
£225

Average 
Average+

Good value suspended sub-chassis turntable which doesn't need specialist setting up, and which 
performs consistently and well. Bass is little over-warm

Manual, belt drive, subchassis 
motor unit

R This

ThorensTD521
£625

Average 
Average+

Niche product. Unexciting, rather undynamic and msubstantial sound quality, but facilities 
compensate

Manual, belt, suspended motor 
unit, 78rpm, pitch control, 
12"" arm/16" records

This

Zaruthustra Soliloquy 

£1995_____________________
Very Good 
Good++

Attractively designed heavyweight platform, offering very good sound quality but at a hefty price Electronic, subchassis, belt drive R 48/Coll

UrwinunMs i
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FULL REVIEW

Airtangent 
£1698

Very Good
Very Good

This linear tracking air-bearing tonearm delivers the goods despite its extravagant price 7.5g (vert) R 48/Coll

Alphason Opal 
£110

Good 
Average

This is a straightforward adequate sounding low cost arm, priced just above where it rightly belongs lOg This

Alphason Delta 
£165

Good 
Average+

A highly competent design from Alphason gives good sound quality butwith slight blurring and 
treble fizz

16g R 48

Alphason Xenon 
£210

Good 
Good+

A trimmed down HR-IOOS-ES, theXenon has inferior bearings and a simpler fimish, but sounds 
crisp and coherent. Fits any Linn cutout

12.75g R This

Alphason HRlDOS 
£359

Good++ 
Very Good

This S-shaped arm sounds smooth, but nevertheless reproduces transients with fine attack JOg R 48/Coll

Ariston Enigma 
£126

Average 
Average+

Goodbutnotthe best in its class: mid-band sounds a little uneven; treble a trifle "'brash"’ IL5g 48

Audio Technics ATI120 

£132
Good 
Average+

This low effective mass (5gl arm suits fairly high compliance MM cartridges; gives pleasant tonal 
balance with good stereo imagery

5g 35

Decca International 
£49

Average+ 
Average+

This uni-pivot design gives a rather rich tonal balance and some bass muddling. Could be good 
with Oecca cartridges, but not well built

12g 48Summary

Eminent Technology 

£960
Good+ 
Good++

One of thebest sounding tonearms around, the linear tracking Eminent delivers impressive stereo 
imagery, focus and transparent sound

9g (vertical) R 48/Coll

Goldmund T3F arm 
£3850

Excellent
Excellent

This complex parallel tracker created an "'ear-opening"" experience when tested with a (since 
updated) Goldmund Studio turntable

16.5g R Coll 2

GraceG707 
£299

Good 
Good+

This venerable is stillcapable, if not competitive with modern alternatives 7g 48

Helius Orion 2 
£490

Very Good
Very Good

Very expensive butwith a performance that merits recommendation 12g R 48

Kusma 
£349

Very Good
Very Good

A classic performance: solid and dynamicwith exceptional bass weight and speed, if a little 'untidy' 14.5g R 48/Coll

Linn LV Plus 
£129

Good+ 
Good

Thefixedheadshell provides an improvement overtheLVX resulting in better clarity detail and punch 13g BB 48

Linn lttok LVII 
£399

Very Good
Very Good

Suitablefor many turntables this top-quality arm performs best withthe LP12. the combination 
exceedingthe sum of both parts

13.5g R 48/Coll

Logic Datum 2 
£230

Very Good 
Good++

Rated sonically very good with fine depth focus and transparency, good air and life, albeit slightly 
'untidy'

15g R 48/Coll

Mission Mechanic 
£600

Good 
Good+

Nearly right, but inconsistency with level and vague imagery spoil what is otherwise a firm, 
powerful advocate for black vinyl

Jig This

Moth Arm 
£65

Good 
Good+

The ultimate budget arm? Refined, detailed, sweet and natural - performance improves in line with 
the rest of the system

12g BB This

Rega RB300 
£90

Good+ + 
Good++

Despite its modest price this sets exceptional performance standards and could be used on a number 
of high-quality turntables

10 -Jig BB 48/Coll

SME 3009 Series IllS
£156

Good 
Average+

A simplified less flexible (as regards adjustment) Series Ill with a similarly 'soft' sonic character 5g 48

SME 3009 Series Ill 
£216

Good 
Average+

Comprehensively adjustable and very well made, suited to MM and high compliance MC cartridges 5g 48

SME3009R 
£272

Average+ 
Average+

A higher mass version of theSeries Ill designed for low compliance MC cartridges 12g 48
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SME Series IV Excellent
£675 . Very Good

Superb engmeering and tin ish with 1 finely balanced sound grvrng rmpressive stereo locus and low 10.5g
coloration

R This

SME Series V 
£1138 .

Excellent
Very Good

Excellent in terms of design engineering and sound quality, this arm arguably sets a new reference 10.5g 
standard regardless of price

R 48/Coll

Souther Tri-Quartz 
£850

Average 
Good

A unique parallel tracking arm that makes up for what it lacks sonically n its 
appearance

unusual3-4g 48

Well Tempered Arm 
£545

Good++ 
Good++

The overall performance of this arm ""grows" on the listener, justifying the possible mounting 6.8g
complications and radical styling

R 48/Coll

Very much the 'sfave' of turntable and tonearm, and Cartridges fall into two groups: high output
to some extent undermined by the supply of free models, capable of working directly into any
'starter' cartridges on many turntable systems, the amplifier, and more expensive low output models.
cartridge is still worth taking seriously. The quality Stereotypically, low output cartridges use the
of both the stylus itself and the cartridge's tracking moving coil principle of operation, have better
performance are important in preserving that most mechanical integrity and tighter tolerances, and giv
rimportant part of the hi-li system - the record better performance but at much higher cost. Most
collection - and the cartridge also plays a under-£150 amplifiers and many valve designs nee
significant role in determining the overall balance of either an extra head amp or transformer to cope with
a system. the low output. Cartridge/amplifier interfacing

can be very subtle, but . even basic high output 
moving magnet designs benefit in overall balance 
from optimised amplifier capacitance loading. Still 
more important, the mechanical cartridge 
characteristic of cantilever compliance 
('springiness') needs to be considered in the light of 
the effective mass of the tonearm which will be 
used (see Turntable & Tonearm entries).

H NAME

■ PRICE

0 LAB

□ SOUND

E COMMENTS 0 ARM
P AMP MATCHING

B VALUE H BACK ISSUE 

FULL REVIEW
A&R C77
£20

Average+ 
Average+

A sensible moving magnet package wilh good bounce at a competitive price 6-16g 
Normal

BB 48

A&R P77Mg 
£47.50

Average+ 
Average+

Cautiously recommended, the P77Mg was preferred to its cheaper partner by virtue of a better tip. Channel 
balance could have been better

4-9g 
Normal

R 48

A&R E77Mg 
£57.50

Average 
Average

Our sample had a disappointing stylus. but gave a coherent, rich and laid back sound, with good 'scale' 3-8g 
Normal

R 48

ADCTRX1 

£49.90
Average 
Average

Sounding bright and "tinkly" but with a rich bass this model may endear itselfto those who like canaries 
and gongs. Now quite competitively priced

6-15g 
Normal

38

ADC TRX 11 
£69.60

Average 
Average+

Comments like ""fiercely exciting" Ireble and ""plummy"’ bass made this cartridge seem overpriced, 

though price reductions now make it more competitive
6-15g 
Normal

38 (Summary)

Audionote 1 02YDH
£795

Good
Very Good

One of the best. giving 'an extraordinarily relaxing midrange clarity'. But it picked up a bit of surface noise 
and dust and needs a transformer

8-18g
Very tow (transformer)

43

Audioquest MCS 
£200

Average 
Average

Offers high-output benefits but the drooping frequency response and severe VTA error preclude 
recommendation

10-20g 
Normal

54

Audioquest 404BL 

£299
Average 
Average

Lateral stereo imaging is thwarted by huge VTA error and the meagre tracking margins do little to help. 
Sound quality is not competitive

8-20g 
Low

54

Audio Technica AT 105
£13.95

Average 
Average

Tight budget people may enjoy this cartridge whose "overall performance was very good for the price" 6.16g 
Normal

43

AudioTechnica AT95E 
£14.95

Average
Average

Clear, dynamic if richly balanced, the magnetic '95E is a definite Best Buy 8.14g 
Normal

BB 48

Audio Technica AT 115E 
£27.95

Average 
Average

Clear and detailed sound quality aIthough a bit on the "heavy"’ side. Sonically lagged the cheaper 110E1 5-16g 
Normal

43

Audio Technica AT3200XE1 
£42.95

Average+ 
Average

Thishigh output MC sounds better than it looks, with a decent 'laid back' sound quality 6-18g
Normal

R 43

Audio Technica ATF3 
£70

Average+ 
Good

Giving a big and generous sound, the ATF3 also has lively pace with good focus and depth, offering a near 
ideal balance for the price

4-12g 
Low

BB 48/Coll

Audio Technica ATF30CC 
£70

Good
Good

Slight generator asymmetry but low overall distortion and broad arm matching, plus a lively balanced 
sound

8-18g 
Low

BB 54

Audio Technica AT 140ML 
£99.95

Average 
Average

Pricey product this. Prefers tow-medium mass arms and low capacrtance loading, and is sonically 
unremarkable

6-12g
Normal

43

Audio Technica ATFSOCC 
£100

Average+ 
Good

Decent output, good channel balance and a thoroughly refined sound sets the standard at £100 9-20g 
Low

BB 54

Audio Technica AT33ML 
£238.95

Average+ 
Good

A little expensive buttechnically competent, and sonically pretty good; low output MC with rather garish 
gilt finish

6-16g 
Low

43

Audio Technica ATOC7 
£245

Good+ Technically and subjectively this cartridge represents a new dawnfor AT, in the twilight of analogue audio 6-13g 
Low

R 54

Azden YM1 OVE 
£12.50

Average 
Average-

A good tracker. Sounds rather bunched-up but nottotally incoherent-for very basic systems only 5-15g 
Normal

54

Azden GM1 E
£30

Average
Average-

Of academic interest only, this high o/p me is seriously flawed in sonic terms 8-18g
Low/normal

54

Azden GMP5L
£99

Average+ 
Average+

Although no P-mount system will do this cartridge justice, it can still be enjoyed in its universal mode. 
The subtle balance may prove irresistible to some

4-IOg 
Low

R 54

8&0 MMC5
£21

Average+ 
Average

Cheapest in the family - smooth treble and good focus, but the bass was left in the wings 5-15g 
Normal

38 (Summary)

8&0MMC4 
£33

Good 
Average+

Solid and well balanced in the midrange, the' 4 lacks bass impact 5-15g 
Normal

48

8&0 MMC3
£50

Good 
Average

Slightly "laid back" sound quality but a good performer for the price. Best suited to B&O equipment 5-15g 
Normal

48

B&OMMC2
£75

Good
Average+

Only a modest improvement on its cheaper brothers (and sisters) 5-15g 
Normal

48

8&0 MMC1
£97

Very Good 
Good

Great clarity and detail at high frequencies but a slightly plodding bass. lt may appeal more to the classical 
enthusiast '

5-13g
Normal

48

Cello Chorale 
£799

Good
Very Good

Looking like a piece of NASA gadgetry the Chorale's transparent treble delicacy was without equal. 
A serious audiophile choice

4-10g
Low o/p

R 48/Coll

Clear Audio Gamma 
£285

Average 
Average+

Brimming over with enthusiasm, the unusual-looking Gamma is more than an audio oddity, but it lacks 
a little subtlety at times

4-llg 
Low

54

Clear Audio Delta 
£450

A
G
verage+ 
ood

Midway between the Gamma and exotic Pradikat, the Delta sounds like neither! Nevertheless, it delivers 
the goods

6-17g 
Low

R 54

Decca Maroon 
£109

P
A

oor 
verage+

Utterly different from other cartridges, the Maroon combines Heaven and Hell with good bass and 
midband but poor top-end control

8-16g + damping 
Normal

48

Decca Super Gold 
£248

A
G

verage— 
ood+

Sometimes a bit fierce in emphasising record surface faults, it is perhaps best at revealing the 
excitement and tension in music

8-20g + damping 
Normal

R 48/Coll
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CHARING CROSS ROAD

HOME OF llllllllll■lll■■IMII^■■lll^■

COYEUT G^BDEU BECOEDS
A COMPLETE SERVICE TO MUSIC LOVERS

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS AND 
QUALITY AUDIO

With over 45 CD Players and an outstanding choice of speak
ers, amplifiers, tuners and other audio equipment.

We provide expert unhurried advice In a pleasant environ
ment.

Two private demonstration rooms. One bookable. Yamaha 
surround sound DSP1 fitted.

We stock an excellent range of quality hi-fi equipment and 
loudspeakers from B&W, Quad, Meridian, Mission Cyrus, A&R 
Cambridge, Rogers, Monitor Audio, Wharfedale, Sony, Philips, 
Nakamichi, Yamaha, AKG, Sennheiser, Kenwood, Rotel, 
Marantz, Pioneer, Revox, Monster Cable, and more.

Installation service free In Greater London for systems and 
selected components. Ask for details.

Over 6000 CD titles to test equipment on.

NEW MISSION RANGE NOW AVAILABLE. THE EXCELLENT NEW 
CYRUS AMPLIFIERS AND THE OUTSTANDING CD PLAYER THE 
PCM2 NOW ON DEMONSTRATION.

CDV
COMPACT DISC VIDEO 

PLAYERS NOWON 
DEMONSTRATION 

AND ON SALE

SAVE MONEY 
AND DISCOVER OUR 

EXCELLENT ALL ROUND 
SERVICE BY USING THE 

COUPONS BELOW

DAT
ON DEMONSTRATION 

IF YOU ARE WORRIED BYALL 
THE RUMOURS COME AND 

SEE FOR YOURSELF

COTENT GARDEN RECORDS
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OJA 

Tel: 01-379 7674/7635/7427 
Open Mon - Sat 1 0am-7.30pm

2 mins from Leicester Sq. and. Tottenham Court Road Tube

£6 Off
On Purchase

Of 5 CD's over £9.95
84 Charing Cross Rd, WC2 

uFn/9/Pn NO TOKENS GIVENnr^/Z/00 -\/A| Tn OO/9/RR

£50 OFF. Get £2 off your next 25 CD’s
(£ 10.95+) when you buy a CD player
... Offer also applies to Hi Fi systems over £750.
Ask for details

“Sale and special otter goods excluded valid to 29/2/88

£1 Off
On Purchase

Of 1 CD over £9.95
84 Charing Cross Rd, WC2 

NO TOKENS GIVEN 
HFC/2/88 “VALID TO 29/2/88
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Denon DL110 
£60

Good 
Good

Firmly recommended as a fineall-rounder, this high-output moving-coil model is likely to perform well 
in nearly all circumstances

6-16g 
Normal

BB 48

Denon DL160 
£80

Average+ 
Good

Although listeners just preferred the 110 its brother here proved a twin in lab tests and is still 
' "thoroughly competent"’

6-16g 
Low

43

Denon DL 103
£90

Average 
Good

This classic spherical stylus model gives lively sound with powerful bass, and is popular in broadcast 
studios

6-16g 
Low

R 48

Dynavector DV-50X 
£60

Good 
Average

A high-output MC model with impressive lab performance, but whose tip and sound quality both 
disappointed

6-14g 
Normal

48

DynavectorDV1DXIV 
£60

Average 
Average+

Fine sounding and realistically priced; damping is recommended to ensure successful trackingability 8-18g 
Normal

R 48

Dynavector DV23RS 
£150

Average+ 
Good

Sound quality was described as "shut-in", lacking energy and sparkle butwith some "edginess"" in high I0-22g 
frequencies Low

28

GlanzMFG 11OEX
£24

Average 
Average

A little bright but giving detai led bass and clear treble this was competitive at the price 6-16g
Normal

R Systems

Glanz GMC20E
£129

Average 
Average

Youcould try haggling butwethought the makers ofthis number were demanding too much lucre for their 3-6g 
product Low

48

Goldring Epic 
£18

Average
Average

An unpretentious "punchy” partner to a budget system, giving decent dynamics and focus 6-14g 
Normal

R 48

Goldring 1010
£33.95

Average+ 
Average-

Listening results were a disappointment for a design which "looks right" in many respects 8-16g 
Normal

43

Goldring G1010 
£34

Average 
Average

A bitfiddlyto set-up butrewarding once accomplished. Thebig and bouncy sound belies its price. 
Sensitive to amp loading

I0-20g 
Normal

BB 54

Goldring 1020
£49.95

Average+ 
Average-

Like the 1010 this one strutted finely onto stage but couldn’t project to the "gods’" 8-16g 
Normal

43

Goldring 1040
£74.95

Average+ 
Average-

High frequency extension was improved by the van den Hul tip; nice looking model -no great actress 8-16g 
Normal

48

Goldring Eroical 
£89

Average 
Average+

Open and relaxed sounding, the L version is just that bit more refined than its high output brother 7-18g 
Low

R 54

Goldring Electro 11
£135 complete

Average 
Average+

A pretty decent all rounder that did not excel sufficiently to warrant recommendation 8-16g 
Normal

43

Goldring Electro 11LZ Boron Average
£199 complete Average+

Well balanced sound but lacking low frequency authority, midrange focus and "punch" 12-20g 
Low

38 (Summary)

Grace F9E 11
£240

Good 
Good

For lively presentation, excellent separation and general satisfactory sonic delivery - consider this model 5-lOg
Normal

48

Grado XTE+I 
£20

Average— 
Average

Bass and treble area trifle coloured but the midband proved highly enjoyable. Ideal for budget systems 6-13g (damping) R
Normal

54

Grado XF3E+
£45

Average
Average

Downtilting balance disguises the brightness of this cartridge; bit of a mixed bag at this price 9-20g (damping) 
Normal

54

Highphonic MCA3 
£320

Very Good 
Good+

Exquisitely crafted by a group of ex-Denon engineers, this superb tracker had a sweet and seductive 
(if rather bright) treble

5-12g 
Low

43

Kiseki Blue Silver Spot 
£375

Average+ 
Good

Solid performance from a very solid cartridge but lacks some of the mage of other Kiseki's. Compliance 
too high

5-12g 
Low

54

Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire Good+
£645 Good+

Rare, beautiful to look at and sweet to listen to, our review of this high-flyer conjured up images of 
Japanese art

5-14g 
Low

Collection

Koetsu Black K 
£550

Good+
Good+

I impressive in scale and dynamics but with some criticism of bass muddling and high treble tizz. 
Listen before deciding

6-18g 
Low

R 48/Coll

Koetsu Red
£835

Good+
Very Good

Named like a rare, and perhaps dangerous, little oriental fish this famous cartridge sounded "almost 
l argerfhan life"

10-25g 
Low

R 48/Coll

linn Basik 
£18

Average
Average

This goes much further in delivering the goods than its price tag might indicate 6-14g 
Normal

BB 48/Systems

linn K9 
£64.88

Average 
Good

Linn threw this model into the l eading pack by beefing up the Basik’s bodywork, adding a super stylus, 
and keeping theprice fair

6-15g 
Normal

BB 48/Coll

linn Asaka 
£249

Good+
Good+

Disciples of Linn who are trying to realise theirtrue "Karma" may find that saving money is not a short 
cutto heaven

9-18g 
Low

R ’ 48/Coll

linn Karma 
£399

Very Good
Very Good

A specialist which is strongly recommended for Linn-based systems; results may be less predictable in 
moregefleral application

9-18g 
Low

R 48/Coll

linn Troika
£546.25

N/A
Very Good

Ex-Karma users have been seen with glazed expressions indicating smug self-indulgence the morning 
after fitting a Troika

8-18g 
Low

Coli

Madrigal Carnegie One 
£685

Average+ 
Good

Looks like a duck but sounds much better; certainly worth auditioning. Compliance too high 5-llg 
Low

54

Milltek Aurora 
£198

Good+
Good+

An overall feeling of relaxed ease characterised this clear and atmospheric Kiseki-built cartridge 8-16g 
Normal

R 48/Coll

Millteh Olympia 
£298

Average+ Warm and detailed sound -packsthepunchofthe best m-c’s with high outpu! as a bonus 12-20g (damping) R
Normal

54

Mission 713HC
£150

Good 
Good

A sufficiently well-balanced and competitively priced "old-timer" which still warrants 
recommendation

6-16g 
Low

R 38

Monster Alpha 2 
£479

Good 
Good+

1 n the final analysis this fine all rounder is insufficiently exceptional in any specific respect to justify 
fully its high price

6-14g 
Low

Collection

NAD 9100 
£12

Average
Average

Clearly a Best Buy model for rock music fans, opera and choral music lovers might do better to avoid its 
tracking (in)abilities

l0-20g 
Normal

B8 38

NAO 9200 
£26

Average
Average-

Although competent in many respects, overall the 9200 must be considered an undistinguished contender 6-19g
Normal

28

Nagaokamm4 
£8

Average
Average-

Clear punchy soundthat delivers the rudiments of a good performance 6-16g 
Normal

R 54

Nagaoka MP1 0
£17

Average 
Average

High frequencies sounded "shut-in" with this spherical-stylus model, but mid and bass were energetic 
bouncy and punchy

5-13g 
Normal

R 48

NagaokaMP11 Boron 
£38

Average 
Average+

Responding well overall in PM’s equipment and listening room, this model was mildly criticised for low 
level and dynamic limitations

5-13g 
Normal

BB 48

Nagaoka MP1OSB 
£40

Average 
Average+

Stilton’s mods have improved the fine detail resolution of this popular budget model 5-15g 
Normal

R 54
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NEWSLETTER
Vof 3 No 9- February 1988

The theme of this newsletter will 
be more direct in the matter of how 
the authentic High-end experience 
can be brought into your home. 
Our regular readers and friends 
will know that we share the preva
lent view that Audio Research are 
well in the lead when it comes to 
amplifiers which do not mask the 
music. Thus the new SP-9 pre
amplifier at its price of £1,695 is a 
fine. investment to start your move 
into the authentic High-end experi
ence. Link it up with your existing 
integrated amplifier, or listen to it 
with a Quad 306 power amplifier!

We have already sold some SP 
11 Mk. 2 pre-amplifiers, and can 
confirm that it is astonishing in its 
resolution of detail, power and 
subtlety unimagined to have been 
hidden in records old and new. 
The cost is high, but you get your 
moneys worth, unlike investing in 
the stock market!

Whatever your budget, The 
Music Room can demonstrate the 
best value in purist sound
engineering. Thus, we can let you 
hear the famous value-for-money 
valve pre-amps by Concordant 
(under £700) and Croft (an amaz
ing £150!). If solid-state pre-amps 
are your preference, we recom
mend the excellence of the PS 4.5 
at £695.

ENTER SUMO
The Music Room is delighted to 
announce a range of American 
high-end amplifiers which do not 
cost the earth. We are approached 
regularly with products which pur
port to be high-end but inexpen
sive, but SUMO products repre

I -
> -

sent something of a breakthrough: 
good news for American, and now 
British Audiophiles. The pre-amp 
and the "baby" power amp. cost 
£695 each, so book now for an 
audition as a stampede is inevita
ble.

TURNTABLES
The Oracle Delphi Mk. 3 with or 
without Air-Tangent tonearm 
speaks for itself to anyone who 
cares to listen. lt gives an open, 
rich but detailed three'dimen- 
sional soundstage and let's be 
honest, if looks could kill . . . The

Alphason Sonata is something of a 
British equivalent as is the Michell 
Gyrodek with its new acrylic plat
ter, both at a much lower cost. (We 
have a second-hand Oracle Delphi 
Mk. 2 with Sumiko arm on sale for 
only £995.)

We are overwhelmed by the pre
cision engineering of the new 
bearing of the Roksan Xerxes, and 
its sound quality is immediately 
apparent upon listening. With the 
excellent value Rega RB-300 or RB- 
250, or the Mission Mechanic/SME 
IV or V the case forthe Roksan can 
be conclusively demonstrated in 
one of our interview rooms. The 
SME IV at £675 is still in very short 
supply, but well worth the wait. A 
deposit of £75 and three to four 
weeks will transform your record 
collection forever!
THE BEST SELLERS
Our best selling-product for 1987 
in Glasgow was the Systemdek 2X 
turntable. The reasons are clear: to 
buy a top quality subchassis turn
table without compromise and 
with tonearm for £199 is proof that 
we do cater for those who wish to 
buy sound-engineering for a 
reasonable price.

Our best-selling amplifiers are 
from Audiolab, Cambridge Audio 
and Musical Fidelity all of whom 
offer a degree of excellence which 
is ensured by careful matching to 
the rest of your System. These 
British integrated amplifiers now 
reach a truly amazing standard, so 
now is the time to part-exchange 
your old Japanese receiver!

Our best-selling speakers are 
Monitor Audio and Rogers. These 
two distinguished ranges refine 
"box" technology to a degree 
unimaginable only five years ago, 
and at very reasonable prices from 
£169! The ultimate, however, rests 
with panel loudspeakers, but do 
not panic . . .

AFFORDABLE MAGNEPLANAR 
The favourable currency exchange 
rate now makes available the 
amazing SMGa Special (black & 
chrome or brown and brass) at no 
increase in price, namely £697. We 
have commissioned a beautiful 
and rigid set of feet to upgrade the 
performance, and we urge our 

customers to listen to the newly 
revised SMGa's. They represent 
an economic entry to real high-end 
Hi-Fi, because no other product at 
a comparable price gives the open, 
flowing sound from these panels. 
And they do not demand exotic 
power-amplifiers.

The Magneplanarrange extends 
right up to the top with models 
such as the new 2.5, the Ill and the 
Tympani IVa all featuring the rib
bon tweeter technology. As with 
all authentic High-end equipment, 
you soon forget the equipment as 
the musical realism convinces you 
that High-end Audio is a better 
investment than the next share 
issue.

ACCESSORIES, NECESSARIES
These offer amazing improve
ments and facilities at low cost, but 
are too numerous to •list. Please 
send sae for our four-page 
catalogue. This includes several 
state-of-the-art cables and inter
connects which bring the perfor 
mance of the £1,000 unaffordable 
cables down to earth. This alone is 
worth your sae, but our catalogue 
contains much more!

APPROVED & GUARANTEED 
USED EQUIPMENT
An obvious saving is to buy good 
used equipment, but until now this 
has been something of a risk. 
There have been several cases this 
year of "butchered" Audio 
Research equipment being offered 
second-hand for low prices to 
tempt the unwary. Some of this is 
imported from Europe, some have 
old or ill-matched valves, repaired 
by inexperienced engineers on the 
cheap.

Absolute Sounds 
have now launched 
protect buyers of 
Research through 

of London 
a scheme to 
used Audio 
their elite

franchised dealer network. An 
approved used product will have 
new valves of the recommended 
types and be fully refurbished and 
guaranteed for 12 months. The 
first two products on offer are an 
SP-8 for £995, and an SP-11 Mk 11 
for£3,995 (oryour mint SP11 1 plus 
£995, or your SP-9/SP-1 0 etc.).

We also havea customer cancel

led new KRELL KSA-100 Mk. 11 at a 
saving of £250 on this scarce 
model, and a pair Of Apogee 
Duetta Mk. l in grey, mint condition 
at £2,250. These are a perfect 
match for Krell, Meitner or 
Tandberg amplifiers - otherwise, 
hesitate. STOP PRESS: Threshold 
S/150 mint condition, bargain at 
£995. We have a pair of ProAc EBS 
at £1,000, the amazing Accoustat- 
X at only £425 (beautiful in white, 
the electrostatic bargain of the 
year but like the. owner, we lack the 
space!) and finally our ex-dem 
Infinity Reference RS llb, slightly 
scratched and dented, hence 
£2,300, but acoustically perfect.

LONDON AGENT AND
OVERSEAS
We have our man in London who 
takes care of our Southern cus
tomers' installations and after 
sales service. And for overseas 
customers, we can arrange a 48- 
hour airfreight service at low cost 
which has been working well for 
us.

STEREO SHOWCASE
Our shop at 98 Bath Street, Glas
gow offers the best in "designer" 
and lifestyle Hi-Fi, TV and Video 
equipment such as Nakamichi, 
Marantz, Philips CD and a new 
B&O Studio featuring the Link sys
tem of sound and vision remotely 
controlled and accessible through
out the house.

MOBILE FIDELITY
We also have a specialist shop 
offering the best advice and instal
lations of in-car Hi-Fi to the same 
standards as our domestic equip
ment, that is sound engineering 
rather than gimmicks.

CONCLUSION
No-nonsense, fair-dealing and the 
best value and .expertise if your 
goal is to achieve a soundly 
engineered reliable system which 
will give years of satisfaction. See 
the rest, the speak to us!

The Music Room. 
22I Sr. Vincent Street, 

Glasgow G2 5QY.
Tel: 04I-248 722L
(Open Six Days)

The Music Room, 
50 Bridge Street, 

Manchester M3 3BN.
Tel: 06I-835 I366. 

(Now Open Six Days)

DESIGNER & LIFESTYLE HI-FI, 
TV &. VIDEO: Stereo Showcase. 
98 Bath Street, Glasgow G2 2EN. 

Tel: 04I-332 5012. 
(Now Open Six Days)

IN CAR HI-FI & 
A UTO-ELECTRONICS: 

Mobile Fidelity, 98 Bath Street, 
Glasgow G2 2EN. Te/: 041-332 5775. 

(Closed Tuesdays)

All shops accept ACCESS, VISA and AMEX on presentation or by 'phone and are licensed brokers. Instant and personalised credit readily available 
subject to normal requirements. We will shortly open a private Showroom and Service dedicated exclusively to ultimate components and systems 
optimising and invite you to contact Jack Lawson and obtain a copy ofour Information Sheet No. 9 (Source Owners should request a copy ofNo. 8.)
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FULL REVIEW

Nagaoka MP11 Gold 
£45

Average- 
Average+

There were mild criticisms directed at most areas, but in general the sound was clear. open and even 3-8g 
Normal

R 48

Nagaoka MP11 Gold SB 
£70

Average
Average

Excessive price loading for a blob of aluminium 2-6g
Normal

54

Ortofon YMSSE 11
£14

Average 
Average

Sound quality was thought fair forthe price, though a little 'untidy' 8-18g 
Normal

38 (Summary)

Ortofon OMSE 
£16

Average
Average—

The OMIO is a hi-fi cartridge - the OM5E is not 5-16g 
Normal

43

Ortofon OMIO 
£21

Average 
Average

One of the leading "cheapies", this gives a fine level of sound quality for the price. with good matching 
compatibility

5-15g 
Normal

BB 48

Ortofon YMS 1 OE 11
£21

Average
Average—

Some of its stable-mates fared rather better. and showed less evidence of tracking problems to boot
Normal

38

Ortofon YMS20E 11
£35

Average 
Average

One of the most popular cartridges ever. sound quality was a bit laid-back and tracking could have 
been better

3-lOg 
Normal

48

Ortofon OM20
£45

Average 
Average+

This turned out to be the listening panel's favourite among Ortofon's moving magnet models 5-16g 
Normal

R 48

Ortofon XI 
£50

Average 
Average

The cheaper XI scored higher marks with our listening panel than the X3, but bothwere a disappointment 6-15g 
Normal

48

Ortofon YMS30E11 
£52

Average+ 
Average

Rather an old soldier in relation to turntable technology, it will perform undemandingly in demanding 
circumstances

5-13g
Normal

38

Ortofon MC10 Super 
£65

Average 
Good

"What a delightfully sweet-sounding cartridge this is. .." we said 5-15g 
Low

BH 48

Ortofon OM40
£75

Average 
Average+

Highly competent engineering. secure tracking and decent sound quality are major strengths. But it's a 
li ttle cold, a little polite

3-8g 
Normal

48

Ortofon X3
£75

Average 
Average

A lack of bass power. definition and a "zitty" top end makes this competent but uninvolving (see above) 5-15g 
Normal

48

Ortofon MC20 Super 
£180

Average+ 
Good+

An "inviting"" sound quality: polite rather than exciting it approaches much more expensive models, but 
does not better them

6-15g 
Low

R 48/Coll

Ortofon MC30 Super 

£270
Very Good 
Good+

Beautifully engineered and well-balanced. it was slightly criticised as bland. though some may 
appreciate the lack of rough edges

5-14g 
Low

Ortofon MC2000 
£450

Very Good 
Good+

There are few grounds on which to fault the MC 2000, but extremely low output means the expense and 
aggravation of a transformer

5-lOg
Very low (transformer)

38

Pradikat by Clear Audio 
£1225

Average+ 
Very Good

Sounded absolutely glorious. creating a full sense of scale and a large well-focused soundstage - 
but watch for record wear

8-18g Coli

RATARP20 
£22

Average
Average

Good integration. a clear dynamic midrange and the beginnings of fine stereo imagery merits clear 
recommendation

6-14g R 48

Rata RP40
£44

Average 
Average+

The '40 did a good job of sorting out the layers and complexity of the mix, with good focus, excellent 
stereo spread and fine scale

6-15g 
Normal

R 48

RATARP70
£77*

Average 
Average+

Clearer and sweeter than the '40 this also seemed heavier and less lively. For £99 you can have a 
van den Hul stylus

6-14g
Normal

43

RegaRBIOO 
£38

Average 
Average+

Remarkable mechanical performance in the right system context. but "try before you buy"" 5-12g
Normal

R 48

Shure M92E
£15

Average
Average

Though iacking depth. the overall sound quality was competent. but treble was not its forte l0-15g
Normal

43

Shure M99E 
£24

Average
Average-

Sister to the 92E This is a solid but not particularly exciting cartridge 5-lOg 
Normal

38 (Summary)

ShureME75EO
£24

Average 
Average-

Rather bright and splashy in the high frequencies but nevertheless a competent model 5-lOg 
Normal

38

ShureMI04E 
£32

Average
Average

Capable in many ways, but giving no substantial improvement over the 92E in our view 5-15g 
Normal

38

ShureME97HE 
£43.95

Average 
Average+

11 won't turn a sow's ear of a turntable into a silk purse, but will at least keep going and produce an 
acceptable result

8-20g 
Normal

R 48

Shure M lOSE 
£45

Average 
Average-

A slightly ' spitty' sound lacking deep bass and dynamic contrast. but can be used in virtually every 
system where it will perform "unobtrusively"'

5-12g
Normal

' 38 (Summary)

Shure MllOHE 
£55

Average 
Average

Sound quality was thought eminently presentable, but not exciting: smooth clear high frequencies. but 
a loss of bass definition

5-lOg 
Normal

38 (Summary)

Shure MlllHE 
£67

Average 
Average

Early reviews of this cartridge complained principally of the price - which has since come down 5-lOg 
Normal

38 (Summary)

ShureML120HE 
£95

Average+ 
Average+

Quite decent sound quality and a generally fine balanced performance 6-18g 
Normal

48

Shure ML140HE 
£120

Average+ 
Good

Qualitatively the treble of this well-balanced moving magnet model was a match for many moving coil 
cartridges

6-16g 
Normal

43

Shure VISYMR 
£195

Good
Average+

I nitial listening gave promising results. but extended familiarity gave the feeling of a lack of energy 
and a "shut-in" sound

5-12g 
Normal

38

Shure Ultra 500
£452

Good 
Good

There was no doubting the accomplishments of what could well be the finest moving magnet cartridge 
around

6-14g 
Normal

48

Supex SMIOOE 
£115

Average 
Average+

Delivers as much musical information as many moving coils - the bass in particular having an attractive 
bounce

6-15g 
Normal

38

SupexS09001V 
£350

Average+ 
Good+

The 900 is an inherently fine cartridge. but despite a recent update it is beginning to show its age l0-18g 
Low

R 48/Coll

Supex S09011V 
£375

Average+ 
Good+

This high output model delivered sufficient subjective and objective performance, plus good compatibility, 
to justify its price tag

8-18g
Normal

R 48

SupexSOX2000 
£651L£721H

Good 
Good+

The high-o/p 2000 was preferred on listening tests to the low-o/p model. which even so has a unique 
place among the top designs

6-16g
Either

48

Van Den Hut MCIO 
£699

Good 
Good+

A neutral balanced performer giving transparent midrange. fine depth and focus with firm extended bass. 
Gosh'

5-lOg 
Low

R 48/Coll

Van Den Hut MC One
£799

Good
Very Good

This extended all the positive qualities of the '10 but added greater authority and scale- worth it for 
the extra money

6-12g 
Low

R 48/Coll

s
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BODYBUILDING FOR MIDIS!
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WttAtMNEW
QED MIDIM ATE
More, Power to Your System!

"k‘‘ MIDIMATE is a power amplifier specifically designed to work from the loudspeaker 
^^^ ' outputs of a midi system. lt is extremely easy to connect, and offers up to 4 times

>^^, more power, with a dramatic improvement in sound quality. MIDMATE’s slim 
IY .'S' ‘ design means that it can be located out of sight behind the midi system, it

even turns itself on and off automatically
MIDIMATE will increase your enjoyment of music by adding that

extra dimension of better high fidelity sound.

Price £99.95

QED Audio Products Ltd., Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex TW15 1AU

'
'
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The amplifier sits at the heart of the system, bleakly simple, avoiding all unnecessary features to again, paradoxically, this doesn’t necessarily
processing the outputs from all the various music provide the most direct signal path in the interests correspond to the loudness capability of the
sources as necessary and then driving the of best sound quality. The latter range from models amplifier, and has as much to do with the elegance
loudspeakers. These two (quite separate) functions with just basic tone controls and tape recorder of the overload characteristics within a given
are (ntegrated into a single box at the (ow-to-middle switching, to those with elaborate facilities such as system (valve amplifiers invariably sound more

price points; separated pre- and power amplifiers graphic equalisers, remote control (including powerful than their rating would suggest). The
become increasingly common as one moves volume), surround sound options etc. etc. listing of features provides some indication to the
upmarket. At the upper end of the specialist market, Lab measurement provides some useful data, complexity of an amplifier: many users prefer to
valve amplifiers provide a popular alternative to the particularly in regard' to an amplifier’s ability to retain the option of tone controls to 'shape' the
transistor types amongst enthusiasts. drive a wide range of different types of overall sound according to taste; many others have

There is a substantial difference between loudspeakers, but this (s only obliquely related to found (iving without tone controls surprisingly easy,
specialist (sound quality oriented) amplifiers and the sound quality. We also include our measured power with additional benefits in terms of transparency.

consumer electronics style models. The former are output (RMS, 8ohm load, I channel driven) - but

NAME

PRICE

r LAB

SOUND

n COMMENTS □ FEATURES VALUE nBACK 1SSUE 

FULL REVIEW
A&R Arcam Alpha 
£149.90

Average+ 
Average

This good all-rounder sounds musical if slightly softened. Good build and presentation 5 inputs hdph MM/MCtone controls 
30W

R 50

A&R Arcam Delta 90
£329.90

Good
Average+

Well balanced and sweet-natured in any given system with MC capability. but pricey 7OW MM/MC 5 inputs tone controls 50

Audio ResearchSPB 
£1998

Very Good 
Good++

The sound from this valve pre-amp was good enough to do justice to the finest ancillaries Slnputs MM R 48

Audio Research MlOO 

£2850 each
Good+
Excellent

These high end valve mono-block power amps justify their cost by providing near state of the art 
sound quality. Our reviewer was, so excited he bought them

IOOW R 50

Audio Research SP11 
£5150

Very Good 
Excellent

Current state of the valve pre-amp art. A reference point Straight (¡ne MM/MC Disc + phase 
i nvert

R 50

Audiolab 8000C
£300

Very Good 
Good

Bettermg the high standard set by the integrated 8000A this pre-amp sounds more tidy and 
refined, if a little clinical and cold

5 inputs MM/MC Disc hdph 
tone controls

R 50

Audiolab BOOOA 
£325

Very Good 
Good

A strong contender using high grade circuitry and providing good sound quality on all 
inputs. Hard to fault atthe price

5 inputs MM/MC disc 5OW hdph 
tone controls

BB/R 50

Audiolab BOOOP 
£465

Very Good 
Good+

A gutsy performer providing high levels into both 8 and 4ohm loads. A power-amp to keep 
the competition worried

IOOW R 50

Beard P35
£695

Good
Good++

A superbly built and engagingly rhythmic valve power amp. sounding sweet and slightly soft 
in the classic valve style

35W R 50

Beard 506
£995

Good+
Good++

A versatile valve preamp-the bass sounded lively (f a touch softened while the treble was 
detailed but tacked a little sparkle and air.

4 inputs MM/MC R 50

BeardM70
£1595 pair

Good
Good+

A substantial British monoblock power amplifier, but not a greatdeal more impressive than 
the P35 at half the price

7OW >• R 50

Burmester 838

£1490
Very Good 
Good+

A disc-only minimalist pre-amp, strong points include excellent build, extreme neutrality, dry 
clean bass and notably sharp stereo focusing

MC only, MM option Collection

Burmester 846 
£1599

Very Good 
Good+

Usually coupled with the 838 this high-level pre-amp provides many and versatile (nput 
facilities

6 inputs R Collectton

Burmester 850
£3995

Good+
Good+

Each of these mono power amplifiers contains separate high current 25W amps giving a 
refined coherent sound over most of the frequency range

IOOW R Collection

Cambridge Audio P40 
£200

Good
Good

A very fine sounding integrated amplifier with simple facilities and MC cartridge capability 5 inputs 40W MM/MC 
straight line

BB 50

Cambridge Audio C75 
£260

Good+
Good++

Whilst not quite on par with (ts A75 companion this pre-amp provided excellent stereo 
imagery but was a touch '"heavy"’ in character

MM/MC disc. R 50

Cambridge Audio A75 
£280

Very Good 
Good++

This strong power amplifier sounded open and effortless, with fine bass dr(ve and dynamics, 
albeit a touch grainy and harsh at high frequencies

IOOW R 50

Cello Audio Suite
£6000+

Excellent Cello's pre-amp represents a whole new ball game in flexibility and sound quality (or war of
V Good/Excellent attrition on your wallet)

Optional inputs MC etc R 50

Conrad JohnsonMV50 
£1795

Good+
Good++

Coupled with the PV5, this CJ power amp performed well on audition sow R Coll

Conrad Johnson PV5 
£2010

Good+
Good++

The PVS (s a classy sounding valve pre-amp, and natural partner to the MVSO 5 inputs MM R Coll

Conrad Johnson Motif MC-8 
£2500

Very Good
Good++

A cheaper alternative to the '7, this pre-amp (s an undoubted success (n maintaining the 
Motif sound but does not compare on sound quality

MM/MC R 50

ConradJohnson Premier Three Good+
£3775 Very Good

The Three is a musically accurate and graceful pre-amp which proved versatile on a wide 
range of inputs

5 inputs MM/MC Coll

Conrad Johnson Premier Four Good+
£3900 Good++

Ambience was the Four's forte- this power amp proved exceptionally revealing of 
i nstrumental locations

IOOW Coll

Copland Pre and power amps Good+
£649 each Good

At £649 each this simple Danish valve pre/power combination (s expensive, though the 
power amplifier sounds very easy on the ear

3 inputs MM, 12W 50

CounterpointSA7 
£747

Average+ 
Good+

Simple valve Californian pre-amp offering (nspiring transparency for the price -. 4 inputs straight Une MM/MC R Coli

CounterpointSA12 
£1250

Good+
Good+

A real power-house power amp, beefy and (oad-tolerant although like the SA? a trifle untidy 
at frequency extremes

IOOW R Coli

Creek 4040
£145

Average+ 
Average

This simple (ntegrated model had a controversial sound, liked by some. plus an acceptable 
l ab performance

4 inputs MM 12W R 50

Croft Micro 
£150

Average+ 
Good+

A real upsetter. this excellent valve pre-amp put the cat among the pigeons proving good 
sounds can be made at budget price levels

4 Inputs MM straight tine R Coli

Croft Super Micro 
£250

Good 
Good+

With industrial (ooks and double mono operation, it rated particularly well on disc input, 
although not so hot on CD •

4 inputs MM straight (ine R 50

Croft Series IVS 
£730

Good
Good++

A lively and ‘fast' valve power amplifier, delivering the goods with a pleasing 'classical' 
tonal quality .

40W per channel R 50

Oeltec DPA lOOS 
£1900

Very Good 
Good++

A top-quality transistor power amp, sounding fast, articulate and well controlled, though 

maybe a touch clinical for some tastes
BOW R 50

Oenon PMA-707
£100

Average+ 
Average-

Originally a budget 'best-buy' the 707 still merits recommendation with a sound quality that 
sets it apart from “rack-system"’ standards

25WMM4 inputs hdph R 44

Oenon PMA-250
£125

Good 
Average

As a “budget-plus'" integrated amplifier the '250 gave an open sound with lively dynamics 
and should appeal to a wide range of tastes

25W MM hdph BB 50 ç, ■
c=
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FULL REVIEW

DNM3 

£1000
Good+
Good++

The DNM3 in its acrylic case is a remarkably revealing and neutral state of the art pre-amp 5 inputs MM/MC twin vol controls R 44

Exposure VIII 
£310

Very Good 
Good

This power amplifier created a good impression of speed and power, but was a trifle fierce 
in the treble

sow R 50

Exposure VII 
£340

Very Good 
Good

A double mono transistor pre-amp with a notably dynamic and punchy character, though not 
suited to all tastes

3 inputs MM/MC R 50

Hailer DH120 kit form
£295 Good

We didn’t build one; see below 60W 44

Hailer DH120 assembled 
£360

Very Good 
Good

On sound quality results were substantially good, but this power amp won’t set the world on lire 
at this price

60W 44

JVC AX-22 
£110

Average 
Average-

Serves a market that buys on features rather than sound quality. Includes special 
'"flashing light” power meter

55W MM tone controls 50

Kenwood KA-550
£130

Good 
Average

Decent sound quality and build at an affordable price, it also has a capable moving coil input
something of a rarity among the competition

40W hdphTone controls MM/MC R 50

Krell PAM5 
£1589

Very Good 
Good+

Superbly built, the Pam 5 pre-amp gave good definition throughout the frequency range with a 
good measure of excitement

MM/MC R 50

Krell KSA50 Mk2 
£2495

Very Good 
Good++

This power amp still holds its own with good depth and ambience and excellent stereo focus 50W R 50

Krell KMA-1 0011 
£5900pr

Excellent
Excellent

A genuine reference standard power amp, capable of justifying a wildly extravagant price tag 
i n an appropriate system

IOOW, Monoblock R Coll

LeTube 
£585

Good+
Good+

If moving coil sensitivity is not required then this pre-amplilier will offer a clean view with 
very good stereo •

3 inputs MM R 44

Linn LK2 

£373
Good+ 
Good

This pre-amp was marginally less successful than the LK1 but the pair (of Linns) worked well 
together and are well worth considering

5 inputs MM/MC 50

Linn LK1 
£425

Good+ 
Good

A durable tolerant power amp, setting a respectable standard on both lab test and audition 60W 50

Linx Stratus 
£999

Good+
Good+

Facing strong competition in the UK this New Zealand pre-/power combination gives good sound 
quality ... but not exceptional at the price '

120W MM/MC straight line 50

LuxmanLV-105 
£599

Very Good 
Good

Superbly finished and built, in a sense this model managed to capture the “valve” sound 
with an easy musical quality and good bass register

85W MM/MC 44

MagnumA100
£1995 pair

Good++
Good+

Given their massive power rating a pair of A!OO's make a line stereo power-amp; ideal for 
high levels and with a wide dynamic range for digital programme

320W R 50

Marantz PM26
£110

Average 
Average-

Well built and attractively presented this just manages tecommendation, though sonically 
falling somewhat short of the best examples of ttstype

30W MM sliding tone controls R 50

Marantz PM45
£200

Good+ 
Average

Generally pleasant and polite with above average clarity; there was some softening in the bass, 
restricting dynamic output somewhat

40W MM/MC tone controls R 50

Mission Cyrus One 
£150

Good
Good

A reference standard amplifier for its price category the Gyrus 1 attained a high sonic standard. 
A stylish, neutral performer

5 inputs MM-mediumMC30W 
straight line

BB 50

Mission Cyrus Two 
£300

Good+
Good+

A significant tmprovement on the already competent 'One, the Two remained neutral and 
confident over the whole trequency range

50W 5 inputs MM/MC Disc 
straight line

BB 50

Mission CyrusTwo with PSX 
£500

Good+
Good+

Although making the Two more powerful, the PSX power supply does not offer significantly 
better sound quality

A power supply, see above 50

Musical Fidelity A1 
£249

Average+ 
Good

Fine-ranking in terms of overall sound quality for money, the excessive heat output could be 
hazardous to your vinyl if you're careless

20WMM/MC4 inputs straight tine R 50

Musical Fidelity A100 
£439

Good+
Good+

This is another one recommended for line sound with which you could keepyourChinese 
carry-outs warm

50W MM/MC 5 inputs R 50

Musical Fidelity P170 
£499

Very Good 
Good+

Acquitted itself well, later samples showing steadily tncreasing refinements 85W R 50

Musical Fidelity MVT Mk 3 
£1199

Very Good
Very Good

The MVT pre-amp was "simply a knockout in its class”, providing competition for £2000-plus 
amplifier systems -

MM/MC5 inputs R 50

Musical Fidelity P270 

£1199
Very Good 
Good++

1 f the hot-box aspect is not a deterrent, this is something of a bargain. A big amplifier scale of 
sound which is just a little rough-edged

135W R 50

Musical Fidelity A370 
£2199

Very Good
Very Good

Arguably the finest sounding power-amplifier manufactured in the UK 185W R 50

MysiTMA3 
£288

Very Good 
Average++

This excellently-constructed, no-frills, dependable amplifier should offer long life with 
above average sound quality

35W MM/MC 4 inputs 50

HAD 3020e
£110

Good
Average+

A little light in balance and "weight"’ but superior to run-of-the-mill budget amplifiers 20WMM/MC4 inputs BB 50

HAD2200
£339

Good++
Average+

Not recommended on grounds of sound quality, but worth serious consideration for its 
exceptional power output

!OOW 44

Nairn NAIT 

£258
Average+
Good

Well built with good load tolerance the NAIT delivered a fully competitive sound in spite of its 
. modest measured power output

!5W pc MM 3 inputs R 50

Nairn NAC 32
£425

Very Good 
Good+

A natural partner to the Nairn power-amps, with power supply options at different prices MM/MC, 5 inputs R 50

NairnNAP250
£966

Very Good 
Good+

Well-matched to the Ito pre-amps, and capable of high quality sound levels over the 
whole dynamic range

lOW R 50

Nuance 

£795
Very Good 
Good+

A subtle civilised pre-amp though a little lacking in resolution and detail; suited to some 
tastes but not top-drawer

4 inputs MC R 50

PerreauxSA3 
£690

Very Good 
Good

This exotic New Zealand-built pre-amp did not really offer the sort of sound quality 
expected at the price

4 inputs MM/MC 44

Perreaux 1850
£990

Very Good 
Good

This power amp’s musical qualities were disappointing, though powerfully delivered. Build 
and finish wereexemplary

!SOW 44

Plenitude
£795

Very Good 
Good+

Rating slightly higher than its Nuance partner, this power amp provided a tight, controlled 
sound, if somewhat lacking in scale and grace

sow R 50

PS Audio PS4.5
£696

Very Good 
Good+

Sonically the best pre-amp in its class, but on the bright side, so purchasers should try it 
with their prospective equipment

MM/MC R 50

QEDA230/24DCD/240SA
£119/£149/£199

Good ........... Each model proves a worthwhile step up. The cheaper A230 was civilised, while the '240s
Average+/Good were more dynamic with line resolution of space and depth

4 inputs 40W hdph (MM) (240 SAMC) BB 50

Quad 34
£269

Very Good 
Average+

This well-built durable pre-amp has useful filtering and above average tone controls but was 
found lacking in sound quality (viz: deta i l/dynamics)

4 inputs MM/MC tone controls 44
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Quad 405
£329

Very Good 
Average+

Not an impressive power amp but easy on the ear if not pushed and very reliable IOOW 44

Quicksilver
£1775 pair

Good+
Good++

A remarkable valve power amplifier with little to criticise; fast, articulate bass, neutral 
midrange and open clear top end

60W K 50

Radlord STA25 Renaissanc
£977

Good
Good++

Offering superb midrange performance if not quite as good at the extremes, the Renaissance 
valve power amp is a genuine audiophile product

25W R 50

Robertson Forty Ten 
£987

Very Good 
Good+

Here is a neat little power amp (60W) you can fit and forget, it proved most satisfying over 
long listening sessions

60W Coli

Hotel RA-820BX 11
£150

Good
Good

Rating very highly for the price, it proved a hard and fast amplifier, easily achieving a 
best buy rating

4 inputs MM hdph 25W BB 50

SansuiAU-G11X 
£139

Good+ 
Average

Tightly controlled if somewhat congested and lightweight, but a reasonable compromise 
between features and sound quality

25W MM hdph 4 inputs, tone controls R 50

SansuiAU-G30X
£199

Good++ 
Average

A very competent amp with no glaring faults, performing well with phono and compact disc 
inputs

4 inputs MM 45W tone controls 
Hdph

R 50

Sansui 82301
£1880

V Good 
Good

Rating better than the pre-amp and providing generous power output, this amp could not be 
considered competitive in its price bracket

300W Coli

SansuiC2301
£2306

Excellent 
Good

Sansui's flagship pre-amp did not really rate well given its price, but is not short on features All facilities Coli

SonyTAF500ES 
£349

Good+ 
Average-

Nottoo hot at the price, lacking in bass action, rating poorly on vinyl, and only marginally 
i mproving on CD

75W hdph tone controls MM/MC 50

SonyTAF700ES 
£500

Good++ 
Average

Scoring higher than the 500 but still not offering the sort of standards set by the competition. 
But many buttons to push

1OOW MM/MC tone controls 50

Tandberg300BA 
£564

Very Good
Good

Although featuring comprehensive facilities this pre-amp was considered a little clinical and 
lacking in musical integration

6 inputs tone controls hdph 44

Tannoy SR-840 

£1713
Very Good 
Good+

A "muscle" power amp, capable of impressive levels into difficult loads while remaining 
quite subtle and revealing

250W R 50

Technics SU-500
£100

Average 
Average—

Technics have something of a knack in creating models which just border on what we regard 
as the minimum standards for Hi-Fi. This is an example of that

40W MM hdph tone controls 50

VTL Minimal 
£340

Good 
Good

Providing decent sound quality at the price, this basic pre-amp sounded open and clear in 
mid and treble

3 inputs (MM) R 50

VTL50W 
£1150

Good 
Good

Rating good on audition and providing complementary characteristics to the minimal pre-amp, 
these monoblock power amps sounded a little slow and unrevealing

SOW 3 inputs R 50

Yamaha AX-300
£120

Good 
Average

A lively and dynamic performer, offering a credible if bright sound at a competitive price 30W hdph tone controls (MM) R 50

»1
Last item in the hi-fi chain, to some extent the 
l oudspeaker is merely the slave of what has gone 
before, capable only of reproducing a signal as good 
as it is fed. Nevertheless the distortions 
(colorations and stereo effects) introduced by 
loudspeakers (and rooms) tend to be more 
iimmediately obvious than those anywhere else in 
the chain, so careful choosing according to taste is 
very important.

The average loudspeaker consists of a smallish 
enclosure, much of which may have begun life as

part of a tree, plus a couple of drive units hidden 
behind a removable grille. Inside the box lurks a 
simple electrical circuit known as a crossover, 
which divides the incoming (full range) signal into 
the right bits for the drivers to handle. Variations on 
the above formula are specifically identified in the 
entries. The designer's primary task is to balance 
the sensitivity of the loudspeaker (how loud it goes 
for a given electrical input) against the bass 
extension (how low does it go) for the given box 
size. After that such subtleties as coloration and

dispersion come into the equation.
Careful placement of the loudspeakers within 

the room is as important as the initial choice of 
model. For good stereo they need to be more or less 
the same distance from nearby walls, and preferably 
on similar rigid stands. The listener should be about 
the same distance from and listening angle to each 
loudspeaker. The ideal placement depends on the 
way a particular model has been balanced (not to 
mention a number of other factors), and our 
recommendation is given in the entries.

□ MODEL

■ PRICE
Acoustic Research BBX
£100
Acoustic Research 22BX

£160
Acoustic Research 35BX
£250
Apogee Scintilla 
£4950
A&R Arcam Three
£150
A&R Arcam'Two

£250
A&R Arcam One 
£349.90
Audiostatic ES200 

£1495

□ LAB □ COMMENTS' 

nSOUND

□ SIZE 

PLACEMENT
Average Spacious’and'informative'sound’quality"with'bass "well under control." Not'that there 40"x'25'x" 19cm shelf 88.5dB/W
Average- was much bass to control or 50cm stand near wall 70Hz

SENSITIVITY DVALUE DBACKISSUE

BASS FROM FULL REVIEW

53

Average 
Average

Basically well-engineered with sound "nicely out of the box". Some of our "ears' 
were less enthusiastic

Average This is quite loud, with some boom and fizz, making it suitableforsupine
Average-______strummers of imaginaryguitars perhaps__________________________________
Good These take-me-to-your-leader speakers gave exceptional transparency and can 
Very Good achieve excellent results in a true audiophile system______________________  
Average+ Arcam's baby speaker did not delight our listeners. but it might do better in less
Average—expensive systems
Good 
Average

Most things to most men this compact is unlikely to disappoint with its lively 
"ballsy"’ character though lacking weight ... a bit

Good Some boxiness in the midrange and fizz in the upper treble prevented this from 
Average+ getting the T’ tag
Average 
Average+

Sounding forward and unbalanced with limited bass power, these excelled in 
transparency and detail, and might suit some tastes

4 7 x 29 x 22cm shelf or 89.5dB/W
50cm stand near wall 55 Hz
58 x'26"x'27cm free 91.5dB/W"
space on 40cm stands 55Hz
145"x"88"x"9cm"free 79dB/W
space on floor 20Hz
34 x 18 x 23cm close 88.5dB/W 
to wall at head height 95Hz
38"x"23"x"28cm near 88dB/W
wall shelf or 40cm stands 55Hz

53

53

R 46/Coll

53

53

Audiostatic ES300

£1995
Avance 120

£279
B&W DM100 (I)
£100
B&W DM110 (I)
£140
B&W LM1 Mkll

£199
B&W Matrix 1 E
£595

'Average+ Marred by similar problems to its cheaper ES200 stablemate, this line source
Good electrostatic was superb in the upper-mid and treble but lumpy in the bass
Average+ 
Average+ 
Good+ 
Average 
Good+ 
Average+

This unusual "after eighties" looking speaker has the recipe for success, but not
quite the right seasoning yet

•

This market leader has recently been 'improved' - though the original was good 
enough

47 x 27 x 33cm open 
stands, free space 
150 x 53 x 23cm low 
(lOcm) stands away 
from wall
44 x 5 x 93cm free 
standing

88dB/W 
55Hz 
79d8/W 
45Hz

■82.5dB/W 
30Hz

42 x 30 x 30cm 30cm 86.33B7W
from wall on 40cm stands 60Hz
'Î7 x 22 x 22cm open 
stands near wall

Another established favourite, it has recently been 'improved', but not yet checked 49 x 26 x 25cm 
by us_____________________________________________________________________ open stands

89dB/W 
75Hz 
89.5dB/W 
56Hz

46

46

-465T
b BB’ 4«'

BB- 46

<=c.

24 x 15.5 x 20cm shelf 86.5dB/W
or flush mount 80Hz
41 x 23 x 32cm free 85.5dB/W
space on 35cm stands 50Hz

Average+ Probably oneofthe best 'micros' ever made, worth considering for special
_Average________applications (boats or vehicles). Upgraded since our review_____________
"Very Good There was enthusiastic and consistent praise for these speakers with their
Good+ "revealing and seductive" midrange

31'

kài A
r* J
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IF YOU THINK ONLY TURNTABLES 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE CALL 

AUDIO VENUE AND LISTEN TO A 
NAIM AMPLIFIER ...

Stockists of Linn, Nairn, Creek, A&R, Denon, Dual, Revolver 
Nakamichi, Goodmans, Royd, Yamaha, Marantz.

AUDI» TENUE e 
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE, • 
LONDON SE19. TEL: 01 771 7787 e 

2 years Parts and Labour Warranty 
Full Delivery and Installation 
Credit Terms including Interest Free 
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. except Wednesday

▲ UDO VENUE
■■■■ AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS■

There's one tall story 
that's totally true.

Bang & Olufsen Beolab Penta Speakers 
The best hi-fi needs the best speakers. Tall and elegant, 
Bang & Olufsen's revolutionary 150W Beolab Penta 
speakers will give you new heights of hi-fidelity. Their 
special design prevents sound reflections from the 
floor and ceiling from distorting the audio image. The 
result is a sound so trqe that you can almost see the 
orchestra! You can choose the advanced 150W Beolab 
amplifier separately; and opt for Beovox Penta where 
you don't need the additional power. Come on in and 
listen! Hearing is believing.

Carl Dyson
I Sound & Vision CentresWaverley Market, Edinburgh EH1 1 BQ Telephone: 031 -557 2917 

10/12 Hamilton Place, Edinburgh EH3 5AU Telephone: 031-2251771
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BBC LS3/5A
£164

Good+ 
Average+

As a workingtool it does its job but as a piece of value engineering this old-timer 
is beginning to look a bit grey-haired

30 x 18.5 x 16cm open 
stands, free space

8LSdB/W 
57Hz

ll Coil

Boston A4011
£110

Average
Average—

Competent pertormance for size and price but below average relative to the UK 
competition

34 x 21 x 20cm on 
stands near wall

88.5dB/W
63Hz

41

Castle Clyde 
£112

Average+ 
Average

A tidy little performer packing punch, but beginning to show its age in the light of 
new competition

37 x 21.5 x 22cm open 
space on stands

89.5dB/W
64Hz

R 46

Castle Durham
£179

Average+ 
Average

Listening results were encouraging, well engineered and finished, but lean on treble 
and a bit weak on bass; still recommended

41 x 21.5 x 25cm near 
rear wall

89dB/W
67Hz

R 46

Castle Pembroke 
£269

Good
Average+

Comfortably recommended, a sweet smooth sound with good overall balance of 
engineering-based pertormance

55 x 37.5 x 30.5cm 
open space on stands

88dB/W
46Hz

R 31

Celestion DL4 (11) 
£109

Average+ 
Average

Strong stereo and controlled bass gave BB status, 'shrill' top end only real criticism. 
(Now in untested Mk 11 form)

38 x 21 x 23cm stands 
near wall

89dB/W
85Hz

BB‘ 46

Celestion DL6 (11) 
£139

Average 
Average+

The control and power sets it well apart fromthe run-of-the-mill. it has since been 
updated

45 x 25 x 25cm open 
space on stands

88.5dB/W
60Hz

R 46

Celestion DLB (II) 
£199

Good
Good

An easy speaker to live with that will not 'close up' when driven loud. (Also 
updated since our review)

50 x 28 x 27cm 
on stands open space

88dB/W
55Hz

BB* 46

Celestion SL6S
£350

Good 
Good+

A luxury compact speaker that gives a sweet treble sound with fine musical detail 37.5 x 20 x 27cmfree 
space on 40cm stands

84dB/W
50Hz

R 46

Celestion SL600
£700

Good
Good++

Clearly an exceptional device in terms of design and transparent sound quality. 
An audiophile miniature

37 x 20 x 25.Scm open 
space on stands

83dB/W 
55Hz

R 46

Celestion 6000
£1470

Very Good
Very Good

A genuine fullrange audiophile quality speaker system - with Star Wars styling to 
suit a high tech environment

Complex, on floor in 
free space

82.5dB/W R Coli

Gale 301
£259

Average 
Average+

Of unusual, distinctive appearance this produced a mixed response, being lively but 
lacking depth

44 x 23.5 x 22cm on 
stands quite near wall

86.5dB/W
63Hz

46

Gale GS402
£599

Average+
Average+

Clean but rich and powerful bass; stereo focus was not a strong point, but it is worth 
considering

61 x 35.5 x 28cm on 
matching stands near wall

88dB/W
48Hz

46

Goodmans Maxim Two 
£80

Average+ 
Average

More wham-bam-thankyou-mam sound that imitates much bigger speakers when you 
let these babies yell. lA well-controlled yell)

26 x 17 x 19cm near 
wall on shelf or stand

86dB/W
85Hz

BB 53

Goodmans Point 3
£90

Average+ 
Average—

Recommended as good value for money, but our listeners' differing opinions mean 
your ears should judge for themselves

4 7 x 25 x 20cm shelf/ 
high stand near wall

90dB/W
80Hz

R 53

GoodmansPoint 7 

£170
Average+ 
Average

Basically competent performance-mix and a lotof speaker forthemoney, but a 
certain lack of refinement nonetheless

69 x 33 x 26cm free 
space on 3 5cm stand

89dB/W
47Hz

53

Harbeth HL Mk 4 
£475

Good+ 
Good+

Recommended for the good results at its price, and only mildly criticised for heavy 
bass and a mild 'chestiness'

64 x 33 x 30cm free 
space on 46cm stand

89dB/W
40Hz

R 53

Heybrook HBl 
£169

Good
Average+

No longer an over-bright character, a strikingly clear sound and fine transient 
performance now merits recommendation

47 x 29 x 23cm 
on stands near wall

88dB/W
61Hz

R 46

Heybrook HB2R 
£269

Average+ 
Average

Criticismofthe mid and treble balance made this dynamicmodel less attractive on 
listening test than was hoped

41 x 23 x 23cm on 
stands, tilted, near wall

88dB/W
61Hz

46

Infinity Reference Standard IlB 

£3850
Average+ 
Good+

Sonically easy to live with, these had areas of truly great performance, but were 
complicated by many controls

160 x 57 x 30cm free 
space on low stands

90dB/W
25Hz

R 46/Coll

JBL TLX-3 Cl 
£130

Average 
Average—

Lively and punchy but also untidy this little speaker may have deviated from the 

Hi-Fi standard but cannot be summarily dismissed
38 x 25.5 x 22cm free 
space on stands

8/dB/W 
55Hz

46

JBLL6DT 
£370

Good+ 
Good

Well balanced and offering realistic value for money, the fine treble and extended 
bass make it suitable for larger rooms

78 x 30.5 x 26.5cm low 
stands or floor

88dB/W
40Hz

R 46

JBL 18Ti
£559

Good+ 
Good

Beautifully engineered, well finished miniature with many good points, but 
unexceptional overall. Try the cheaper L20T

34 x 24 x 22.5cm SOcm 
from wall on rigid stands

85.5dB/W 
53Hz

46

JBL 250Ti
£3300

Good+
Good+

In general this speaker did not show the required level of dynamic presentation 
transparency and stereo depth expected of a pricey flagship model

132 x 57 x 36cm free 
space on floor

89dB/W
53Hz

46

JPWAP2 

£145
Good
Average+

Few grounds for criticism but purchasers should check out the treble qualities to 
avoid hammering the ear anvils

46 x 26 x 25cm 40cm 
from wall on 45cm stands

89dB/W
65Hz

BB 53

JPWAP3 

£210
Good
Average+

Pretty good stereo and well balanced overall it had its own character which i&well 
suited to vinyl replay

52 x 25 x 29.5cm near 
wall on stands

90dB/W
57Hz

R 46

JWS Quintet 
£100

Poor
Poor

Poor stereo focus with up to 3dB channel difference, coloration, boom, "sting" 
and the grille rattled.

x 19 x 19cm close 
to wall head height

86dB/W 
55Hz

53

KEF CID 

£94
Good
Average-

Listening panelists gave this a poor reception 30 x 20.5 x 17.5cm 
stand near wall

87.5dB/W 
75Hz

46

KEF C40
£209

Average+
Average—

Criticisms were made of a lack of fine detail and loss of depth and transparency, but 
it could handle power well

65 x 24.5 x 26.5cm free 
space on stands

90dB/W 
55Hz

46

KEF 103/3
£630

Good+ 
Good

Technically impressive, excellent bass/power handling for size, but not for the 
audiophile system. Better among cheaper components, and good in a large room

56 x 27 x 30cm 
supplied stands free space

90-95dB/W
35Hz

53

KEF 104/2 line KUBE equaliser) 
£800 1£900)

Very Good 
Good++

A reference point for dynamics, preferred without KUBE, suited to many rooms 
Good stereo, high sound levels

90 x 28 x 41.5cm floor 
standing infree space

92dB/W 
50Hz

R 53

KEF 107
£1890

Very Good 
Good+

A welcome sense of ease and lack of strain at most normal levels. Minor criticisms 
included a dulling in the extreme treble. Excellent bass extension

116.5 x 33 x 45cm on 
floor in free space

87.5d8/W 
20Hz

R Coll

Linn Kan 
£271.95

Average
Average—

The acid test of "blind listening" may dissolve the Kan's high status with strong 
criticism, but the answer, as always, is: "suck it and see"

30.5 x 19 x 16.5cm back 
to rear wall on rigid stands

85dB/W 
90Hz

41

Linn lsobarik 
£1568

Good
Good++

Exceptional capabilities in the dynamic range and bass performance; demands 
serious consideration as a state of the art contender, but odd stereo

76 x 33 x 4L5cm low 
stands against rear wall

R Collll

Magneplanar SMGa 
£697

Average- 
Average

Tonally 'rich', in the rightroom it proved a satisfactory musical experience 122 x 48 x 4.5cm on 
floor clear of wall

85d8/W
56Hz

46

Magneplanar M Cilla 

£2750
Good
Very Good

Another excellent true-audiophile loudspeaker this American panel speaker helps to 
convey much of the original character of the music

180 x 62 x 38cm well 
clear of walls

84-86dB/W
35Hz

46

Marantz LD20 OMS
£130

Average 
Average

Recommended more for CO usersthan vinyl keepers, soundly engineered and built 
but should be heard before bought

36 x 23 x 24cm free 
space on 45cm stands

86.5dB/W
55Hz

53

Meridian M30 
£725

Average+ 
Average

Pricey but easy on the ears and worth considering especially where space is at a 
premium

38.5 x 18 x 32cm free 
spaceon stands

Active 
40Hz

46

Mission 70 I1 
£100

Good 
Average

Lively and transparent, the 7011 wasfavoured for its speed, though the sound had 
a mildly'thin' tonal balance

35 x 21 x 21cms on 
stands or shelf near wall

89dB/W
68Hz

BB 46

Mission 7DOLE 

£130
Good 
Average

Mission re-submitted this popular model and again got a positive review - which 
proclaims their land our) consistency

38 x 21 x 21cm straight 
ahead stand near wall

89d8/W
66Hz

R 53

Mission 737
£240

Average+ 
Average

To its creditthe 137 was generally articulate and well integrated but stereo was 
poor and it could sound loud and hard 

54 x 25 x 27.5cm low 
. stands near wall

89.5dB/W
58Hz

46
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Mission Argonaut 
£700

Good 
Good

Perhaps not the most subtle or sweet these were recommended for their excitement, 
drama, power handling and ... good looks

95 x 2J x 3lcms floor
standing near wall

9ldB/W
40Hz

R 53

Monitor Audio RlOO 
£130

Average+ 
Average-

Tonally quite neutral, but with small box character, negligible low bass and a rather 
' hard’ midrange

40.5 x 25 x 2lcm free 
space on stands

87.5dB/W 
70Hz

46

Monitor Audio R252 
£150

Average+ 
Average

Rating well for its price this model displayed a rather rough top end and a generally 
dry character helped by good detail and focus

47 x 25 x 24cm stands 
quite near rear wall

89dB/W 
62Hz

R 46

Monitor Audo R352 

£250
Good 
Average

Well-built and finished, 'sensitive' speaker which is easy to drive and capable of 
extracting good results from any good amplifier

64 x 25 x 32cm on 

stands infreespace
90dB/W 
50Hz

R 46

Monitor Audio R700 MD 
£269

Average+ 
Average+

Lively and involving with good, punchy, if rolled off bass. The metal dome speaker 
gives a clean and open treble

32 x 21.5x 25cm on 
stands 0.4m from wall

87.5dB/W 
62Hz

R 46

Monitor Audio R352MD 

£280
Good 
Average+

Better suited to CD than vinyl perhaps, this is clearly good value for money. But some 

found it coarse while others praised its cleanliness
64 x 25 x 32cm 25cm 
stands in free space

89dB/W 
42Hz

R 53

Monitor Audio R652 MD 
£369

Average 
Average+

Mild bass and crossover weaknesses were criticised, but the sound was quite well 
liked and it is decently built

51 x 20 x 26cm free 
space on 40cm stands

86.5dB/W 
45Hz

53

Mordaunt Short MSlO 11
£90

Average 
Average-

One of the best miniatures around. A borderline Best Buy because of the bass 
li mitations, which may depend on your taste

29 x 20 x !?cm wall 
bracket

86dB/W 
75Hz

BB 53

Mordaunt Short MS lOO 
£179

Average+ 
Average+

A mid ‘forward’ tonal balance is main drawback but other aspects such as ambience, 
transparency and stereo depth compensate

32.5 x 22.5 x 2L5cm 
stands near wall

85dB/W
80Hz

R 46

Mordaunt Short 45Ti
£220

Good 
Average

A sensitive tandem-bass number that can be driven loud but loses its balance a bit 
and can be unsubtle

63 x 26 x 30cm low 
(20cm) stand near wall

90.5dB/W 
52Hz

53

Mordaunt Short MS300 

£309
Average+ 
Average+

Not considered particularly competitive in its class, though it has good power 
handling and stereo focus

54 x 22.5 x 25cm on 
stands near wall

89dB/W 
65Hz

46

Mordaunt Short 442
£1150

Good+
Good++

A resounding success with the listening panels. Make sure your room can 
accommodate the bass

95 x 26 x 38cm floor 
standing in freespace

87.5dB/W
40Hz

R 53

Quad ESL-63 
£1458

Good+
Good++

With its unusual but subtle characteristics this classic electrostatic may not be 
punchy in the bass, but has strengths that some cannot live without

92 x 66 x 27cm open 
stand well clear of wall

84dB/W 
34Hz

R 46

RogersLS2 
£170

Good 
Average+

A coherent and polite speaker considered more suited to classical music. Tonally 
well balanced, neutral and with good power handling

36 x 23 x 22cm on 
stands near wall

86.5dB/W 
51Hz

R 46

Rogers LS6 

£240
Good+ 
Good

Sonicallyfitting in between the LS2 and 7, the 6 was a consistent success on 

audition - well balanced with an open and informative nature
51 x 27 x 28cm open 
stands, free space

87.5dB/W 
50Hz

BB 46

Rogers LS7t 
£360

Good+ 
Good+

A fine combination of classic qualities at reasonable price produces the "R" tag, 
but try to get a pair home on approval to check for bass 'heaviness'

56 x 27 x 28cm free 
space on 40cm stands

88.5dB/W 
48Hz

R 53

Roksan Darius 
£1150

Average 
Wrong but 
i nteresting

A controversial speaker which when set up right can deliver impressive performance, 
but with a far from neutral balance

98 x 31 x 51cm integral 
stands near side walls

88dB/W 
50Hz

53

Rote! RL850 11 
£120

Average+ 
Average

Strongly recommended. Well-balanced, clear, with decent focus and fine stereo, but 
tendency to 'heaviness' needs decent stands and space

44 x 25 x 24cm free 
space on 40cm stands

86.5dB/W 
50Hz

BB 53

RoydA711 
£99

Average+ 
Average

Lively clear sound; good upper bass and dynamics, but treble "ramp" 
sound shut in. Try before you buy

made vocals 31 x 20 x 17cm shelf 
or 50cm stands near wall

86dB/W 
75Hz

53

RoydA25 
£100

Average+ 
Average-

Receiving mixed reactions on audition, the A25 is flawed but offers a lot of speaker 
for the money

51 x 29.5 x 24cm, 
stands near wall

87dB/W 
52Hz

R 46

Ruark Broadsword 
£700

Average
Average-

fancy cabinetwork is no real compensation for technical weaknesses which led to 
three mentions of "suckout" in our review

43 x 23 x 28cm free 
space on 40cm stands

82dB/W 
43Hz

53

SonyAPMlOES 
£100 Average

An obvious Best Buy at its highly competitive price point, it can do justice to a good 
hi-fi system of Sony or specialist origins

40 x 25 x 20cm, 40cm 
stands 40cm from wall

87dB/W 
55Hz

BB 53

Sony APM 20ES Mk 11 
£150

Very Good 
Average+

A smooth integrated sound with little to criticise at the price. If anything, a little 
bass forward, but remarkable nonetheless

43 x 25 x 29cm, free 
space, stand

86dB/W 
50Hz

BB 46

Sony APM22ES 
£249

Good+ 
Average+

Sounding notably clear, the 22ES scored well on listening tests was easy to drive 
and achieved high sound levels

51.5 x 29 x 30cm free 
spaceon 40cm stands

88.5dB/W 
46Hz

R 46

Spender Prelude 11
£320

Good+ 
Good

Good clarity and detail were evident everywhere in this speaker. Though a little boxy 
or muddy in the midrange it is strongly Recommended

50 x 26 x 28cm open 
stands in free space

88dB/W 
52Hz

R" 46

SpenderSP2 
£420

Very Good 
Good+

Conceding little to the SPI, this 30 litre model displayed good tonal balance with a 
highly articulate midrange, only slightly marred at frequency extremes

50 x 25 x 30cm free 
space, stands

87dB/W 
45Hz

R 46/Coll

SpendorSPl 
£640

Very Good 
Good

A very subtle and musical performer that works particularly well with digital 
material. An exceptional allrounder

615 x 29.5 x 30.5cm 
stands in open space

87dB/W 
41Hz

R 46/Coll

Spender SA3 Passive 
£1320 Good+

Same as Spender SA3 active 85 x 38 x 46cm low 89dB/W 
32Hz

R 46

Spender SA3 Active 
£2308

Good+ 
Very Good

Substantial speakers designed to deliver high sound levels and killer bass. Suited 
to larger rooms and power hungry ears

85 x 38 x 46cm low 
rigid stands in free space

89dB/W 
32Hz

R 46

Spica TC-50 

£595
Average+ 
Good

These American wedge-shaped-cabinet speakers just merit recommendation at their 

price and were detailed and clear
40 x 33 x 28cm free 85dB/W
space on 50-60cm stands 48Hz

R 53

Tannoy Westminster 
£3300

n/a 
Good+

These awesome horn 1 oaded speakers are remarkably controlled and impressive, if 
only suited to a few pockets and rooms

Huge, flat against rear 
wall, away from corners

96dB/W 
(manu!.)

R Coli

Technics SBC 250EK 
£130

Average+ 
Average-

Despite a fairly even tonal balance, tie 250EK sounded muddled in the midrange and 
dull in character

36.5 x 215 x 20.5cm 
free space, stands

86dB/W 
60Hz

46

Technics SB-RX50 
£500

Very Good 
Average+

With its unique coaxial drive unit the RX50 pjoved a smooth and well balanced 
loudspeaker, its minor weakness being a mildly excessive low bass

48 x 30 x 26cm free 

space on 40cm stands
86dB/W 
40Hz

R 46

Wharfedale 504 
£129

Average+ 
Average

Acquitting itself well on audition, the 504 produced a clear, reasonably balanced 

sound with above average treble
21 x 18.5 x 20cm 
stands, near wall

85dB/W 
75Hz

R 46

Wharfedale Delta 50
£130

Average+ 
Average-

Given the price this was a mild disappointment - there is nothing obviously wrong 
but it just seemed a bit mundane

48 x 27 x 19cm near 
wall on 40cm stands

88dB/W 
55Hz

53

Wharfedale Super Diamond 

£140
Average 
Average-

Although there are improvements on the basic "legendary” model, listening panelists 
did not get airborne about this upgrade

24 x l9x l9cm close to 
wall at head height

88dB/W 
57Hz

53

Yamaha NS lOOOM
£900

Good 
Good+

Living up to its monitor label, and tonally well suited to digital material, the 
NS !DoOm is superbly crafted and capable of high levels

67.5 x 37.5 x 32.5cm
30cm from wall, stands

90dB/W 
40Hz

R 46

* rating refers to original, tested model.
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The bad odour of copyright theft hangs around the to be taken in choosing the best tapes for a specific widespread. Remote control remains rare, though
compact cassette, but there is no doubt it is the machine. (Trial and error is one effective technique, sometimes it is available as a system option.
world's most versatile and ubiquitous music storage but many decks have manual bias adjustment and Three-head recorders allow simultaneous checking
medium. Hi-li buffs may wrinkle their noses some match up to the tape automatically.) Lab of the recording being made. Auto-reverse is a
pointedly, but are still happy to use cassette decks performance and sound quality often go hand in useful convenience feature, but usually with some

to make up tapes for the car or personal - at the hand, and are frequently somewhat dependant upon mechanical compromise, while double-mechanism
same time complaining loudly about the quality of factory alignment. The mechanical integrity of the 'dubbing' decks of dubious quality are fashionable at

pre-recorded material. (In fact the very best decks mechanism itself is another crucial factor, that is the bottom end ofthe market. The welter of different
can do a surprisingly good job with musicassettes - often reflected in the asking price. 'music search' systems available is some indication
see Comments.) All modern hi-li decks have Dolby B and the of their frequent ineffectiveness.

There is no problem in connecting a cassette majority have Dolby C besides; the very worthwhile
deck to any normal amplifier, but some care needs HX Pro system is becoming steadily more

□ NAME BLAB H COMMENTS E FEATURES E VALUE E BACK ISSUE

3 PRICE B SOUND FULL REVIEW

iwaAD-F260 Good Well equipped conventional budget recorder measured rather better than it sounded Dolby B. C, Bias adjust. auto tape 52
90 Poor select
iwa AD-R460 Average Some worthwhilefeatures but sound quality was not especially liked Auto reverse, Dolby B, C, Track search, 52
149 Average— Bias adjust
kai GX-6 Good There is a strong sense that someone has really thought this one through; it has an Dolby B. C, Bias adjust. Track search H 52
329 Good indefinable 'specialness'

enon DR-M07 Average+ Despiteminor operational and measured shortcomings, sound quality is excellent for the price Oolby B, C. Record bias adjust BB 52
140 Excellent
enon DR-M12HX Good Well constructed and pleasant to use. a lack of true pitch constancy kept it from sounding Dolby B. C, HX Pro, Track search, R 52
220 Good+ superb Bias adjust

enon DR-M30HX Good Ergonomically fine with infra redremote, the M30 fared well on pre-recorded material and Infra Red Remote, Dolby B, C, Hx Pro, R 52
319 Good+ was at its best with ferric tapes 3 Head, bias adjust

enon DR-M44HX Excellent A well designed deck that also performed fine sonically, working very well with ferric and 3 head auto tape set up, real time R 52
400 Excellent metal tapes counter, Oolby B, C, HX Pro,

1 arman Kardon TD202BL Average A competent middle-ranking performer but lacks sonic incisiveness and is a bit expensive Oolby B, C, Bias adjust 52
249 Average
arman Kardon CD491 Good Excellent audio engineering and tremendous flexibility make this an audiophile cassette deck Oolby B, C, MPX Bias/Sensitivity R 52
695 Good+ 'par excellence'. adjust. Track search
itachi 0-007 Average— This double 'dubbing' deck proved a mixed bag-good in parts but disappointing overall Continuous auto reverse, twin deck, 52
300 Poor Oolby B & C, dubbing, High Speed
VC TD-X202 Average A bitof a mixed bag, with rather basic controls and an unimpressive sound quality Oolby B & C 52
130 Average

VC TD-X502 Average— Inconsistent sound quality and lab performance, alongside complex ergonomics and elaborate Dolby B & C, Music Search, Intra 52
250 Average search facilities Scan, Remote Option

VC TD-V66 Average A user-friendly modernplayer marred by a 'lazy' undynamic sonic character Auto Tape Sel., Track Search, 52
350 Average Oolby B & C
enwood KX550HX Average This well-laid-out and attractive deck ultimately lacks the edge to stand out in a Oolby B & C. HX Pro, Auto tape select. 52
150 Average+ competitive field Track search
uxman K-1 00 Average+ Poorly laid out but it fared quite well on metaltapes. Commercially recorded tapes sounded Dolby B & C 52
199 Average+ bright and cramped, however

.uxman K-1 05 Average Rating quite well for an auto reverse deck, and featuring complex track search facilities. Auto Rev, Oolby B & C, Auto Tape Sel. 52
349 Average it was not sonically competitive on price

Marantz S0-35 Good Rock steady tape transport gives very competitive sound quality for the price. Based on rock Auto Select. Oolby B & C BB 52
£160 Good+ steady tape transport, this slightly bnght replay may not appeal to some
Marantz SD-4511 Good+ Well bmlt and dynamic sounding player. working betteras a recorderthan with musicassettes Oolby B & C, Separate MPX, R 52
£200 Good+ Auto selection
Marantz CP230 Average This is a competitively priced portable recorder though not suited to replay of musicassettes Oolby B. Bias adjust. Pitch control, R 52
250 Average Portable
Nakamichi BX-125E Good This well engineered budget Nakamichi fared very well on all but pre-recorded material. Dolby B&C R 52
£395 Good Fundamentally very, very right

Nakamichi BX300E Good Playback of tapes made on the machine is excellent, sounding quite unlike a cassette Optional Remote, B & C R 52
£645 Good deck. Musicassettes were not so hot

Nakamichi CR-7E Excellent Remarkably this deck is not only ergonomically but also sonically superior to the Dragon, B & C, Auto Tape Type, 3 Head, R 52
£1500 Excellent partrcularly on record/replay Infra Red Remote
Nakamichi Dragon Excellent Previous to the birth of the CR-7E, this machine stood head and shouldersabove the rest. Dolby B & C. Auto Azimuth Correction, 52
£1750 Excellent It is still the ultimate for musicassette replay Manual EO and Bias. Auto Reverse
Inkyo TA 2130 Average+ Rating fairly well on both pre-recorded and record/playback, ergonomics were a little poor but B & C, Auto Tape Select, Intra Scan R 52
£140 Average+ overall performance was generally consistent

levox 8215 Good Superb engineering and good sound, but lacking the subjective qualities that characterise Dolby B, C, Remote control, 52
£1461 Average+ the very best hi-li equipment Headphones

Rotel RD-830 Average- Apretty fundamental if slightly dated design with little sonic merit but an attractive enough Dolby B 52
£99 Poor price
SAE Cl02 Average+ looking most unlike a cassettedeck designed in the States and proving competitive in its Auto repeat. Track Skip, Real Time R 52
£495 Good price group. Not sonically that outstanding, however Counter, B & C, Auto Select

SonyTC-FX 150 Average+ Recording and playing back on this deck itself gave acceptable results, whereas pre-recorded Dolby B & C BB 52
£90 Average+ stuff was a joke. But it's a good £90 worth

Sony (WMD6C1 ProWalkman Good+ "One of the finest sounding cassettedecks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, Oolby B, C. Portable, BB 52
£249 Excellent which also fits in your pocket". Mic/Headphones
Sony TC-K444E Sll Good Even the best this deck has to offer is not truly commensurate with the price Dolby B. C, Memory stop and replay, 52
£349 Average Headphones
Sony TC-K700ES Excellent Firmly in the esoteric league, this is easy both tooperate and to listen to. Best points: first Dolby B. C, Auto tape select. Memory/ R 52
£499 Excellent class imagery, focus and stability auto play, Bias/sensitivity adjust

Teac V-200 Average— At this price you don't get fireworks, but it offers real value for money and sounds open Dolby B R 52
£80 Average+ and honest
Teac V-21 DC Poor 11 could have been our sample but we found inadequate speed stability and a 'messy' sound Dolby B. C. Bias adjust 52
£99 Poor
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We have in stock all of the 
products awarded “Best Buy’" 
and “Recommended” in this guide 
if they meet our requirements of 
reliability and good build quality. 
Your “aest Buy" could well be 
featured in this Issue, but your 
“Recommended” procedure is to 
first come to DOUG BRADY HI
FI. Here you will be able to find 
your “Hi-Fi Choice” and make 
your “Best Investment”.

We offer flexible credit terms, 
home trial, exchange ofgoods, 

. 2-year guarantee; but above all 
we take a genuine interest in our 
client's needs.
A fruitful long-term relationship is 
our goal that can only be achieved 
by good service - before and 
after sales!
We are enthusiasts, but we won't 
talk technical jargon at you.
Our best advertisement is a happy 
customer. Come and visit us at 
Liverpool or Warrington or our 
new store in Covent Garden.

DOUG BRADY HI-FI - HI-FI CHOICE IS OUR BUSINESS
Kingsway Studios, 
Kingsway North, 
Warrington.
(0925) 828009
Closed all day Thursdays

18 Monmouth Street, 
Covent Garden, 
London WC2H 9HB 
(01) 379 4010
Open 6 Days

W. A. Brady & Son, 
401 Smithdown Road, 
Liverpool L15 3JJ 
(051) 733 6859
Closed all day Wednesdays

JANUARY SALE 
All branches have to clear used, 
demonstration and surplus models 
in all price ranges. Space does not 
permit details here, but call in or 
send S.A.E. for a list.

Instant

Mantra 
Mission 
Monitor
Audio 
Naim

Nakamichi 
Philips CD

QED 
Quad 
Rega 

Roksan 
Rotel 
Ruark
SME 

Tannoy 
Th^^ 

Wharfegale 
Yamaha

STANDENS FOR SOUND

A&R HEYBROOK ROGERS
ALPHASON INFINITY RUARKACOUSTICS

AR KEF SANSUI
AUDIO INNOVATIONS LOGIC S.D. ACOUSTICS

BLQ MYST. SME
B&W MORDAUNTSHORT SNELL

CAMBRIDGE MUSICAL FIDELITY SONDEX
DEAN PINKTRIANGLE SPICA

DENON PROTON SPENDOR
DUAL VOYD THE ROCK

HELIUS QUAD TDL
REVOLVER LINX

2%7 3„„'No

THE NOW ON OEM___-----

DEMONSTRA »

92A High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1AP 
Tel: Tonbridge (0732) 353540
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FULL REVIEW

TeacW300
£115

Poor
Average-

Sonically a mixed blessing, it does well with pre-recorded tapes but home-made recordings 
sound a little rough

Twin-deck high speed dubbing, 
Dolby B

52

TeacW-310C 
£129

Average
Average-

Dubbing performance is poor. especially using the high speed mode but normal record and 
replay performance standards are not too bad

Dolby B. C. Twin transports, bias 
adjust

52

Technics RS-8305
£140

Good+ 
Excellent

Well built and offering excellent sound quality at the price. working well with metal tapes if 
not so hot on pre-recorded material

Dol by B & C, dbx BB 52

Technics RS-T22
£150

Excellent 
Average

Good value for a twin deck machine. and fairly simple to use. but sonically no competition 
for single transport machines

Twin, Dolby B & C High Speed Dub. 52

Technics RS-B705
£250

Average 
Average—

3 heads for the price of two. but not the sound quality to go with them 3 head, Dolby B & C & HX Pro 52

Technics RS-TBOR
£400

Poor
Poor

Flexible and pleasant to use but poor transports led to poor sound on our latest sample Twin Deck Auto Rev. High Speed Dub, 
Auto Tape select, B & C & DBX

52

Yamaha KX-200
£140

Good
Good

Cheap. well-equipped and workmanlike with the sound quality less obviously processed 
than most - the whole is more than the sum of the parts

Dolby B, C. Headphones, Track search/ 
scan, Optional remote

BB 52

Yamaha K-340
£160

Average 
Average

This deck doesn't make the grade on the grounds of poor speed stability. and an unwelcome 
degree of record level dependency

Dolby B. C, HX Pro. Auto search/scan, 
Optional remote control

52

Yamaha K222
£200

Poor
Poor

Beautifully made. but it makes little sense in purist audio terms High speed dubbing twin deck, Dolby 
B, C. Auto search, Track sensing

52

Yamaha KX-400 
£200

Good 
Good+

A highly commercial package with every widget under the sun. Happily it sounds good too. Auto reverse, Dolby B, C. Hx pro, 
Track search/repeat remote control

R 52

Yamaha K-540
£210

Average 
Average

Satisfactory but not especially satisfying. and also a bit gimmicky. it failed to match its 
brothers • good-performance-at-the-price ratimgs

Auto search/repeat, Dolby B. C, HX Pro, 
Bias adjust. Remote

52

YamahaKX-1200
£500

Excellent
Average+

A veritable rats' nest of buttons and dials. albeit well laid-out. This is nearly a great 
recorder, but lacks simplicity of sound

Dolby B, C, HX Pro, Bias adjust, Auto 
search/repeat, Remote, headphones

52

The radio medium operates at a much lower profile 
than TV, but in areas outside pop music the BBC 
service is the erivy of the world. Live Prom concerts 

can rival all other sources from a hi-fi perspective. 
Only the FM (VHF) bands give stereo hi-fi sound, 
though AM (MW & LW) are useful for receiving 
certain transmissions in the UK.

Something of a hi-li afterthought, tuners are

often selected merely to match a chosen amplifier 
cosmetically. However, the task they carry out is far 
from simple (or cheap), combining the skills of RF 
(reception) and audio (signal processing) 

engineering. The importance of the former will 
depend on local reception conditions, but money 
invested in a high quality outside aerial system is 
usuall well spent.

Tuners come in two basic types. Analogue 
models tune gradually (and usually manually) across 
the bands, and can have analogue or digital 

displays; they are often preferred for sound quality, 
and are certainly best for AM bands. Digital tuners 

offer convenient automatic tune facilities and hold 
many station positions in pre-set memories.

□ NAME
□ PRICE

□ LAB 

nSOUND
□ COMMENTS □ FEATURES □ VALUE □ BACK ISSUE 

FULL REVIEW
A&R ArcamAlpha 
£149

Good
Average++

Attractively classic British analogue tuner with sound quality comfortably better than most FM/AM Analogue BB 50

A&R Arcam Delta
£270

Very Good
Very Good

Hi-fi sound on FM, good on AM, a dependable British all-rounder 6AM, 6FM presets. FM/MW.LW display 
manualtune

BB This

CreekCAS3140 

£150
Very Good 
Good+

A true front-rank tuner. excellent ergonomics and audiophile sound quality albeit with the minor 
handicap of having FM only

FM only BB 50

Denon TU 45L
£130

Average+ 
Average+

Poor AM sound quality may be a deterrent but the FM performance fully merits recommendation FM/AM Digital R 50

Harman Kardon TU920 

£299
Good 
Average

Rather weak sound quality for the price despite good lab test results 16 presets, AM/FM, digital auto scan, 
active tracking

This

Harman Kardon TU915 
£325

Good
Good

This gave good FM performance but was thought "wretched" on AM. (Psst. .. you don't 
necessarily buy a tuner for the AM.)

FM/AM 16 presets auto seek 50

Hitachi FT-MD 5500 
£230

Excellent
Good++

A powerful, good sounding tuner with versatile facilities 16presets, FM, AM, MW auto scan 
digital, signal meter

BB This

Hitachi FT5500 11
£250

Very Good 
Good+

Soundwise highly rated on FM, and on AM basically satisfactory- a versatile all-rounder Auto and manual tuning. 16 presets R 44

JVC FX-1100
£355

Good+ 
Average+

A sophisticated model with 40 (I) AM/FM presets although the sound was unexceptional at this price 
l evel

Multi function computer, signal meter, 
digital auto tune

This

Marantz ST35L
£160

Good+ 
Average-

lt works well enough but the sound could be better for the money 16 presets, AM/FM, digital auto scan, 
active tracking

This

Meridian 204
£495

Good+ 
Good

Pleasant sounding with a fine finish but does not make the grade at this price FM only, auto scan, digital, remote, 
clock timer

This

Mission Gyrus 
£180

Average 
Good+

Best Buy material on sound quality but radio frequency performance let it down FM/AM auto seek tuning R 50

Musical Fidelity Tl 
£300

Good+
Very Good

Top class FM stereo sound on good signal strengths from this audiophile model. Watch out for local CB' FM only, analogue box dial, manual 
tune, signal meter

R This

NAD 4020b 
£139

Good
Average+

Not the quietest or most sensitive tuner tested, it still provided good sound for the money. 
being "musical and ambient"

Analogue FM/AM BB 50

Nairn NAT 01 
£1098

Very Good
Very Good

There may be better sounding tuners in the world, but we have yet to hear one No presets. Two box, flywheel tuning 
FM only, Analogue

R 50

Nakamichi ST-7E 
£750

Good++
Good+

Exceptionally good for weak-signal areas, and good all round 16 AM/FM presets, Schotz enhanced 
sensitivity, auto time digital

This

Nikko NT-540 
£154

Good 
Average

Lab report was promising but the sound was rather dated 8 presets. AM/FM, digital auto scan This

Onix B.W.0.1
£520

Good++
Good

Unexceptional sound despite the costly power supply option FM only, manual digital, variable 
bandwidth

This

PioneerF551L
£100

Good+
Good+

High value budget tuner. very little to argue about (includes long wave) 12 FM, 12 AM presets. auto scan, 
digital and signal strength meter

BB This

QuadFM4 
£289

Very Good 
Good+

Fine sound, excellent ease of use, good build and finish and a more than satisfactory technical 
performance

7 presets. Digital R 50

RevoxB261
£1174

Excellent 
Good+

A sophisticated and well-executed example of modern broadcast design; could be the logical choice 
for the deep-pocketed radio enthusiast

FM only, twin headphones. 20 presets R 50

O£JO RIO fR Ri-11OO0 IRE 0I ORE 02
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COME AND LISTEN TO THIS TOP QUALITY 
EQUIPMENT IN OUR SINGLE SPEAKER LOUNGE

VAN DEN HUL 

Interconnects 
Made to length 
& Suppliers of 

Chord Interconnects

ELITE ROCK EXPOSURE VII & VIII 
PRE AND POWER AMPLIFIERS

MANTICORE MANTRA
(Electronic and Manual)

MAIN AGENCIES
EXPOSURE • MISSION • ELITE ROCK • MANTICORE • CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH (inc Electronics) • NAD • ROTEL • B&W (inc matrix) 
NAKAMICHI • DENON • MISSION • BLQ • INFINITY • THORENS • DUAL • KEF 
(inc Reference) • ONIX • HARBETH • VAN DEN HUL • NAGAOKA • GOLDRING 
ORTOFON • AUDIO TECHNICA • SENNHEISER • BEYER DYNAMICS • TARGET 
MARANTZ • TANNOY • MORDAUNT SHORT TDK • THATS TAPE • GOODMANS 

MAXIM • HUNT EDA • QED (Accessories) • TRIO • AND MORE

MAKE THE RIGHT CONNECTION

8YAMAHA
We don't just make good motorbikes ...

Full range of Yamaha Hi-Fi equipment 
on permanent display including:- 

K200, K340, K222 and KX800 Cassette decks 
&

CDXS, CD700 and CD900 
&

Amps, Tuners and Speakers
All on permanent demonstration at

MURRAYS HI-FI

Kim
19 MIDDLE HILLGATE 

■ NAIM STOCKPORT

■CREEK CHESHIRE
• CHORD COMPANY 
■ CAMBRIDGE '

• MONITOR AUDIO • REVOX • LOGIC
• HEYBROOK • MARANTZ • SYSTEMDEK
• AKROYD • YAMAHA • ARISTON
• ROGERS • ROTEL • NAKAMICHI
• MORDAUNT SHORT • DENON • DUAL

Whole range on permanent demonstration

061 429 7666
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FULL REVIEW

RoteI RT-8301
£110

Good+ 
Good

Fine sounding budget auifiophile material, no frills, no fuss Manual dial analogue, FM, MW, LW BB This

RoteI RT-850L
£150

Good+
Good+

Scoring well on listening tests and one of the best sounding tuners at its price level, it was a bit let 
down on AM but RF performance was good

FM/AM, digital BB 50

SansuiTU-D99X1 
£249

Very Good 
Good+

This slimline compact model gave good FM sound quality and strong RF periormance. But the AM 
sounded unpleasant

FM/AM, 16 presets R 50

Sony ST 500ES 
£200

Good++
Average-

Disappointing sound quality but good lab periormance. (Includes long wave) 10 AM/FM presets, auto scan digital This

Sony ST-S 700ES 
£299

Very Good
Very Good

First class in every respect including FM sound quality. Even AM was well above average FM/AM, 10 presets, digital scan BB 50

Tandberg 3001 
£1295

Excellent- 
Good

An enthusiast dx model, versatile periormance and generally good sound; excellent build 8 presets, FM only, analogue, manual 
dial, var. bandwidth, signa' meter

This

Technics ST-5001
£100

Average+ 
Average+

Fine RF periormance and fair FM sound at bargain price = Recommended tag. Alas the AM sounded as 
if it was coming "down a long furry tunnel"’

FM/AM 16 station presets, scan R 50

Technics STG45A1
£140

Good+ 
Good

Good sound on FM, weak AM but clever facilities and a good lab test 16 FM presets or 8 FM/8 MW-LW, 
digital auto scan, auto memory

R This

TechnicsST-G7 
£400

Very Good 
Good+

Muffled AM, but fine stereo FM quality and well built 16 presets, digital R 50

Yamaha TX-1400
£130

Good++
Good+

Good FM sound, let down by poor AM but otherwise good value 16 presets, auto scan, digital, FM, MW, 
LW

BB This

YamahaTX-500
£150

Average+ 
Average

Under a gaudy coat, this sensitive tuner gave reasonable stereo results. However, the AM had again 
been thrown down a well .

20 presets (! 0 buttons) digital 50

a m®

* ■ . '

This new all-digital music source seems set fair to 
becoming properly established, despite still high 
disc prices and the opposition of many hi-fi 
enthusiasts. Compact Disc's strengths over 
conventional vinyl are complete freedom from 
suriace noise with automatic and programmable 
play, plus track skip and fast music scan - 
frequently under full remote control.However, many

‘■ L .•
vinyl enthusiasts find GD's sound less involving and component quality control.
than top quality vinyl repay. Compared with many hi-fi components. CD

Introduced five years ago at around £500, CD players give impressive Tab periormance, though

players row average half that price, and for the main there are differences between players nonetheless,
offer improved periormance besides, Even cheaper Sound quality variations are even more marked,
players may have the latest decoding chips and the particularly in a good quality system. As it behaves
most useful play features; extra money can buy very like a pre-amp, there are no problems

remote control,' audio 'tweaks', plus improved build connecting a player to a normal amplifier.

HMODEL

E PRICE

□ LAB

ESOUND

0 COMMENTS E FEATURES HVALUE E BACK ISSUE 

FU11 REVIEW

Acoustic Research CD-04 
£290

Good
Average+

Stylish but basic player, based on Philips 14-bit 4 x oversampling with respectable sound 
tweaks and remote control

Remote Control, headphones R 51

ADC CD-250X
£230

Good+ 
Average

Well made and engineered. and above average soundwise; trumpets could sound 'thin' though 
violins were liked so it may prefer Stephan Grappelli to Miles Davis

Skip and search, manual, repeat and 
16-track programming

R 53

Aiwa DX-500
£179

Average
Average-

Adequate build qua l ity and reasonable features, but this unit did not do very well in the lab and 
was sonically a disappointing experience

No remote control or headphone socket, 
but scan, skip, search etc

53

Akai CD-A70
£299

Average 
Average

A full feature 16 bit 2 x oversampling remote control player with fine presentation and finish 
and a pleasantly bid back sound quality

Full width rapid access, keypad 
programming, remote control

51

Cambridge Audio CDI 
£1500

Good+ 
Excellent

Advanced design and circuitry give this top class two-box machine exceptional periormance, 
so the intrinsic qualities of CD, leg. silent suriaces), make themselves felt

No headphones, seven audio filters, 
skip and scan

R Coil

Denon DCD 300
£210

Average+ 
Average+

Unspectacular all round competence with remote control can't be bad at the price Skrp, remote control, headphones BB 51

Denon DCD 1700
£599

Good+
Good++

The overall sound was strong and coherent approaching reference standards. Fine build quality 
and facilities make this a firm contender

Remote. skip, scan, headphones, 
programmable

R 51

DenonDCD-3300

£1200
Good++
Good++

Sounding tight and coherent though not significantly better than the cheaper 1700. Very well 
built and comprehensively equipped

Remote control, with volume, keypad 
programme, scan, search, headphones

51
51

Ferguson CD-04 

£149
Average+ 
Average

Could well provide an answer for those appalled by the complexities of many CD players, who 
seek a low cost, good quality, simple periormer

Track skipping, nine track memory BB 51

Goodmans GCD-500S 
£160

Average
Average-

User-friendly but flimsy build quality and second class sanies make this poor value even at 
the price

Audible scan and track skip, 
programming

51/45

HarmanKardonHO!00 

£399
Average 
Average—

With a mixed subjective periormance this well built player failed to make the grade in its price 
class

Skip and scan. programmable 51

Hitachi DA-7000 

£180
Good 
Average

Generally competent, especially considering the price, this was well built and styled if lacking 
in some facilities - a good budget starter

Memory and repeat, plus the basics BB 53

Hitachi DA007 
£330

Average 
Average

Unusually fitted with wooden end cheeks and comprehensively kilted out, but only average 
in sound quality

Full remote control, adjustable 
headphone output keypad programming

51

JVC X1-M700
£599

Average 
Average+

An autochanging, twin drawer player offering fair sound quality and the possibility of 
endless play!

Auto changer, full remote control, 
random play, intra scan repeat

51

JVC XL-V1100
£659

Average+ 
Average+

A substantial and very well built flagship model with 16 bit 4 x oversampling, though sound 
quality was disappointing at the price

Full remote, headphones, scan, skrp, 
i ntra-scan

51

Kenwood DP990D
£299

Average+ 
Average

A good all-round package, just deserving recommendation, but comparable sound quality can 

be found more cheaply elsewhere
Headphones, remote control, (manual 
overidel

R 51

luxman D-1 00
£449

Average 
Average—

Sparsely equipped with a slightly old fashioned sonic character, offering little but physical 
weight for a quite high price

Remote control, skip, scan, 
headphones (variable)

51

Marantz CD273
£199

Good
Good

An ambitious machine at the price, offering pretty good sound quality but a slightly below 
average build standard

Skip, scan, programmable BB 51

Marantz CD873
£240

Good
Good++

Putting many 'audiophile GO's to shame in terms of sound quality this proved another winner, 
though there was slight criticism of control accessibility at times

No remote control, but the usual skip, 
scan etc

BB 53

MarantzCD-273SE
£240

Good+
Good+

The Euro-tweaked version of the standard 273, this model fulfilis pretentions to audiophile 

standards at a budget price
Manual control, skipand scan (audible). 
20 track programming, repeat

BB 5l

Marantz CD65
£250

Average+ 
Good

Comfortably above average sound quality. this best selling model still represents good value 
for money

Search and programme, manual 
control

BB 51

- JMarantz CD75
£300

Good+
Good++

it delivers a sound quality that can rival machines twice the price even though it may lack some 
luxury touches

Remote control, search, 
programmable

BB 51/Coll

MarantzCD94 
£800

Good++ 
Very Good

Clearly the best Marantz CD player, with high build quality and good objective and subjective 
performance

10 digit keypad, headphones, 
favourite track selection, remote

R 51 ^3 
^
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The best systems 
in

BIRMINGHAM
DISCOUNT SYSTEMS

DUAL 505/2, ROTEL RA820, ARSBX, or DL4 or 7011 or MS15 orTRENT £29.95
DUAL 505/2, ROTEL RA820BX2, ARSBX etc.........................................................£339.95
DUAL 505/2, NAD 3020E, ARSBX etc..................................................................... £299.95
DUAL 505/2, NAD 3130, ARSBX etc.........................................................................£334.95
DUAL 505/2, ARCAM ALPHA PLUS, ARSBX etc................................................. £329.95
DUAL 505/2, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH A04, ARSBX etc................................. : £349.95
DUAL 505/2, YAMAHA AX300, ARBBX etc...........................................................£289.95
DUAL 505/2, YAMAHA AX400, ARSBX etc...........................................................£339.95
Ail systems supplied with connectings leads and 10 metres of 79strand cable

EXTRA FOR THE FOLLOWING LOUDSPEAKERS:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR18BX..................................................................................... £30.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR22BX..................................................................................... £50.00
HEYBROOK HB1.....................................................................................................................£70.00
MISSION 700LE.......................................................................................................................£30.00
MISSION 707............................................................................................................................£00.00
MONITOR AUDIO R100....................................................................................................... £30.00
MONITOR AUDIO R252V................................................................................................... £45.00
MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25ti............................................................................................ £00.00
MORDAUNT-SHORT MS35ti............................................................................................ £40.00
TANNOY MERCURY MkD................................................................................................... £50.00
EXTRA FOR THE FOLLOWING TURNTABLES:
ARISTON ‘Q' DECK with cartridge...............................................................................£20.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EB101 with cartridge......................................................... £00.00
DUAL 505/2 DELUXE with cartridge...........................................................................£20.00
NAD 5120 with cartridge.............................................................................. DEDUCT £50.00
ROTEL RP830 with AT11 OE cartridge........................................................................£30.00
REVOLVER with REVOLVER arm & cartridge........................................................£80.00
THORENSTD166 Mkll (without cartridge)...............................................................£50.00
THORENS TD316 (without cartridge)..........................................................................£70.00
THORENS TD318 (without cartridge)......................................................................£100.00
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH C004.............£219.90 PHILIPS CD160...........................................£179.955
ARCAM DELTA70........................................£49.00 PHILIPS CD360...........................................£249.95
CAMBRIDGE CD1...................................... E1SCIO.M PHI LIPS CD650............................................. £281.95
CAMBRIDGE C02....................................... £599.00 PHILIPS CO960............................................. £599.95
DENON DCD 300......................................... £219.95 PHILIPS EM2000 Remote control..........£39.95
DENON OCO 500 .....................................£219.95 ROTEL RCDB20.......................................... £249.95
DENON DCD 900 .......................................£219.95 ROTEL RCDB20BX...................................... £349.95
DENON DCD 1300........................................£34995 TECHNICS SLP111...................................... £171.955
DENON DCD 1500....... ............................. £479.95 TECHNICS SLP220......................................£34995
DENON DCD 1700........................................£59.95 TECHNICS SLP320...................................... £249.955
DENON DCD 3300.................................... £119595 TECHNICS SLP520......................................£349.85
MARANTZ CD273SE.................................. £219.95 TECHNICS SLP720......................................£349.955
MARANTZ CD65...........................................£379.95 TECHNICS SLP1000 ...................................£895.95
MARANTZ CD75...........................................£349.95 TECHNICS SLP1200 .................................. £219.95
MARANTZ CD94...........................................£789.85 TECHNICS SLPJ30...................................... £219.95
MERIDIAN CD207........................................£850.00 TECHNICS SLPJ22...................................... £171.95
MERIDIAN 209 Remote control............... £95.00 TECHNICS SLPJ44......................................£249.95
MISSION PCM 4000.................................. £349.95 YAMAHA CDX5............................................. £188.95
MISSION PCM 7000 ................................£349.95 YAMAHA CDX500........................................ £959.15
NAD 5220 .....................................................£34995 YAMAHA CDX700 ........................................£958.95
NAD 5240 .....................................................£271.95 YAMAHA COX900 ........................................ £349.85
NAD 5330 .....................................................£219.95 YAMAHA CDX1100.......................................9599.95

The widest range of quality hi-fi In the 
West Midlands. Please send for our latest 

price list, or phone for your demonstration 
THOUSANDS OF COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK 

from £6.95
AGENCIES FROM

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, AIWA, ARCAM, ADC, AKG, AUDIO TECHNICA, 
AKAI, ARISTON, AUDIOLAB, ALPHASON, BEYER, CAMBRIDGE, 

CASTLE, CELESTION, DENON, DUAL, ELITE, EXPOSURE, FUJI, GALE, 
GRADO, GOODMANS, GOLDRING, GOLDBUG, HARMAN KARDON, 
HELIUS, HEYBROOK, JBL, KEF, LNB, LINX, MANTRA, MISSION, 
MUSICAL FIDELITY, MARANTZ, MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT- 

SHORT, MERIDIAN, MAXELL, NAD, NAGAOKA, ORTOFON, PHILIPS, 
PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, MONSTER, JECKLIN, QED, QUAD, 
ROGERS, ROTEL, SUGDEN, REVOLVER, SOURCE, TECHNICS, 

SENNHEISER, SHURE, TARGET, TDK,THATS, THORENS, TANNOY, 
ONKYO, VAN DEN HUL, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA, etc...

AlTERnATIVE AUDIO lTD.
95 Hobs Mqat Road Open from: 
Solihull TUES to SAT
West Midlands 892 BJL 10.00 — 6.00 pm 

DEMONSTRATIONS
Sales: 021 • 742 0254 BY APPOINTMENT
Service: 021 742 0248 PLEASE

feAUdo Consultants
INTRODUCING TO YOU

< >

-

W W

ROKSAN XERXES

WITH BURMEISTER AND PROAC 
LOUDSPEAKERS

WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE SYSTEMS FOR A LIMITED 
PERIOD WE WILL GIVE YOU A FREEKISEKIPURPLE 
OR VAN DEN HUL MC10 CARTRIDGE

Nationwide delivery and installations 
Home demonstrations arranged 

Tel: {0472) 698015 
for appointments
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Meridian 207
£950

Very Good
Very Good

A very stylish two box player with onboard pre-amp, providing excellent sound quality and 
remarkable flexibility

Fully remote, full track search, 
programming

R 51/Coll

Mission PCM7000
£600

Good
Good++

Stylish with a large informative LCD display this deserves recommendation on the basis of 
sound quality alone

Remote volume control, digital 
filtering '

R 51/Coli

Nakamichi OMS-3E 
£995

Good 
Good+

Superbly built and presented this expensive machine was a bit of a "stuffed shirt" when it 
came to sound quality

Remote control, skip and scan, 
headphones

51

Nakamichi OMS-4E
£1200

Very Good
Very Good

Solidly controlled and comparatively simple this clearly represents one of the major benchmarks 
for CD sound quality, though the midrange sounded a touch thin

Skip and scan, headphones R 51

Nakamichi OMS-5EII 
£1500

Good+
Very Good

”... delivers near state of the art performance and build quality in a deliberately starkly 
functional package, but at a very high price. ,."

Skip and scan, simple track 
programming, manual control

51

Nakamichi O^-7EII 

£2000
Good+
Good+

The only serious criticism here is of the price. And in our not always humble opinion you can 
get better sound quality for less elsewhere n Nakamichi's range

I 0 digit track entry keypad 
programming, headphones

51

Philips CD 160

£200
Good
Average+

A little tinny in construction and "plasticky"' in feel, this popular model rated well on sound 
quality despite its budget price

Skip, (20 track) programming, 
repeaVdisplay

BB 51

Philips CO360
£250

Good+
Good+

Fine lab performance and exceptional listening test results, plus the 200 disc favourite track 
selection makes this modestly priced unit a BestBuy

Remote control, favourite track 
selection, skip

BH 51

Philips CD473
£250

Good
Good+

I n the forefront as regards sound quality, this is one of the best sounding Philips players yet; 
we were unable to catch it out on classical through Jazz program

Favourite track selection, remote 
control with volume, headphones etc

BB 53

Philips CD960
£700

Good++
Good++

Simpleto use with exemplary lab performance. this showed no sign of weakness while sound 
quality improvements over mainstream models more or less justify the price

Full remote control, favourite track 
selection, etc

R 51/Coli

PioneerPD-6050 
£230

Good
Average+

Much liked on Jazz and rock program this was highly rated in terms of value for money. The 
midrange sounded a little forward and thin though

Everything but a digital out socket 
and remote volume control

BB 53

Pioneer PD-M70
£399

Average 
Average

A remarkable catalogue of features justify the price. Soundwise it rated just above average 
overall

Remote control, 6-disc autochanger, 
8 programme memory, headphones etc

51

Revox 8226 
£756.70

Good+ 
Good

The traditional Revox house style is combined with the fine Phi lips 16 bit chip set, but this 
player doesn't really offer sound quality to match the price

I nfra-red remote control, full search, 
scan, programming

51/Coli

Rotel RCD-820

£249
Average++ 
Average+

Though essentially a Philips clone, the 820 does offer a very respectable sound quality for the 
price, plus remote control

Remote control, 20 track 
programming, repeat, step

R 51

Rotel RCD 820BX 
£350

Good
Good

A respectable performer with adequate build quality and features, this got the "R" for good 
musical reproduction

Remote control, repeat. 20 track 
programming, step

R 51

Sanyo CDP-M50 
£200

Average
Average-

A no-frills midi-sized package, this was not up to the usual Sanyo sonic or technical standards 
but it was well built

Skip, search, repeat. 16-track 
memory, programmable

53

Sharp DX-R700H 

£249
Average
Average-

A workmanlike player that does not offer examplary lab or sound quality but which is well-built 
with good facilities and should perform well in use

Remote control, track selection key
pad, skip, scan repeat programming

53

Shure Ultra 06000
£495

Average+ 
Average+

Ergonomically well thought out with full function remote control, but not really scoring sonically 
considering its price

Remote control (full function inc 
volume)

51

Sonographe SDI (by CJ) 
£799

Good
Very Good

Distinctive with oak end-cheeks, using Philips based 14 bit x 4 oversampling, Conrad 
Johnson electronics make this a musically rewarding player

Full search programme and timing R 51/Coli

SonyCDP-M20 

£179
Average+ 
Average

Keeping pace with improvements n the marketplace, it combines decent performance with 
good build and is competitively priced

20 track programme, skip and scan, 
repeat and random play

R 51

Sony 030
£230

Average
Poor

At SOp per hour to run, the sound quality is poor compared to mains machines although 
reasonably competent overal l for a Oiscman

LCO display, skip, shuffle, and 
repeat. "in-ear" headphones

51

SonyCDP-310 
£250

Average++ 
Average

Fine build, facilities and healthy enough sound quality - recommended, but look around the 
range

Remote control ( + usual) R 51

Sony CDP-M50 

£269
Good+
Average+

Fine build quality, good technical performance and extravagant features make this a very 
competitive package

Shuffle, skip, search, remote 
headphones

'R 53

Sony COP 710
£299

Good+
Good++

One of the outstanding contenders 'n our 1987 edition. The build was cool; the sound was hot Remote control, 20 digit direct entry 
keypad, etc

BB 51

Sony 0100 
£300

Average 
Average—

The best all round portable tested, but also the most expensive, and still no substitute for a 
conventional player

Skip, repeat, 21 track programming, 
headphones, LCD display

51

SonyCDP-222ES 

£449
Good
Average+

Exceptional build quality and presentation plus respectably good sound quality merits the 
"R", but some of its kin were preferred

Remote control, 20 digit keypad, 
track access, programming

R 51

Sony COP 555es 
£1000

Very Good
Very Good

Extravagant build quality, sophisticated features and near state-of-the-art performance, it 
competes effectively with more expensive models

Remote control, 20 digit keypad, 
track access, programming

1 R 51

Teac PD-250
£250

Average 
Average

16 bit 2 x oversampling with fair if lightweight build quality. Sonically falling short of 
recommendation, but not bad all the same

Remote control, skip, scan, 
programming

51

TeacZD3000/ZD5000
£899/£999

Very Good 
Average+

Although achieving a superb technical performance, these players are not competitive on 
sonic grounds in this price category

Full remote control, keypad, 
fast track skip, headphones

51

Technics SL-P 111
£179

Good 
Average

An above average sound quality at a well below average price, but this is only most things to 
most men

Skip, audible scan, programme 
repeat. preset edit play

BB 51

Technics SL-P220
£229

Average++ 
Average

Sound quality keeps this out of the top ranks but the facilities (wow) and fine technical 
performance will make it hard to resist for some

Everything except a digital out socket, 
which is no great loss to most

R 53

Technics SL-XP5
£250

Average
Poor

A contender for the "World's smallest" title, this beautifully crafted miniature falls short in 
terms of sound quality

Headphones, "high cut" filter, skip, 
search

51

TechnicsSL-P520
£350

Good+
Average+

With features and facilities to satisfy the most eager button pusher, this also produced decent 
sound quality

High/Low scan ratios, headphones, 
memory, programming and more

R 51

TechnicsSLP 720
£400

Good++
Good+

More buttons for sonic pilots - this was the most sonically super of the top Technics models Search dial cueing, high scan speed 
optics, disc menu, programming

R 51

TechnicsSL-P1200
£800

Good++
Good+

looking more like a desk work station than a stackable component, this will appeal to the 
creative recordist and semi pro user. Sounded pretty good

Headphones, remote control, search 
dial cueing, etc

51

YamahaCD-X5 
£200

Average+ 
Average

Good build quality, respectable lab performance, and decent enough sound delivery for your 
money

Skip, scan, manual only, etc R 51

YamahaCDX-900
£450

Good
Average+

A real button bristler with extensive facilities; well built; but sound quality might suggest a 
l ower price

Programme calendar, remote control, 
26 key direct track entry

51

Yamaha CDX-11 DO
£700

Good+
Average+

A pearly king might like the button overkill here ... yet despite exceptional lab performance. 
listeners were not unduly impressed. it's worth considering

Volume handset, random play, space 
insert, 26 direct track entry keys

51

lil
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Be our guests ASHTON AUDIO
With the festive season well behinO us now, 
Audlophlles can once a gain qoncentrate their 
minds on the appreciation Of fine music. Surely one 
of the, most rewarding and emotionally/ 
Intellectually stimulating interests one can have:
In furtherance of this pursuit, we at AbboH Audio 
aim to bring to your attention the finest quality 
audio equipment available. We are the first U.K. 
dealers to stock the new Spica Angelus speakers at 
£1195 and we willl be pleased to demonstrate them 
to you in your home WHEREVER you may live.
Alternatively you may wish to take advantage of 
listening in our superb demonstration room- where 
we can offer a wide range of products to suit every 
pocket. Those readers who are not so well off as 
some of our customers should not despair, we can 
still. offer a wide range of less exotic but excellent 
products for the price conscious Audiophile.

We will soon be holding a series of musical 
evenings where there will be opportunity to relax 
and audition without obligation, some of the finest 
equipment available in the UK today. Such as the 
superb 'Air' valve power amplifier, the LFD pre
amplifier for which we are national distributors and 
the latest YBA pre and power amplifiers. Analogue 
front ends include the stunning Voyd and Omega 
Point turntables.
Interested customers should contact us for further 
details and dates.
Our products include:
YBA. ALBARRY, KISEKI, VECTEUR. STAD, AUDIOSTATIC,
BEARD, 
PAWEL.
AUDIO 
PHONO

DECCA. ODYSSEY, AIR, JECKLIN, GLANZ, 
NUANCE, OMEGA POINT, AUDIO NOTE. 
INNOVATIONS, LFD, GRYTHON, MILLTEK, 

AMPLIFIERS, PLENTITUDE, QUICKSILVER.
SOUTHER. SNELL. SAE and VOYD.

NATIONWIDE HOME DEMONSTRATION SERVICE

Xudio
WE F^M HOUSE, HOLLY MOUNT, 

KNEESALL, NEWARK, NOITS. NG22 OAD.

TEL. (0023) 862268

65. Castle Street. High Wycombe. 
Bucks. HP13 6RN. Tel. (0494) 31682.

Dunstable's Hi Fl Specialist 
— 0582 608003 —

Selected stock includes:

Nakamichi Thorehs

Quad lnkatech

Cambridge

Nad

Aristoh

Rote I

Open M on-Sat 9-5.30 p.m.

No. 6 High Street South, Dunstable 
Bedfordshire LU6 3HA

äundl
The finest equipment 
available to give 
you the finest sound 
achievable.

Now exhibiting:- 
• Audiolab • B&W 
• Creek • Celestion 
• Denon • Heybrook

HI
LIE kJ Eli CELIBI

• Ion • Linn • Meridian Zf
• Mordaunt-Short
• Naim • Nakamichi
• Rega • Rotel

LINN

NAI

sound gallery

• Credit Card Facilities
• Mail Order • Book a 
Demonstration Now •_  
Mon-Sat 9^30am-6^00pm

sound
goljeryl

LONDON & OXFORD
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So you want a hi-fi, but you don't want to make a for shelf-standing compact systems, or 'midis' as point, usually with little opportunityi for
fuss about it. A pre-packaged system with they are known in the trade, as a replacement for demonstration and comparison. Our test programme
everything matching up and no aggravation may not earlier floor-standing rack systems (themselves the includes extensive auditioning and lab testing, while
rank with carefully chosen separates on sound upmarket development from music centres). Only making allowance tor the different aspirations of
quality, but there's no denying the attractiveness some 330mm wide, midis can more or less match designers and expectations of users. Key features
or popularity of this approach - the market for full-size (430mm) rack components for valued highly by customers include system remote
pre-packaged component hi-fi systems is at least performance, and are certainly cheaper to make, control, automatic switching, double 'dubbing'
as big as that for separate items, even ignoring the ship, sell and buy. cassette decks, and elaborate equaliser tone
vast numbers of low-cost single unit stacker Whereas specialist hi-fi is moving steadily controls. Andthetopend ofthe market is developing
systems. towards ultra-simple 'no-frills' components, midi with surround sound audio/video-ready packages.

The arrival of compact disc led to a new fashion systems tend to be sold on a feature count at a price

fil NAME ■ LAB fil COMMENTS ■ FEATURES fil VALUE ■ BACK ISSUE

■ PRICE ■ SOUND FULL REVIEW

Aiwa V-990DX Good Refined up-market system with most modern features. Sound quality is good all round - Remote, timer. auto source select R 54
£750 Good • even the speakers are acceptable.
AiwaV1500DX Good Remarkable features level even includes independent record feeds to each cassette. Separates system, twin auto-reverse R 54
£999 Good Hrgh class build, satisfying sound, but best without loudspeakers cassette. full remote, timer
Akai 990 Average A gadget oriented expensive system with good compact drsc player and remarkable Twin deck cassette, Auto rev., Remote Systems
£1400 Average+ loudspeakers. Let down by the tuner and turntable and not helped by obscure ergonomics Control, Auto source selection
Binatone Laser CD System 2000 Bad A bit of a disaster even at the price. Built to extremely low standard with an appalling Twin cassette Systems
£270 Bad turntable. CD and loudspeakers OK. but letdown by amp
Ferguson HF03 Average+ An all round success with British built speakers and all sources achieving a reasonable Twin cassette BB Systems
£400 Good standard. Compact disc was weak compared to other units
Fidelity MS202 Bad Very cheap and poorly finished. Thin. raw sound to match appearance and build Twin cassette, one-piece system 54
£340 Bad-
Fisher Midi System M46CD Average Somewhat overpriced, the M46 is let down by a poor amplifier and worse speakers. Twin transport Systems
£500 Average Other elements perform reasonably, CD being its strongest point
Fisher Midi System M56CD Average Fitted with a pretty good amp, but dire loudspeakers; otherwise a competent combination Twin cassette, 5-band graphic Systems
£580 Average including a pretty fair cassette deck Equaliser
Fisher 2400 Average An ambitious and competent package with a strong amplifier and CO player. Given its new Twin deck, Graphic eq, 5-band Systems
£600 Average lower price it would have merited recommendation if the loudspeakers hadn't let it down

Goodmans 5100 Poor— A combined electronics package. with performance standards only too typical of the breed. Twin cassette, one-piece system 54
£380 Bad Speakers good for type but don't compensate

Goodmans 5200 Average+ Offering possibly the best speakers around in this midi system market, the Good mans wins 12 Band Graphic Eq, Twin deck ee Systems
£459 Average+ on a fair standard for the price, though the turntable was not too hot
Goodmans Maxim-Midi System Average Oe-luxe version of 5200 system - very good value for money and readily upgradeable. All separates with twin cassette R 54
£550 Average+ Sanies rough but OK and speakers good; CO crude

Hitachi MD280 Good Better than average cassette and CO - even the turntable and the loudspeakers work Remote, auto TIT, twn cassette, 54
£430 Good satisfactorily. Good all-rounder extra tape & aux inputs
Marantz Studio System Average+ More a hi-li system than a true midi package. it's good if uninspired, A stronger amplifier Only amp, CD, & speakers- R 54
£449 Good could help restoptional
Marantz Concert System Good+ Well matched and achieved high fidelity standards. Strong characterisation with some treble Only amp, CD & speakers- BB 54
£649 Good+ loss - this wasn't quite neutral, but a pleasure to listen to rest optional
Marantz MX673CD System Average+ Tremendously flexible audio/vrsual system, Sound quality is satisfactory at best and Various A/V inputs, remote, R 54
£999 Average ergonomics a mess speakers optional
Mitsubishi CD51 Average In some ways a well balanced system, in that the amp and speakers smooth the rougher Remote, twin deck Systems
£429 Average- edges of some sources, but not very satisfactory on the whole
Mitsubishi E602CD Poor- Totem-pole aesthetics match the mixed constructional quality. Sound quality is already poor, Spare in/output set, twin cassette 54
£500 Poor- but featured synthesised bass can make matters worse still
Mitsubishi lOUR Average A pretty good package, flawed by 'tinny' loudspeakers, but having a fair turntable- Remote, Multidisc CD. Twin R Systems
£650 Average+ a rarity in this category of equipment
Philips FCD 565 Poor An unimpressive system , While the compact disc player and tuner were OK. its main tonal Double deck, 5 band graphic eq Systems
£370 Poor characteristic on all sources was a coarse top end
PioneerS-7000 Average+ Excellent beer-budget system that really works, with the exception of wobbly sounding One piece + (optional) CD and R 54
£478 Average+ cassette speakers
Pioneer System 10 Average loudspeakers sound cluttered, and cassette unstable and thin, but tuner and CO are fine All separates, twin cassette 54
£678 Average-
Pioneer System 30 Average+ Odd remote system means two handsets. CD and radio work well, but turntable and Remote, separates, twin auto reverse, R 54
£978 Average+ cassette weak. Expensive multi-disc CD
SanyoW40CD Average low cost. no options package with attractive displays, cassette had high wow and flutter, Semi auto TIT, auto record start, R 54
£380 Average but the rest worked OK twin cassette
SanyoW36 Average For a change. this outfit comes with excellent loudspeakers and CD player. The main Two H/phone, 5 band graphic, BB Systems
£550 Average weakness seems to be the amplifier but the turntable was OK, if not fab! twin deck ea ss.
Sharp SA-CDBOOH Average A superficially high grade. high spec system, the SA-CDSOOH actually sounds clean but a One-piece, 6-disc CO, no TIT 54
£800 Average- little •synthetic'
Sony Compact 310 Average+ Low cost but well built and finished and better sounding than most at the price Remote, auto TIT, twin cassette BB 54
£450 Average+
Sony Compact 510 Average+ Very good control layout. Shabby loudspeakers not up to otherwise uniformly good system Remote, twin cassette R 54
£599 Average+
Sony Compact 610 Average Inconsistent. Same turntable used in much cheaper Sonys gave 'iffy' record reproduction. Remote, ‘shuffle’ play CD, 54
£700 Average- Cassette likewise twin cassette
SonyFH1215CD Average Probably the ultimate miniature system , The CO player is particularly good , Best to chuck Miniature, transportable (AC only). R 54
£800 Average+ the speakers away though Single auto-reverse cassette
Sony Compact 710 Good Typically well built and presented but complicated to use except via remote. Record deck full remote, auto TIT, twin auto R 54
£999 Good poor but remainder good, including speakers reverse cassette
Sony Compact Series 90 Good The best of a not too wonderful bunch, the excellent compact disc player and pretty good Twin deck, auto reverse, timer, BB Systems
£1500 Good+ speakers make for reasonable sound quality, though the tuner wasn't of quite the same standard extra tape socket
TechnicsXBOOCD Average+ Very unstable sounding cassette lets system down badly , Tuner a bit dull, but remainder OK No TIT, twin cassette 54
£400 Good 

(cass poor)
TechnicsX820 Average Tuner and CO player work well but the speakers sound ragged Remote, auto record starts 54
£580 Average
TechnicsX840 Good Expensive, but well made, good sounding system. Turntable, tuner & CD player similar full remote separates system R 54
£730 Good to X820
TechnicsXBBO Average+ Complex, high spec unit with good performance except for the indifferent speakers, which Remote, auto source selection, 54
£900 Average+ are completely out of keeping programmable TIT
ToshibaV17CD Average loudspeakers are the weak link, with cassette and turntable also indifferent. Tuner and CO Twin cassette, semi-auto TIT R 54
£399 Average+ worked well though, so reasonable value for money
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\^ GLOSSARY
The Hi-Fi Choice dictionary ofaudio! terminology, 
explaining all the weird and wonderful adjectives used by 
our reviewers, as well as technical abbreviations.

AM: Amplitude modulated; see 'Medium Wave'.
ACOUSTIC BREAKTHROUGH: Sound that gets 
into the turntable and hence the cartridge from the 
air and thereby creates a risk of acoustic feedback. 
ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK: If any sound in the room 
can find its way through the body of the record deck 
to the cartridge stylus, then that sound will be repro
duced from the loudspeakers, along with the wanted 
programme material. If too much of this sound from 
the loudspeakers is picked up by the cartridge in this 
way then a vicious circle of acoustic feedback will be 
created.
ACTIVE: Speaker systems which contain electronic 
crossovers and where the drive units are connected 
directly to power amplifiers.
ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR: A device used to 
minimise the lateral tracking error of a cartridge/arm 
combination.
AMPLITUDE: Size or magnitude; hence the 
amplitude/frequency response, known normally sim
ply as the frequency response, which describes the 
relative loudness of the system at different frequen
cies with a constant input voltage.
ANECHOIC: Without echo; a special room or 
'chamber' with thick sound absorbingmaterials on all 
surfaces to prevent reflections.
ARM MASS: More accurately called effective arm 
mass, because it is not the weight of the arm on a pair 
of scales. It is the mass of the arm and cartridge com
bination that appears to be concentrated at, and thus 
felt by, the stylus tip which is tracking a record 
groove. There is nothing inherently good or bad 
about arms with light or heavy effective mass; what 
matters is the manner and choice of their combina
tion with cartridges of different compliance and the 
low frequency resonance produced by such combi
nation.
AZBIUW: With reference to tape and cassette rec
orders, the alignment of head gap to tape path.
B^ALANCE: 1) The overall relative loudness per
ceived at different frequencies ( eg bass, treble; 2) 
the accuracy of the match between the two channels 
of a stereo transducer (eg cartridge or pair of 
loudspeakers).
BAND^WIDTH: A range of frequencies with pre
sumed defined upper and lower limits.
BASS: Lower part of the frequency spectrum.
BELT DRIVE: The motor has its rotational speed 
geared down to the required platter speed (331/j rpm 
for LP discs) by a rubber or similar resilient belt 
which runs round a small pulley on the motor shaft 
and a large pulley attached to or part of the platter. 
BEXTRENE: A plastics material frequently used for 
bass and mid-range cones.
BIAS: (tumtable/a^rms) Because the cartridge on a 
pivotal arm is being drawn across the record surface 
by the stylus tracking at an angle offset from the 
pivots, groove friction produces an imbalance of lat
eral force. Bias is the application of a compensatory 
lateral force acting in the opposite direction.
BIAS: (tape) This refers to a high frequency current 
passing through the record head which allows the 
audio current also passing through the head to pro
duce reasonably linear magnetisation of the tape at 
all levels permitted by the combination of each 
machine with the tape. The lowest level of bias is HI-FI CHOICE m FEBRUARY 1988

required for ferric cassettes, a slightly higher one for 
ferrichrome, an even higher one for chrome or 
pseudochrome, and the highest for metal.
BOTTOMING: The stylus scraping on the distorted 
rounded bottom of the groove due to incorrect stylus 
geometry.
CANTILEVER: The thin rod or tube that connects 
the stylus to the armature and hence the cartridge 
body.
CAPACITANCE: An element of electrical impe
dance that is particularly important when matching 
pickup cartridge, arm leads and amplifier input 
characteristics to achieve a fiat frequency response 
from discs.
CLIPPING: This is reached when a circuit is over
loaded and overdriven, resulting in bad waveform 
distortion and audibly unpleasant effects.
COLORATION: A general term used to describe 
the audible effects of distortions, particularly in 
loudspeakers and record players. These are usually 
caused by frequency response irregularities and/or 
resonances.
COMPATIDILITY: The selection of interdepen
dent components to achieve optimum system per
formance; notably arill!cartridge mass/compliance 
matching, cartridge electrical loading, or 
loudspeaker compatibility with amplifiers.
COMPLIANCE: A measure of the springiness of the 
cantilever/armature seen from the stylus, expressed 
in compliance units (cu), where 1 cu = 10-6 
cm/dyne.
CROSSOVER: An electrical circuit which uses com
binations of inductors, capacitors and resistors to 
divide the signal from the power amp into the 
required frequency bands and with any necessary 
equalisation for feeding to the individual drive-units 
of the speaker system.
CROSSTALK: The leakage from one channel to the 
other in a two channel stereo system.
CUTTER: Mechanism used to cut recorded signal 
onto lacquer master; consists of turntable, lathe, cut
ting head, cutting and servo amps.
DIN: German standards body, responsible amongst 
other things for a popular range of standard plugs 
and socket specifications.
DAMPING: A means of controlling resonances by 
means of a resistive medium (electrical, mechanical, 
or acoustic depending on situation).
DECffiEL (dB): A logarithmic unit that is conve
nient for expressing ratios that span a wide range on 
a linear scale. For simplicity it can be regarded as a 
measure of relative loudness.
DISTORTION: Literally this can mean any devia
tion from the original, but usually refers to harmonic 
rather than intermodulation distortions 'when not 
specified.
DOLBY: Coversvarious signal processing/deproces- 
sing systems, but normally refers to the B & C noise 
reduction systems used in cassette record/replay, 
and the B system used for musicassette replay.
DOPING: A technique involving the application of 
damping to a loudspeaker driver cone in order to 
assist in controlling resonances.
DOWNFORCE: The weight, measured at the stylus, 
which holds it down In the groove.
DRIVE UNIT (DRIVER): The term used to distin

guish the loudspeaker unit itself, be it bass, mid
range, treble or fullrange in application, from the 
complete loudspeaker system which combines drive 
units, cabinet and crossover into a total design.
DROPOUTS: Momentary reductions of programme 
level due to inadequate head/tape contact caused by 
oxide particles shedding off the tape onto the head 
gap, or inadequacies in tape transport or tape.
DYNAMIC RANGE: The ratio in dBs between the 
quietest sound that can be successfully recorded and 
the loudest which can be accepted without serious 
distortion on an average programme.
EFFECTIVE MASS: The inertia, or mass-control
led resistance to movement, of a device, particularly 
important with regard to tonearms.
EFFICIENCY: The amount of acoustic power deliv
ered for a given electrical input power.
ELECTROSTATIC: A principle employed in some 
loudspeaker transducers using static electricity 
effects to set up a polarising field within which the 
modulated transducer medium moves.
ELLIPTICAL STYLUS: A specially shaped stylus 
profile that makes the 'plan view' radius along the 
length of the groove smaller than the 'elevation view' 
contact radius viewed from the front.
EQUALISATION: (general) The deliberate mod
ification of frequency response, usually in response 
to some engineering limitation or deficiency.
EQUALISATION: (tape) This refers to the neces
sary change in frequency response required of an 
amplifier so that overall flat frequency response is 
obtained from a tape medium. Equalisation is 
tequired both on record and replay. Any tape 
recorded on a good cassette recorder should have 
the same inherent response when played back on 
another correctly set up machine, since all playback 
equalisations should have been standardised. These 
standards are normally specified by the time con
stants of the circuits involved, eg 70p.s or 120p.s (see 
'Microseconds').
FARAD: Measure of capacitance.
FM: Frequency modulated; often used to describe 
radio transmissions of high fidelity potential on the 
VHF band.
FARAD: Measure of capacitance.
FERRITE ROD: A short rod type aerial used for AM 
reception; may be fitted internally or externally to 
tuner or receiver.
FERRO-FLUID: A magnetic fluid which is intro
duced into the voice-coil gap to provide damping 
and/or improved cooling.
FILTER: A circuit (normally) used to restrict the 
bandwidth of a system; may be fiXed or switchable.
FREQUENCY RANGE OF SPECTRUM: Can refer 
to any particular group of frequencies, but com
monly applied to the audible band from 20 to 20,000 
cycles per second (Hz), extending from the deepest 
bass to the highest audible harmonics.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: The variation in out
put over a frequency range, particularly of a trans
ducer; can be expressed as a range with decibel 
limits, or depicted graphically.
Hz (HERTZ): 1 Hz = 1 cycle per second and is a 
measure of frequency which corresponds to musical 
pitch (the higher the frequency the higher the 
pitch).
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HF: High frequency.
HARMONIC: Harmonics are the whole number 
multiples of a base frequency called the funda
mental.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: The addition of 
unwanted harmonics to a signal.
^UM: A low frequency interfering sound produced 
by break-through or interference from mains wiring 
or circuitry.
TO) American Institute of High Fidelity, an impor
tant standards body.
me: An international standards body.
^IMPEDANCE: Measure of resistance (and reac
tance) in alternating (ie audio) signals; this is of 
some importance in the compatibility of both car
tridges and headphones with amplifiers. For con
venience sake is measured in ohms.
INTEGRATION: Used to describe the success with 
which the output from two drive units combine to 
give smooth output through the crossover region.
INTERMODULATION (IM): A form of distortion 
arising from two or more signals producing non-har- 
monic signals that correspond' to the sum or differ
ence of the two frequencies.
^>O (k): prefix meaning one thousand.
LED: Light Emitting Diode; an indicator light.
LF: Low frequency.
LATER.ALFRICTION: The resistance to move
ment of an arm and cartridge combination in the 
horizontal plane (ie across a record), caused by fric
tion in its bearings.
LINEAR: A transducer that produces an output that 
exactly portrays its input over the required operat
ing range is described as linear, and is hence distor
tion free. Hence also nonlinearities (distortions).
LINE-CONTACT: A special stylus profile that 
extends the ellipse, increasing contact length up and 
down the sides of the groove.
LOAD OR LOADING: The impedance (including 
resistive and reactive components, ie ohms, mH, pF) 
seen by one component looking back to its intercon
nected component; of importance in compatibility of 
cartridge/amp, and amp/headphone.
'LOUDNESS': An equalisation circuit frequency 
switchable on amplifiers which is designed to com
pensate for presumed hearing characteristics at low 
listening levels by boosting bass and treble.
MOL: Maximum operating level of tape normally 
referring to 5% distortion of 315Hz or 3.15kHz.
MEDIUM WAVE: An AM transmission band incapa
ble of high fidelity signals.
MICRO- (JI- ): Prefix for units meaning one millionth 
of.
MICROSECONDS (JI-s): The time constant of a 
resistor capacitor combination involving a frequency 
response change (equalisation).
MIDRANGE, MIDBAND: The central part of the 
audible frequency range where the ear is most sensi
tive.
MILLI- (m): Prefix for units meaning one 
thousandth of.
MODULATION: The audio signal is 'stored' by 

. means of modulations within a medium, eg the 'wig
gles' in the groove of a plastic disc, or the magnetic 
coding on a tape.
MODULATION NOISE: An additional noise added 

to tape noise, which increases with the degree of 
modulation of the tape, caused by the properties of 
the magnetic coating. This noise has most of its 
energy near the modulation frequency (causatory 
tone).
MOVING-COIL: A transducer ( eg cartridge or 
headphone) where the signal is generated by the 
movement of a coil within a magnetic field.
MOVING-MAGNET: The most common form of 
cartridge transduction, where the magnet moves 
while the coils are held relatively stationary.
MULTIPLEX FILTER (MPX): A circuit which 
introduces severe attenuation at supersonic fre
quencies to decrease interference encountered with 
the output from some stereo FM tuners.
NANO (n): Prefix meaning a thousandth of a mil
lionth of.
NOISE: Random unwanted low level signals.
NOISE MODULATION: An unwelcome breathing 
effect that can be heard on some programme mate
rial, produced by poor noise reduction systems, or 
circuits.
OCTAVE: Two-to-one ratio of pitch or frequency. 
OFFSET ANGLE: The angle measured between 
the centre line of the pickup cartridge and the line 
which joins stylus and arm pivot point.
OHM: Unit of electrical impedance (including reac
tance) or resistance; also kohm, where 1 kohm = 

l,OOOohms.
OVERHANG: The extent to which the cartridge 
stylus extends beyond the centre of the platter is 
critical, and controlled by fore and aft adjustment of 
the cartridge on the arm.
PASSIVE: The most common type of system, where 
drivers and crossover are driven from a single power 
amplifier.
PEAK RECORDING LEVEL: A level above which 
distortion becomes apparent. This distortion is intro
duced when the oxide particles almost reach mag
netic saturation, and thus will accept no more level. 
PHONO: The most commonly used plug/socket 
combination in audio components.
PICO (p): Prefix meaning one millionth of a mil
lionth of.
PORT: An opening in a cabinet which is tuned to 
characteristics of the bass driver and the enclosure 
volume to provide reflex type bass-loading.
POWER AMPLIFffiR: The part of an amplifier that 
provides power to drive the loudspeakers: usually 
integrated, it is sometimes a separate component.
PRE-AMPLIFffiR: The part of an amplifier that 
accepts the input signals, sorts them, applies any 
necessary equalisation, and then passes the signal to 
the (normally integral) power amplifiers.
PRESENCE: A quality of forwardness or immedi
acy in a sound balance, generally related to an upper
middle frequency response boost.
PRINT-THROUGH: A pre- or post-echo of a loud 
signal created by magnetisation occuring from one 
layer to an adjacent layer after the tape has spooled 
or been recorded.
Q: A measure of the magnitude and shape of a reso
nance; the higher the Q, the sharper and more severe 
in amplitude the resonance.
REFLEX: A system of bass loading (using port or 
ABR) which offers improved efficiency and bass 

power handling at the expense of subsonic control 
compared to a sealed box.
RUMBLE: The low or medium frequency sound pro
duced mechanically by any moving parts in a turn
table, mainly the motor and platter bearings.
SENSITIVITY: The volume of sound output for a 
specific electrical voltage input.
SEP^ARATION: As between the two channels of a 
stereo pickup; see Crosstalk.
SHIDATA: A special stylus extending the elliptical 
to a 'line-contact' type of profile.
SIDE-THRUST: A force acting on cartridges in 
pivoted (ie not parallel tracking) arms, due to the 
stylus/vinyl 'friction' acting along the line of the 
offset angle; hence bias or side-thrust compensation. 
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE, SIGNAL/NOISE, SIN: The 
difference in total output when an applied signal is 
removed.
STYLUS: The specially shaped piece of diamond in 
contact with the groove and connected to the can
tilever.
SUBSONIC: Below the audible range, ie below 
20Hz.
SQUARE WAVE: A signal whichconsists of a funda
mental plus a (theoretically infinite) series of odd 
(3rd, 5th etc) harmonics in a precise phase and 
amplitude relationship. It is useful for examining 
transient performance, symmetry, resonance control 
and 'ringing'.
THD: Total harmonic distortion.
TRACING: The following of the groove mod-ulations 
by the stylus; hence for example tracing distortion, 
caused by the inability of a spherical stylus to trace 
the high frequency inner grooves on a disc.
TRACKABILITY: The ability of the cartridge to 
cope with large amplitude modulations (or of the 
arm and cartridge to follow the groove itself prop
erly).
TRACKING ERROR: The discrepancy between 
the truly tangential angle at which a record is cut and 
the slightly off-tangential angle at which it is tracked 
by a stylus on a pivoted arm during some parts of the 
arm's travel.
TRANSIENT: Signal of very short duration.
TREBLE: Upper part of frequency spectrum, typi
cally above about 3kHz.
TWEETER: A small drive unit designed to operate 
over the high frequency range.
ULTRASONIC: Frequencies above audibility, ie 
greater than 20kHz; also supersonic.
VERTICAL TRACKING ANGLE (VTA): The 
angle at which the plane of motion of the stylus is set 
with respect to the vertical when viewed from a side 
elevation of the cartridge. Should match the 20° cut
ter standard.
WEIGHTING: A factor or function that is applied to 
a measurement to increase its relevance and useful
ness.
WOOFER: A drive unit that operates over the bass 
portion of the audio range.
WOW AND FLUTTER: Low and high frequency 
pitch variations (from poor tape transport of turn
table platters with speed drift).
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D E A L E R GUIDE
ANDREW THOMSON 

Specialist in Hi-Fi 
97 Shandwick Place, Edinburgh 

Tel: 031 2283907

6-8 Bonnar Street, Dunfirmline, Fife 
Tel: 0383 724541

3 Whyte Causeway, Kirkaldy, Fife 
Tel: 0592 205997

Aylesbury Hi-Fi
Listen to Recommendations and 

Best Buys at Buckinghamshire’s 

Specialist Shop.

Aylesbury Hi-Fi
98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. Bucks 

Tel: 0296 28790

All Hi-Fi Bought!
We buy or exchange ALL 2nd 
hand Audio & Video equipment.
Everything accepted in ANY 
condition - absolutely NOTHING 
refused!

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Netting Hill Gate, London W11 

Open 7 days 1 Oam-Spm 
Tel: 01-727 0424
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Aiwlio Innovations akg
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BÔúWâs I DEALER

comordby 
Monitor Audio

1118011 R^OX

MANTRA

pp ▼
demonstrations by appointment

116 BOLD STREET, LIVERPOOL L1 4JA
Telephone: 051-709 4865

4 I'W 
OO Hillin'

WO

Appointed stockists of A&R Cambridge, Denon 
Castle, Celestion, Creek Audio, Goldring, Kef, 

Linn, Mordaunt-Short, Naim, Quad, Rega, 
Rogers, SME, Nakamichi, Ackroyd, Tannoy

40 Little London, Chichester, W. Sussex 
Telephone 0243 776402 
(Closed all day Monday)

MANDERS HI-FI LTD
For Nakamichi, Quad, Dual, Hafler, Luxman, 

Denon, Revox, Sansui, Harman-Kardon, 

A+R, Thorens, Sondek, QED, Spendor, 

Technics etc.

2 Edward St,Grimsby, 
Humberside 
0472-51391

analog audio
(HI-FI SPECIALISTS)

Full Dem Facilities Available
New Pioneer & Kenwood Midi Systems 

in Stock
Also stockists of:- AR, DENON, DUAL, LUXMAN, MARANTZ, MORDAUNT SHORT, NAD, ONKYO, PIONEER, PROTON, ROTEL, . SANSUI & YAMAHA.

84A HIGH RD., LONDON N12. TEL: (01) 445 3267
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AKG, AR, AIWA, A&R, ADVANCE, B&W, BLQ, BOSE, BEYER, CASTLE, 
CELESTION, CAMBRIDGE, DENON, DUAL, ELITE, HARMON KARDON, 
HEYBROOK, INCA TECH, INFINITY, KEF, KENWOOD, LUXMAN, MARANTZ, 
MONITOR AUDIO, MICHELL, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, 
MYST, NAD, NAKAMICHI, NAGAOKA, PIONEER, PHI LIPS (CD), PINK 
TRIANGLE, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER, ROTEL, SPENDOR, SHURE, SONDEX, 
STAX, SENNHEISER, TANNOY, TARGET, THORENS, VDH, WHARFEDALE, 
YAMAHA. (Century Club dealer).

ONLY HI-FI SPECIALIST IN THE HEATHROWAREA, LATE NIGHT 
THURSDAY. HI-FI MARKETS MEMBER. MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS. 
INSTANT CREDIT UPTO£1 ,000. ACCESS, BARCLAVCARD, AMEX, DINERS 
CLUB.

45 HIGH STREET, HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX 

TEL: 01-570 7512



Hi-Fi Bargains for Cash

New & Used Equipment

HI-FI CENTRE
GREEN LANE 

WILMASLOW 
0625 522112

Closed Wednesday

HastingsJ4LFÌ
------------------ ----------------/---- CONSULTANTS —,

I 32 WESTERN ROAD, ST. LEONARDS. (0424) 442975

Select EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
from - quad, N^AKAMICHI, HARMAN KARDON,

MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS, 
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE, 

M^KANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS, 
CELESHON, HEYBROOK,

& Many more.
• OPEN MON-SAT9.00-600.
• FULL DEMONSTRA RONS -IN STORE & IN HOME

THE AUDIO SHOP
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Appointed stockist of:-
Tannoy • Mordaunt Short • Castle • Royd • Infinity • B&W 
Goodmans • Dual • Logic • QED • Revolver • Ion Systems 
(Nytech) • Nagaoka • Audio Technica • Goldring • Rata 
Ortofon • PhilipsCD • Target • BLQ • Goodmans 
Foundation

(Demonstration Room)

Coffee Tavern Court, 
37a High Street, Rushden.

Tel: (0933) 56651

PETER ELLIS AUDIO
Alphason, Townshend Elite, Heybrook, Ariston, 

Thorens, Michell, Moth, SME, Technics, Dual, 

Manticore, A&R, Sony, Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Beyer, 

Sennheiser, Stax.

SINGLE SPEAKER
DEMONSTRATION ROOM BY 

APPOINTMENT ONLY

29 Kirkgate, Newark, Nottingham 
(0636) 704571

- PREMIER HI-FIDELITY -

Audioscene
Tel: 0246 204005

Selected products from: Musical Fidelity, D.N.M., Inca-Tech, 
Cambridge Audio, S.M.E., Pink Triangle, Revolver, Alphason, 

Denon, Trio Kenwood, Mission, N.A.D., Rotel, Nakamichi, 
Celestion, Epos Acoustics, BLQ, Gale, Cliff Stone, Teac,

Marantz, Philips CD, Thorens

132 CHATSWORTH ROAD, BRAMPTON, CHESTERFIELD, DERBY

DOWNLANDS AUDIO
HI - FI SPECIALIST
(0285) 61263

NÃ51

Norman H. Field

B&W k. ________J

• DUAL • NAKAMICHI • QED • A&R CAMBRIDGE
• SENNHEISER • B&W • BEYER • MUSICAL FIDELITY
• DENON ■ THORENS • TANNOY • PROTON
• MISSION • RUARK • HEYBROOK • QUAD
• ROGERS • MARANTZ • MYST • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

FULL DELIVERY & INSTALLATION SERVICE. 2 DEM ROOMS 
OPEN: MON-SAT 10-5.30 p.m. (CLOSED WEDNESDAYS)

79 HIGH ST., UCKFIELD, EAST SUSSEX TN22 1AS

ALBANY HOUSE.
HURST STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM 85 4BJ
Telephone : 021 -622 2323

HI-FI
The place where people care about hUi
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REVIEW 
PRODUCT INDEX

TURNTABLES&M ROKSAN XERXES 
ROTELRP830

75
76

SONY 500ES
SONY 700ES

105
106

TONEARMS SME IV
SOURCE/ODYSSEY

77
78

TANDBERG 3001
TECHNICS STG 45

106
107

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EB101 43 SYSTEMDEK 11/IIX 80 YAMAHA 400 107
ALPHASON OPAL 45 TECHNICS SLBD22 81
ALPHASON XENON 45 TECHNICS SLDD33/SLQD33 82 HEADPHONES ■
ALPHASON SONATA 46

48
THORENS TD 166 Ill 83

ARISTON Q DECK THORENS 316 84 AUDIO TECHNICA ATM 909 113
ARISTON RD60 49 THORENSTD160 85 AUDIO TECHNICA ATM 910 113
ARISTON RD90 SUPERIOR 50 .THORENS 320 86 BEYER DT 330 Mk 11 114
DUAL CS 503.1 51 THORENS 521 87 BEYER DT 550 114
DUAL CS 5000 52 BEYER DT 990 115
ELITE ROCK 53 TUNERS BIS» JECKLIN MODEL ONE 115
HEYBROOK TT2 54 JECKLIN ELECTROSTAT 117
LINN LV PLUS 56 A&R ARCAM ALPHA 95 QUART PMB 25 11 117
LINN AXIS 57 A&RARCAM DELTA 95 QUART PMB 65 119
LINN LP12,ITTOK & TROIKA 58 CREEK CAS 3140 96 SENNHEISER HD30 119
LOGIC TEMPO/DATUM 11 61 HARMANKARDONTU 920 96 SENNHEISER HD 410SL 120
MICHELL SYNCHRO 62 HITACHI MT 550 97 SENNHEISER HD 420SL 120
MICHELL GYRODEC 63 JVC 1100 97 SENNHEISER HD540
MANTICORE MANTRA 64 MUSICAL FIDELITY TI 99 REFERENCE GOLD 121
MISSION MECHANIC 65 MERIDIAN 204 99 SONY MDR E272EK 121
MOTH ARM 66 MARANTZ ST35 101 SONY MDR A60 123
NAD 5120 67 NAIM NAT 01 101 SONY MDR V4 123
OMEGA POINT BLACK/SILVER 68 NAKAMICHI ST 7E 102 SONY MDR V6 124
PINK TRIANGLE PT TOO 70 NIKKO NT-540 102 STAX SR34 124
REGA RB300 71 ONIX BWD1 103 STAX SR GAMMA 125
REGA PLANAR 2/3 72 PIONEER 551 103 STAX SR LAMBDA PRO 125
REVOX B291 73 ROTEL RT830L 105

ADVERTISERS
INDEX

ABBOTT AUDIO 154 COSMIC 118 NAKAMICHI 30
ABOUTSOUND 158 COVENT GARDEN RECORDS 136 O'BRIEN HI-FI 59
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO 24 & 25 CREEK AUDIO 17 ORTOFON 12 & 13
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 6 CRITICAL AUDIENCE 129 PIONEER (UK) LTD IBC
ACTIVE AUDIO 42 DOWNLANDS AUDIO 159 PRECISION AUDIO CONSULTANTS 152
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO 152 PETER ELLIS AUDIO 159 RAYLEIGH HI-FI 98
ANALOGUE AUDIO 158 HAMPSHIRE AUDIO 22 READING HI-FI 56
APPOLO SPEAKER STANDS 122 HASTINGS HI-FI 159 ROGERS 55
ARISTON 1 HAYDEN LABORATORIES 10 ROKSAN 89 & 90 & 91
ASHTON AUD!O 154 HEYBROOK 92 ROTEL 44
ASTON AUDIO 32 HI-FI CENTRE 159 SEVENOAKS 110 & 111
THE AUDIO CONCEPT 104 NORMAN HI-FIELD 159 SME 94
THE AUDIO FILE 148 HI-FI EXPERIENCE 36 SONY 34
AUDIO INSIGHT 122 KEITH HUNT 66 SOUND ADVICE 71
AUDIO KITS 71 IN HI-FI 47 SOUND GALLERY 154
AUDIOSCENE 159 ISLAND COMPACT DISC 159 SOUND ORGANISATION 74
AUDIO T 36 & 38 JEFFRIES HI-FI 69 SOURCE ODYSSEY 16
AUDIO VENUE 144 MANDERS HI-FI LTD 158 SPALDINGS 112
AYLESBURY HI-FI 158 MARANTZ 14 STANDENS (TONBRIDGE) 148
BARTLETTS 100 J. A MICHELL ENGINEERING 32 SUSSEX AUDIO 150
BEYER DYNAMIC 116 MOORGATE ACOUSTICS 104 SWIFTS OF WILMSLOW 79
STEVE BOXSHALL 39 MUSICAL FIDELITY IFC TECHNICS 4 & 5
DOUG BRADY 148 MUSICAL IMAGES 158 ANDREW THOMPSON 158
BRENTWOODS 66 THE MUSIC ROOM 138 WEST MIDLAND AUDIO 152
CHICHESTER HI-FIDELITY 158 MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 158 WOODSIDE ELECTRONICS 104
D. F. CLARKE 159 MURRAY HI-FI ■ 150 ZEUS AUDIO 129
CORNFLAKE SHOP 40 NAIM 20
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The Pioneer 
F-717L Tuner os you 

will hear it.

( No background)

Few hi-fi manufacturers would take pains to describe 
their equipment as the quietest on the market. Except 
perhaps Pioneer.

They have developed a tuner so advanced it virtually 
eliminates background hiss. (On a live broadcast the only 
background you're likely to hear is the pianist sucking a 
wine gum.)

This incredible sound quality is achieved with the 
use of a Digital Direct Decoder. lt simply converts radio 
frequency signal instantly to digital information.

A tuner this advanced, and with all these other 
features. it's virtually unheard of:
• Linear front end • 'Pulse swallow' frequency synthesis 
• Random presets for 16 FM/MW/LW stations • Improved 
MW/LW sound • 3-point signal indicator.

Wait 'til you hear Pioneer



Look what you get for around £399 42 watts per channel amplifier, twin—

Good mans 
so\Jm

And in Goodmans terms, more Hi-Fi means better sound quality.

Such a claim is not surprising when you consider that Goodmans Hi-Fi midi 

systems are built around genuine Goodmans Hi-Fi loudspeakers.

Take the Maxim Midi System, the highest quality electronics matched to the 

highly acclaimed Maxim loudspeakers.

Dolby * cassette deck, 12 band graphic equaliser, quartz digital tuner, semr 

automatic turntable and of course the famous Maxim loudspeakers, all 

integrated into one superb HrFi system. There's an optional compact disc 

player too.

The result, we confidently boast, will sound superior to anything else in its 

price range (and many more expensive systems too).

Value for money,sound for pound it pays to choose from the Goodmans range 

of HrFi separates whether it is loudspeakers, Hi-Fi systems or our new 

compact disc multiplayer because piece by piece they all add up to a sound 

Hi-Fi choice.

Call Goodmans on (0705) 486344
2 Marples Way, Kingscroft Centre, Havant, Hampshire P09 lJS

•Oolby is •the trademark of Oolby laboratories licensing Corporation.

Goodmans
Goodmans i

PIECE BY PIECE IT ADDS UP 
TO MORE HI-FI

Goodmans
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